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Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der Verarbeitung von Kongruenz
beim Sprachverstehen. Konkret geht es um die Verarbeitung von Numeruskon-
gruenz zwischen Subjekt und Verb. Abgesehen von kleineren Komplikationen
wie abwesenden beziehungsweise phonetisch leeren Subjekten, ist die zugrun-
deliegende Regel ausgesprochen einfach und wird im Spracherwerb auch ver-
gleichsweise früh beherrscht, insbesondere in Sprachen mit reicher Flexionsmor-
phologie (zum Deutschen vgl. Poeppel and Wexler, 1993). Dennoch produzieren
Sprecher gelegentlich Kongruenzfehler. Das nachstehendespontansprachliche
Beispiel ist der kürzlich vorgelegten Sammlung von Roland Pfau entnommen
(Pfau, 2009).

(1) * die Einführung der neuen Münzen verliefen reibungslos
(Pfau, 2009: 138)

Das Beispiel in (1) repräsentiert eine typische Konfiguration für Kongruenz-
fehler. Die Subjekt-NP enthält eine modifizierende NP mit abweichender Nu-
merusspezifikation und das Verb kongruiert irrtümlich mit dieser eingebetteten
NP. Jespersen (1913) prägte hierfür den BegriffAttraktion, da die eingebettete NP
(im folgenden Distraktor genannt) scheinbar die Kongruenzan sich zieht. Seit
der einflussreichen Arbeit von Bock and Miller (1991) hat sich die psycholinguis-
tische Forschung intensiv mit dem Phänomen der Attraktion auseinandergesetzt
(zum Deutschen vgl. Hartsuiker et al., 2003; Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003;
Hölscher and Hemforth, 2000; Konieczny et al., 2004; Pfau, 2009; Schriefers and
van Kampen, 1993). Der Schwerpunkt der psycholinguistischen Beschäftigung
mit Attraktionsfehlern lag bislang deutlich bei der Sprachproduktion. Attraktions-
fehler sind aber auch für das Sprachverstehen dokumentiertworden (Branigan
et al., 1995; Clifton et al., 1999; Nicol et al., 1997; Pearlmutter et al., 1999; Pearl-
mutter, 2000; Wagers et al., 2009; zum Deutschen nur Hölscher and Hemforth,
2000). Ziel der vorliegenden Dissertation ist es, zur Erweiterung des Forschungs-
standes in der Domäne des Sprachverstehens beizutragen. Dazu wird ein ex-
perimenteller Ansatz verfolgt, der sich der Methode der beschleunigten Gram-
matikalitätsurteile bedient. Die Experimente variieren systematisch die Numerus-
spezifikation von Subjekt, Distraktor und Verb sowie einigeweitere Faktoren.
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xvi ZUSAMMENFASSUNG (GERMAN SUMMARY)

Die Dissertation untersucht Attraktionsfehler in vier Konstruktionen:

(2) Modifizierer-Attraktion
Ich weiß, dass die Mutter der Kinder angerufen hat/*haben.

(3) Attraktion aus einem Relativsatz heraus
Ich weiß, dass die Mutter, deren Kinder ich betreue, angerufen hat/*haben.

(4) Attraktion in einen Relativsatz hinein
Da kam die Mutter, deren Kinder geweint haben/*hat.

(5) Objekt-Attraktion
Ich weiß, dass die Mutter die Kinder getröstet hat/*haben.1

Die Konstruktion in (2) entspricht der klassischen Attraktionskonfiguration,
mit dem einzigen Unterschied, dass der Distraktor in anderen Untersuchungen
typischerweise in eine Präpositionalphrase eingebettet ist (z.B. in the key to the
cabinets) während er hier als Genitiv auftritt. In Pfaus Korpus machtdiese Kon-
struktion (Genitiv bzw. PP) etwa die Hälfte aller Fälle aus.Possessive Rela-
tivsätze wie in (3) und (4) sind neu im Kontext von Attraktion. Objekt-Attraktion
wurde zuvor schon für die Sprachproduktion nachgewiesen (zum Deutschen vgl.
Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003; Pfau, 2009). Für alle vier Konstruktionen bele-
gen die Experimente Attraktionsfehler. Bei der Beurteilung von Sätzen, in de-
nen Subjekt und Distraktor unterschiedliche Numerusspezifikationen aufweisen,
machen Versuchspersonen mehr Fehler als bei der Beurteilung vergleichbarer
Sätze, in den Subjekt und Distraktor im Numerus übereinstimmen. Die Probanden
entdecken eine vermeintliche Kongruenzverletzung in eigentlich grammatischen
Sätzen beziehungsweise übersehen eine tatsächlich vorliegende Kongruenzver-
letzung in ungrammtischen Sätzen. Die Fehlermuster variieren jedoch für die
vier Konstruktionen. Modifizierer-Attraktion ist auf die in (2) gezeigte Konstel-
lation (Subjekt im Singular, Distraktor im Plural) beschränkt, während für die
umgekehrte Konstellation (Subjekt im Plural, Distraktor im Singular) keine At-
traktionseffekte auftreten. Attraktion aus einem Relativsatz heraus sowie Objekt-
Attraktion weisen keine solche Singular-Plural-Asymmetrie auf. Attraktionsef-
fekte lassen sich sowohl für Subjekte im Singular als auch für Subjekte im Plu-
ral nachweisen, und für beide Konstellationen in jeweils vergleichbarem Um-
fang. Attraktion in einen Relativsatz hinein (vgl. (4)) tritt sowohl in der Kon-
stellation Singular-Subjekt, Plural-Distraktor als auchin der Konstellation Plural-
Subjekt, Singular-Distraktor auf, aber tendentiell häufiger in der ersteren. Zusam-

1Das Pluralverb stellt nur in der (allerdings stark präferierten) Subjekt-Objekt-Lesart eine
Grammatikalitätsverletzung dar. Die Diskussion von Objekt-Attraktion schließt daher die Diskus-
sion der Subjekt-Objekt-Ambiguität mit ein. Zudem wurde inweiteren Experimenten die in-
tendierte Lesart durch morphologisch eindeutige NPs erzwungen.
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mengenommen lassen sich also drei Muster in Bezug auf Singular- und Pluralkon-
texte ausmachen: strikte Asymmetrie (Attraktion nur für Subjekte im Singular),
nicht-strikte Asymmetrie (stärkere Attraktion für Subjekte im Singular, kleinere
Effekte für Subjekte im Plural) und keine Asymmetrie (vergleichbare Attraktion-
sraten für Subjekte im Singular und im Plural). Darüber hinaus belegen die Ex-
perimente Ambiguitätseffekte in der Objektskontruktion sowie Belebtheiteffekte
für Objekt-Attraktion und Attraktion aus einem Relativsatz heraus.

Die beobachteten Fehlermuster sind mit keinem der vorhandenen Erklärungs-
modelle für Attraktion vollständig vereinbar. Die Diskrepanzen zwischen den
einzelnen Konstruktionen legen nahe, dass mindestens zweizugrundeliegende
Mechanismen beteiligt sind. In meinem Modell argumentiereich dafür, dass
Attraktionsfehler auf zweierlei Weise zustande kommen können. Wird das Nu-
merusmerkmal des Distraktors fälschlicherweise an den obersten Knoten Subjekt-
NP transferiert, resultiert ein asymmetrisches Attraktionsmuster. Dies folgt aus
der Annahme einer asymmetrischen Repräsentation von Numerus. Wenn nur Plu-
ral explizit repräsentiert ist, kann auch nur ein Plural-Merkmal irrtümlich trans-
feriert werden. Fehler beim Abruf des Subjekts zum Zwecke der Überprüfung von
Kongruenz ergeben dagegen ein symmetrisches Attraktionsmuster. Der irrtüm-
liches Zugriff auf den Distraktor ist unabhängig von dessenNumerusspezifika-
tion. Dem liegt die Annahme zugrunde, dass Numerus nicht zu den Abrufkriterien
(retrieval cues) gehört. Evidenz für Fehler beim Abruf des Subjekts kommt aus
der Beobachtung, dass morphologische Kasusambiguität dasAuftreten von At-
traktion begünstigt. Die Experimente zur Objektattraktion zeigen, dass Attraktion
nicht auftritt, wenn die Subjekt-NP morphologisch eindeutig ist, und nur reduziert
auftritt, wenn die Objekt-NP eindeutig ist. Zudem fand sichkeine Evidenz für At-
traktion wenn der Distraktor (Objekt oder NP im Relativsatz) aus semantischen
Gründen kein guter Kandidat für die Subjektsfunktion ist.2

2In den beiden betreffenden Experimenten wurde die Passfähigkeit des Distraktors über den
Faktor Belebtheit manipuliert
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1
Introduction

Agreement is a widespread phenomenon across natural languages and has many
facets. All in all, it seems fair to consider subject–verb agreement as a proto-
typical instance of agreement. Leaving certain complications aside which will
be discussed in the next chapter, the basic rule is rather simple: Subject NP and
corresponding finite verb have to accord in their agreement feature specifications.
Nevertheless, language users occasionally produce agreement errors. Even lin-
guists are not immune to agreement errors as illustrated by the examples below.1

(1) * My work on speech errors have shown
(Fromkin’s Speech Error Database, Error ID 2783, speaker: V. Fromkin)

(2) * Die
the

Standardfälle,
standard-cases

die
which

Chomsky
C.

immer
always

betrachtet,
considers

ist
is

so
such

...

‘The standard cases which Chomsky always considers are such...’
(Josef Bayer in a talk given at the University of Konstanz, 21.11.2006)

(3) * Firstly, the reference to Chomsky’s notions of E-Language (External(ised)
Language) and I-language (Internal(ised) Language) make clear that
we acknowledge these two aspects of language.
(Powell, 2005: ii)2

1For a collection of agreement errors in academic writing seeTaylor (1993).
2Powell, C. M. (2005). From E-Language to I-Language: Foundations of a Pre-Processor for

the Construction Integration Model. PhD Thesis, Oxford Brookes University

1
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(4) * We argue that the discrepancy between the results obtained with the
two tasks inform us about the relative time-course of phrasestructure
building and agreement processing in sentence comprehension.
(Colonna et al., 2008)

Agreement errors and especially attraction errors which will be introduced in turn
form the core of the thesis.

1.1 What the Thesis Is About

The thesis addresses the computation of agreement during language processing,
more precisely agreement checking during language comprehension. At the center
stage are so-called ATTRACTION ERRORS. Attraction errors are agreement errors
that can be attributed to the presence of a noun phrase mismatching the subject in
its agreement features. For illustration consider the example below.

(5) * The readinessof our conventionalFORCESare at an all-time low
(Bock and Miller, 1991:46)

In (5), the verb agrees with the linearly closest nounforcesrather than with the
subject NP which is singular since its nominal headreadinessis singular. Jes-
persen (1913) coined the term ATTRACTION expressing the intuition that the sec-
ond NP somehow attracted agreement. An alternate term foundin the literature
is PROXIMITY CONCORD (e.g., Francis, 1986; Quirk et al., 1985). The term is
motivated by the precedence relations in the standard instances of attraction as
exemplified in (5). The head noun of the modifying NPour conventional forces
that the verb erroneously agrees with is closer to the verb than the nominal head of
the subject NP. The interfering noun is therefore often called the LOCAL NOUN.
I choose the term DISTRACTOR instead since being closer to the verb is not a
necessary precondition for attraction. For ease of presentation I highlighted the
two critical nouns in (5) and will do so in all upcoming examples: Bold face type
indicates the head noun of the subject NP (and the agreement target, in this case
the verb); capitalization indicates the head noun of the distractor NP.

The construction in (5) represents a typical instance of attraction: The sentence
contains a complex subject NP which embeds a further NP serving as a modifier.
This modifier is responsible for the error—it apparently ‘attracts’ agreement. Ob-
jects, however, are also potential ‘attractors’.3 Consider the example below taken
from Hartsuiker et al. (2001). The subject is a bare singularnoun not containing

3Though the some authors use the term ‘attractor’, I will refer to the critical NP as ‘distractor’
in this thesis.
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any modifier which can be blamed for the erroneous plural verbform. Instead,
there is a plural object which apparently attracts agreement.

(6) Ik
I

weet
know

dat
that

tijd
time

WONDEN

wounds
helen.
heal.PL

‘I know that time heal all wounds.’

Attraction errors induced by an object as in (6) have been experimentally attested
as well (Chanquoy and Negro, 1996; Fayol et al., 1994; Francket al., 2006; Hart-
suiker et al., 2001; Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003). When referring to this par-
ticular attraction configuration, I will use the term OBJECT ATTRACTION; for
instances like (5), I will use the term MODIFIER ATTRACTION or just ‘attraction’.

Subject–verb agreement as in the examples above is not the only agreement
relation vulnerable to attraction. Similar effects show upfor predicative adjec-
tive agreement with subjects (e.g., Lorimor et al., 2008; Vigliocco, Butterworth
and Garrett, 1995, 1996; Vigliocco and Franck, 1999); as well as for pronominal
agreement with antecedents (Bock, 1995a; Bock et al., 2001,2004; Meyer and
Bock, 1999). Furthermore, attraction is not restricted to number agreement; it has
been attested for gender agreement as well (Antón-Méndez etal., 2002; Badecker
and Kuminiak, 2007; Finocchiaro and Cieślicka, 2005; Franck et al., 2008; Meyer
and Bock, 1999; Vigliocco and Franck, 1999, 2002; Viglioccoand Zilli, 1999). In
the following, I will use the termsNUMBER ATTRACTION andGENDER ATTRAC-
TION when explicitly addressing one or the other type of agreement and I will
speak of attraction when either the relevant agreement feature is clear or a general
statement is to make. It is noteworthy that number attraction and gender attraction
are independent of each other. Russian for instance exhibits number attraction but
no signs of gender attraction (Lorimor et al., 2008). The thesis concentrates on
number agreement and number attraction. For completeness,gender attraction is
mentioned where appropriate.

The literature documents attraction errors in a wide range of languages in-
cluding Dutch (Bock et al., 2001; Hartsuiker, Antón-Méndezand van Zee, 2001;
Hartsuiker, Kolk et al., 1999, Hartsuiker, Schriefers et al., 2003 ; Kaan, 2002;
Meyer and Bock, 1999; Severens et al., 2008; Vigliocco et al., 1996), English
(Bock and Cutting, 1992; Bock and Eberhard, 1993; Bock et al., 2001; Bock and
Miller, 1991; Branigan et al., 1995; Clifton et al., 1999; Nicol, 1995; Nicol et al.,
1997; Pearlmutter et al., 1999, some more), French (Chanquoy and Negro, 1996;
Fayol et al., 1994; Franck et al., 2002, 2008; Vigliocco et al., 1996; Vigliocco and
Franck, 1999), German (Hartsuiker et al., 2003; Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003;
Hölscher and Hemforth, 2000; Pfau, 2003, 2009; Schriefers and van Kampen,
1993), Italian (Franck et al., 2008; Vigliocco et al., 1995;Vigliocco and Franck,
1999; Vigliocco and Zilli, 1999), Polish (Finocchiaro and Cieślicka, 2005), Rus-
sian (Bock et al., 2000; Lorimor et al., 2008; Nicol and Wilson, 2000), Slovak
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(Badecker and Kuminiak, 2007), Slovene (Harrison, 2004) and Spanish (Antón-
Méndez et al., 2002; Vigliocco et al., 1996; Franck et al., 2008). Attraction er-
rors occur in spontaneous speech (and in writing, even in presumably edited texts
as evidenced in example (5) which Bock and Miller (1991) tookfrom theNew
Yorker); however, they can be elicited in the laboratory as well. The latter way
of obtaining attraction errors has certain advantages. It allows, for instance, to
control the conditions, manipulate the material systematically and draw statisti-
cally reliable conclusions. The experimental approach therefore predominates in
the literature. Recently, however, Roland Pfau provided a comprehensive corpus
survey of attraction errors in German (Pfau, 2009).

Attraction errors were first and extensively examined in language production
(Bock and Miller, 1991, for a review cf. Bock et al., 2001); later, they have been
attested for language comprehension as well (e.g., Branigan et al., 1995; Clifton
et al., 1999; Nicol et al., 1997; Pearlmutter et al., 1999, and subsequent studies).
Though this thesis focuses on attraction during sentence comprehension, it re-
views findings in the domain of language production as well. For both aspects
of language processing—production and comprehension—thephenomenon of at-
traction raises questions regarding the mental representation of agreement features
and their handling during sentence processing. These questions regard the compu-
tation of the feature specification of complex noun phrases containing more than
one noun and the tracking of the subject’s feature specification for the purpose
of producing an agreement target—e.g., a corresponding verb—or for agreement
checking during language comprehension.

1.2 What the Thesis is not About

In this section, I want to briefly address two phenomena knownunder the label
‘attraction’ which are different from the phenomenon of attraction as examined in
the thesis though presumably related to it under a broader perspective. A more
detailed discussion would go far beyond the scope of the thesis. The first phe-
nomenon is called NEGATIVE ATTRACTION (Jespersen, 1917)4 and refers to the
observation that a constituent negation can take sentential scope under certain cir-
cumstances. The wide scope is evidenced by the licensing of negative polarity

4Some authors, e.g., Labov (1972), use the term ‘negative attraction’ for cases in which nega-
tion is morphologically expressed at several items but logically interpreted only once as in the
Russian example below, more commonly termed ‘negative concord’.

(i) Nikto
nobody

ničego
nothing

ne
not

skazal
said

’Nobody said anything’
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items and question tags.

(7) There were no doubts at any time.

(8) He had no doubts, had he?

Negative polarity items as well has positive question tags need to be licensed
by negation having scope over them. Hence, the grammaticality of (7) and (8)
suggests that the constituent negationno covertly moves into a position where it
c-commands the negative polarity item and, respectively, the tag. Alternatively,
one might assume the presence of a covert negative operator taking the required
scope. Be that as it may, negative attraction is clearly distinct from attraction
processes as discussed in this thesis. First of all, negative attraction is a matter
of interpretation rather than a matter of grammaticality. Furthermore, it results in
a grammatical sentence whereas attraction as a performancefailure results in an
ungrammatical sentence (when occurring during language production).

The second phenomenon I want to mention is known as CASE ATTRACTION.
Case attraction has a diachronic as well as a processing perspective. Difficulties
in feature tracking are not restricted to number features—similar effects arise for
case features: The head noun of a relative clause occasionally adopts the case
feature of a coindexed relative pronoun. In language processing, this may hap-
pen with case ambiguous NPs as in (9). In effect, feature transfer eliminates an
otherwise occurring garden-path.

(9) a. . . . daß
that

man
one

Schwierigkeiten,
difficulties.DAT

[ RC ], aus
out

dem
the

Weg
way

gehen
go

soll
should

‘that one should avoid difficulties’

b. . . . daß
that

man
one

Schwierigkeiten,
difficulties.ACC

[ RC ], aus
out

dem
the

Weg
way

räumen
put

soll
should

‘that one should remove difficulties’

relative clause (RC)

(i) die
which.NOM

unangenehm
unpleasant

sind
are

‘which are unpleasant’

(ii) denen
which.DAT

man
one

gegenübersteht
faces

‘which one faces’

The second NP in (9) (Schwierigkeiten‘difficulties’) is four-way case ambiguous.
The word form as such is compatible with nominative case, genitive case, dative
case and accusative case. The possibility of nominative case is ruled out since the
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preceding NPmancan only be nominative and hence must be the subject. This
leaves the parser with three possibilities: accusative, dative and genitive case. In
accordance with the case hierarchy, accusative is preferred (for an overview of the
corresponding evidence see Bader and Bayer, 2006). Accordingly, disambigua-
tion toward dative case as in (9a) gives rise to a garden-patheffect when embed-
ding a relative clause like (i) in which the relative pronounbears nominative case.
In combination with a relative clause like (ii) in which the relative pronoun bears
dative case, the findings are reversed. In this configuration, disambiguation to-
wards dative case causes no longer a processing problem whereas a garden-path
occurs when disambiguation is toward accusative case as in (9b). Apparently, the
ambiguous NP which is the head of the relative clause takes over the dative case of
the relative pronoun. In analogy to the phenomenon of numberattraction, Bader
and colleagues dubbed this phenomenon CASE ATTRACTION (Bader and Meng,
1999; Bader and Bayer, 2006).

Though case attraction is not a licit operation in present-day German, it was
at least optionally available in prior stages. Old High German and Middle High
German allowed a relative pronoun to agree with the relativeclause head NP in
case instead of bearing the case required in the relative clause.

(10) thaz
that

íz
it

liuhte
shines

allen
all.DAT

then
who.DAT

in
in

húse
house

sint
are

‘that it shines for all who are in the house’
(Tatian 25,2, cited after Pittner, 1995)

In (1.2), the relative pronoun is dative despite being the subject of the relative
clause. The dative is licensed by the head NP. The same phenomenon is found in
other older Indo-European languages as well, e.g., AncientGreek, Anglo-Saxon,
Old English and Latin, in some of them even more productivelythan in Old and
Middle High German.5

Note that the constellation in (1.2) is the reverse of the constellation in (9)—
the one vulnerable to case attraction in language processing. In (1.2), it is the
relative pronoun which adopts the case of the head NP; in (9) it is the head noun
which adopts the relative pronoun’s case. Yet, there are instances parallel to (9)
(usually called ‘inverse attraction’).

(11) den
the.ACC

liebsten
best

bulen
friend

den
who.ACC

ich
I

hab
have

der
the.NOM

leit
lies

beim
at.the

wirt
innkeeper

im
in.the

keller
cellar

5In Old High German, case attraction was an optional rule rather rarely applied (Erdmann,
1874; Wunder, 1965).
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‘the best friend I have, he lies in the innkeeper’s cellar’
(cited after Grimm, 1866)

Case attraction received quite a bit of attention—in the traditional philological
literature (e.g., Behaghel, 1928; Grimm, 1866; Erdmann, 1874; Wunder, 1965)
as well as in the modern linguistic literature (e.g., Bianchi, 1999, 2000b; Grimm,
2005, 2007; Harbert, 1989; Pittner, 1995).

1.3 What’s New?

My preoccupation with attraction errors started rather accidentally. When running
participants in a series of experiments using the method of speeded-grammaticality
judgments, I noticed that many of them had difficulties with one particular sen-
tence in the training material. This particular sentence isgiven in (12).

(12) Du
you

hättest
had

mir
me

sagen
tell

sollen,
should

dass
that

Martin ,
M.

dessen
whose

ELTERN

parents
mir
me

oft
often

geholfen
helped

haben,
have

einen
a

schweren
serious

Verkehrsunfall
car-accident

hatte.
had.SG

‘You should have told me that Martin whose parents often helped me had
a serious car accident.’

The sentence is grammatical, agreement requirements are obeyed. The embedded
subjectMartin is a singular proper name and the corresponding auxiliary issin-
gular too. Nevertheless, people rejected the sentence strikingly often. Apparently,
they were distracted by the intervening plural NPdessen Elternand expected a
plural verb. In other words, they experienced an illusionary agreement violation
which caused them to reject the sentence.

The excitement about this discovery was followed by some disappointment
when I learned that something similar has been observed earlier—in descrip-
tions of English grammar (Jespersen, 1913, 1924; Quirk et al., 1985; Strang,
1966; Zandvoort, 1961) as well as in the processing literature (Bock and Miller,
1991 and much subsequent work). As introduced above, the literature commonly
refers to the phenomenon as ‘attraction’ and attributes it to performance factors—
difficulties in keeping track the subject’s number specification. Bock and Cutting
(1992) quote Otto Jespersen who hypothesized that “if the verb comes long after
its subject, there is no more mental energy left to remember what was the number
of the subject” (Jespersen, 1924 cited after Bock and Cutting, 1992). Bock and
Miller (1991) mark the beginning of an intensive exploration of attraction errors
by means of psycholinguistic experiments. Although the literature is meanwhile
vast, a closer look reveals some aspects that received only little consideration. The
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objective of this thesis is to shed some more light on those underexposed issues.
The shortage concerns the direction of language processing(production versus
comprehension), the language under examination as well as particular construc-
tions which give rise to attraction. In particular, the thesis scrutinizes attraction
errors in German sentence comprehension—an area that has been more or less
terra incognita so far. Although attraction errors occur inboth language produc-
tion and language comprehension, they have been investigated extensively in the
domain of sentence production and only to a minor extent in the domain of sen-
tence comprehension. The main bulk of studies examines attraction in English;
less studies investigate other languages (for German see Hartsuiker et al., 2003;
Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003; Hölscher and Hemforth, 2000;Konieczny et al.,
2004; Pfau, 2009; Schriefers and van Kampen, 1993).6 Finally, the thesis ex-
plores attraction in configurations which have been either rarely or not at all con-
sidered in previous research which centered on modifier attraction as in (5). Ob-
ject attraction—attraction errors caused by an interfering object NP—have been
previously examined only in comparably few studies and almost exclusively in
the context of language production (Badecker et al., 2006; Chanquoy and Negro,
1996; Fayol et al., 1994; Franck et al., 2006; Hartsuiker et al., 2001; Hemforth and
Konieczny, 2003; for comprehension see Kaan, 2002).7 This thesis examines a
construction that is novel in the context of attraction—relative clauses with a pos-
sessive relative pronoun (e.g.,The coach whose athletes . . .). The relative clauses
in this thesis differ from relative clauses in previous research in two respects: the
syntactic position of the distractor and its linkage into the matrix clause. Previ-
ous research described attraction out of relative clauses in which relative pronoun
and distractor NP were two distinct arguments. The relativepronoun occupied the
left edge of the relative clause while the distractor occupied a position somewhere
further down in the relative clause. In the possessive relative clause construction,
in contrast, relative pronoun and distractor NP form a jointconstituent (whose
athletes). This configuration brings the distractor NP not only into ahigher posi-
tion in the relative clause (SpecCP) but also establishes a more direct link to the
head NP the relative pronoun is coindexed with. Besides, relative clauses allow
for testing attraction in two directions: out of a relative clause and into a relative
clause. The latter case is particularly interesting since it reverses the linear or-

6With one exception (Hölscher and Hemforth, 2000, Experiment 2), all these studies examine
language production. This exception, however, has its drawbacks as will be discussed in chapter
4.

7In addition, many experiments investigating attraction out of a relative clause in fact attested
object attraction since the distractor was often the objectof the relative clause, e.g., inthe editor
who rejected the books . . .(taken from Bock and Cutting, 1992). This configuration, however,
differs from proper object attraction insofar as the object-distractor is not a clause mate of the
relevant subject NP.
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der of controller and distractor. While the distractor follows the controller in the
classical instances of attraction it precedes the controller when attraction operates
into a relative clause. Thus, relative clauses allow us to test whether a preceding
element can affect the agreement relation between an agreement controller and an
agreement target following it. In concrete terms, two experiments test whether the
number specification of the head noun of a relative clause hasany effect on the
processing of subject–verb agreement inside the relative clause.

1.4 Preview of Major Findings and Conclusions

The experiments to be presented attest attraction errors infour constructions:

(13) a. Modifier attraction

Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

die
the

Mutter
mother

der
the.GEN

K INDER

children
angerufen
called

hat.
has

‘I know that the mother of the children has called.’

b. Object attraction

Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

die
the

Mutter
mother

die
the

K INDER

children
getröstet
comforted

hat.
has

‘I know that the mother comforted the children.’

c. Attraction out of a relative clause

Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

die
the

Mutter ,
mother

deren
whose

K INDER

children
ich
I

betreue,
care-for

gerufen
called

hat.
has

‘I know that the mother whose children I care for called.’

d. Attraction into a relative clause

Da
Then

kam
came

die
the

MUTTER,
mother

deren
whose

Kinder
children

geweint
cried

haben.
have

‘Then came the mother whose children cried.’

In (13a) and (13b), controller and distractor are clause mates. The distractor is
a genitive modifier in (13a) while it is an object in (13b). In (13c) and (13d),
on the other hand, controller and distractor belong to different clauses.8 In sen-
tences with a possessive relative pronoun, attraction can operate out of the relative
clause affecting the agreement relation in the embedding clause as well as into the
relative clause affecting subject–verb agreement inside the relative clause.

The patterns of attraction errors differ across the four constructions. Modifier
attraction in sentences like (13a) is restricted to plural distractors while object

8In chapter 5, I will discuss the possibility that the relative pronoun is the distractor in (13d).
If so, the distractor and controller are part of the same clause and even form a joined constituent.
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attraction as in (13b) and attraction out of a relative clause as in (13c) shows no
signs of such a singular–plural asymmetry. Yet another pattern shows up when
attraction operates into a possessive relative clause. Attraction errors occurred
both with singular distractors as in (13d) and plural distractors (die Mütter, deren
Kind ‘the mothers whose child’), but more often with the latter. Icall this pattern
a non-strict asymmetry. The discrepancies between the attraction patterns of the
four constructions suggest that there are different forcesat work. Attraction has
at least two sources—one resulting in a strict asymmetry andanother one being
responsible for a symmetric attraction pattern. A non-strict asymmetry can be
attributed to the combination of the two kinds of attraction.

Before sketching the model, I want to take one step back and approach the
issue from a more general perspective. The starting point isthe consideration
that the computation of agreement comprises two main tasks:The parser has to
compute the feature specification of the subject NP and it must check whether the
feature specifications of verb and subject NP are compatible. Conflicting infor-
mation inside the subject NP as in (13a) or (13d) challenges the first task. If the
feature specification of a phrase is computed through a feature transmission pro-
cess from the head to the maximal projection, an embedded NP may interfere in
terms of transferring its agreement feature too far. Any NP—whether occurring
inside or outside the subject NP—may hamper the second task.If subject and verb
are non-adjacent, e.g. separated by an object as in (13b), the parser might have
to retrieve the controller on encountering the verb and thereby risk retrieval-based
interference. Whether feature transmission and subject retrieval are indeed prone
to attraction is an empirical question. Based on the findingssummarized above,
I argue for a positive answer to this question. More specifically, I propose that in
certain configurations only one of the two processes is susceptible to disruption
whereas in other configurations both processes can fail.

How does this model account for the attraction patterns described above? Con-
sider first feature transmission. If the plural feature of anembedded distractor is
mistakenly transferred to the maximal projection of the subject NP, an agreement
error results. Under the assumption of an asymmetric representation of number—
a specific representation of plural and no equivalent for singular (cf. Eberhard,
1997; Eberhard et al., 2005)—attraction stemming from a failure in the task of
computing the subject representation can only occur with plural distractors. In
contrast, attraction originating from a retrieval error during agreement checking,
is possible with both singular and plural distractors. Under the assumption that
number is not among the retrieval cues for subject retrieval, singular and plural
distractors are equally likely to be mistaken as the subject. Evidence for the re-
trieval error hypothesis comes from the finding that object attraction is sensitive to
ambiguity of case marking. Sentences with an unambiguous subject are immune
to attraction errors. Sentences with an unambiguous objectare less vulnerable to
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attraction.
Taken together, I propose a model of attraction that puts theblame for attrac-

tion errors on two processes, which are both not specific for attraction. The two
processes—feature transfer and subject retrieval—are justified independently and
just fail in the incidence of attraction. Feature transfer processes are necessary to
compute the feature specification of syntactic objects containing more than just a
head. In the case of attraction, the feature transfer goes too far and thereby flaws
the representation of the subject. As a result, the parser detects an illusionary
agreement violation when later checking the verb against this flawed subject rep-
resentation. Correspondingly, the parser misses a real agreement violation when
the verb matches the flawed subject representation. This failure, however, can
only happen with plural distractors since only a plural feature can be transferred.
Singular distractors lack a specific representation and therefore cannot elicit at-
traction. Hence, the resulting error pattern exhibits a singular–plural asymmetry.
The second process vulnerable to errors is the retrieval process involved in agree-
ment checking. In accordance with McElree (2000), I assume that subject retrieval
operates on a content-addressable memory representation which allows for a di-
rect access mechanism and does not require a search (see alsoMcElree, Foraker
and Dyer, 2003). The retrieval cues include nominative casebut not number. The
inclusion of case explains the observed sensitivity of attraction to ambiguity of
case marking. The exclusion of number accounts for the finding that both singu-
lar and plural distractors give rise to attraction. To conclude, I attribute modifier
attraction to erroneous feature transfer whereas I relate object attraction and attrac-
tion out of a relative clause to interference during subjectretrieval for purposes of
agreement checking. The main argument for these attributions is the presence of a
singular–plural asymmetry in the error pattern, and respectively its absence. Fur-
thermore, I take the non-strict asymmetry observed for attraction into a relative
clause as evidence that the feature transfer and subject retrieval can fail within
the same clause. The circumstances under which one or the other process or both
processes together fail will be discussed in more detail in chapter 7.

1.5 Organization of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 serves to lay the theoretical founda-
tions for the psycholinguistic investigation of subject–verb agreement in number.
The chapter presents the basic theoretic concepts and indicates several problems
that lead to debates in the linguistic literature. The next two chapters introduce the
psycholinguistic perspective. Special attention will be given to the phenomenon
of number attraction. Chapter 3 reviews the pertinent literature on agreement in
language production. Chapter 4 turns to agreement in sentence comprehension.
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In addition to a review of the literature on agreement and attraction errors in com-
prehension, the chapter presents the first experiment in theseries of experiments
examining attraction errors in German sentence comprehension. Chapter 5 exam-
ines number attraction in a new configuration, namely relatives clauses introduced
by a possessive relative pronoun. This configuration allowsfor the investigation
of attraction with different linear orderings of controller and distractor—the dis-
tractor can precede or follow the controller. For both configurations, experiments
will be presented. Thereafter, chapter 6 presents experiments on attraction elicited
by a distractor in object function. Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the main results
of the experiments and evaluates extant attraction accounts in light of these re-
sults. As it will turn out, none of these accounts can explainthe whole range of
experimental findings. Subsequently, the chapter proposesa new model along the
lines sketched above.



The United States is, not are.
The Civil War was fought over
a verb.

— Carl Sandburg — 2
Theoretical Background

The Sandburg quote above illustrates that agreement can contribute to meaning in
an essential way.1 Though this dissertation deals with rather innocent and simple
instances of agreement, this chapter provides the broader linguistic background
including the role of semantic aspects. Section 2.1 starts with some basic as-
sumptions regarding grammatical number. The remaining three sections deal with
agreement. Section 2.2 approaches the topic from a more general perspective, try-
ing to define the notion of agreement and distinguishing it from other doubling
and concord phenomena. Furthermore, the section introduces the basic terminol-
ogy of agreement controllers, agreement targets and agreement features. For each
of these categories, a few examples will be given, indicating the huge variety of
agreement patterns across languages. The technical implementation of agreement
within syntactic theory is the topic of section 2.3. Finally, section 2.4 summarizes
the main points and adds the psycholinguistic perspective including a brief outline
of the upcoming experiments.

1The quote exists in various versions. The one given above is taken from Depraetere (2003)
who refers to Walker-Read (1974).

13
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2.1 Grammatical Number

Number is a grammatical category associated with quantity.While it seems to
be a rather simple category on first sight, it turns out to be a much more complex
issue on closer inspection. Already Jespersen pointed out that number entails both
logical and linguistic difficulties (Jespersen, 1924). AndCorbett (2000) dedicated
a whole book to its investigation. The section is organized as follows. First,
subsection 2.1.1 discusses five common misconceptions as laid out by Corbett
(2000). Subsection 2.1.2 considers the distinction between grammatical number
and notional number. The various means of number marking arepresented in
subsection 2.1.3. The markedness of plural is addressed in subsection 2.1.4.

2.1.1 Five Common Misconceptions

Corbett (2000) lists five common misconceptions regarding number which will be
briefly discussed in turn.

(1) (i) Number is just an opposition of singular versus plural.

(ii) All relevant items (nouns, for instance) will mark number.

(iii) Items which do mark number will behave the same.

(iv) Number must be expressed.

(v) Number is a nominal category.

Let us start with the last assumption. Grammatical number isusually seen as a
nominal category expressing the quantity of entities or individuals.2 But a minor-
ity of languages has number as a verbal category quantifyingthe denoted action
(e.g., Navajo, Samoan, Rapanui, Mupun; cf. Veselinova, 2005; Corbett, 2000 and
references therein). In these languages, the specificationfor verbal plural indi-
cates that the denoted action is performed several times (iterative or habituative
meaning), or at several places (distributive meaning), or that several participants
are involved. Verbal number is a rather marginal phenomenon. It occurs only in
a minority of languages (in Veselinova’s (2005) sample, only 34 languages out of
193 have verbal number) and only for a small set of verbs (mainly motion verbs).

I will ignore all instances of verbal number here and focus onnominal number
instead—and its impact on number distinctions on the verb.

Consider next the first assumption in (1). English and Germando indeed only
distinguish singular and plural. But already a brief look back—for diachronic

2There are other uses of number - e.g., honorifics, intensification or emphatic use, exaggeration
and others (cf. Corbett, 2000). Plural forms are also used toavoid a gender marked form impli-
cating the referent’s sex (cf. examples in Corbett, 1991, 2000; for English examples see Newman,
1992).
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comparison—or around—for synchronic cross-linguistic comparison—shows that
this simple two-way distinction is rather the exception than the rule (cf. Corbett,
2000; Hale, 1997). Upper and Lower Sorbian, for instance, have a dual in addition
to singular and plural (Faßke, 1981). German Sign Language has an even more
complex number system distinguishing singular, dual, and two sorts of plural - a
distributive plural and a collective plural (Fischer et al., 2000). Some languages
(e.g., some Southwestpacific languages also have a trial which refers to triplets,
as opposed to single items, tuples and pluralities containing more than three items
others even seem to have a Quadralis (e.g., Sursurunga, a language spoken in
Papua New Guinea); finally, some languages have a paucal for small sets of en-
tities (e.g., Hopi and Warlpiri). For examples and references as well as some
more number systems see Corbett (2000). An interesting point to note is that the
availability of one or the other number value is not arbitrary. If a language has
grammatical number at all, it has at least singular and plural. If a language has a
trial, it also has a dual and singular and plural. Put in Greenberg’s (1963) words:
“No language has a trial number unless it has a dual. No language has a dual
unless it has a plural.”. These implications are captured byGreenberg’s universal
number 34 given in (2) below.

(2) Singular> Plural> Dual> Trial

The second and the third assumption in Corbett’s list concern the items involved
in the number system of a given language. Contrary to what onemight expect,
not all nouns mark number. Often only a subclass of nouns is involved in the
number system. A common distinction is the one between countnouns and mass
nouns (cf. subsection 2.1.2). Only the former participate in the singular–plural
opposition. In addition to this fundamental and semantically complex distinction,
further splits can be observed along the Animacy Hierarchy given in (3) (Corbett,
2000; Haspelmath, 2005; Smith-Stark, 1974).3

(3) Animacy Hierarchy
speaker> addressee> 3rd person> kin> human> animate> inanimate
(Corbett, 2000: 56)

3There are various versions of the animacy hierarchy. Corbett’s version given in (3) is partic-
ularly elaborated on the higher end of the scale. A version that is more fine grained on the lower
end of the scale is proposed by Siewierska under the label ‘Personal Hierarchy’:

(1) Personal Hierarchy
1stp.> 2ndp.> 3rdp. human> higher animals> other organisms> inorganic matter>
abstracts
(Siewierska, 1993: 831)
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In general, if a language makes a number distinction the top segments of the An-
imacy Hierarchy are more likely to exhibit plural marking. There are apparently
no exceptions to the generalization that nouns referring tohumans are more likely
to have plural marking than nouns referring to non-human andespecially to inan-
imates (Haspelmath, 2005).4 The same tendency holds for obligatoriness: If a
language marks plural obligatorily in some noun classes butoptional in others,
obligatoriness always affects nouns on the top end of the Animacy Hierarchy.
An example for a language requiring plural marking on top segments of the Ani-
macy Hierarchy but not on the lower segments is Jamul Tiipay spoken in South-
ern California. In this language, nouns referring to humans(including kinship
terms) obligatorily mark plurality while nouns referring to inanimate entities lack
a plural form (Miller, 2001). Other languages mark plurality optionally on higher
segments but never on lower segments. In Haspelmath’s sample (n= 291), there
are 60 languages which mark plurality in human nouns only (obligatorily in 40
languages, optionally in 20 languages) while there no single language that marks
plural in inanimate nouns but not in animate nouns.

In addition to plurality splits (a term coined by Smith-Stark, 1974), there are
languages in which the range of number values varies across noun classes. Corbett
(2000) mentions Maltese which has a three-way number system, but only few
nouns show all three values (singular, plural and dual) while the majority of nouns
and pronouns have just singular and plural.

The third assumption in (1) that all nouns behave alike with regard to number
is discredited by such splits as well. And there are further systematic differences
that can be captured by distinguishing several noun classes. Based on the relation
between grammatical number and notional number, we can distinguish summation
plurals and collective nouns (cf. 2.1.2).

Finally, the fourth statement in (1) does not hold since somelanguages exhibit
optionality with regard to number marking. Often optionality is associated with
a split—some nouns mark number obligatorily while for othernouns, number
marking is optional. In Bengali, for instance, pronouns areobligatorily marked for
number, whereas number marking on nouns is optional; count nouns in Bengali
are like mass nouns and can be used as such (cf. Masica, 1991; for other languages
see the discussion in Corbett, 2000).

2.1.2 Grammatical versus Notional Number

Grammatical number is a property of linguistic expressionswhereas notional num-
ber is a property of non-linguistic entities. Grammatical and notional number
usually coincide: A grammatically singular noun phrase refers to a single entity

4The data are available online at http://wals.info/feature/34.
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in the world, a plural noun phrase refers to multiple entities. Richer number sys-
tems provide a more fine-grained division. But grammatical and notional num-
ber do not always go hand in hand. Things that are perceptually conceived as
a singleton can be lexicalized as plural forms (e.g.,scissors, trousers). At the
same time, singular forms can refer to collections of entities sharing one property
(e.g.,orchestra). Mass nouns likewaterare another noun class for which notional
number and grammatical number diverge. Since these cases received considerable
attention in the discussion of agreement both in the theoretical literature and the
psycholinguistic literature, they will be considered in some more detail below.

Summation Plurals

So-calledSUMMATION PLURALS are nouns which are formally plural words but
denote singleton objects. They often refer to entities withsymmetrical parts,
mainly tools and instruments (e.g.,scissors, pliers, binoculars, glasses) and clothes
(e.g., trousers, pants, pajamas). Thus, there might be a transparent relation be-
tween the formal plurality and some kind of conceptual plurality. One could ar-
gue that these nouns refer to the two parts which form the object—the two cutting
edges of a pair of scissors or the two trouser legs in the case of trousers. And
indeed, historically this seems to be true, at least for somenouns in this class.
An example is the German equivalent oftrousers: Hoseoriginally denoted a sin-
gle piece of a pair of chausses which were put on in addition tosome kind of
short pants. Later on both clothes were unified to what Germanspeakers call now
Hose(Kluge, 1999). The plural usage survived in some idioms as shown in the
examples below.5

(4) a. die
the

Spendierhosen
donating-trousers

anhaben
wear

‘to be in a generous mood’

b. die
the

Hosen
trousers

anhaben
wear

‘to be in charge’ (equivalent to ‘to wear the trousers/breeches’)

c. die
the

Hosen
trousers

voll
full

haben
have

‘to be scared’ (equivalent to ‘to be in a blue funk’)

d. Das
the

Herz
heart

rutschte
fell

ihm
him

in
into

die
the

Hose(n)
trousers

‘He lost his courage’ (equivalent to ‘his heart sank into hisboots’)

5Some people consider the plural form in (4d) to be old-fashioned.
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Although there might be a historical footprint of plurality, contemporary speakers
show a strong tendency to perceive such bipartite objects assingleton objects.
The first piece of evidence comes from the observation that the very same objects
are lexicalized as normal count nouns in other languages or varieties. Take for
instance the summation plural nountweezersin British English: The German
equivalent isPinzette, the American English equivalent istweezer. Both nouns
are singular nouns and have plural counterparts (Pinzettenin German,tweezers
in American English). Even within a given language, very similar objects are
sometimes lexicalized as summation plural and sometimes not (comparescissors
andshear, wire cutter).

Furthermore, summation plurals tend to be reanalyzed as notionally and gram-
matically singular as observed by the loss of the plural marker. The lexical dif-
ference between American and British English mentioned above (tweezerversus
tweezers) can be interpreted this way. Mervis and Johnson (1991) haveshown that
children tend to reconstruct summation plurals as formallysingular entities. Bock
and Eberhard (1993) report that even adults occasionally delete the plural ending.
The same tendency can be observed diachronically as well.

Mass Nouns

In a way,MASS NOUNS (e.g.,furniture, pasta, equipment) constitute something
like a counterpart of summation plurals. While formally singular, they have se-
mantically much in common with plural nouns. They exhibit what Quine (1960)
calls “the semantic property of referring cumulatively”.6 Insofar, they resemble
collective nouns which will be discussed subsequent to the present discussion.

The termMASS NOUNS can be traced back at least to Jespersen (1924)7, the
opposing class is calledCOUNT NOUNS. While the basic distinction is intuitively
clear—count nouns denote discriminable and therefore countable things, mass
nouns denote undifferentiated stuff—the topic is rather complex and the literature
is accordingly substantial (an introduction to the discussion within philosophy is
given in Pelletier, 1979 and Pelletier and Schubert, 1989; an overview of the dis-
cussion within formal semantics is offered by Krifka, 1991,see also Bunt, 1985;
Higginbotham, 1995; Laycock, 2005). Part of the problem is that the same ter-
minology is used for related but not identical phenomena. Within philosophy,
the mass–count distinction is often thought to be of metaphysical or ontological
relevance whereas within linguistics is it seen as a property of linguistic expres-
sions, although the type of expression (lexical words/single terms or syntactic

6In a footnote, he mentions that he would like to use the term ‘collective term’ instead of ‘mass
term’ if this did not provoke associations with nouns likeherd, armyetc. - that is with the class of
nouns often termed ‘collective nouns’.

7Jespersen contrasts ‘mass words’ (‘uncountables’) with ‘thing words’ (‘countables’).
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phrases/complex terms) is an issue of debate.
Mass nouns typically refer to substances, that is liquids like water or blood,

substances or elements like wood or gold and stuff like dust.From an ontolog-
ical point of view, the referent of a mass noun does not qualify as an object (cf.
Laycock, 2006). The critical criterion seems to be the boundedness or divisibility
of the referent. The referent of a mass term has usually no clear boundaries and
remains intact after division. The referent of a count noun,in contrast, usually has
clear boundaries and its division equals destruction. The division of water or dust
gives still water, respectively dust. The division of a bookis no longer a book,
but pieces of paper (a loose leaf collection in the best case).8 The same is true
for summation: Water and water yields water, but two apples do not add up to an-
other apple. From a linguistic point of view, the mass–countdistinction concerns
the conceptualization and lexicalization of entities, nottheir physical structure.
Thus, the mass–count distinction applies to linguistic expressions9 rather than to
their referents. A mass noun can refer to entities that can becounted (e.g., the
individual noodles in the case ofpasta), but these entities are not relevant for the
concept of the according noun.

The most prominent linguistic difference between count nouns and mass nouns
is related to the plural meaning. The plural form of a count noun denotes a set of
instances (e.g.,applesdenotes a set of individual apples), whereas the plural form
of a mass noun is either illicit*golds, *silversor denotes a set of kinds (e.g.,wines
denotes a set of several types of wine). Further differencesconcern modification
by a numeral (two applesbut *two dusts) and the use of an indefinite article (an
applebut *a dust). Again, there are certain uses of mass nouns with a numeral
or an indefinite article but they involve a semantic change (‘recategorization’, cf.
Corbett, 2000; or ‘reclassification’, cf. Quirk et al., 1985).

Collective Nouns

Another noun class for which notional and grammatical number can diverge is
constituted byCOLLECTIVE NOUNS like familyor orchestra(for a critical review
of the term ‘collective noun’ see Corbett, 2000). But unlikesummation plurals
and mass nouns, collective nouns are not consistently defective. Most collective
nouns have both singular and plural forms. The singular forms are the interest-
ing case; despite their formal singularity they denote a perceptual plurality of

8The division test does not always yield such clear results. There are objects which parts are
still of the same type: if we break apart a noodle we get two noodles, if we cut apart a twine or a
cord we have two of them. This is different from the division of a substance like water.

9Usually, the mass–count distinction is seen as a lexical distinction. Allan (1980) criticizes this
view and argues that the mass–count distinction applies to noun phrases rather than to individual
nouns.
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individuals (mainly animates)—a collection. In the singular, collective nouns are
ambiguous between a distributive reading that refers to theindividual members of
that collection, and an assembly reading that refers to the collection as a whole,
e.g., a family as a unit. This means that collective nouns arenotionally number
ambiguous. The plural form refers to a collection of collections, i.e. a plurality of
items which themselves are collections of several items sharing a property.

Collective nouns do not behave uniformly with respect to themass–count dis-
tinction (for German see Kuhn, 1982). As mentioned above most but not all col-
lective nouns have plural forms. Plural formation is not theonly test on which
collective nouns behave non-uniformly. Some more tests areprovided below.

(5) plural formation/plural meaning

a. count nouns:apples, bees

b. mass nouns:*silvers, metals(sortal)

c. collective nouns:swarms, families; ?staffs, ?publics

(6) use of indefinite article

a. count nouns:an apple, a bee

b. mass nouns:*a silver, a metal

c. collective nouns:a swarm, a family; *a staff, a public

(7) modification by a numeral

a. count nouns:two apples, two bees

b. mass nouns: *two silvers, two metals(sortal)

c. collective nouns:two swarms, two families; * two staffs, * two publics

(8) modification bymanyvs. much

a. count nouns:many apples/*much apple, many bees/*much bee

b. mass nouns:*many/much silver, metals(sortal)

c. collective nouns:many swarms/*much swarm, many families/*much
family; ?many staffs/?much staff, *many publics/*much public

A further oddity of collective nouns is their behavior with respect to number agree-
ment. There is quite some variability both within and acrosslanguages. German,
for instance, requires a singular verb in the context of a singular collective noun
in subject function but allows both a singular and a plural pronoun picking up the
referent of this noun. English, in contrast, shows optionality for both verbs and
pronouns—though there are differences across English varieties (cf. Bock et al.,
2006; Levin, 2001)—but consistently requires a singular determiner. I will come
back to this issue when discussing number agreement.
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2.1.3 Number Marking

2.1.3.1 Number Marking Cross-Linguistically

There are several means of number marking, covering all the potential levels for
such a function—lexical means (e.g., quantifiers likesome, a fewand special plu-
ral words), morphological means like affixation, stem change and reduplication,
morphophonological means (tone), and syntactic means likeclitics (for a typolog-
ical overview see Corbett, 2000; Dryer, 2005). In Dryer’s (2005) sample contain-
ing nearly thousand languages, affixation is by far the most common way of plural
marking, with the majority of plural affixes being suffixes (cf. Table 2.1).

Table 2.1: Distribution of Plural Marking strategies in Dryer’s (2005) Sample (N = 957)

mean N languages (examples)

Plural prefix 118 Xhosa, Zulu, Mohawk, Cherokee
Plural suffix 495 most European languages (including

English and German), many African
languages (e.g., Hausa), Persian

Stem change 5 Laal, Dinka, Nuer (all African),
Tiipay and Maricopa (North America)

Plural tone 2 Ngiti and Gworok (both African)
Complete stem reduplication 8 Indonesian, Muruwari, Djaru
Mixed morphological means 34 Irish, many Arabic varieties,various

Berber languages (e.g., Berber, Tuareg)
Plural clitic 59 Mbay, Cayuvava, Sinaugoro, Ewe
Plural word 150 Chamorro, Wolof, Tagalog, Khmer
no (nominal) plural 89 Malagasy, Japanese, Choctaw

In addition to the type of marker, it is noteworthy whether ornot a marker exclu-
sively expresses plural or some other inflectional featuresas well. This question
is particularly evident for affixation and concerns the distinction of agglutination
versus flexion/fusion.10 Agglutination strings together affixes with distinct mean-
ings in a transparent way whereas flexion fuses distinct inflectional features into
a single morpheme (for further differences see Haspelmath,2009; Plank, 1999;
Plungian, 2001; Pöchtrager et al., 1998). While Humboldt introduced this dis-
tinction for the typological classification of languages (agglutinative languages
are for example Turkish and Klingon, a language spoken on Qo’noS (Okrand,
1992), while German is a prototypical inflectional/fusional language), morpholog-

10’Flexion’ is the term that Humboldt originally introduced (Humboldt, 1836). Another com-
monly used term is ’fusion’.
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ical processes within a language do not necessarily behave uniformly with respect
to this distinction.

2.1.3.2 Number Marking in German

Since German is the language of the upcoming experiments, itdeserves a bit more
attention. German is one of the languages that combine stem change (umlaut) and
plural suffixes. In contrast to English, German has a varietyof plural allomorphs
(shown in Table 2.2).11 In addition to the native inventory of plural markers, Ger-
man has several loan words with specific plural forms, often originated in the
donor language (e.g.,Album/Alben(‘album(s)’), Bolschewik/Bolschewiki(‘Bol-
shevik(s)’),Genus/Genera(‘gender(s)’),Kaktus/Kakteen(‘cactus/cactes’)).12

Table 2.2: Plural Markers in German

marker example

Ø Tiger (‘tiger(s)’), Igel (‘hedgehog(s)’)
Ø + umlaut Vögel(‘birds’)
-e Hund-e(‘dogs’), Krokodil-e(‘crocodiles’)
-e + umlaut Frösch-e(‘frogs’), Mäus-e(‘mice’)
-er Rind-er(‘oxes/cows’)
-er + umlaut Würm-er(‘worms’), Hühn-er(‘chicken’)
-n Schnecke-n(‘snails’), Auster-n(‘oysters’)
-en Bär-en(‘bears’),Papagei-en(‘parrots’)
-s Kakadu-s(‘cockatoos’),Zebra-s(‘zebras’)

The number of German plural allomorphs differs in the literature, ranging from
nine (e.g., Wegener, 1992) to three (Wiese, 2000; Wunderlich, 1999) mainly de-
pending on whether or not umlaut and schwa are considered to be part of the
plural morpheme. Ignoring umlaut and schwa takes into account that umlaut and
schwa-epenthesis are independent phonological processesin German (cf. Wiese,
1987, 2000). Umlaut is obligatory, if possible,13 for -er plural, in all other cases,

11The list in Table 2.2 might not be exhaustive. A further plural allomorph seems to be -ten
as pointed out to me by Josef Bayer. But I am only aware of one noun which forms the plural
with -ten—Bau-ten‘buildings’. A reverse search for nouns ending in a vowel or diphthong in the
online dictionary provided by the Institute for German Language (http://www.owid.de) revealed no
further examples, except derivations and compounds containing-bau. Possibly,-tenis an instance
of -(e)nwith additional-t- epenthesis for phonological reasons.

12The more integrated a loan becomes the more often it ends up with a regular plural marker
(e.g.,Albums, Bolschwiken, Kaktusse) although purists consider these as false forms.

13Umlaut can occur when the last vowel is /a/, /a:/, /o/, /o:/, /u/, /u:/ or /au/. Schwa does not
count as the last vowel:Mutter/Mütterexhibits an umlaut although /u/ is not the last vowel in a
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the lexical entry must include the information whether or not the stem undergoes
umlaut. Mugdan (1977) assumes a feature "PL-UL" that indicates that the plural
stem exhibits an umlaut.

It is hard to decide which of the plural allomorphs is the regular default. In
fact, Bybee (1991) argued that German plural formation has no regular default.
Other authors give a list of rules each with an even longer list of exceptions (e.g.,
Duden, 2006; Mugdan, 1977). Nevertheless, there are certain morphosyntactic
and phonological regularities of plural formation (see forinstance Bittner, 1994;
Eisenberg, 1998; Golston and Wiese, 1995), but there are considerable idiosyn-
crasies. With respect to frequency, the German plural allomorphs are not equally
distributed. The most frequent suffix is -(e)n—with regard to type frequency as
well as with regard to token frequency (Bartke et al., 2005; Bartke, 1998; Clahsen
et al., 1996; Köpcke, 1988; Marcus et al., 1995; Sonnenstuhl-Henning, 2003, most
frequency data are based on the CELEX databank, cf. Baayen etal., 1993).

While plural -s is of non-native origin (cf. Augst, 1975; Öhmann, 1961) and
occurs only with a few native common nouns (e.g.,Mädels‘girls’), 14 it differs
from the other non-native plural allomorphs in that it is used as a default when
no other plural morpheme is possible (cf. Marcus et al., 1995; Mugdan, 1977).
Plural formation with -s is possible in various phonological environments: It
occurs after vowels (Zebras‘zebras’), as well as after consonants (Details ‘de-
tails’), both in stressed and in unstressed syllables. Despite its non-native origin
and low frequency, many researchers identify -s as the default plural allomorph
(e.g., Cahill and Gazdar, 1999; Kilbury, 2001; Marcus et al., 1995; Sonnenstuhl-
Henning, 2003), at least in the peripheral lexicon (e.g., Neef, 1998).15 Although
loan words prefer in general -e and -(e)n plural formation, there seems to be a
tendency for newly borrowed loans to start with -s plural (Köpcke, 1993). Psy-
cholinguistic experiments show that -s is preferred when applied to a nonsense
word, in particular when the latter does not rhyme with any existing word (Bartke
et al., 1995; Köpcke, 1988, 1993; Marcus et al., 1995) and from acquisition stud-
ies showing that -s is massively overgeneralized in child language (Bartke, 1998;
Clahsen et al., 1992).16 Neurolinguistic evidence suggesting that -s is the default
plural marker comes from studies comparing brain responsesto various incorrect
plural forms (Weyerts et al., 1997) and from aphasia studies(e.g., Penke, 1998).

strict sense (cf. Mugdan, 1977).
14Plural -soccurs also with proper names (including product names likeGolfs), onomatopoetic

words likeWauwaus(‘dogs’, literally ‘woof woofs’), acronyms likeDemos(‘demonstrations’),
lexicalized phrases likeDreikäsehochs(‘titches’, literally ‘three cheeses high’) and other nomi-
nalizations.

15A list of criteria is provided in Marcus et al. (1995).
16For further psycholinguistic evidence for -s being the default plural allomorph see Marcus

et al. (1995) and Sonnenstuhl-Henning (2003).
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Note that the German plural allomorphs include zero-marking which results
in number ambiguous nouns. The number of nouns which have identical forms in
the singular and the plural is substantial. Nouns derived bythe derivational suf-
fix -er are regularly number ambiguous (e.g.,Lehrer ‘teacher(s)’). Such number
ambiguous nouns are usually disambiguated by agreement of the determiner as in
(9) and/or other agreement targets, e.g., the verb in (10).

(9) a. der
the.M.SG

Lehrer
teacher

b. die
the.PL

Lehrer
teachers

(10) a. Peters
P.’s

Lehrer
teacher

ist
is

krank
ill

b. Peters
P.’s

Lehrer
teachers

sind
are

krank
ill

A recent study investigating the processing of number ambiguous NPs likePeters
Lehrer in subject function indicates that the parser commits itself to a particu-
lar number value immediately when encountering the ambiguous NP (cf. Bader
and Häussler, 2009). When later the parser’s decision is disconfirmed by verb
agreement, processing disruptions follow. Note that although the commitment
to a certain number value is semantic in nature since nominalnumber is first
and foremost a semantic feature, it has syntactic consequences in particular for
subject–verb agreement. Therefore, the choice of a number value can be con-
sidered a necessary decision in the sense of the Minimal Semantic Commitment
Hypothesis (Frazier et al., 1999).

Another type of systematic number ambiguity occurs with masculine nouns
forming the plural with -en. In this case the number ambiguity is coupled with
a case ambiguity. Since the masculine determiner shows the same ambiguity be-
tween accusative-singular and dative-plural the ambiguity remains in definite NPs
unless number is fixed by help of a numeral. This is illustrated in (11).

(11) a. Wir
We

haben
have

den
the

Studenten
student

unterstützt.
supported

‘We supported the student.’

b. Wir
We

haben
have

den
the

Studenten
students

geholfen.
helped

‘We helped the students.’

In summary, German marks plural by means of affixation and stem change (um-
laut). The number of plural-allomorphs is impressive. Eventhough their distribu-
tion is not completely random, plural marking shows a numberof idiosyncrasies.
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And, as a consequence of the high syncretism in German, number ambiguity is a
common phenomenon.

2.1.4 Markedness of Plural

The notion ofMARKEDNESS can be traced back to the Prague School. It was
first development in phonology and later extended to morphology, syntax and se-
mantics. The key intuition is that in oppositions, one element is the basic form
whereas the other one has something added. For illustrationconsider a phonolog-
ical example: /k/ is unmarked in comparison to /g/ because itlacks the voicing
that /g/ exhibits. Note that markedness is defined as a relative term: /g/ is marked
with respect to voicing in comparison to /k/.

Jakobson (1936) argues that linguistic oppositions reflecta difference in the
possession of a property. The marked opposition signals thepossession of the
property, whereas the unmarked form is neutral with respectto this property.
Therefore, the unmarked form can occur in contexts where it explicitly signals
a contrast with the marked item, and it can occur in contexts where the contrast
is suspended or neutralized. Furthermore, the marked opposition is usually more
complex, often derived by affixation or inflection. The unmarked opposition, on
the other hand, is often expressed by less complex means, occurs more often in
texts and is acquired earlier than the marked counterpart (cf. Greenberg, 1966;
Mayerthaler, 1980).

As noted above, markedness is a relative notion—relative with respect to a
certain property and relative with respect to a corresponding counterpart. The
latter one becomes particularly interesting when a property is not just a binary
opposition but an n-ary opposition withn> 2, e.g., in a number system which has
a dual in addition to singular and plural.

However, even for the binary singular–plural opposition, it is hard to decide
which property the opposition marks. Both singular and plural forms can occur in
neutral contexts, especially when used generically. Although generic indefinites
are formally singular, they do not refer to a single referent, i.e. do not explicitly
express singularity. Generic plurals, on the other hand, donot explicitly mark
plurality. Both generic expressions do not denote concreteentities but rather refer
to a whole class or an abstract concept of that class. This is illustrated in (12).17

(12) a. An axolotl can regenerate most body parts.

b. Axolotls can regenerate most body parts.

17An axolotl is a salamander originating from Mexico and now athome in labs all over the
world, amongst other reasons because of its astonishing regenerating capability as described in
(12).
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As emphasized in subsection 2.1.2, it is important to keep grammatical number
and notional number apart. For grammatical number, we have to distinguish a
(morpho-)syntactic and a semantic perspective. From a syntactic point of view,
plural is the marked member of the opposition, whereas singular is the default
(Corbett, 2000; Greenberg, 1963; for German see Eisenberg,1998; Flämig, 1991).
Semanticists, however, have argued that plural is unmarkedfrom their point of
view (e.g., Sauerland et al., 2005).

Evidence for the markedness of plural comes from agreement patterns. In
the absence of an appropriate controller for agreement the verb occurs in its sin-
gular form as stated in Greenberg’s universal 33 (Greenberg, 1963). Singular
verbs occur in sentences with a sentential subject, in subjectless sentences as well
as in sentences with a quirky subject—Icelandic, for instance, is famous for tis
non-nominative subjects, but it is not the only language with quirky subjects (cf.
Boeckx, 2000; Schütze, 1997; Sigurðsson, 2000).18

Further evidence comes from morphosyntax. A striking observation is that
number is often marked asymmetrically. Marking plural forms by special means is
far more common than a specific marker for singular forms. Moreover, while there
are languages which have consistently zero marking in the singular, there seems
to be no language that has not at least one non-zero plural allomorph (Greenberg,
1963). Hessian seems to be a counterexample for Greenberg’suniversal 35 since it
has reduced forms for plural nouns suggesting that plural iszero-marked whereas
singular has non-zero allomorphs (cf. Golston and Wiese, 1995 and references
therein). Examples for these so-called subtractive pluralforms are given in (13).

(13) a. hond,
dog

hon
dogs

b. froind,
friend

froin
friends

c. drohk,
trough

dre
troughs

Golston and Wiese (1995), however, have shown that the subtractive nature of the
plural forms in Hessian is only a surface phenomenon. What superficially looks
like subtractive plural formation in Hessian is rather a phonologically conditioned
case of zero marking. Golston and Wiese offer an Optimality Theoretic account
(cf. Prince and Smolensky, 1993) claiming that Hessian and Standard German do
not differ with regard to the rules of plural formation and/or phonological con-
straints, but just with regard to the ranking of these constraints. Thus, Hessian is

18The agreement facts are slightly more complicated since theverb may agree with some other
NP, e.g., an embedded nominative or an object, even when thisNP is plural while the quirky
subject is singular (see the reference cited above).
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not a counterexample for the markedness of plural. Plural ismarked, either by
a morphological change of the noun itself (by means of affixation, stem change,
tone reduplication or a combination of some means) or elsewhere in the noun
phrase - by a plural word or a plural clitic (cf. subsection 2.1.3), while singular
elements often come without any particular marking.

There are also frequency differences. Overall, singular forms are more fre-
quent than plural forms. A corresponding analysis of the TIGER Treebank (Ver-
sion 2)19 revealed a singular rate of 69%. Finally, psycholinguisticdata - asym-
metries in the acquisition and the processing of plural and singular - support the
assumption of markedness of plural as well (e.g., Guasti, 2002; Stemberger, 1985;
Bock and Eberhard, 1993; Eberhard, 1997). Last but not leastasymmetries found
with regard to attraction errors which are the topic of the current investigation
point in the same direction.

2.2 Grammatical Agreement

Agreement is a widespread phenomenon in natural language. Mallinson and
Blake (1981) estimate that agreement phenomena can be foundin about three-
quarters of the world’s languages. Of course, the actual number of languages
showing agreement depends on the exact definition of agreement. Although agree-
ment appears straightforward on first sight, it turns out to be notoriously difficult
to capture in terms of a definition that covers all the variation that can be observed
both cross-linguistically and language-internally and excludes superficially sim-
ilar phenomena at the same time. Some of the common definitions are given
below in section 2.2.1. Section 2.2.2 introduces the basic terminology for the
description of agreement phenomena. Thereafter, section 2.2.3 addresses the ex-
ponents of agreement. To give an impression of the cross-linguistic variation,
section 2.2.4 examines agreement patterns along the dimensions of possible con-
trollers of agreement, possible agreement targets, the range of agreement features
as well as the conditions imposed on certain agreement relations.

2.2.1 The Notion of Agreement

Although we seem to have clear intuitions about agreement, giving an exact def-
inition of agreement seems to be rather hard. This difficultyis witnessed by the
number of various and slightly diverging definitions of agreement (for a discus-
sion of definitional issues cf. Melčuk, 1993). In a first attempt, we can characterize

19The TIGER Treebank is a joint project of the Universities of Stuttgart, Saarbrücken and Pots-
dam (see http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/TIGER). The treebank contains 888,000 tokens
in about 50,000 sentences, extracted from the German newspaperFrankfurter Rundschau.
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agreement as the co-occurrence of two elements sharing a certain property. Such
a definition is obviously too vague since we clearly do not want to include cases of
congruence in arbitrary properties like number of phonemesor number of words
or initial phoneme under the notion of agreement. Thus, we need at least a precise
specification for what is meant with ‘property’. Furthermore, we want to exclude
accidental co-occurrences. This is reached by requiring systematic co-variation.
Three attempts along these lines are given in (14)–(16).

(14) Given some linguistic domain, such as the phrase or sentence, a distinct
and significant relationship exists between two or more phrases if they
share some non-phonological feature such that the value of that feature,
and some formal marker thereof, co-vary in those phrases.
(Moravcsik, 1971: A2)

(15) The termagreementcommonly refers to some systematic covariance be-
tween a semantic or formal property of one element and a formal property
of another.
(Steele, 1978: 610)

(16) A grammatical element X matches a grammatical element Yin some
property Z within some grammatical configuration.
(Ferguson and Barlow, 1988: 1)

These definitions are still too broad since they also cover various doubling phe-
nomena like negative concord in (17), modal concord in (18),clitic doubling in
(19), determiner doubling in (20), preposition doubling in(21) and scope marking
constructions as in (22) amongst others.20 The doubled elements are marked by
bold-faced letters.

(17) I can’t getno satisfaction
(Rolling Stones,Satisfaction(1965))

(18) Youmay possiblyhave read my little monograph upon the subject.
(Geurts and Huitink, 2006: 15)21

(19) No
not

les
them

des
give

comida
food

a
to

los animales
the animals

‘Do not give food to the animals’

(20) en
a

so
such

en
a

guete
good

Wii
wine

20For a recent overview of syntactic doubling phenomena see the contributions in Barbiers et al.
(2008).

21The example is taken from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s,The hound of the Baskervilles.
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‘such a good wine’
(Brandner, 2008)

(21) But if this ever–changing worldin which we livein . . .
(Paul McCartney,Live and let die(1973))

(22) Was
What

glaubst
think

du,
you

was
what

er
he

gesagt
said

hat?
has

‘Who do you think he said?’

Although there are attempts to capture these phenomena in terms of agreement
(for negative concord, see e.g., Watanabe, 2004; Zeijlstra, 2004;22 for modal con-
cord, see Zeijlstra, 200823) they are not the core cases of agreement. It seems fair
to put it the other way round and consider agreement as the core case of syntac-
tic doubling. Whether or not syntactic doubling phenomena can all be captured
alike, e.g., by an abstract operation like Agree in the senseof Chomsky (2000) (cf.
section 2.3) is an issue of debate. But it can be considered atleast questionable.
More likely seems to me that some of the phenomena do in fact result from a gen-
eral and fundamental mechanism like Agree while others are different in nature
although possibly related to Agree or something alike. The doubling of thewh-
element in the scope marking construction in (22), for instance, can be considered
a spell-out of a copy which otherwise remains silent. Still others might have a
different explanation not compatible with agreement.

The core cases of agreement in the narrow sense are modifier-head agreement
in (23) and subject–verb agreement in (24).

(23) this
SG

book
SG

vs. these
PL

books
PL

(24) The book
SG

is
SG

newvs. The books
PL

are
PL

new

Instances like (23) and (24) differ from the earlier discussed doubling cases in
that they have the flavor of an asymmetry which is not present (at least not to
the same degree) in the latter. Apparently one element—the noun in (23) and the
subject NP in (24)—determines the feature specification of the other one. Put
reversely, the feature specifications of determiner and verb are dependent on the
feature specifications of noun and subject NP. This intuition finds its expression
in the terms controller and target (see 2.2.2). Notably, thecorresponding feature
values are interpreted only once, namely at the controller.The implementation of

22Mathesius (1937) coined the term ‘negative concord’ exactly because the use of multiple
negative forms to express a single logical negation can be viewed as a kind of agreement.

23Geurts and Huitink, in contrast, argue that modal concord isdifferent from syntactic agree-
ment (Geurts and Huitink, 2006; Huitink, 2008).
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agreement in Minimalist syntactic theory takes this observation into account in a
rather explicit way (cf. section 2.3).

This dissertation concentrates on subject–verb agreement, that is the determi-
nation of the verb’s feature specification by the subject NP.More precisely, the
dissertation investigates how number agreement between subject and verb is es-
tablished during language processing.

2.2.2 Some Basic Terminology

In the following I will briefly illustrate the common terminology with respect to
agreement. The element that determines agreement is usually calledAGREEMENT

CONTROLLER; alternative terms are ‘trigger’ or ‘source’ (e.g., Huddleston and
Pullum, 2002). The dependent element is calledAGREEMENT TARGET. The term
AGREEMENT DOMAIN refers to the syntactic domain in which the agreement re-
lation is established. The features in which controller andtarget co-vary are called
AGREEMENT FEATURESor sometimes ‘categories’ (e.g., Corbett, 1990). In sum,
"within a particular domain, a target agrees with a controller in respect of its fea-
ture specification" (Corbett, 2006, 5). The occurrence of agreement can be further
restricted by additional conditions like word order or somesemantic properties of
the controller. Corbett (2006, 177) gives an example from Miya (a West Chadic
language spoken in Nigeria) where the animacy of the controller restricts num-
ber agreement. Animate nouns which are obligatorily markedfor number trig-
ger both number and gender agreement. Number marking with inanimate nouns
is optional and plural agreement with inanimate nouns is impossible. Crucially,
inanimate nouns still trigger agreement, but only with respect to gender. Another
type of condition is word order. Moroccan Arabic allows agreement with the near-
est conjunct of a conjoined NP when the verb precedes this NP,but not when the
conjoined NP precedes the verb (Aoun and Benmamoun, 1999).

Finally, note that there are alternative terms for ‘agreement’, all not used
consistently—‘concord’, ‘congruence’, ‘cross-reference’. Some linguists use these
terms (or a subset of them) synonymously to the term agreement while others use
distinct terms to differentiate between various agreementphenomena (mostly for
distinguishing agreement domains). Still others use one ofthe competing terms
as the superordinate term. Unfortunately, the usage variesfrom author to au-
thor. Bloomfield (1933), for instance, chooses agreement asthe superordinate
term, whereas Greenberg (1978) uses concord as the more general term; Moravc-
sik (1978) treats the terms concord and agreement as synonyms24 while others
treat them separately usually with concord referring to NP-internal agreement and

24There seems to be a historical shift in the use of both terms. According to Corbett (2006)
‘concord’ is used in the traditional literature, whereas nowadays ‘agreement’ is the common term.
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agreement to NP-external agreement (Pollard and Sag, 1994;Wechsler and Zlatić,
2003).25 Finally, some linguists reserve the term ‘concord’ for non-syntactic co-
variation (e.g., Lehmann, 1982). The co-occurrence of modal expressions or nega-
tion is called ‘modal concord’ and ‘negative concord’.

2.2.3 Exponents of Agreement

Occasionally the covariation of two elements with respect to their feature spec-
ifications is accompanied by a phonological covariation, or‘relentless rhymes’
as Sapir (1921, 114) calls it. Consider the Latin example in (25), taken from
Lehmann (1982).

(25) a. illorum
of-those

duorum
two

bonorum
good

virorum
men

b. illarum
of-those

duarum
two

bonarum
good

feminarum
women

Further examples for this rhyme pattern can be found in otherRomance languages
(e.g., Spanishlas cuentas nuevas‘the new bills’ vs. los cuentos nuevos‘the new
stories’), in Slavic languages like Russian (e.g.,bolschaja plata‘big wages’ vs.
bolschoe plato‘big plateau’) although the rhyme is not as perfect as in the Latin
example. Bantu languages are famous for something similar,but instead of repeat-
ing suffixes (or just endings as in the Russian example), Bantu languages exhibit
repetition of prefixes. A Swahili example is given in (26). The numbers in the
glosses indicate a certain noun class. It is this noun class feature of the subject
which requires agreement.

(26) ki-kapu
SG(7/8)-basket

ki-kubwa
7-large

ki-moja
7-one

ki-li-anguka
7-PST-fall

‘One large basket fell’
(Welmers, 1973: 171, cited after Corbett, 2006: 87)

Sound repetition or ‘alliterative agreement’ (a term first invented for prefix repe-
tition but now extended to suffix repetition) is rather the exception than the rule.
The canonical exponent of agreement is an affix (Corbett, 2006) which might re-
semble the corresponding feature marker on the controller but does not have to.
Phonological similarity is just an occasional side effect of featural congruence. It
mainly occurs in NP-internal agreement.

There is some discussion whether certain verbal clitics should be regarded as
agreement markers or not (cf. Halpern, 1998; Harris, 2002; Spencer, 1991). Given

25The latter authors use ‘agreement’ as the cover term and thendistinguish ‘index agreement’,
on the one hand, which includes subject–verb agreement, and‘concord’ on the other hand.
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that anaphoric pronouns may evolve into inflectional agreement markers, i.e. af-
fixes (cf. Givón, 1976; Lehmann, 1982, 1988; Siewierska, 1999), it is conceivable
that there are also other free words which function as exponents of agreement.
Bayer (2009) argues that in Bavarian the discourse particledenn26 which has been
reduced to -n has turned into an agreement marker forwh. Further potential ex-
amples are discussed in Corbett (2006).

2.2.4 Agreement Patterns

Agreement patterns differ from language to language. The cross-linguistic varia-
tion can be described along the dimensions introduced above. The variation con-
cerns agreement controllers, agreement targets, agreement domains, agreement
conditions and agreement features. In the following I will give a few examples
for each of these dimensions (for an extensive typological overview see Corbett,
2006).

2.2.4.1 Agreement Controllers and Agreement Targets

Though subject–verb agreement can be considered the prime example of syntac-
tic agreement,27 verbs are by far not the only possible agreement targets. Other
predicates show the same behavior, e.g., predicative adjectives.

(27) a. Star-aja
old-F.SG

kartin-a
picture-F.SG

byl-a
was-F.SG

krasiv-aja.
beautiful-F.SG

‘The old picture was beautiful.’

b. Star-ye
old-PL

kartin-y
picture-PL

byl-i
were-PL

krasiv-ye.
beautiful-PL

‘The old pictures were beautiful.’

The example in (27) shows also another instance of adjectival agreement, namely
NP-internal agreement of adjectives and nouns. NP-internal agreement also con-
cerns determiners as already shown in (23). Less frequently, NP-internal agree-
ment affects cardinal numerals and other quantifiers. Another example from Rus-
sian is given in (28).

26literally ‘because’ but as a discourse particle in questions expressing the speaker’s particular
interest in the answer

27Corbett (2006), based on prior work, evaluates NP-internalagreement as being more canonical
than verb agreement. The critical criterion for this decision is locality. Corbett argues that the
smaller the structural distance between controller and target the more canonical is the instance of
agreement.
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(28) a. odn-a
one-F.SG

kartin-a
picture-F.SG

‘one picture’

b. odn-o
one-N.SG

fot-o
photograph-N.SG

‘one photograph’

In addition to verbs and adjectives, pronouns are common agreement targets. They
differ, however, from the former target types in that the corresponding features are
partially interpretable. Consequently, pronoun agreement is often treated differ-
ently from grammatical agreement. For a recent discussion of pronoun agreement
see Wechsler and Zlatić (2003). Note that not all pronouns are referential and thus
agreement with an antecedent cannot be explained with recurrence to properties
of the referent. In this case, we need some other mechanism toexplain the feature
match. Relative pronouns, for instance, are usually assumed to be non-referential
at least in restrictive relative clauses. This detail raises the question whether the
feature match between head noun and relative pronoun visible in (29) is an in-
stance of agreement or is a side effect of co-indexation.

(29) a. Das
The

Kind,
child.N.SG

das
who.N.SG

den
the

Schlamassel
mess

verursacht
caused

hatte,
had

lachte.
laughed

‘The child who caused the mess laughed.’

b. Die
The

Kinder,
children.PL

die
who.PL

den
the

Schlamassel
mess

verursacht
caused

hatten,
had

lachten.
laughed

‘The children who caused the mess laughed.’

An uncommon agreement target that received considerable attention in generative
grammar are complementizers (e.g., Bayer, 1984; Bennis andHaegeman, 1984;
Carstens, 2003; Haegeman, 1992; Weiß, 2005; Zwart, 1993a,b, 1997). Comple-
mentizer agreement is mainly observed in dialects; the agreement marker is usu-
ally a clitic (indicated by= in the glosses). Sentence (30) below gives an example
from West Flemish (taken from Haegeman, 1992).

(30) a. K=peinzen
I=think

dan=k
that=1.SG

(ik)
(I)

morgen
tomorrow

goan
go

‘I think that I’ll go tomorrow.’

b. K=peinzen
I=think

da=j
that=2.SG

(gie)
(you)

morgen
tomorrow

goan
go

‘I think that you’ll go tomorrow.’
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Further possible agreement targets are adverbs, adpositions, nouns, coordinating
conjunctions and particles (for examples and references see Corbett, 2006). De-
pending on the definition of agreement, the list can be extended, see the examples
for doubling above.

I now turn to agreement controllers. Nouns and noun phrases are the prototyp-
ical instances of an agreement controller. Nouns control agreement within a noun
phrase; noun phrases control agreement in clauses, e.g., for predicates like verbs
and predicative adjectives. We already saw examples for this above. Occasionally
adjectives also serve as agreement controllers. Corbett (2006) reports examples
from Upper Sorbian (see also Faßke, 1981), Slovak, and Basaá(a Bantu language
spoken in Cameroon).

2.2.4.2 Agreement Features

Gender, person and number are uncontroversial instances ofagreement features.
They are called ‘agreement features’ in Head-driven PhraseStructure Grammar
(HPSG) (Pollard and Sag, 1994) and Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) (Bres-
nan, 1982, 2001; Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982) and ‘ϕ-features’28 in Chomskyan
Generative Grammar (Government and Binding Theory, Principle and Parameter
Theory, Minimalism).

Person Agreement

Agreement in person is common with verbs and other predicates. Bybee (1985)
found person agreement in more than the half of the languagesof her sample
(56%, N= 50). Siewierska (2004) found an even higher rate of 77%.

(31) a. I am a linguist.

b. You are a linguist.

c. She is a linguist.

Contrary to its frequency in verb agreement, person seems tobe excluded from
NP-internal agreement (Lehmann, 1982, 1988; Plank, 1994).29 Lehmann (1988)
argues that this discrepancy follows naturally under the assumption that person
agreement serves to keep track of referents in the discourse—NP-internally this is
superfluous since controller and target are constituents ofthe same NP and hence
have a common referent. This line of argumentation is supported by diachronic
facts. NP-internal agreement markers evolve from weakly deictic demonstrative
pronouns whereas predicate agreement evolves from personal and thus clearly

28The term ‘ϕ-features’ is first introduced in Chomsky, 1981.
29Nikolaeva (2005) presents counterexamples from Nenet, an Uralic language.
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deictic pronouns. Given that demonstrative pronouns do notshow person differ-
ences, the absence of person agreement within NPs follows naturally (cf. Givón,
1976).

For a detailed discussion of person agreement involving a huge variety of lan-
guages see Siewierska (2004).

Gender Agreement

Many languages show gender agreement between an anaphor andits antecedent,
for English see the example below.

(32) a. The boy ... he/*she ... .

b. The boy lost his/*her way.

c. The boy watched himself/*herself in the mirror.

But, as indicated earlier, pronoun agreement in cases like (32) might well result
from the fact that pronoun and antecedent share the referent. So-called ‘hybrid
nouns’ are an interesting case in this regard. Hybrid nouns exhibit a mismatch
between grammatical and notional gender. An example is the German nounMäd-
chen‘girl’ which is grammatically neuter but refers to a female referent. Hybrid
nouns entail an inconsistent although not arbitrary agreement pattern since they
allow for both grammatical and notional concord, but not forall agreement targets
alike. In accordance with the agreement hierarchy (Corbett, 1979), attributive tar-
gets are strongly tied to grammatical agreement whereas pronouns are most likely
to show notional concord (cf. Batliner, 1984; Corbett, 1991, 2006). For illustration
consider the little discourses in (33).

(33) a. Ich
I

bewundere
admire

dieses
this.N.SG

Mädchen.
girl.N.SG.

Ihre
POSS.3.F.SG

Kicks
kicks

sind
are

präzise.
precise

‘I admire this girl. Her kicks are precise.’

b. Ich
I

bewundere
admire

dieses
this.N.SG

Mädchen
girl.N.SG

für
for

seine
POSS.3.N.SG

präzisen
precise

Kicks.
kicks

‘I admire this girl for her precise kicks.’

While the choice of a determiner in (33) is restricted to the grammatical gender
of Mädchen(‘girl’), i.e. to neuter gender, the possessive pronoun shows some
flexibility. Across sentences, notional concord seems to bepreferred (the neuter
pronoun would sound odd although not completely wrong); grammatical agree-
ment is strongly preferred within the same clause. Nevertheless, even within a
single clause an inconsistent agreement pattern can occur as in the Spanish exam-
ple below.
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(34) Su
POSS.M.SG

majestad
majestyF.SG

suprem-a
surpreme-F.SG

está
is

content-o.
happy-M.SG

‘His surpreme majesty is happy.’
(Kathol, 1999)

The possessive pronoun and the predicative adjective in (34) both show mascu-
line agreement, i.e. notional concord given that the king ofSpain is male. The
attributive adjective, however, shows grammatical agreement with the feminine
nounmajestad.

In addition to the mixed agreement patterns with hybrid nouns, the examples
above show that gender agreement also occurs in noun phrases, with determiners
and adjective agreeing with the head noun of a noun phrase. Examples from
German and Russian are given below.

(35) die
the.F.SG

Fabrik,
factory.F.SG

der
the.M.SG

Betrieb,
plant.M.SG

das
the.N.SG

Unternehmen
enterprise.N.SG

(36) nov-aja
new-F.SG

fabrik-a,
factory.F.SG

nov-ji
new-M.SG

zavod,
plant.M.SG

nov-oe
new-N.SG

predprijatije
enterprise.N.SG

While in Russian and German, gender contrasts are neutralized in the plural they
are preserved in other languages, e.g., Spanish as illustrated below.

(37) a. la
the.F.SG

hija,
daughter.F.SG

la-s
the.F-PL

hija-s
daughter.F-PL

b. el
the.M.SG

hijo,
son.M.SG

los
the.M.PL

hijo-s
son.M-PL

Predicates like verbs and predicative adjectives are also sensitive to gender agree-
ment; an example was already given in (27) above. But verb agreement in gender
is rare in comparison to agreement in number or person. Only 16% of the lan-
guages in Bybee’s (1985) sample showed gender agreement on the verb. For a
typological overview of gender agreement see Corbett (1991).

Number Agreement

Number agreement is common, it occurs both NP-internally and with predicates
and pronouns. Bybee (1985) found number agreement on the verb in 54% of the
languages in her sample.

(38) a. This book is quite interesting. It documents severalcases in which . . .

b. These books are quite interesting. They document severalcases in
which . . .
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Just like gender agreement, number agreement is occasionally inconsistent, e.g.,
with collective nouns. Agreement targets in the context of asingular collective
noun oscillate between singular agreement and plural agreement. Put differently,
the agreement target’s number specification seems to be determined by either the
grammatical number of the corresponding noun or by its notional number. Again
the degree of flexibility correlates with the position of a given target on the agree-
ment hierarchy (Corbett, 1979). NP-internal modifiers are restricted to singular
agreement, predicates are most likely to show singular agreement whereas pro-
nouns are most likely to show plural agreement. This tendency holds both within
languages and across languages.

(39) a. this/*these committee

b. the committee has/have decided that it/they . . .

English speakers agree on the choice of a singular determiner in examples like
(39a) but they disagree on the choice of the verb and the pronoun in (39b). In
contrast to the determiner which must be singular, both a singular verb and a plu-
ral verb are possible. The preferences for singular or plural vary considerably—
across English varieties (e.g., Bauer, 2002; Biber et al., 1999; Quirk et al., 1985),
across text types, between written and spoken language (Fries, 1981; Levin, 2001),
across individual collective nouns (cf. Corbett, 2006 summarizing data from De-
praetere, 2003; Hundt, 1998; Levin, 2001; see also Biber et al., 1999; Hundt,
2006; Siemund, 1995), and also across agreement targets (e.g., verbs versus pro-
nouns). Differences between American English and British English have long
been acknowledged and became a textbook wisdom. The strong claim, how-
ever, that American speakers have a general preference for singular verbs while
British speakers strongly prefer plural verbs (e.g., Algeo, 1988) does not with-
stand an empirical validation.30 Corpus data show a general singular bias for all
English varieties, though most pronounced in American English and less strong
in British English (cf. Levin, 2001; for experimental data on American English
versus British English see Bock et al., 2006). Other varieties take an intermedi-
ate position; Philippine English, Australian English and New Zealand English are
more like American English while Hong Kong English and Singaporean English
are more like British English (Hundt, 1998, 2006; Levin, 2001; Wong, 2009).

The variation across the agreement targets is in accordancewith the Animacy
Hierarchy—pronouns are more likely to show notional concord than verbs. There
seems to be a general preference for plural in spoken language (apparently even
more pronounced in American English than in British English) while written data

30Though prescriptive pressure works exactly in this direction as evidenced in official docu-
ments (Fries, 1981) and styleguides such as the Associated Press Stylebook and the BBC News
Styleguide (for a comparison see Bock et al., 2006).
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again show some abeyance (Levin, 2001). An interesting though seldom case
is what (Johansson, 1979) calls ‘discord’—instances of a mixed pattern within a
single sentence, e.g.,The committee has decided to confine their attention(for
corpus evidence see, Hundt, 2006; Levin, 2001; Wong, 2009).Discord usually
involves a singular verb and a plural pronoun though the reversed constellation
has been attested as well. Example (40a) is typical for discord whereas example
(40b) is exceptional.

(40) a. When thecompany isready to send the application form, thenthey’ll
send it. (taken from Wong, 2009: 62)

b. I mean whoare your targetaudienceso to speak and uhm what kind
of return do you expect ofit? (taken from Hundt, 2006: 219)

German shares the flexibility of pronoun agreement with collective nouns but ad-
heres to grammatical agreement with modifiers and predicates. Moreover, no-
tional concord of pronouns is excluded within a clause.

(41) a. Das/*Die
the.N.SG/PL

Orchester
orchestra

berät/*beraten,
discuss.SG/PL

b. Das
The

Orchester
orchestra

berät
discusses

sein/*ihr
its/their

Programm
program

‘The orchestra discusses its program.’

c. Das
The

Orchester
orchestra

berät,
discusses

ob
whether

es/sie
it/they

. . . .

‘The orchestra discusses whether it/they . . . .’

It is usually assumed that in cases where the grammar offers optionality with re-
gard to singular or plural agreement the actual choice is affected by the way the
speaker conceptualizes the referent(s) of a given collective noun. The speaker’s
conceptualization in turn is affected by the type of event orstate she or he aims to
describe and hence by the choice of the predicate. When choosing singular agree-
ment, the speaker focuses on the collective as a unit, when choosing the plural
form, the speaker makes a statement about the individual members of the collec-
tive. Or put the other way round, when talking about a collective as a unit, speak-
ers tend to produce a singular verb/pronoun and when talkingabout the individual
entities which form this unit, speakers tend to produce a plural verb/pronoun.
Evidence for such a tendency comes from a language production experiment by
Humphreys and Bock (2005). Speakers produced more plural verbs after a sub-
ject NP like the gang on the motorcycleswhich is most likely to be interpreted
distributively—distributing the members of the gang to themotorcycles in a one-
to-one-relation—than after subject NPs likethe gang near the motorcycles. For
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comparable findings in Dutch see Joosten et al. (2007) who show that differences
in conceptualization do not only occur ad-hoc but found their way into the lexi-
con.31 Nouns likeclub contrast with nouns likeaudience. While the former can
be old while its members are young indicating a holistic conception of the club
abstracting away from its members, thean old audiencemeans that the members
of that audience are old. Nouns likefamily take some intermediate position.An
old familystates that the family as a unit can look back on a long historywhile a
big familyrefers to the number of its current members. Accordingly, Joosten et al.
(2007) identify three types of collective nouns: nouns thatgenerally trigger a col-
lective level interpretation and subsequently singular agreement (on pronouns),32

nouns that generally trigger member level interpretationsand entail mainly plural
agreement, and nouns that readily license both interpretations and show both sin-
gular and plural agreement to more or less the same degree. Note that under this
perspective singular agreement might well be an instance ofnotional concord.

The same variability between singular and plural agreementdepending on the
conceptualization of the referent can also be found with nouns that are not genuine
collective but can be re-interpreted in this way.

(42) a. The defence have to be in a line.

b. England play Wales on Saturday.

c. Cambridge are favorite for this year’s race.

Measure phrases show a similar behavior (examples are takenfrom Morgan, 1972).
Again agreement is influenced by the conceptualization of the corresponding en-
tity.

(43) a. Forty acres is/*are a lot to plow.

b. Forty acres *is/are ready for John to plow.

In addition to collective nouns and alike, numerals can occur with singular verbs
as well as with plural verbs. The similarity, however, is only superficial. With nu-
merals, the crucial distinction is not collective versus distributive but noun versus
adjective. Adjective only apparently control agreement, e.g., when used ellipti-
cally as in (44a) or deictically as in (44b). The noun referring to the cardinal
number or used as a kind of label to identify objects or persons (e.g., players of
team) requires singular agreement in correspondence with its grammatical num-
ber. For illustration see (44c) and (44d).

31For lexical differences among collective nouns in English see Corbett (2006) based on data
from Depraetere (2003), Hundt (1998) and Levin (2001).

32Verbs almost consistently show singular agreement across all three noun classes. Insofar
Dutch behaves like German.
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(44) a. During the first hour we counted only forty-two cranes. But in the
next hour two-hundred and forty-one were flying above our heads.

b. Those two are coming with me.

c. Two is an even number.

d. Two is off-side.

Case Agreement

NP-internally, determiners and modifiers often have to share the head noun’s case
as illustrated by the German example below.

(45) Peter
P.

kennt
knows

den
the.M.SG.ACC

neu-en
new-M.SG.ACC

Kunde-n.
client-M.SG.ACC

‘Peter knows the new client’

Therefore, case is often included in the list of common agreement features. Yet,
(45) is an instance of co-variation—it results from the factthat the noun as well as
the determiner and the adjective are governed by the same element, namely the ac-
cusative assigning verb. We have to distinguish cases of seeming case agreement
as in (45) from cases like (46).

(46) a. Er
3.M.SG.NOM

sang
sang

wie
like

ein
a.M.SG.NOM

junger
young.M.SG.NOM

Gott.
god.M.SG.NOM

‘He sang like a young god.’

b. Die
The

Fans
fans

verehrten
adored

ihn
3.M.SG.ACC

wie
like

einen
a.M.SG.ACC

Gott.
god.M.SG.ACC

‘The fans adored him like a god.’

In (46), the pronoun gets its case from the verb whereas the noun phrase preceded
by wie receives case via agreement. Despite this distinction of case agreement in
the narrow sense and case agreement resulting from government, it is noteworthy
that case and agreement are obviously related. Syntactic theory in the Chom-
skyan tradition captured this intuition by treating case assignment and agreement
checking uniformly. A first step in this direction was undertaken by assuming that
verb agreement and nominative Case are checked by the same head (Chomsky,
1981). More recently, the association of case and agreementwas strengthened by
claiming that both are calculated by the same operation Agree (Chomsky, 2000,
2001).
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2.3 Implementing Agreement in Syntactic Theory

The preceding section sketched the fascinating diversity of agreement phenom-
ena discussed in the literature. Yet, that is by far not all that can be found in the
world’s languages (for a more exhaustive overview see Corbett, 2006 and refer-
ences therein). Leaving most of these phenomena aside, the current section aims
to show how core syntactic agreement can be captured in a formal way. Descrip-
tively, agreement rules can be stated in the format given in (2.3).

(47) If the controller is specified for some agreement feature valueα then the
target has to be specified forα, too.

In many cases, however, we have to add conditions. These conditions can con-
cern the controller, the target or the environment/some other element, in particular
finiteness as a precondition for subject–verb agreement. Besides, there are var-
ious complications which will be discussed in 2.3.1. The discussion will focus
on number agreement leaving other agreement features aside. Section 2.3.3 out-
lines how syntactic theory in the Chomskyan tradition captures agreement. For
the treatment of agreement in Head-Driven Phrase StructureGrammar see Pollard
and Sag (1994, chapter 2), Kathol (1999) and Wechsler and Zlatić (2003).

2.3.1 Challenges for a Theory of Agreement

2.3.1.1 Feature conflicts

So far, the description of agreement patterns concentratedon the clear-cut cases.
A first complication was touched when discussing agreement with nouns which
exhibit a feature conflict between a grammatical feature andthe corresponding
notional feature. Collective nouns were discussed as an example for plural agree-
ment with a grammatically singular controller driven by notional plurality. The re-
verse effect—notional singularity overriding grammatical plurality—also occurs
as I will demonstrate below. Certain noun classes and types of noun phrases which
are grammatically plural allow for or even require singularagreement.

In English, diseases likemeasles, mumps, rickets, shinglesmostly take singu-
lar agreement despite their grammatical plurality but alsoaccept plural agreement
(Quirk et al., 1985).33 Yet, these cases of singular agreement with plural nouns
which can be attributed to notional concord have to be distinguished from singular
agreement with singular nouns likelinguisticswhich shows consistently singular

33The corresponding German names are mainly singular nouns (Ziegenpeteror Mumps
‘mumps’, Rachitis‘rickets’, Gürtelrose‘shingles’) and require singular agreement. The few ex-
amples which are plural nouns (Masern ‘measles’ andRöteln ‘German measles’) do not allow
singular agreement. Besides they have to be used with a definite determiner.
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agreement. Instances like this can be easily handled by simply assuming thatlin-
guisticsis grammatically singular despite the apparent plural marking. English
has a whole bunch of such nouns often denoting sciences. A noun like newscan
be treated the same way when additionally assuming a zero-plural marking in
order to account for the fact thatnewscan occur with singular and plural verbs.

Overall, we can imagine three strategies to cope with feature conflicts. In
the easiest case, grammatical number is specified lexicallywith probable ten-
sion to either the morphological form (e.g.,linguistics, scissors) or the semantics
(e.g.,people). More problematic are cases with apparent optionality even in the
core agreement domains determined by semantic factors (e.g., collective nouns).
Here, we have to assume either a syntactic mechanism of semantic agreement or
some way that ensures the availability of an appropriate grammatical feature value
for each case. The latter can be achieved by assuming two homomorphous lexi-
cal entries differing only in the corresponding feature specification or some pre-
syntactic mechanism providing the appropriate grammatical feature specification
in accordance with the perceived or intended conceptual feature value. Head-
Driven Phrase Structure Grammar tackles the challenge by assuming two sets of
agreement features—concord features and index features (Pollard and Sag, 1994;
Kathol, 1999; Wechsler and Zlatić, 2003). The corresponding features usually
have identical values, but the values can well diverge, e.g., in the case of collec-
tive nouns. In addition, three types of agreement are distinguished: concord, index
agreement and semantic/pragmatic agreement. This gives reasonable flexibility to
cope with the variation observed in the cases discussed above. Agreement with
collective nouns and alike received less attention in syntactic theory in the Chom-
skyan tradition, but see Den Dikken (2001). In contrast, theproblem of conjoined
NPs which will be discussed in turn gained substantial attention.

2.3.1.2 Conjoined Noun Phrases

For agreement with conjoined NPs we can distinguish two strategies: resolution
and agreement with just one of the conjuncts, usually the closest. In languages
allowing both options, the choice of one or the other dependson the syntac-
tic configuration—Arabic, for instance, allows the closestconjunct strategy only
when the verb precedes the subject NP (Aoun et al., 1994)—andsemantic prop-
erties, e.g., animacy (Levin, 2001) or the semantic relation of the conjuncts (Dal-
rymple and Nikolaeva, 2006).

The strategy of resolution computes a feature value for the conjoined NP based
on the feature values of the conjuncts or notional properties of the referent(s).

(48) Peter and Mary are married.

The resolution rule for the conjunction of two singular NPs gives usually plural or
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dual in languages which have a dual. Singular agreement, however, is a possibility
when the referent is a single entity.

(49) Romeo and Juliet is played on Monday.

(50) Trade and investment is better than aid.

The Romeo and Julietexample might be trivial since the conjoined NP is the
title of the play and does not refer to two individuals. The emergence of singular
agreement in (50) is less transparent, thoughtrade and investmentstill can be
considered a name (of a strategy) as witnessed by the absenceof a determiner.
Overall, number resolution is fairly transparent and results in notional concord.
The situation is slightly more complex for person and gender. Accordingly, we
find considerable variation (cf. Corbett, 2006). Since gender and person are not
the main concern of the present dissertation I ignore these cases here. I only
want to mention a specific resolution strategy, which is, however, only limitedly
available—insertion of a resumptive pronoun. Two examplesfrom German are
given below.

(51) Du
You.2.SG

und
and

Peter,
P.SG

ihr
you.2.PL

seid
2.PL

ein
a

Traumpaar.
dream.pair

‘You and Peter, you are a dream pair.’

(52) Ich,
I.1.SG

der
and

ich
whoSG

. . .
I.1.SG

‘I, who I . . . .’

The second strategy–single conjunct agreement34—makes the verb (or some other
agreement target) agree with the conjunct that is closer to it. Though German
exhibits single conjunct agreement only to a very limited extent (Johannessen,
1996), I will illustrate the strategy with the help of a German example.

(53) a. Aber
But

links
left

war/waren
was/were

die
the

Binnenalster
inner-Alster.SG

und
and

die
the

weißen
white

Lichtreklamen.
light-ads.

‘But to the left were the inner Alster and the white light ads.’
(example from Johannessen (1996))

b. Aber
But

links
left

*war/waren
was/were

die
the

weißen
white

Lichtreklamen
light-ads

und
and

die
the

Binnenalster.
inner-Alster.SG.

34Another term is ‘partial agreement’. But this term is also used for agreement in only a subset
of features, e.g., gender but not number with postverbal nouns in Arabic (Aoun et al., 1994).
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Resolution of the conjoined NPdie Binnenalster und die weißen Lichtreklamen
(‘inner Alster and the white light ads’) results in plural agreement. Single con-
junct agreement results in singular agreement when the singular conjunctdie Bin-
nenalsteris taken as controller or plural agreement when the plural conjunctdie
weißen Lichtreklamen. The data show that plural agreement is available regard-
less of the order of the two conjuncts whereas singular agreement is only available
when the singular conjunct is closer to the verb. Hence single conjunct agreement
means agreement with the closest conjunct in German. The alternative—furthest
conjunct agreement seems to be rare cross-linguistically (cf. Corbett, 2006, and
references therein). Single conjunct agreement occurs in avariety of languages
including such unrelated ones like various varieties of Arabic (Aoun et al., 1994,
1999; Aoun and Benmamoun, 1999; Soltan, 2006; Badecker, 2007), Irish (Mc-
Closkey, 1986) and Serbian/Croatian (Wechsler and Zlatić, 2003) (for more lan-
guages see Badecker, 2007; Corbett, 2006 and Dalrymple and Nikolaeva, 2006).
For experimental data on English and Lebanese Arabic see Lorimor (2007); for
German see Hemforth and Konieczny (2003).

Agreement with conjoined NPs and in particular single conjunct agreement
has been extensively discussed in the literature. Various suggestions have been
made as to how to derive the observed patterns syntactically, e.g., coordination
of clauses rather than NPs and subsequent deletion (e.g., Aoun et al., 1994, 1999
but see also Munn, 1999), late insertion of the second conjunct (Soltan, 2006)
or multiple Agree in the sense of Chomsky (2000) and deferring the decision to
the morphological component (van Koppen, 2006). For an Optimality Theoretic
account see Badecker (2007).

2.3.1.3 Defective and Absent Controllers

A descriptive agreement rule for subject–verb agreement innumber following the
format in (2.3) could be stated as in (2.3.1.3).

(54) (i) If the subject NP is specified for singular then the verb has to be spec-
ified for singular, too.

(ii) If the subject NP is specified for plural then the verb hasto be speci-
fied for plural, too.

A rule like (2.3.1.3) runs into problems when the controlleris not specified for
any number value or even absent. For illustration consider the German examples
below.

(55) Irren
err.INF

ist
is

menschlich.
human

‘To err is human’
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(56) Dass
that

Peter
P.

nicht
not

erschienen
emerged

ist,
is

enttäuscht
disappoints

mich.
me

‘It disappoints me that Peter did not show up.’

(57) Gestern
yesterday

wurde
was

viel
much

gelacht.
laughed

‘It was much laughed yesterday.’

Note that in all examples above the verb occurs with singularmarking.35 Hence,
we can characterize singular as the default and re-state (2.3.1.3) as in (2.3.1.3).

(58) If the subject NP is specified for plural then the verb hasto be specified
for plural, too and for singular otherwise.

Finally, there are cases lacking a subject NP but nevertheless showing agreement
as in the Spanish example below.

(59) a. He
have.1.SG

hablado
talked

con
with

Pablo.
P.

‘I talked to Pablo.’

b. Hemos
have.1.PL

hablado
met

con
with

Pablo.
P.

‘We talked to Pablo.’

Note that (59b) does not show some sort of default agreement and is thus dif-
ferent from the subject lacking impersonal passive in (57).Sentences like (59b)
are usually assumed to involve a subject pronoun (pro) which is only apparently
absent because it happens to be phonologically zero. Sentences like (57) can be
subsumed under the assumption ofpro but differ from (59b) in that the subject is
not referential (for discussion see Rizzi, 1986).

A final issue concerns the question what happens when the feature systems
of controller and target differ in the range of possible values. Corbett (2000)
discusses inter alia Modern Hebrew, which distinguishes three number values for
nouns (singular, plural and dual) but only two for verbs (singular and plural). A
dual subject NP occurs with a plural verb. Unless we want to assume that the
verb has dual forms which are all homophonous with the corresponding plural
forms, we need some mechanism that either translates dual into plural or ensures
compatibility of dual and plural.

35As pointed out Koster (1978), the coordination of two clauses in subject function also results
in singular agreement, just as in (56).
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2.3.2 Overview of Theoretical Approaches

Theoretical approaches of agreement can be classified alongtwo dimensions—as
to whether thy treat agreement as a symmetrical or an asymmetrical relation and
as to whether they conceive agreement as a morphological, syntactic, semantic,
or pragmatic phenomenon. In particular, the answer to the last question depends
on how one defines agreement and what instances are included.It is, for in-
stance, uncontroversial that the feature match between a personal pronoun and
its antecedent is mainly a matter of semantics, although thecase of hybrid nouns
indicates that morphosyntactic features also play a role.36 Since the upcoming ex-
periments investigate subject–verb agreement, I will concentrate on the treatment
of subject–verb agreement and discuss other instances of agreement only briefly.

Some of the problems outlined above suggest that semantic properties of the
subject NP referent are crucial for verb agreement. A radical semantic view is
contended in Dowty and Jacobson (1988)37 and Reid (1991). From a functional
persepctive, Reid (1991) argues that both the verb’s and subject’s number specifi-
cation are chosen independently from each other.

Although semantic accounts deal easily with the variability of agreement pat-
terns with collective nouns and alike, a purely semantic account has difficulties to
capture cases with no obvious semantic grounding, e.g., formal agreement with a
gender hybrid noun likeMädchen‘girl’. 38 Although the neuter nounMädchencan
be associated with a feminine pronoun as exemplified in (33) and (60) it has to be
accompanied by a neuter determiner. Hence NP-internal agreement is restricted
to morphosyntactic features.

(60) Das/*Die
The.SG.N/F

Mädchen
girl.SG.N

hatte
had

seine/*ihre
POSS.3.SG.N/F

Tasche
bag

vergessen.
forgotten

‘The girl had forgotten her bag.’

Sentence (60) illustrates also another property of pronounagreement. Although,
the neuter nounMädchencan be pronominalized with either a neuter pronoun

36Furthermore, the conditions on binding clearly show that pronouns are subject to syntactic
restrictions.

37Recently, Dowty published a disclaimer on his website stating that he no longer
holds the view that all agreement is semantic in nature. (seehttp://www.ling.ohio-
state.edu/ dowty/papers/agreement-note.html) (16.07.2009)

38Grammatical gender not based on natural gender poses a general problem as pointed out by
Dowty and Jacobson (1988). Dowty and Jacobson propose a solution which transforms lexical
properties to non-linguistic properties. More precisely,they suggest that the way an object is
lexicalized is part of its properties; in their words: "one of the real-world properties of, say, chairs
is that the English word conventionally used to denote this class of objects ischair, and that the
French word ischaise" (Dowty and Jacobson:1988:98). In my view, the proposal lacks explanatory
power—it transforms morphosyntactic properties into semantic properties for no other reason than
to justify the claim that all agreement is semantic in nature.
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or a feminine pronoun, the latter is strongly dispreferred within the same clause
(Batliner, 1984). Reversely, the choice of the pronoun matching the natural gender
is more likely the longer the distance between the antecedent and the pronoun. In
any case, the choice has to be consistent across pronouns when more than one
pronoun is used. This requirement is shown in (61). Pollard and Sag (1994) raise
a similar argument with regard to reflexive pronouns as illustrated in (62).

(61) Das
The

Mädchen
girl.SG.N

ging
went

zurück,
back

. . .

a. weil
because

es
3.SG.N

seine/*ihre
POSS.3.SG.N/F

Tasche
bag

vergessen
forgotten

hatte.
had

b. weil
because

sie
3.SG.F

*seine/ihre
POSS.3.SG.N/F

Tasche
bag

vergessen
forgotten

hatte.
had

‘The girl went back because she had forgotten her bag.’

(62) a. That dog is so ferocious. It even tried to bite itself/*himself.

b. That dog is so ferocious. He even tried to bite *itself/himself.

Based on the speaker’s conceptualization,dogcan be pronominalized with either
the neuter pronounit or the masculine pronounhim. The reflexive pronoun can ac-
cordingly beitself or himself. The choice must, however, be uniform for personal
pronoun and reflexive pronoun. This uniformity is clearly syntactically motivated
and thus evidence in favor of a morphosyntactic account of agreement.

Syntactic accounts can be classified as to whether they conceive the agreement
relation as a symmetrical relation in which both the agreement controller and the
agreement target contribute jointly to the result or as an asymmetrical relation in
which the controller determines the feature specification of the target. Pollard and
Sag (1994) suggest a slightly different division and distinguish ‘constraint-based’
versus ‘derivational’ approaches. The latter assume some sort of feature transfer
from the controller to the target or a movement operation. Early transformational
grammar, for instance, assumed feature copying (cf. Chomsky, 1965; Akmajian
and Heny, 1975). Recent versions of the minimalist approachinvolve the opera-
tion Agree which again involves an asymmetrical relation, called probe-goal rela-
tion Chomsky (2000, 2001). Though the term evokes the impression that ‘probe’
corresponds to the more traditional notion of controller while ‘goal’ corresponds
to target, this equation is wrong. The agreement relation isthought to be medi-
ated via a functional head, in case of subject–verb agreement via T (details are
provided below). Agree neither involves movement (at leastnot necessarily) nor
feature transfer in the common sense. Though, the evaluation process—unvalued
features of the probe receive their values from the goal—canbe considered a fea-
ture transfer in the broader sense.
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The basic intuition underlying the characterization of agreement as an asym-
metric relation is that the feature specification of the controller is logically prior to
that of the target. If a feature value is inherent, it is the controller’s feature value
(e.g., a noun’s gender value). If a feature is interpretablethen it is interpretable
on the controller (e.g., the controller’s number specification). Note that it is not
the case that all controller features are interpretable. Nor it is true that all con-
troller feature values are inherent, in the sense that they are lexically specified.
The target, in contrast, has only uninterpretable agreement features.

Symmetric conceptions of agreement, on the other hand, assume that both the
controller and target contribute each their own feature specification. The check-
ing account of agreement (Chomsky, 1995) is an example: Boththe verb and the
subject come fully specified into the derivation. The match of these specifica-
tions is later checked in a spec–head configuration mediatedby a functional head,
AgrS in case of subject–verb agreement. Checking can also be conceived as an
asymmetric relation since only the target’s features are subsequently all removed
whereas the controller’s features survive as long as they are interpretable. Finally,
the checking approach is clearly a derivational approach inthe sense of Pollard
and Sag (1994).

A really symmetric relation holds in unification based-grammars such as HPSG
(Pollard and Sag, 1994) and LFG (Bresnan, 1982, 2001; Kaplanand Bresnan,
1982). Both the controller and the target contribute feature values while the com-
bination of the two in order to build larger syntactic objectis constrained by the
requirement that the corresponding feature values have to match, hence the qual-
ification ‘constrained-based’ in Pollard and Sag (1994). Unification fails when
the two objects have incompatible feature specifications. Under this perspective
it makes no sense to decide which of the two objects is responsible for the fail-
ure, hence the qualification ‘symmetric.’ Noteworthy, HPSGdoes not have an ex-
plicit agreement rule or mechanism. Instead agreement follows from more general
principles like the subcategorization principle. Furthermore, so-called ‘anchoring
conditions’ ensure that objects with conflicting index feature values39 cannot be
anchored to the same real-world object(for details see Kathol, 1999; Pollard and
Sag, 1994; Wechsler and Zlatić, 2003).

39A noun’s lexical entry comprises inter alia two sets of agreement features: concord features
(number, gender, and case) which are part of the head features and index features (number, gender,
and person) which are part of the semantic features. Usuallybut not necessarily the corresponding
values are identical. The German hybrid nounMädchen‘girl’, for instance, has deviating values
for the feature gender—the head feature has the value neuterwhile the index feature has the value
feminine.
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2.3.3 The Chomskyan Tradition

In the early days of Generative Grammar, agreement was used as a diagnostic
tool to support claims about syntactic structures and operations and received little
attention by itself.40 In Syntactic Structures, Chomsky presents the phenomenon
agreement as one argument in favor of transformations to overcome the limitations
of context-free grammars (Chomsky, 1957).41 Agreement itself was long seen as
a morphological phenomenon. Verbs were assumed to be storedas bare forms
in the lexicon and introduced into the syntactic derivationas such. Inflectional
affixes entered the derivation as an autonomous entity hosted in a functional head
labeled Aux (and later relabeled Infl or just I). A transformation called AFFIX

HOPPING (Chomsky, 1957) provided for the corresponding inflected forms by
transferring the inflectional affixes from Aux to V, i.e. to the verbal stem. The
obligatoriness of Affix Hopping is ensured by a morphological filter requiring
bound morphemes to be attached to a stem (Baker’s (1988) Stray Affix Filter or
Lasnik’s Filter proposed in Lasnik, 1981). The affix hoppingapproach provides an
elegant way of accounting for the puzzling pattern of English morphosyntax in the
context of negation and interrogation.Do-support follows naturally as a last resort
mechanism to license an otherwise unbound inflectional affixin contexts where
an intervening element (e.g., the negation) prevents the affix from combining with
the main verb.

The picture changed in the eighties. The revisions made since then concern
the basic clause structure and in particular the assumptionof functional heads
associated with inflectional features as well as the mechanisms responsible for
agreement itself, and also the way how lexical items are stored in the lexicon
and introduced into the syntax (bare forms vs. fully inflected forms). The clause
structure was adjusted to the X-Bar schema by assuming a CP/IP-system involv-
ing the functional heads C and I(nfl). With this adjustment itbecame possible to
analyze agreement as a feature sharing relation between a specifier and a head
(Spec–head agreement, introduced in Chomsky, 1986). Underthis view, subject–
verb agreement is the result of two operations mediated through I: Spec–head
agreement between the subject in SpecIP and the I-head on theone hand, and,
on the other hand, the realization of I’s agreement featureson the verb—either in
the syntax through movement or in the lexicon. In the first case, I hosts inflec-
tional affixes and the verb picks them up via head incorporation along the lines of
Baker (1988). The assumption that inflectional affixes constitute functional heads
has several drawbacks—e.g., the increasing number of zero morphemes and or-
dering paradoxes (cf. Ackema, 1999)—and was given up in favor of a full-form

40Historical outlines can be found in Belletti (2001) and Boeckx (2008).
41An alternative solution to this problem is to add attributesto nonterminals. This of course

leads to a huge expansion of phrase structure rules.
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lexicon.42 Under this lexicalist view, functional heads are bundles offeatures and
verbs enter the syntactic derivation as fully inflected forms. As a consequence, the
correspondence of the feature specifications has to be checked (Chomsky, 1995).

Following Pollock’s seminal SPLIT-INFL HYPOTHESIS(Pollock, 1989), agree-
ment was proposed to be a functional head distinct from otherinflectional cate-
gories like Tense.43 Pollock motivated the dissociation of tense (T) and agreement
(Agr) with the different behavior of English and French adverbials. Supporting
evidence comes from languages in which exponents of agreement and exponents
of tense do not co-occur. An example is Arabic. Usually agreement and tense
are both expressed on the verb. When, however, negation is involved, the tense
morpheme occurs on the negation while agreement still occurs on the verb. Disso-
ciations in aphasia and language acquisition provide further evidence for a phrase-
structural dissociation of agreement and tense (Friedman and Grodzinsky, 1997;
Guasti and Rizzi, 2002; but see Burchert et al., 2005; Nanousi et al., 2006 for
counterevidence and a reinterpretation in terms of (un)interpretability). Subse-
quently, the number of proposed functional projections hassteadily grown. Agr
has been split up into AgrS for subject agreement and AgrO for object agreement.44

Chomsky (1991) argues for two Agr-positions to capture the paradoxical findings
regarding the dominance relation between AgrP and TP. Underthe assumption
that the order of morphemes mirrors the order of functional projections—a gener-
alization that is known as the Mirror Principle (Baker, 1985)—together with the
observation that in languages which have distinct morphemes for tense and agree-
ment the latter is expressed further away from the stem, AgrPshould dominate
TP.45 The dependence of agreement on finiteness points in the same direction. On
the other hand, the difference between English and French inadverb placement
is best captured under Pollock’s assumption that T dominates Agr. The paradox
is solved when TP is surrounded by two agreement projections—AgrS dominat-
ing TP and AgrO being dominated by TP. Numerous further agreement projec-
tions have been suggested decomposing Infl further into separate heads for person,
number and gender and some more heads (cf. Platzack, 2004; Sigurðsson, 2000,
2001, 2004; Shlonsky, 1989). The most radical version of this line of research is

42Lasnik (1995) proposes a hybrid approach: Lexical verbs arestored in the bare form in the
lexicon but auxiliaries are stored fully inflected. The functional head T can be affixal or featural.
For a criticism see Freidin (2004) and Omaki (2007).

43The justification of an autonomous agreement projection hasbeen questioned by (Iatridou,
1990).

44Some languages show verb agreement with both the subject andthe object. Other languages
show agreement of a participle with an object, e.g., French (Kayne, 1989a). But see Friede-
mann and Siloni (1997) for the dissociation of object agreement (AgrO) and participle agreement
(Agrparticiple).

45The wrong ordering of inflectional affixes under Pollock’s ordering of TP above AgrP was
already noted in Belletti (1990).
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to assume an individual head for each inflectional feature (cf. Sigurðsson, 2000
and subsequent work).46 Finally, the assumption of agreement projections has
been extended to other lexical categories, in particular for noun phrases.47, 48 Most
widespread is the assumption of a separate head for number (Ritter, 1991, 1993a,b;
Valois, 1991; Picallo, 1991; Bernstein, 1991; Delfitto and Schroten, 1991; Kayne,
1989b), less common is the assumption of a gender phrase (e.g., Picallo, 1991) or
something alike, e.g., a word marker (cf. Harris, 1991). Some authors assume a
more general functional head containing more than one feature (e.g., Bernstein,
1997; Baker, 2008; Kerstens, 1993; Szabolcsi, 1994).

The assumption of Agr-heads made it also possible to unify the treatment
of structural case and agreement. As pointed out by Boeckx (2008), structural
case was uniformly assigned under government but in different configurations for
its four manifestations. Nominative case had been assignedunder m-command
by Infl (in a spec–head relation) while accusative case was assigned in under c-
command by V (usually in a head–complement relation, but less directly in excep-
tional case construction likeI saw him coming. Finally, existential constructions
asThere is a horse on the floorrequired some mechanism of case transmission for
nominative case assignment in the complement domain of I. Under the assump-
tion of spec–head agreement in combination with two distinct Agr-projections, all
instances of structural case were checked in identical configurations (spec–head
relation) but by different heads—nominative case by AgrS and accusative case by
AgrO. Case checking under spec–head agreement also meets the insight that case
and agreement correlate.49

The previous statements show that agreement gained more andmore impor-
tance within the entire framework. By now, agreement is a, ifnot the, central
concept of the minimalist approach. The assumption of functional Agr heads,
however, has been abandoned, mainly for conceptual reasons. Note that after
checking is completed Agr is not present at LF anyway. Chomsky (1995) ar-
gues that the inventory of functional heads should not involve a functional head
that consists exclusively of uninterpretable features, i.e. a head that is not jus-
tified by interface conditions. All heads should represent interpretable features.
Accordingly, if Agr has no interpretable features, it should not constitute a head
of its own. In replacement of case- and agreement licensing under spec-head

46This development resembles the cartographic approach started in Cinque (1999) (see also the
contributions in Cinque, 2002; Belletti, 2004; Rizzi, 2004).

47The assumption of a functional shell above NP including agreement projections is a conse-
quent extrapolation of the idea that nominals and clauses have parallel structures, first proposed in
Abney (1987).

48For agreement projections in adjectival phrases see Baker (2008); Gallmann (1996); Sterne-
feld (2006).

49This intuition was already expressed in Chomsky (1981).
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agreement involving a functional head Agr, Chomsky (2000, 2001) developed a
theory of case and agreement licensing that works without Agr-heads and without
movement for checking purposes (for a plea in defense of movement and against
Agree, see Hornstein, 2009). A first step in this direction was already undertaken
in Chomsky (1995) by the assumption of feature movement which is finally aban-
doned in favor of Agree. Chomsky (2000, 2001) introduced theoperation Agree
as one of two syntactic operations, the second one being Merge which combines
two syntactic objects into a new syntactic object. A third operation, namely Move,
has no independent status since it simply combines Agree andMerge. Agree es-
tablishes a relation between a probe and a goal. The probe hasuninterpretable
features that need to be valuated by corresponding featuresof the goal and then
removed from narrow syntax. Note that the operation Agree isnot only responsi-
ble for agreement but also for case checking. Uninterpretable case features make
a nominal active (i.e. available) for Agree; their deletionis a side effect of Agree
(for a different view see for example Sigurðsson, 2004). Agree applies with and
without movement. Movement always involves a probe-goal relation: The probe
is the target of the movement step; the goal undergoes movement.

The application of the operation Agree is subject to certainconditions which
are listed below.

(63) (i) Probe and goal have identical features.50

(ii) The goal is in the c-command domain of the probe.51

(iii) There is no intervenor such that the probe c-commands the inter-
venor and the intervenor c-commands the goal.

(iv) Probe and goal are active, i.e. have unvalued features.52

(v) Probe and goal are elements of the same phase.

Agree is further constrained by the requirement that matching effects have to be
maximized, i.e. Agree has to affect the maximal number of features available
in a given operation. This ‘all-or-nothing’ device bans selective application of
Agree. The underlying intuition is that a given probe cannotallocate its features
to different goals. It can, however, enter a probe-goal relation with more than
one goal as long as it remains active. If neither probe nor goal comprises the full
feature set, Agree only licenses the incomplete feature set, but leaves the complete
feature set intact and thus available for a further application of Agree. If the two

50Feature identity is understood as identity in term of feature types, not in terms of feature
values.

51For a different view that allows downward as well as upward search see Baker (2008).
52An element is active for agreement as long as it has unvalued features. Once its features are

all valued, an element is “frozen in place”.
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feature sets are complete, the uninterpretable features are removed and both the
probe and the goal are no longer active for Agree.

In face of attraction phenomena in language processing, intervention effects
are of particular interest.53 Data from Icelandic show that (long-distance) agree-
ment is blocked if there is an intermediate phrase that has features of the sort
involved in the agreement relation. The effect is illustrated in (64) below taken
from Baker (2008).

(64) a. Jóni
John.DAT

virð-ast/
seem-3PL/

?*virð-ist
seem-3SG

vera
to.be

taldir
believed.PL

líka
to.like

hestarnir.
horses.NOM.PL

‘John seems to be believed to like horses.’

b. Mér
Me.DAT

?*virð-ast/
seem-3PL/

virð-ist
seem-3SG

Jóni
John.DAT

vera
to.be

taldir
believed.PL

líka
to.like

hestarnir.
horses.NOM.PL

‘John seems to me to be believed to like horses.’

Icelandic has non-nominative (so-called ‘quirky’) subjects which are unable to
trigger agreement. Sentence (64) is such an example. In (64a), the matrix verb
virð-ast (‘seem’) agrees with the embedded nominative NPhestarnir(‘horses’).
This agreement pattern is, however, blocked in (64b) which contains an additional
dative argument. The experiencer argumentmérprevents the quirky subjectJóni
from raising to the sentence initial position. Remaining inthe embedded clause
Jóni intervenes in the agreement relation between ‘seem’ and ‘horses’ since it is
in the c-command domain of ‘seem’, it has the sort of features‘seem’ is searching
for and it c-commands ‘horses’.

The same logic has been applied to object agreement in doubleobject con-
structions (e.g., Boeckx and Niinuma, 2004) which is often restricted to the da-
tive argument. Under the assumption of a phrase structure inthe spirit of Larson
(1988), the dative argument asymmetrically c-commands theaccusative object
which is deeper embedded in the structure (see also Marantz,1993). As a con-
sequence the dative object qualifies for agreement with the verb and at the same
time serves as an intervenor for a potential agreement relation between the verb
and the accusative object.

53For an attraction account under the perspective of intervention see Franck et al. (2006).
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2.4 Summary and Outlook

2.4.1 Summary

To summarize, agreement is a widespread phenomenon which occurs in various
forms. What these various instances of agreement have in common is the system-
atic co-variation of grammatical forms. They differ with respect to the categories
involved (e.g., in terms of word categories), the syntacticrelation (e.g., two heads
or a head and some dependent), which typically entails a difference in locality, and
the kind of features which co-vary. This dissertation is concerned with subject–
verb agreement, and in particular number agreement betweena subject NP and
the corresponding finite verb. Number is an interesting feature since is relevant
for morphology, syntax and semantics. It is relevant for morphology since it de-
termines the form of a noun or a verb. It is relevant for semantics since it is
potentially interpretable. More precisely, number is interpretable with respect to
nouns or actually noun phrases but not with respect to verbs.And finally, num-
ber is relevant for syntax as witnessed by the phenomenon of number agreement.
Furthermore, grammatical number has to be distinguished from notional number.
Though the two usually coincide, this is not necessary. Discrepancies between
grammatical number and notional number occur with so-called summation plu-
rals likescissors, mass nouns likefurnitureand collective nouns likecommittee.54

In particular collective nouns figured prominently in the discussion of agreement
in both the linguistic and the psycholinguistic literature. The reason for their de-
cisive role lies in the multilayered agreement patterns they elicit. They allow both
grammatical agreement—co-variation with respect to grammatical number—and
notional concord—co-variation in terms of notional number—and they do so dif-
ferently for different agreement targets. The latter finding has been taken as evi-
dence for the Agreement Hierarchy, though individual languages choose different
points on that scale to allow for notional concord.

Theoretical approaches of agreement can be classified as to where they locate
agreement and as to whether they treat agreement as a symmetrical or asymmetri-
cal relation. Symmetrical approaches assume that controller and target contribute
equally to the final result whereas asymmetrical approachesgive the controller a
logically prior status. In asymmetric approaches, agreement is reached through
some sort of feature transfer although not necessarily in the literal sense of trans-
fer. Recent versions of the minimalist program, for instance, assume a feature
valuation process.

54These three categories are not mutually exclusive. Collective nouns are often treated as a sub-
type of mass nouns (e.g., Krifka, 1991) though not all collective nouns behave alike with respect
to the standard tests (e.g., plural formation:familiesvs. ?staffs).
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2.4.2 The psycholinguistic perspective

Psycholinguistic approaches to agreement commensurate tothe two principal views
on agreement. Theoretical approaches of agreement emphasizing the syntactic
and asymmetrical nature of the agreement relation find theircorrespondence in
psycholinguistic accounts assuming some sort of feature transfer from the subject
to the verb. On this view, agreement is computed during grammatical encoding
and not affected by non-syntactic information, at least notdirectly. Subject–verb
agreement is established via feature transfer, though the exact mechanism varies
across different models. The most elaborated instantiation of such an account
is the MARKING AND MORPHING MODEL proposed in Bock et al. (2001) and
extended in Bock et al. (2004); Eberhard et al. (2005). Marking links concep-
tual features to linguistic objects, e.g., the notional number of event participant(s)
to the corresponding NPs. Crucially, this linking process is constrained to lin-
guistically relevant features and corresponding linguistic objects. For instance, a
referent corresponds to an NP but not to a verb, hence, notional number is linked
to NPs but not to verbs. Verbs receive their number value through the second
mechanism, called morphing (for details see chapter 3, section 3.4.3). Further
examples for this sort of account are the PERCOLATION ACCOUNT (Nicol, 1995;
Vigliocco and Nicol, 1998) and the FEATURE SELECTION AND FEATURE COPY-
ING MODEL (Franck et al., 2008).55 Supporting evidence for informational en-
capsulation comes from experiments demonstrating that non-syntactic factors do
not modulate the incidence of agreement errors. In the last decade, however, an
increasing number of studies found non-syntactic effects on agreement processing
(for semantic effects see Eberhard, 1999; Haskell and MacDonald, 2003; Solomon
and Pearlmutter, 2004; Thornton and MacDonald, 2003; Vigliocco et al., 1996; for
morphophonological effects see Haskell and MacDonald, 2003). These findings
challenge modular approaches though there are ways to incorporate them (Bock
et al., 2001, 2004; Eberhard et al., 2005; Franck et al., 2008).

Theoretical approaches of agreement advocating that both controller and target
contribute to the computation of agreement have their equivalent in constraint-
satisfaction approaches. Agreement accounts of this sort are characterized by
interactivity among different types of information. Interactivity paves way for
an impact of conceptual features like notional number on thecomputation of
agreement. The issue of interactivity versus modularity inlanguage production
is discussed in extenso in Vigliocco and Hartsuiker (2002).Based on an ex-
haustive examination the evidence for and against a modularview56 the authors

55The Feature Selection and Feature Copying Model actually represents a synthesis of modular
and interactive approaches. Yet, the interactive component is related to lexical retrieval whereas
the core agreement processes are assumed to be strictly syntactically driven.

56Vigliocco and Hartsuiker’s term is ‘minimalist view’ emphasizing informational encapsula-
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argue for what they call ‘the maximalist view’. This view is characterized by
the assumption of multiple levels of integration, cascading activation and a bidi-
rectional flow of information. At each level, several types of information are
available but certain types are more important than others.Put differently, the
weight of a given information type varies across levels of representation. For
the computation of agreement at the functional level, the subject’s formal num-
ber specification is the primary source of information. Conceptual information
is also available and can be used though it is not necessary for the computation
of agreement. In related publications, Vigliocco and colleagues proposed that
the agreement features of both subject and verb originate atthe message level
(Vigliocco et al., 1995, 1996; Vigliocco and Franck, 1999; Vigliocco et al., 1996).
The conceptual features are linked to subject and verb independently allowing
for early morphophonological encoding of the verb even before it is integrated
with the subject NP. Constraints on unification then ensure that agreement is in
fact obeyed. Another example for an interactive approach toagreement computa-
tion is the constraint-satisfaction approach laid out by MacDonald and colleagues
(Haskell and MacDonald, 2003; Thornton and MacDonald, 2003). Their approach
is close to constraint-satisfaction approaches as developed for sentence compre-
hension. In addition to interactivity, the approach is characterized by competition
between verb forms and sensitivity to distributional factors.

The issue of modularity versus interactivity has been debated in the domain of
sentence comprehension as well. An influential modular approach is the GARDEN-
PATH MODEL developed by Frazier and colleagues (Frazier, 1979, 1987a;Frazier
and Rayner, 1982; Rayner et al., 1983). The model dissociates parsing and se-
mantic interpretation.57 The initial analysis the parser computes is exclusively
based on syntactic information. Non-syntactic information comes only later into
play and can trigger reanalysis of the initial parse. This view has been questioned
by findings that both discourse context and lexical semantics have an effect on
parsing preferences in syntactic ambiguity resolution (e.g., Altmann and Steed-
man, 1988; Crain and Steedman, 1985; Trueswell et al., 1994). Reduced relative
clauses, for instance, commonly give rise to garden path effects because they are
locally compatible with a main clause analysis as in the famous exampleThe horse
raced past the barn fell(Bever, 1970). The garden-path, however, vanishes when
the initial NP is no potential agent for the subsequent verb as in (65) (Trueswell
et al., 1994).58

(65) a. The defendant examined by the lawyer turned out to be unreliable.

tion of different levels of language processing.
57A third step preceding the other two is lexical access.
58For an overview of findings with respect to this particular construction see MacDonald and

Seidenberg, 2006.
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b. The evidence examined by the lawyer turned out to be unreliable.

Constraint-satisfaction approaches—assuming that the parser uses all informa-
tion available, that is syntactic and non-syntactic information— predict such find-
ings (e.g., MacDonald et al., 1994; McRae et al., 1998; Tanenhaus et al., 2000;
Trueswell et al., 1994; for a recent overview see MacDonald and Seidenberg,
2006). However, the debate is still ongoing.

Other than in the production literature, agreement played no crucial role to de-
cide between modular and interactive parsing architectures. Agreement received
little attention by itself but was rather used as a tool. Disambiguation by agree-
ment was used to study attachment preferences for relative clauses (e.g., Cuetos
and Mitchell, 1988; Frazier and Clifton, 1996) as well as to study parsing pref-
erence in face of syntactic function ambiguity (for recent overviews on German
see Bader and Bayer, 2006; Bornkessel and Schlesewsky, 2006). Besides, agree-
ment violations have been contrasted with other violation types, mostly semantic
anomalies, to demonstrate the dissociation of various types of syntactic process-
ing as well as of syntax and semantics. Kutas and Hillyard (1983) found that
distinct brain responses to agreement violations comparedto semantic violations.
This finding was repeated in a great number of subsequent studies demonstrating
that semantic anomalies are associated with a centroparietal negativity in compar-
ison to unimpaired control sentences while morphosyntactic violations including
agreement violations evoke either an anterior negativity or a late positivity, or
both. Though the latter components show some variability interms of latency,
scalp distribution and other aspects, morphosyntactic violations consistently do
not evoke an N400 or at least not just an N400 (for details see chapter 4 and
the overviews in Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky,2009; Kutas et al.,
2006). But how exactly agreement is computed or rather checked during sentence
comprehension only lately attracted psycholinguists’ attention (e.g., Nicol et al.,
1997; Pearlmutter et al., 1999) and is still relatively underexplored. The aim of
this study is therefore to make a contribution to a better understanding of agree-
ment processes in this domain of language processing.

2.4.3 Preview of the Upcoming Experiments

The upcoming experiments explore the processing of agreement during sentence
comprehension. More precisely, the experiments scrutinize patterns and determi-
nants of attraction errors in comprehension. The experiments take a closer look at
the four constructions exemplified below (repeated from chapter 1).

(66) Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

die
the

Mutter
mother

der
the.GEN

K INDER

children
angerufen
called

hat.
has

‘I know that the mother of the children has called.’
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(67) Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

die
the

Mutter
mother

die
the

K INDER

children
getröstet
comforted

hat.
has

‘I know that the mother comforted the children.’

(68) Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

die
the

Mutter ,
mother

deren
whose

K INDER

children
ich
I

betreue,
care-for

gerufen
called

hat.
has

‘I know that the mother whose children I care for called.’

(69) Da
Then

kam
came

die
the

MUTTER,
mother

deren
whose

Kinder
children

geweint
cried

haben.
have

‘Then came the mother whose children cried.’

For each construction, the experiments examine four numbercombinations—
singular subject and singular distractor, singular subject and plural distractor, plu-
ral subject and plural distractor, plural subject and singular distractor. In addition,
the experiments explore the role of grammaticality, distance, ambiguity of case
marking and animacy.

Before presenting the experiments, chapter 3 addresses thecomputation of
agreement during language production. Taking a look at production is valuable
since most work on attraction has been done in the field of production. This bulk
of research has shown a variety of factors that affect the incidence of attraction
errors in sentence production. Those factors will be reviewed in chapter 3 and
later taken up for sentence comprehension.



Man shaking an object.
This is a man who knows how to naz.
He is nazzing. He does it every day.
Every day he

(Berko, 1958: 156)
3

Agreement in Sentence Production

In her famouswug-study, Berko (1958) confronted the children not only with
pseudo-nouns such aswug referring to a bird-like creature but with two pseudo-
verbs as well. An example is given in the introductory quotation above. In order
to complete the sentence fragmentEvery day heappropriately, the speaker has
to obey subject–verb agreement. Agreement requirements have to be handled in
practically every sentence. Taking subject–verb agreement and pronoun agree-
ment together and focusing on the six most common verb forms in English and
the nominative forms of personal pronouns, Bock (2004) calculated that number
agreement in English has to be produced more than once in every 16 words, ap-
proximately every 5 seconds in running speech. How speakersperform this task
is the topic of the present chapter.

3.1 Introduction

The agreement rules in a language like English seem to be quite simple. Consider
for instance subject–verb agreement in number. If the subject is specified for plu-
ral, the finite verb has to occur in a plural form and otherwiseit appears with
singular inflection. Complications arise when the subject lacks a clear number
specification: The controller can be absent as in German impersonal passives like
(1). In this case the verb shows default number marking that is singular marking.

59
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The controller can be non-canonical (for instance an expletive lacking a num-
ber value as in (2)) or ambiguous due to a mismatch between notional number
and syntactic number (e.g.,the committee has/have decided ...). Furthermore the
controller can have a misleading morphological appearancebecause of a seeming
plural marker as inthe good news is ...(cf. the discussion in Chapter 2).

(1) Gestern
yesterday

wurde
was

viel
much

gelacht.
laughed

‘It was much laughed yesterday’

(2) a. There is/*are a man waiting outside.

b. There *is/are three people waiting outside.

Other than in these cases, subject–verb agreement is ratherstraightforward. Be-
sides, subject–verb agreement is a quite common phenomenon—widely attested
across languages and highly frequent within each language displaying subject–
verb agreement. The agreement rule has to be obeyed in almostevery sentence,
in each finite clause. Despite the fact that speakers have to handle subject–verb
agreement every few seconds (Bock, 2004), they are rarely aware of this task. It
is obviously too simple; even little children can handle subject–verb agreement.
For English it is hard to tell whether children handle agreement correctly because
of its impoverished inflectional morphology—subject–verbagreement is morpho-
logically marked only with the third person singular and only in the present tense
and in the past tense with the copula. Something similar holds for languages like
French which exhibit considerable syncretism in the verbalparadigm. Studies
investigating languages with a rich inflectional morphology (e.g., Italian, Span-
ish, and Catalan or German), however, show that children master subject–verb
agreement most of the time correctly as soon as they start to produce multiword
utterances (around age 2). The error rates reported in the literature are about
2–4% (for early Catalan and early Spanish see Torrens, 1995,for early Italian
see Pizzuto and Caselli, 1992 and Guasti, 1994, for early German Poeppel and
Wexler, 19931). For English, the acquisition of agreement is reported to be de-
layed until the age of 3-4 (Brown, 1973; Cazden, 1968; Keeneyand Wolfe, 1972).
In Berko’s wug-study (Berko, 1958) even first graders aged between 51/2 and 7
years produced correct third person singular -s with nonsense verbs only slightly
above chance. Apparently, the above mentioned impoverishment of inflectional
morphology makes the task more difficult for the child. The task is additionally

1The error rate of 3% reported in Poeppel and Wexler (1993) contrasts with earlier results
of Clahsen and colleagues (Clahsen, 1986; Clahsen and Penke, 1992; Clahsen and Smolka, 1986)
who found a much higher error rate. These results, however, are based on different scorings. While
Poeppel and Wexler (1993) only count finite verbs, Clahsen and colleagues take all verb-second
instances into account, including infinitives.
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hampered by the low perceptual salience of the agreement morpheme in compar-
ison to other morpheme, e.g., the progressive -ing which is acquired much earlier
(Berko, 1958). This assumption is supported by the observation that children pro-
duce virtually no agreement errors with the copulabe(Fraser et al., 1963; Keeney
and Wolfe, 1972; Lovell and Dixon, 1967).

Despite the simplicity of the agreement rule, language users occasionally pro-
duce agreement errors. Even linguists produce some from time to time as evi-
denced by the examples provided in chapter 1, page 1 and repeated for conve-
nience below. Following the convention introduced in chapter 1, controller noun
and verb are marked by bold face.

(3) * My work on SPEECH ERRORShaveshown
(Fromkin’s Speech Error Database, Error ID 2783)

(4) * Die
the

Standardfälle,
standard-cases

die
which

Chomsky
C.

immer
always

betrachtet,
considers

ist
is

so
such

...

‘The standard cases which Chomsky always considers are such...’
(Josef Bayer in a talk given at the University of Konstanz, 21.11.2006)

(5) * Firstly, the reference to Chomsky’s notions of E-Language (Exter-
nal(ised) Language) and I-language (Internal(ised) Language)make
clear that we acknowledge these two aspects of language.
(Powell, 2005)

(6) * We argue that thediscrepancybetween the results obtained with the
two tasksinform us about the relative time-course of phrase structure
building and agreement processing in sentence comprehension.
(Colonna et al., 2008)

Agreement errors can be used to investigate the underlying mechanisms for both
felicitous and disrupted agreement computation. In addition, the study of agree-
ment errors allows drawing further conclusions regarding sentence production in
general. For instance, agreement errors have been taken as evidence for a two-
stage model of grammatical encoding. They also play a role inthe debate about
modularity versus interactivity. Finally, agreement errors shed light on the mental
representation of the respective agreement features, e.g., number and gender.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 puts forward arguments why
the study of agreement errors is useful and why experiments are superior to corpus
analyses. Furthermore, the section introduces a specific kind of agreement errors,
so-called attraction errors. Next, section 3.3 examines various factors influencing
the likelihood of agreement errors, in particular the likelihood of attraction errors.
Finally, section 3.4 discusses current models proposed in the literature that address
agreement computation in sentence production.
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3.2 Agreement Errors

3.2.1 Why Study Agreement Errors

[...] the inner workings of a highly complex system are oftenrevealed
by the way in which the system breaks down.(Dell, 1986: 284)

Speech errors are of central importance for the study of language production.
They do not (or at least not only) reveal hidden and subconscious thoughts or
desires as in the case of Freudian slips but are particularlyinformative regard-
ing the processes and representations underlying languageproduction. Histor-
ically, there was also another motivation for studying speech errors. Medieval
Arab grammarians believed that speech errors are a possiblesource of language
change. Western linguists at the turn to the 19th century shared this belief (e.g.,
Jespersen, 1922; Paul, 1886; but see Meringer and Mayer, 1895 for a critical re-
view). Given the linguistic interest in speech errors it is no wonder that collecting
speech errors has a long tradition. Apparently, this interest can be traced back
more than one thousand years, at least to the 8th century and the Arab linguist Al-
Ki-sa’i (Anwar, 1979). Within the Western tradition, the German linguist Rudolf
Meringer is often considered the ‘father of linguistic interest in speech errors’
(Fromkin, 1971). Though this attribution might be ethnocentristic as admitted in
Fromkin (1988), Meringer deserves respect for his seminal analysis of speech er-
rors under the perspective of language production. The study on speech errors
in German Meringer published together with the neurologistKarl Mayer marks
a cornerstone in the investigation of speech errors (Meringer and Mayer, 1895).2

In response to Meringer’s analysis, Freud admits that preceding and upcoming
sounds affect speech errors but he argues that this is only a superficial mecha-
nism used by deeper lying psychological motives. The Freud-Meringer debate
becomes evident in Freud (1904) and subsequent publications of this essay in
which Freud repeatedly attacks Meringer. Yet, Meringer andMayer (1895) marks
the beginning of an ongoing interest in speech errors as a tool for the investigation
of language production. Much of Meringer’s considerationsprevailed until now,
although contemporary psycholinguistic research offers amore fine-grained anal-
ysis of the processes and possible disruptions during language production. The
study of speech errors regained interest in the 1970s as attested in the increasing
number of publications about this topic and the compilationof partly huge corpora
of speech errors.3 For English, the two most important databases are the UCLA-

2Although Mayer was the co-author, the analysis seems to be exclusively Meringer’s work.
3Meanwhile, the focus of attention seems to have shifted towards disfluencies but to the best of

my knowledge disfluencies related to agreement have not beenaddressed explicitly so far. Only
few studies took a closer look on response latencies in the context of agreement (Haskell and
MacDonald, 2003; Staub, 2009).
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corpus founded by Victoria A. Fromkin (see the appendix in Fromkin, 1973) and
the MIT corpus compiled by Merrill F. Garrett and Stefanie Shattuck-Hufnagel.
The two databases (along with some other error corpora) havebeen unified by now
and converted into an electronic form which is available online.4 German speech
error collections besides Meringer and Mayer (1895) are theFrankfurt corpus5

initiated by Helen Leuninger (presented to a broader (non-academic) audience in
Leuninger, 1993, 1996) and the Berg corpus compiled by Thomas Berg at the
University of Hamburg. In addition, there are some smaller corpora, e.g., the
Roland Pfau’s collection which contains a substantial number of agreement errors
(cf. Pfau, 2009) and Richard Wiese’s collection provided athttp://www.staff.uni-
marburg.de/∼wiese/German-errors.html.

Errors—just like impairments—shed light on the complexityof the language
production system and the associations as well as dissociations therein. Both
types of data help to identify distinct processes and levelsin language production.
When separate functions fail together, they are probably derived from the same
modular process and/or processed simultaneously; when they fail separately, they
are probably processed independently. Consider for example, the errors in (7) to
(9) taken from Garrett (1980) (emphases on exchanged items are mine).

(7) * We completely forgot to add thelist to theroof.
(intended:roof to the list)
(Garrett, 1980: 179)

(8) * I got into this guy with a discussion.
(intended:I got into a discussion with this guy.)
(Garrett, 1980: 192)

(9) * I thought thepark wastruck ed.
(intended:truck was parked)
(Garrett, 1980: 188)

Word and phrase exchange errors like (7) and (8) as well as stranding errors like
(9) have been taken as evidence for distinct processes of lemma retrieval, func-
tion assignment and positional processing (cf. Garrett, 1975, 1980, 1988). Word
exchange errors as in (7) and semantic substitutions tend tooccur within form-
classes: Nouns substitute nouns, verbs substitute verbs and so on. This pattern
indicates a distinct level where word category is relevant and lemma information
is retrieved whereas the positioning of elements is computed at a later processing
stage. In (7), lemma retrieval succeeded whereas the positioning failed. Further
evidence for a dissociation between lemma retrieval and positional processing

4http://www.mpi.nl/services/mpi-archive/fromkins-db-folder/
5The Frankfurt corpus is particularly interesting since it also contains slips of the hand, i.e.

errors produced by speakers of German Sign Language.
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comes from speech errors like (9). In (9), verb and noun have switched their po-
sitions while the inflectional morpheme stayed in place. Therefore, Garrett called
this error type ‘stranding error’ (cf. Garrett, 1975, 1980,1988).

In (8), we observe not just an exchange of words but rather an exchange of
phrases. Apparently lexical selection went fine but the assignment of syntactic
functions got wrong. Phrase exchange errors like this suggest a processing level
at which function assignment takes place.

Together, these error patterns have been taken as evidence for a two-stage
model of grammatical encoding with distinct levels of functional processing and
positional processing. First, lemmas are retrieved and syntactic functions are as-
signed. In a second step, morphemes are linked to positions in hierarchical struc-
tures and as a result the morphemes are linearly ordered.

As Levelt (1989: 235) points out, "errors of grammatical encoding can be
quite revealing of the underlying mechanisms". Agreement errors contributed
to the debate on incrementality in sentence production and the size of planning
units. The observation that agreement is more vulnerable tointerference from in-
side the clause than from outside the clause has been taken asevidence for clause
sized planning units in grammatical encoding (Bock and Cutting, 1992). The as-
sumption that the planning scope is roughly a clause—at least the verb and its
arguments—has a long tradition in the literature (cf. references in Ferreira and
Engelhardt, 2006). Evidence for this assumption comes fromspeech disfluen-
cies (e.g., Boomer, 1965; Ford and Holmes, 1978; Ford, 1982;Holmes, 1988),
response latencies (e.g., Lindsley, 1975) as well as speecherrors (e.g., Garrett,
1975, 1980, 1988).

Investigations of agreement errors have been highly influential for develop-
ing models of how subject–verb agreement is computed, and how number is rep-
resented (cf. the overview in Bock et al., 2001). Moreover, agreement errors
contributed to the debate between modular views of languageproduction and in-
teractive views (cf. Vigliocco and Hartsuiker, 2002).

3.2.2 How To Study Agreement Errors

The processing of agreement can be investigated by observing language behavior
of healthy as well as impaired individuals and by running experiments using vari-
ous techniques. In both cases, agreement errors—either occurring spontaneously
or elicited by the experimental stimuli—shed light on the processes underlying
the computation of agreement.

Although speech error corpora are a valuable source for psycholinguistic re-
search as appreciated above, they also have their limitations. At least traditional
corpora collected by writing down a speech error once it is heard do not meet the
criteria of validity and reliability (Ferber, 1995; Meyer,1992). Corpora of this
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sort run the risk of random effects due to selective collecting and misinterpreta-
tions/mishearings. As a result, the corpora are not representative for the frequency
distribution of the various speech error types. In particular, more subtle errors
might be overlooked or overheard. Recent advances in corpuslinguistics made
larger corpora available that are not confounded by the aforementioned shortcom-
ings. Nevertheless, at least two problems prevail: First, some errors might be
simply too rare to be found with a sufficient number of instances in a corpus. Sec-
ond, without knowledge about the intended message, some speech errors are not
identifiable because they are obscured by ambiguity. In thiscase, the resulting
sentence is grammatical but does not convey the intended message. Agreement
errors are particularly prone to this effect given the existence of disambiguation by
agreement. Take for instance relative clause attachment. Producing a verb with
the wrong number specification forces attachment that does not fit the intended
message but it does not result in an ungrammatical sentence either. Therefore, the
agreement error is hard to detect. Even, when the error becomes evident, we often
cannot locate the error without knowing what the speaker intended to say. Guess-
ing the speaker’s intention might be easy in case of erroneous word exchanges as
in (10), but it is less straightforward or even impossible incases like (11) (repeated
from above) and (12).

(10) I left the briefcase in my cigar.
(Garrett, 1980: 188)

(11) * We argue that thediscrepancybetween the results obtained with the
two tasksinform us about the relative time-course of phrase structure
building and agreement processing in sentence comprehension.

(12) * The made-up ungrammaticalities that thelinguist use will rarely be
encountered by the parser.
(Foster, 2004: 201; author’s emphasis)

In sentences (11) and (12) the embedded subject (discrepancy/linguistthe corre-
sponding verbinform/usedo not agree in number. There are two ways to correct
the agreement error and both are equally reasonable. One could either substitute
the singular form of the subject by the corresponding pluralform or maintain the
singular subject but change the verb into a singular verb. Inboth cases, we would
have to add a single morpheme (and due to an oddity of English it would be the
suffix -s in both cases).

(13) a. We argue that thediscrepancybetween the results obtained with the
two tasksinforms us . . .

b. We argue that thediscrepanciesbetween the results obtained with the
two tasksinform us . . .
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(14) a. The made-up ungrammaticalities that thelinguists usewill rarely be
encountered by the parser.

b. The made-up ungrammaticalities that thelinguist useswill rarely be
encountered by the parser.

The choice of the appropriate correction of (12) depends on the writer’s intentions:
Either he or she had one particular linguist in mind who is known to construct
unlikely ungrammatical sentences, then (14b) would be the correct form. If the
writer is talking about linguists in general (or at least a bunch of them), (14a)
would be the correct version. For (11), however, even knowing what the authors
refer to is of no help. At least to me, (13a) and (13b) have the same meaning.

Foster (2004) notes that in her dataset, errors of the type shown in (12) can
always be corrected by changing the verb into a singular verb. She claims this
to be in line with a heuristic proposed by Genthial et al. (1994) for automatic
error corrections. Genthial and colleagues make two assumptions. First, they
assume that it is more likely that something is missing in theerroneous sentence,
and second, they assume that the error is more likely to appear in the rightmost
element. The first assumption does not help in the case of (12), since the omission
could either took place on the agreement controllerlinguist(s)or on the agreement
targetuse(s). The second assumption could be based on language production
stating that the speaker is more confident about earlier items.

An alternative view, however, would be to say that the speaker is more con-
fident about feature specifications which relate to the meaning she or he wants
to express. The speaker might lack such confidence for features which are not
interpretable. Feature specifications which are purely formal reflexes, e.g., due to
agreement requirements, might therefore be more vulnerable to errors. Under this
assumption, speakers would be confident about the number specification of nouns
but less confident about the number specification of verbs. Thus, (12) would be an
instance of incorrect agreement at the verb. Consider what happens if we reverse
the order of controller and target, as in (15).

(15) * Do the linguist use made-up ungrammaticalities that will rarely be en-
countered by the parser?

Again, we could either correct the plural verb to a singular verb or the singular
subject to a plural subject. Which correction to choose is hard to say as long
as we do not know what the speaker is talking about. Accordingto the second
assumption of Genthial et al. (1994) the verb has the right form and the noun has
to be corrected. According to the proposal made above that interpretable features
are less vulnerable to speech errors, the verb has to be changed whereas the noun
is correct. Without further knowledge about the intended utterance, we cannot
decide between these two options. Although, heuristics like the one proposed by
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Genthial et al. (1994) might be useful for automatic text processing, they are of no
help for the study of agreement processing, essentially because they presuppose
what we want to find out and furthermore, because we might cometo wrong
conclusions based on wrong assumptions about the speakers’intentions.

Even in cases where we can be relatively sure about the intended grammatical
utterance, we can only speculate about the source of the agreement errors. Let us
come back once more to two examples given in the chapter 1 (repeated below)
and assume for the sake of the argument that the subject occurs as intended by the
speaker.

(16) * Die
the

Standardfälle,
standard-cases

die
which

Chomsky
C.

immer
always

betrachtet,
considers

ist
is

so
such

...

‘The standard cases which Chomsky always considers are such...’

(17) * Firstly, the reference to Chomsky’s notions of E-Language (Exter-
nal(ised) Language) and I-language (Internal(ised) Language)make
clear that we acknowledge these two aspects of language.

We could describe the agreement error in (16) either by saying that the verb occurs
in the singular despite the plural specification of the subject or by saying that the
verb agrees with the relative clause subjectChomskyinstead of agreeing with
the matrix subjectStandardfälle. The first description suggests an explanation
according to which the plural specification of the subject got lost and the verb ends
up with the default singular. The second description suggests that the intervening
NP causes some interference. The error in (17) can be described in a similar
way. This time, the verb occurs in the plural although the corresponding subject
is a singular NP. Again, we can speculate whether the speakerjust produced the
wrong verb form, i.e. omitted the inflectional affix, or whether the error is related
to the intervening plural NP.

The complexity of the examples suggests that the error arises from a difficulty
to keep track of the subject and its number specification. In addition to complex-
ity, the intervening NPs might have a more specific effect on the computation of
agreement. Note that in all three examples subject NP and intervening NPs differ
in their number specifications. In order to decide whether this is just an accident
or a prerequisite for agreement errors we need a database containing enough in-
stances of agreement errors to check for possible factors. Unfortunately for the re-
searcher, but fortunately for the hearer, speakers only rarely produce an agreement
error. Accordingly, agreement errors are rare in corpora. Data sparseness makes
it difficult to come up with reliable statistics. Fromkin’s Speech Error Database
contains only 9 instances of an agreement error (among 30 morphosyntactic errors
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regarding the verb)6. Statistical statements are further hampered by the objections
discussed earlier. This problem is strikingly proved by Fromkin’s database when
comparing the percentage of agreement errors in the currentdatabase with ear-
lier stages. While the number of recorded speech errors increased impressively,
the absolute number of agreement errors remained virtuallyconstant. The ap-
pendix in Fromkin (1973) lists 868 speech errors including 7agreement errors,7

currently (as of 11.12.08) the database contains 8673 speech errors including 9
agreement errors. This discrepancy demonstrates how dangerous it is to draw
statistical conclusions from a manually collected error corpus. Nowadays, large
electronic corpora are available. But the investigation ofspeech errors in such a
corpus faces the problem of appropriate search keys. Finding an agreement error
requires at least a morphosyntactically tagged corpus or even better a treebank en-
abling the search for mismatches between the feature specifications of controller
and target. Corpora of this type are still rather small, too small given the rareness
of agreement errors.

The elicitation of agreement errors under experimentally controlled conditions
is therefore a more appropriate means to study agreement processing. In partic-
ular, since running an experiment allows testing specific hypotheses. By means
of controlling the experimental conditions, the experimenter can restrict possi-
ble errors that participants produce and possible sources for errors, respectively.
Psycholinguists have developed a variety of elicitation techniques that allow for
investigating language production under experimentally controlled conditions (for
an overview see Baars, 1992). Most elicitation techniques put some time pressure
on the speaker thereby increasing the likelihood of an error. Furthermore, they
create some competition between alternative output plans.This competition as-
pect is most obvious in the case of tongue twisters involvingphonological-motoric
competition. For the study of agreement errors the most frequently used proce-
dure is a sentence completion task. Participants read or hear a sentence fragment
and possibly some further word (e.g., the agreement target in its base form). Their
task is then to repeat the fragment and complete it in such a way that a grammati-
cal sentence results. Competition occurs naturally since the speaker has to choose
the correct form of the agreement target. Further competition is often induced by
the presence of a distractor not matching the agreement controller in number (or
some other agreement feature) and thereby making the choiceof the correct form
of the agreement target more difficult and giving rise to so-called attraction errors
which will be discussed in turn. In corresponding control conditions this influence
is neutralized by means of having controller and distractormatch in number.

6http://www.mpi.nl/services/mpi-archive/fromkins-db-folder/ (as of 11.02.2008)
7It has to be noted that the appendix contained only selected items while the actual number of

speech errors was higher but substantially lower than in thecurrent database.
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3.2.3 Attraction Errors

So-calledATTRACTION ERRORSconstitute a specific kind of agreement errors.
The termATTRACTION can be traced back at least to Jespersen (1913) and occurs
both in the traditional philological literature (e.g., Strang, 1966; Zandvoort, 1961)
as well as in the psycholinguistic literature beginning with the seminal paper by
Bock and Miller (Bock and Miller, 1991). An alternative termis PROXIMITY

CONCORD or proximity concord error (e.g., Francis, 1986; Quirk et al., 1972,
1985). The basic idea behind these terms is to attribute the agreement error to the
presence of an element interfering in the agreement relation between the actual
agreement controller and the verb. An example from Fromkin’s Speech Error
Database (produced by Fromkin herself) was already given inchapter 1 on page 1
and is repeated below. Emphases are mine marking the agreement controller and
target by boldface and the interfering NP by capitalization.

(18) * My work on SPEECH ERRORShaveshown
(Fromkin’s Speech Error Database, Error ID 2783)

In (18), the verbhaveis specified for plural despite the singular specification of
the subject NP. Apparently, the plural nounspeech errorsattracts agreement and
as a consequence the verb mistakenly ends up with plural marking.8 Since this
second noun is closer to the verb, it is often called ‘local noun’. For reasons of
clarity, I will use the term DISTRACTOR, mainly because an element preceding
the actual agreement controller and therefore being less local to the verb can also
cause attraction. An example is given in (19).

(19) *Lucine dislikes thePEOPLEi whoi themanager think know the answers.

In a language comprehension experiment, participants overlooked the agreement
violation in (19) to a substantial degree (cf. Clifton et al., 1999, for similar results
see Wagers et al., 2009). Clifton et al. (1999) attribute theerror to some inter-
ference caused by the pluralwho co-indexed with the relative clause head noun
people. They call this the DISTANT PLURAL EFFECT.

Attraction errors were first and extensively examined in language production
(Bock and Miller, 1991, for a review cf. Bock et al., 2001), but have been attested
for language comprehension as well (e.g., Branigan et al., 1995; Clifton et al.,
1999; Nicol et al., 1997; Pearlmutter et al., 1999, and subsequent studies). This
chapter addresses attraction in language production. Attraction during language
comprehension will be discussed in the subsequent chapters.

8There are constructions in which agreement with the embedded NP is grammatically licit—
measure term constructions asa pound tomatoes costand related constructions with a (mostly
collective) noun serving as a sort of quantifier, e.g.,a bunch of people has promised to come.
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3.3 Determinants of Attraction in Sentence
Production

The present section examines the production of attraction errors in more detail. In
particular, the section discusses several factors influencing the phenomenon of at-
traction. The discussion starts with the observation that attraction often exhibits a
singular–plural asymmetry—attraction errors overwhelmingly occur with singu-
lar subjects containing a plural distractor (e.g.,the key to the cabinets), but rarely
in the reverse constellation (the keys to the cabinet). Thereafter, I outline syntactic
and semantic factors. Finally, I discuss morphophonological factors.

3.3.1 Singular–Plural Asymmetry

In the seminal Bock and Miller (1991) study, attraction errors were restricted to
plural distractors, i.e. singular controllers (e.g.,the key to the cabinets). For singu-
lar distractors (the keys to the cabinet), the rate of agreement errors was not higher
than the baseline rate that was observed when controller anddistractor match in
number (the keys to the cabinets). For ease of readability I will use the terms
SINGULAR ATTRACTION for attraction caused by a singular distractor, and cor-
respondinglyPLURAL ATTRACTION for attraction caused by a plural distractor.
The asymmetric error pattern seems to be robust in English and occurs in other
languages as well including Dutch (Hartsuiker, Schrieferset al., 2003), French
(Fayol et al., 1994; Franck et al., 2006), German (Hartsuiker, Schriefers et al.,
2003, Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003; Hölscher and Hemforth,2000; Pfau, 2003,
2009), Italian (Vigliocco et al., 1995), Russian (Lorimor et al., 2008), although
there seems to be some variation—both across and within languages.

The finding that singular attraction is commonly weaker thanplural attraction
and often even completely absent has been taken as evidence for an asymmetric
number representation (cf. Eberhard, 1997; Eberhard et al., 2005). Technically,
the asymmetry can be implemented in different ways, e.g., bya privative plural
feature (Eberhard, 1997) or by a positive value of a continuously valued num-
ber feature such as the ‘Singular-and-Plural feature’ proposed in Eberhard et al.
(2005). In the first case, singular NPs simply lack the feature whereas in the sec-
ond case, singular NPs have a zero or close to zero value. The assumption of
an underlying plural specification for plural nouns and the absence of a positive
specification for singular nouns predicts the observed asymmetry with regard to
attraction: If only plural is represented positively, onlyplural can spread to other
(singular, i.e. unmarked) items. Thus, only plural distractors can cause attraction.
For singular distractors lacking a corresponding singularfeature, attraction is less
likely. With nothing specific represented for number, singular distractors cannot
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cause number attraction. The pattern changes when a lexicalitem is positively
specified for singular, e.g., by a quantifier likeone, eachor every. When com-
bined with such a quantifier (the keys to one cabinet), a singular phrase becomes
marked for number and can subsequently cause attraction errors (Eberhard, 1997).

As already adumbrated above, the singular–plural asymmetry is not always
as strict as in English. Italian, for instance, exhibits no or an only weak asym-
metry (Franck et al., 2006; Vigliocco, Butterworth and Semanza, 1995). Franck
et al. (2006) report identical error rates for singular and plural attraction. But the
study lacks corresponding match conditions. Therefore, wecannot tell to which
extent attraction independent agreement errors contributed to the observed effect.
It might well be that the proportion of attraction errors varies for plural attraction
compared to singular attraction despite the overall comparable agreement error
rates. Vigliocco, Butterworth and Semanza, 1995 also foundplural attraction as
well as singular attraction but with a trend of higher attraction rates for plural
distractors.

In addition to cross-linguistic differences, the emergence of an asymmetry
seems also to depend on the type of distractor and/or attraction configuration in-
volved. Italian exhibits a weak or no asymmetry when the subject NP containing
the modifier precedes the verb but a clear and seemingly strict asymmetry in in-
verted structures, i.e. when the verb precedes the subject (Franck et al., 2006).
Furthermore, modifier attraction and object attraction result in different error pat-
terns. Studies examining French found an asymmetric attraction pattern when the
distractor is a subject modifier or a clitic object pronoun (Fayol et al., 1994; Franck
et al., 2006), but no asymmetry when the distractor is a full NP object (Franck
et al., 2006). For German object attraction, Hemforth and Konieczny (2003) re-
port even a reversed asymmetry (more singular attraction errors) whereas modi-
fier attraction exhibits the standard asymmetry with more plural attraction errors
(Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003; Hölscher and Hemforth, 2000).

To the best of my knowledge, there are only two studies which report a re-
versed asymmetry for modifier attraction (Vigliocco et al.,1995; Harrison, 2004),
both are somewhat inconclusive. Vigliocco et al. (1995) found hints for a reversed
asymmetry in a subset of their experimental material, but not consistently across
the experiments. In their first experiment number nouns weremore vulnerable to
singular attraction whereas the opposite was found in theirsecond and third ex-
periment. The second study examined Slovene, a language with a ternary number
system (singular, dual, plural). For Slovene, Harrison (2004)9 reports that singu-
lar heads were least susceptible to attraction while dual controllers were most sus-
ceptible to attraction. The singular–plural asymmetry is also reversed when com-
paring singular attraction and plural attraction. Errors were more common with

9The study is also presented in Harrison et al. (2003) and Harrison et al. (2004)).
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singular distractors. Though, closer inspection reveals that singular–plural differ-
ences primarily arise in the context of a dual. Moreover, conclusions with respect
to a singular–plural asymmetry are hampered by a baseline problem. Harrison
bases her analysis on the comparison of error rates in the mismatch conditions
excluding random errors, that is verb responses that neither match the controller
nor the distractor (e.g., a dual verb in response to a singular subject modified by a
plural distractor). Alternatively one can compute attraction rates in terms of error
rate differences between a mismatch condition and the corresponding match con-
dition. This computation, however, is also inconclusive since it yields different
results when including or excluding random errors. For the comparison of plural
attraction with singular subjects and singular attractionwith plural subjects the
pattern even reverses. Taking random errors into account results in slightly higher
attraction for singular subjects thus confirming the commonly found pattern and
contradicting Harrison’s claim of a reversed asymmetry. Insummary, although
showing a more complex and challenging attraction pattern,Harrison’s results do
not convincingly provide evidence for a reversed singular–plural asymmetry in
Slovene.

3.3.2 Syntactic Factors

3.3.2.1 Linear Proximity versus Syntactic Structure

Attraction is also known under the label of proximity concord (error) (e.g., Fran-
cis, 1986; Quirk et al., 1985). Quirk et al. (1985: 757), for example, define prox-
imity concord as "agreement of the verb with a closely preceding noun phrase
in preference to agreement with the head of the noun phrase that functions as a
subject". The notion of proximity concord suggests that attraction is a superficial
phenomenon not sensitive to hierarchical syntactic structure. Given that in the
examples discussed so far, the distractor always immediately preceded the verb,
the impression might arise that linear proximity is the driving force for attraction.
But there is an increasing bulk of evidence against such a linear proximity view.
First, adjacency of distractor and verb is not necessary forattraction as evidenced
by non-intervening attraction, e.g., in sentences with subject-auxiliary inversion
Vigliocco and Nicol (1998) or with a distractor preceding the controller (Bock
and Miller, 1991; Staub, 2009). Second, adjacency of distractor and verb is not
sufficient as demonstrated by lower attraction rates when the distractor is part of
a modifier clause in comparison to a PP-modifier despite stillbeing adjacent to
the verb (the advisor who directed the studentsversusthe advisor of the chemistry
students) (Bock and Cutting, 1992; Solomon and Pearlmutter, 2004). Third, at-
traction is sensitive to the position of the distractor relative to the controller (Bock
and Cutting, 1992; Nicol, 1995; Franck et al., 2002).
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Consider first sentences involving subject-auxiliary inversion. Vigliocco and
Nicol (1998) presented their participants preambles likethe helicopter for the
flights and instructed them to produce either a declarative sentence or an inter-
rogative sentence. In the later case, participants had to produce the verb before
the subject NP. As a result, the distractor does not only follow the verb but it is lin-
early also more distant to the verb than the controller noun.The syntactic position
of the distractor, however, is not affected by subject-auxiliary inversion.

(20) a. Thehelicopter for theFLIGHTS is/*are safe.

b. Is/*are thehelicopter for theFLIGHTS safe?

Vigliocco and Nicol (1998) found similar attraction rates for declarative sentences
like (20a) and interrogatives sentences like (20b). This finding suggests that the
computation of agreement operates on a syntactic representation instead of a linear
string and applies before fronting the auxiliary. The results of Vigliocco and Nicol
(1998) contrast with the results of Franck et al. (2006) who found significantly less
attraction in inverted structures in Italian.

(21) a. L’
the

amica
friend

dei
of-the

VICINI

neighbors
telefonerà
will-call.SG

b. Telefonerà
will-call.SG

l’
the

amica
friend

dei
of-the

VICINI

neighbors

‘The friend of the neighbors will call.’

Nevertheless, both results as well as the difference between the studies indi-
cate that the syntactic structure plays a crucial role for attraction. Note that the
sentence-initial position of the verb is reached differently in the two languages or
constructions, respectively. In English interrogative sentence, an inverted struc-
ture is reached by movement of the verb to the left (I-to-C movement). Romance
free inversion, in contrast, is assumed to result from leaving the subject in a po-
sition below the verb. For a detailed discussion of the structural differences and
their consequences for the computation of agreement see Franck et al. (2006).

Let us now turn to a second type of non-intervening attraction occurring with
relative clauses. As already shown in the first experimentalinvestigation of num-
ber attraction (Bock and Miller, 1991), attraction even occurs when the distractor
precedes the controller and thus does not linearly intervene between controller and
verb. Whether or not the distractor syntactically intervenes depends on the partic-
ular syntactic assumptions one makes (for discussion see Franck et al., 2006 and
section 5.2.1 in chapter 5). Bock and Miller presented theirparticipants preambles
like (22) that required two verbs—one for the object-extracted relative clause and
another one for the main clause.
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(22) The songs that the composer

The majority of agreement errors occurred when relative-clause head noun and
relative-clause subject did not match in number. In sentences with a number
match, agreement errors were virtually absent for the relative-clause verb and
comparatively rare for the main verb. In general, participants produced more
agreement errors for the main verb (5.5%) than for the embedded verb (1.8%).
But let us concentrate on the embedded verb. In this case, therelative-clause
head noun is the distractor while the relative-clause subject is the controller for
agreement. Agreement errors were more common with a plural distractor repli-
cating the singular–plural asymmetry discussed in section3.3.1. Bock and Miller
suggested that attraction errors in this configuration results from a difficulty to
identify the subject. This would be in line with the general processing difficulty
observed for object-extracted relative clauses in comparison to subject-extracted
relative clauses (for English e.g., Bever, 1970; Ford, 1983; King and Kutas, 1995;
King and Just, 1991; Wanner and Maratsos, 1978; for German see Schriefers
et al., 1995; Mecklinger et al., 1995). Supporting evidencefor failure of correct
subject identification comes from the inspection of the content of the continua-
tions produced by the participants. In some cases, the completion suggests that
the speaker treated the relative-clause head noun as the subject of the embedded
clause. Evaluation of the content was facilitated by the animacy properties of the
two nouns. In half of the preambles the relative-clause headnoun was animate
while the relative-clause subject was inanimate, in the other half the distribution
was the opposite. The attraction rate was higher in the first constellation, i.e. with
an animate distractor. Given the prominence of animacy for various grammatical
phenomena including agreement (Corbett, 2006)10 this is not an unexpected result
in a scenario where actual controller and distractor compete for subjecthood. The
animate distractor constitutes a better subject than the inanimate controller. What
remains unexplained under this perspective is the singular–plural asymmetry.

Response times might serve as a test for the subject identification hypothe-
sis, as Staub (2009) argues. His rationale is as follows: False responses resulting
from attraction are slowed down in comparison to correct responses and reflect
the speaker’s confusion about the identity of the subject. Correct responses are
expected to show virtually no attraction penalty, i.e. no slow down in the mis-
match condition compared to the corresponding match condition. Apparently,
Staub assumes that confusion necessarily results in an error, otherwise response

10This prominence is captured in the Animacy Hierarchy and itsextension, the Person Hierar-
chy (e.g., Comrie, 1989; Croft, 2003; Siewierska, 1993). The hierarchy is justified by a variety
of grammatical phenomena such as number marking (Corbett, 2000), word order (Croft, 2003;
Siewierska, 1993), object marking (known under the label of‘differential object marking’, cf.
Aissen, 2003; Bossong, 1985, 1991) and just as well agreement (Corbett, 2006).
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times for correct responses should show an attraction penalty too—due to the
effort to ignore the interference arising from the distractor. Staub presents an ex-
periment that involved the classical attraction configuration in (23a) as well as the
non-intervening configuration in (23b).

(23) a. Thekey to theCABINET(S)

b. TheCABINET(S) that thekey

The experiment revealed comparable attraction rates in terms of accuracy, but
showed a considerable difference in the response time patterns. The intervening
configuration showed an attraction penalty, whereas the non-intervening configu-
ration exhibited a reversed pattern—longer response timesin the match condition
compared to the mismatch condition. Although non-intervening attraction showed
an attraction penalty, it was much less pronounced than for intervening attraction.
In summary, these results suggest two conclusions: First, intervening attraction
and non-intervening attraction (at least in the particularconstruction used in the
experiment) result from different sources. Second, the response time pattern is
compatible with Bock and Miller’s (1991) assumption that the speaker struggles
with the task of subject identification.

A further piece against the linear proximity hypothesis comes from experi-
ments keeping the linear position of the distractor constant but varying its syn-
tactic position. If adjacency (or at least close precedence) of distractor and verb
would be the main determinant of attraction, we would expectcomparable attrac-
tion rates for sentence preambles like (24a) and (24b). Although the syntactic
position of the distractor differs in (24a) and (24b) the linear distance between
distractor and verb is identical. For both preambles, the verb has to be produced
immediately after the distractorstudents.

(24) a. Theadvisor [for the chemistrySTUDENTS]

b. Theadvisor [who directed theSTUDENTS]

Comparing sentence completions after preambles like (24),Bock and Cutting
(1992) found more attraction errors for sentence preambleslike (24a) than for
preambles like (24b). Similar results were already reported in Bock and Miller
(1991) but modifier type was varied between, rather than within, items in those
experiments. In addition to relative clauses, Bock and Cutting (1992) examined
complement clauses in comparison to prepositional phrasesas in the example pro-
vided below. Again, the attraction rate was higher in sentences with a PP-modifier.

(25) a. Themessage[from the excitedSTUDENTS]

b. Themessage[that they expelled theSTUDENTS]
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Note that in (24a) and (25a) the distractorstudentsis a clause mate of the con-
troller, i.e. it is part of a prepositional phrase modifyingthe controller, whereas it
is the object of a separate clause in (24b) and (25b). Given that subject–verb agree-
ment is clausebound (for exceptions see the literature on long-distance agreement,
e.g., Polinsky, 2003), attraction might be more likely within the current clause.
And indeed, attraction rates are higher in sentences like (24a)/(25a) than in sen-
tences like (24b) and (25b) suggesting that a noun containedin a PP-modifier is a
stronger distractor than a noun contained in a separate clause (Bock and Cutting,
1992; Solomon and Pearlmutter, 2004).

As Bock (1991) argues, a major challenge for language production is the need
to process structurally similar elements as part of the sameencoding unit which
gives way to interference. Under this perspective togetherwith the assumption
that the clause is the basic encoding unit (cf. Ferreira and Engelhardt, 2006, and
references therein), attraction results from the simultaneous processing of con-
troller and distractor when both are clause mates. Bock and Cutting (1992) take
this as evidence for a relative—although not complete—informational encapsula-
tion of clauses.

3.3.2.2 The Distance between Distractor and Controller

Further evidence for the role of distractor position relative to the controller noun
comes from experiments examining subject NPs with stacked PP-modifiers (Franck
et al., 2002; Nicol, 1995). Consider the preambles in (26) taken from Nicol (1995).

(26) a. Thehelicopter [for the FLIGHTS [over the canyon]]

b. Thehelicopter [for the flight [over theCANYONS]]

Attraction errors occur more often after preambles like (26a) in comparison to
(26b); for similar findings in French see Franck et al. (2002). This finding suggests
two conclusions. First, it provides further evidence against the view that attraction
results from the linear proximity of distractor and verb. The distractorflights in
(26a) is closer to the controller nounhelicopterbut further from the verb than
the distractorcanyonsin (26b). Thus, finding more errors for sentences like (26a)
indicates that the interfering effect of the distractor is mediated by the subject head
noun and not by the verb. Second, the attraction effect is thestronger the closer
the distractor is to thecontroller.

As reported above, Bock and Cutting (1992) propose a clause-packaging ac-
count to explain the lower attraction rates for clausal modifiers in comparison to
phrasal modifiers. But, as Nicol and colleagues point out, there is an alternative
explanation in terms of distractor–controller distance (Nicol, 1995; Nicol et al.,
1997). They argue that the crucial difference between the two pairs in (24) and
(25) concerns the depth of embedding of the distractor. While the linear distance
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in terms of intervening words is identical—at least in (24)—the syntactic distance
is different. For illustration compare the representations in (27) and (28) with the
two relevant nouns marked surrounded by boxes in each tree.

(27) NP
PPPP

����
Det

the

N’
PPPP

����
N

advisor

PP
aaa

!!!
P

of

NP
PPPP

����
Det

the

N

chemistry students

(28) NPXXXXXX
������

NP
b
bb

"
""

Det

the

N

advisor

S’
PPPP

����
COMP

whoi

S
PPPP

����
NP

ti

VP
aaaa

!!!!
V

directed

NP
HHH

���
Det

the

N

students

Although exact distance between distractor and controllerdepends on the under-
lying assumptions regarding syntactic phrase structure, in particular the analysis
of nominal phrases (DP or NP), the internal structure of clauses (S’ versus CP
and the number of functional projections) as well as representation of modifiers
(complement versus adjunct)11, it is intuitively clear that the distractorstudentsis
deeper embedded in (24b)/(25b) than in (24a)/(25a).

Linear versus Syntactic Distance Manipulating the distance between the dis-
tractor noun and controller noun via an additional intervening adjective or stacking
of PP-modifiers necessarily confounds linear and syntacticdistance. Consider for
instance (26): In (26a), the distractorflights is both linearly and syntactically

11For a detailed discussion of relative clauses see chapter 5.
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closer to the head nounhelicopter than the distractorcanyonsin (26b). Evi-
dence in favor of syntactic distance comes from the comparison of phrasal and
clausal modifiers, discussed earlier. In accordance with their deeper embedding,
distractors inside a clausal modifier induced lower attraction rates than distrac-
tors inside a PP despite being linearly equidistant to the controller noun in both
modifier types; see (27) and (28) for an illustration. But, asmentioned above,
the difference can alternatively attributed to the presence or absence of a clausal
boundary between the two nouns. Nicol (1995) presents an experiment that avoids
both complications. The experiment manipulates the depth of embedding without
changing the linear position and without changing the type of the modifier in terms
of phrasal category.

(29) a. Theowner of [the house [who charmed theREALTOR(S)]]

b. Theowner of [the house [which charmed theREALTOR(S)]]

In (29), the distractor is always part of a relative clause and occurs in the same lin-
ear position—both with regard to the controller-distractor distance and the distractor-
verb distance. What varies is the attachment site of the relative clause; the relative
clause attaches either high—to theowner in (29a)— or low—tohousein (29b).
Attachment site was signaled by means of relative pronoun (whoversuswhich) in
collaboration with animacy. To control for unintended influences of this, half of
the items contained an animate controller and an inanimate PP-modifier whereas
the distribution was reversed for the other half of items. Unfortunately, Nicol
found no difference for the two attachment sites (for different results in sentence
comprehension see Nicol et al., 1997 and the discussion in chapter 4).

3.3.2.3 Modifiers versus Objects

So far, we only considered attraction in constructions where controller and dis-
tractor formed a complex NP. In the majority of cases, the distractor was part of a
subject modifier (e.g.,the key to the cabinets) while in other cases it was the head
noun of a relative clause containing the controller as its subject (the songs that
the composer). In addition to these cases, attraction has been attested for object
distractors as well Chanquoy and Negro (1996); Fayol et al. (1994); Franck et al.
(2006); Hartsuiker et al. (2001); Hemforth and Konieczny (2003); Pfau (2009).
An example was already given in chapter 1 on page 3. Object attraction in En-
glish is rare, but occasionally examples can be found with a topicalizedwh-object.

(30) WhatTHINGS are thiskid , is this kid going to say correctly?
(Levelt and Cutler, 1983: 206, cited after Pfau, 2009: 171, Footnote 45)
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Badecker et al. (2006) succeeded in eliciting similar errors under experimental
conditions. Following Hartsuiker et al. (2001), I use the term OBJECT ATTRAC-
TION, when an object is the source of an attraction error. Accordingly, I use
MODIFIER ATTRACTION when talking about the classical instances of attraction
with a distractor in modifier function. In situations where the reference is either
clear or irrelevant, I use the cover term attraction.12

Object attraction is nothing specific forwh-constructions, it occurs in non-
wh-constructions as well (Chanquoy and Negro, 1996; Fayol et al., 1994; Franck
et al., 2006; Hartsuiker et al., 2001; Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003). Chapter 6
examines object attraction in more detail. Although focusing on object attraction
in sentence comprehension, the chapter will also provide anoverview of previous
results concerning object attraction during language production.

3.3.3 Semantic Factors

Even in a strict modular system we might expect potential effects from seman-
tic properties on the grammatical agreement relation. Initial studies on attraction
errors did not find semantic effects. Bock and Miller (1991) found no substan-
tial effect of distributivity - single-token items likethe key to the cabinetsreceived
similar error rates as multiple-token items likethe label on the bottles. In their sec-
ond experiment, Bock and Miller investigated the role of animacy and concrete-
ness and found no effect of either factor. Further candidates which might influence
agreement or attraction are degree of semantic integrationand plausibility. Since
later studies show some semantic effects (e.g., Bock et al.,2004, 2001, 1999; Eber-
hard, 1999; Haskell and MacDonald, 2003; Humphreys and Bock, 1999; Solomon
and Pearlmutter, 2004; Vigliocco and Franck, 1999, 2001; Vigliocco et al., 1995,
1996), I will discuss them in turn starting with notional number.

3.3.3.1 Notional Number of the Distractor

As argued in chapter 2, we must distinguish grammatical (or formal) and no-
tional (or conceptual) number. Both often coincide but for certain noun classes,
grammatical and notional number diverge. There are nouns which are formally
singular but notionally plural (e.g., collective nouns like class) and others which
are formally plural but notionally singular (e.g., summation plurals likescissors).

Some languages including English permit a collective noun formally specified
for singular to trigger both singular (i.e. grammatical) agreement and plural (i.e.
notional) agreement. The choice of singular versus plural agreement depends on

12Note that the term object attraction is not meant to contrastwith the term number attraction
introduced earlier. While the term object attraction focuses on the source of attraction, namely the
object in contrast to a modifier, the term number attraction refers to the kind of feature involved.
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the speaker’s conceptualization of the noun’s referent as either a unit or a collec-
tion (for a more detailed discussion see chapter 2). The reverse effect—notional
singularity overriding grammatical plurality—also occurs: Ham and eggs is not
on the menu. A further example can be found in uses likeForty acres is too much
to plow in one day(Morgan, 1972).

Agreement is apparently sensitive to both the notional features of concepts
and the linguistic features of word forms and phrases as witnessed by the vari-
ability collective nouns show with regard to agreement. Given this double nature
of agreement, the question arises as to whether attraction is also sensitive to both
types of number information. Is notional plurality of a distractor enough to disrupt
agreement with a singular controller? Testing collective nouns in modifier func-
tion (e.g.,the record of the team(s)), Bock and Eberhard (1993) found no effect of
notional plurality for attraction. Singular collective nouns did not elicit attraction
errors—speakers produced correctly a singular verb forthe record of the team;
plural collective distractorsthe record of the teamselicited only slightly more at-
traction errors than plural non-collectivesthe record of the athletes. This finding
has been replicated in Bock et al. (2001). Thus, notional plurality is not sufficient
for attraction. Instead morphological support is needed.

This conclusion leads to the question as to whether grammatical plurality alone
is sufficient for attraction. The finding that so-called summation plurals such as
scissorscan cause attraction suggests a positive answer to this question (Bock
et al., 2001). As introduced in chapter 2, summation-plurals have a plural ending
and require plural agreement but refer to single (but often bipartite) objects. The
notional singularity of such nouns is confirmed by the norming study in (Bock
et al., 2001) which revealed no difference in notional number between bipartites
and singular nouns. Two further observations support the claim that attraction is
indeed due to the grammatical number plurality of nouns likescissors. First, sin-
gular nouns referring to semantically related objects (e.g., razor) or Dutch equiv-
alentsschaar(‘scissors’) do not cause attraction. Second, the attraction effect is
reduced in comparison to nouns which are both grammaticallyand semantically
plural (e.g.,razors). The latter finding suggests that notional plurality although
not being sufficient for attraction contributes to the magnitude of the effect. Alter-
natively, the weaker attraction power of summation-plurals might have to do with
the lack of a corresponding singular form. In English, morphological invariant
nouns elicit fewer attraction errors than nouns which have distinct forms in the
singular and in the plural (Bock et al., 2001). Vigliocco et al. (1995), however,
found no such morphological effect for Italian. Section 3.3.4 examines the role of
morphophonological factors in more detail.
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3.3.3.2 Notional Number of the Complex NP

Consider next the notional number of the whole subject NP. AnNP modified by a
plural NP could refer to either a single-token item as in (31a) or to several items
of the same type as in (31b).

(31) a. the baby on the blankets

b. the baby on the posters

The NP in (31a) refers to a single baby lying or sitting on multiple blankets, i.e.
grammatical and notional number are congruently singular.For noun phrases like
(31b), grammatical and notional number may diverge. We can easily imagine
several posters displaying the same picture of a baby. The noun phrasethe label
on the bottlesis an even more perspicuous example. A single-entity interpretation
clearly conflicts with our world knowledge about the relation between labels and
bottles. A distributive interpretation in which the same type of label occurs on
several bottles is compatible with our world knowledge. Note that the type–token
distinction is crucial here. With regard to type,the label on the bottlesis notionally
singular and therefore congruent with grammatical number.The number conflict
between notional and grammatical number only arises when considering tokens.

Although Bock and Miller (1991) report no difference between single-token
items and multiple-token items, later studies varying thisfactor systematically
found more agreement errors when a grammatically singular subject modified by
a plural distractors had a distributive interpretation (Eberhard, 1999; Hartsuiker
et al., 1999; Potter and Eberhard, 1999; Humphreys and Bock,2005; Vigliocco
et al., 1995; Vigliocco, Butterworth and Garrett, 1996; Vigliocco et al., 1996).

Distributive interpretations are also possible with collective nouns. A distribu-
tive interpretation of a collective noun results in more plural agreement; a holistic
interpretation commonly results in singular agreement (cf. Humphreys and Bock,
1999). In this case, it is not the type–token relation which licenses the switch to a
plural interpretation but the conceptual ambiguity of the collective noun referring
to either a unit or the individuals forming this unit.

3.3.4 Morphophonological Factors

Agreement features are expressed by means of morphophonological markers like
affixes, stem changes etc. (for number marking see chapter 2,section 2.1.3). Lan-
guages often use more than one marker for a certain agreementfeature. Accord-
ingly, the markers differ in their validity. We have regularmarkers like the plural
-s in English and irregular markers as inchildren; in some cases the marker is
absent (e.g., in number ambiguous nouns likesheepor irregular plurals likeoxen)
or even inconsistent (e.g.,newsis singular despite the plural ending).
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This variability raises the question whether the kind of marking affects agree-
ment. We might expect that unambiguous marking on the controller noun makes
the noun less vulnerable to attraction. Conversely, we might expect that unam-
biguous marking on the distractor noun increases the likelihood of attraction.
Both options are discussed in turn. In addition to number marking, case mark-
ing might play some role, in particular under the assumptionthat attraction results
from misidentification of the distractor as the subject. If so, unambiguous mark-
ing might prevent an attraction error or at least reduce its likelihood. The role of
case marking will therefore be examined after the discussion of number marking.

3.3.4.1 The Role of Number Marking

The observation that the asymmetry between singular and plural in overt number
marking—singular is unmarked, plural is marked by means of morphology—goes
hand in hand with an asymmetry with regard to attraction—singular controllers
are more vulnerable to attraction—gives us a first hint that morphophonological
marking might play a role for agreement computation. To examine this suspicion
we have to compare controllers that share the same feature specification but differ
in the morphological transparency of that specification. Assaid above, we might
expect that irregular and ambiguous number marking createssome uncertainty
about the subject’s number specification. It might not only increase the likelihood
of agreement errors in general but also increase the likelihood of interference by
a distractor. And indeed, experimental data confirm this expectation; agreement
errors and in particular attraction errors are more likely when the subject NP con-
tains a number ambiguity either on the noun (for Italian see Vigliocco et al., 1995)
or on the determiner (see Hartsuiker et al., 2003, for Dutch and German).13 For
number ambiguity on the noun, compare the sentence fragments in (32) and (33)
taken from Vigliocco et al. (1995). Most Italian nouns have distinct forms for sin-
gular and plural such asgatto/gatti(‘cat/cats’) in (32). Some nouns, however, e.g.,
menu(‘menu(es)’), have identical forms in the singular and the plural. Usually,
the determiner resolves the resulting number ambiguity, e.g., the definite article
as in (33).

(32) a. Il
the

gatto
cat

{sul
on-the

tetto,
roof

sui
on-the

tetti}
roofs

‘the cat on the roof(s)’

b. I
the

gatti
cat

{sul
the

tetto,
cats

sui
on-the

tetti}
roof on-the roofs

‘the cats on the roof(s)’

13For comparable findings regarding gender agreement see Franck et al. (2008); Meyer and
Bock (1999); Vigliocco and Zilli (1999).
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(33) a. Il
the

menu
menu

{del
of-the

ristorante,
restaurant

dei
of-the

ristoranti}
restaurants

‘the menu of-the restaurant(s)’

b. I
the

menu
menues

{del
of-the

ristorante,
restaurant

dei
of-the

ristoranti}
restaurants

‘the menues of-the restaurant(s)’

In a sentence completion task with complex subject NPs like the ones in (32) and
(33), participants produced more agreement errors when thehead noun was num-
ber ambiguous as in (33), especially when the head noun was plural. In addition,
and confirming the second expectation, the attraction rate was higher with num-
ber ambiguous nouns in comparison to controller nouns whichare marked for
number.

In Italian, the determiner disambiguates a number ambiguous noun likemenu
(cf. (33)). Dutch allows us to investigate the reverse configuration - noun phrases
with a noun which is unambiguous with regard number and a determiner which is
either ambiguous or unambiguous in this regard. The Dutch definite article ishet
for neuter gender andde for common gender and plural. Thus, the determinerde
is number ambiguous whereas the determinerhet is unambiguously singular.

(34) a. de
the

straat
street

{bij
near

de
the

kerk,
church

bij
near

de
the

kerken}
churches

b. de
the

straten
streets

{bij
near

de
the

kerk,
church

bij
near

de
the

kerken}
churches

‘the street(s) near the church(es)’

(35) a. het
the

plein
square

{bij
near

de
the

kerk,
church

bij
near

de
the

kerken}
churches

b. de
the

pleinen
squares

{bij
near

de
the

kerk,
church

bij
near

de
the

kerken}
churches

‘the square(s) near the church(es)’

Hartsuiker et al. (2003) found attraction errors after preambles like (34a), but
no attraction errors after preambles like (35). Thus, the number ambiguity of
the determinerde gave way to attraction while the unambiguous determinerhet
helped to produce the correct number specification on the verb (cf. Hartsuiker
et al., 2003)). Similarly, attraction is more common with feminine subjects in
German (Schriefers and van Kampen, 1993; Hartsuiker et al.,2003). The femi-
nine definite articledie exhibits the same number ambiguity as the Dutch article
de. But Germandie is not only number ambiguous, it is also case ambiguous.14 In

14This is also true for Dutchdebut forhetas well.
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contrast to the number ambiguity, the case ambiguity is not resolved by the noun.
This might create some uncertainty about the case of the complex NP and in re-
sult its syntactic function. Thus, the observed attractioneffect could well result
from the ambiguous case marking of the subject NP rather thanfrom the number
ambiguity of the determiner. Evidence against such an explanation comes from
the observation that neuter NPs resisted attraction despite their case ambiguity.
Although the neuter determinerdasis case ambiguous it is unambiguous with re-
spect to number. Hartsuiker et al. therefore conclude that the attraction effect with
feminine subjects is indeed forced by the number ambiguity of the determinerdie.

While the evidence for morphophonological effects regarding the controller
noun is overwhelming, the picture for distractor nouns is less clear. Most studies
found no effect of morphophonological marking on the distractor noun (Bock and
Eberhard, 1993; Vigliocco et al., 1995, Haskell and MacDonald, 2003, experiment
2), but there are also some hints of possible morphophonological effects (Haskell
and MacDonald, 2003, experiment 3).

Consider first the case of pseudo-plurals, i.e. distractorswhich look or rather
sound like plurals nouns but are actually singular nouns (e.g., cruiseresembling
the real plural nouncrews). As Bock and Eberhard (1993) have demonstrated,
pseudo-plurals do not elicit attraction errors. The error rate in sentences with a
pseudo-plural distractor (e.g.,the ship for the cruisewas below the error rate in
sentences with a homophonous plural modifier (e.g.,the ship for the crews) and
instead comparable to sentences with a singular modifier (the ship for the crew).
Bock and Eberhard (1993) report the same observation for nouns which are not
homophonous but phonologically very similar to plural nouns (e.g.,courseresem-
bling courts). The absence of attraction with pseudo-plural distractors indicates
that a superficially plural-like appearance is not sufficient to cause interference
during the computation of agreement. This in turn suggests that plural morphol-
ogy on the verb is not triggered by plural-like ending on the subject (either a real
plural allomorph or just a phonologically similar word offset) but is rather trig-
gered by the processing of agreement relying on abstract feature specifications.
It would be interesting, however, to know whether agreementwith pseudo plurals
such ascruiseis in general as stable as agreement with nouns that do not resemble
plural nouns. Furthermore, it might be worth to examine nouns like newswhere
the plural-like ending can be separated. For the moment, I note that attraction
seems to be independent of the morphophonological shape of the distractor and
rather sensitive to abstract grammatical feature specifications.

Further evidence for this conclusion comes from the observation that attrac-
tion is hardly affected by the regularity of plural marking on the distractor noun.
Regular plural forms likerats irregular plural forms likemiceelicit comparable
attraction rates (see Bock and Eberhard, 1993; Haskell and MacDonald, 2003 for
English and Vigliocco et al., 1995 for Italian). For illustration consider the ex-
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ample below taken from Bock and Eberhard (1993). Error ratesare provided in
parentheses.

(36) a. The trap for the rat/rats (0/8)

b. The trap for the mouse/mice (0/9)

The finding of almost identical error rates elicited by regular and irregular plural
distractors has been replicated in Haskell and MacDonald (2003) who in addition
report comparable response latencies for the two sentencestypes. The picture,
however, changes when the controller noun is a collective noun. Collective nouns
produce more plural verbs in general especially when modified by a plural NP.
Crucially, regularity of number marking has an effect resulting in a higher pro-
portion of plural verbs when the distractor exhibits regular plural morphology
compared to plural distractors with irregular morphology (Haskell and MacDon-
ald, 2003). But the effect was only marginally significant when differences in the
conceptual plurality were taken into account.15 If at all, the regularity of number
marking of the distractor seems to play only a minor role. This conclusion is sup-
ported by the finding that even number ambiguous distractorscan cause attraction.
Moreover, Vigliocco et al. (1995) found almost identical error rates for ambiguous
and unambiguous distractors.

3.3.4.2 Case Marking

For number marking, ambiguity or regularity affects the vulnerability of the con-
troller but not the efficiency of the distractor; for case marking, the literature re-
ports the opposite trend. Although attraction errors in German mainly occur with
feminine and thus case ambiguous subjects, the vulnerability of feminine NPs to
attraction seems to be due to the number ambiguous determiner die. This con-
clusion was based on the absence of attraction with neuter NPs sharing the case
ambiguity but having a number marked determiner. Case ambiguity of the dis-
tractor, in contrast, strongly affects the likelihood of anattraction error, both for
modifier attraction (Hartsuiker et al., 2003; Lorimor et al., 2008; Nicol and Antón-
Méndez, 2006; Nicol and Wilson, 2000) and for object attraction (Hartsuiker et al.,
2001). A case morphology that excludes the possibility thatthe distractor could be
the subject and therefore the controller of agreement apparently reduces or even
prevents attraction. Before accepting this conclusion we should examine some
potential objections.

Consider first modifier attraction in German which is more frequent with sub-
jects modified by an accusative NP compared to dative modifiers (Schriefers and

15Surprisingly, Haskell and MacDonald (2003) found higher mean plurality ratings for nouns
with regular plural morphology in comparison to irregular plural nouns.
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van Kampen, 1993; Hartsuiker et al., 2003). In these studies, the dative-versus-
accusative distinction correlated with ambiguity of case marking: Accusative NPs
were case ambiguous while dative NPs were unambiguous. Therefore, the dif-
ference in the incidence of attraction has been taken as evidence for an impact of
case ambiguity on attraction. Two complications hamper this conclusion. First,
case ambiguity and number ambiguity interact in German. As explained earlier
in the discussion of number marking, the German determinerdie is four-way am-
biguous: feminine singular nominative or accusative and plural nominative or
accusative. Thus, an accusative plural distractor has always a number ambigu-
ous determiner, an accusative singular distractor contains a number ambiguous
determiner when being feminine or masculine and a number unambiguous deter-
miner for neuter gender. For dative case, the plural determinerdenis also number
ambiguous but in interaction with case:dencan be either accusative singular mas-
culine or dative plural. In most cases, the preceding preposition solved the case
ambiguity and thereby also the number ambiguity in dative NPs but not in ac-
cusative NPs. There are two arguments why this confound is noproblem for the
conclusion that case ambiguity affects attraction. First,while ambiguity of subject
number marking (either on the determiner or the head noun) has been shown to
affect the incidence of attraction, we have only little evidence that ambiguity of
distractor number marking plays a role (see discussion above). Second, even if
ambiguity of number marking affects attraction we would expect that a number
ambiguous distractor is less effective. The experimental results, in contrast, show
the opposite. Attraction is more common with accusative distractors, i.e. with
distractor containing a number ambiguous determiner.

The second complication arises from the need to use different prepositions in
order to manipulate case. As a result, the semantic relationbetween controller
and distractors varies. Consider the example in (37) taken from Schriefers and
van Kampen (1993).

(37) a. Der
the

Hinweis
reference

auf
to

{die
the

Akte,
file

die
the

Akten}
files

‘the reference to the file(s)

b. Der
the

Hinweis
reference

in
in

{der
the

Akte,
file

den
the

Akten}
files

‘the reference in the file(s)

The preposition in the accusative PP (37a) is the same as subcategorized for the
verbhinweisen(‘to refer to’, ‘to point out’) suggesting a close semantic relation
between controller noun and modifier PP. The dative NP, in contrast, contains a
preposition that is less tightly connected to the controller noun. Since Solomon
and Pearlmutter (2004) have shown that semantic integration affects the likelihood
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of attraction, this confound of case and semantic relation might be a problem. An
inspection of the material used in Hartsuiker et al. (2003),however, shows that
the subcategorized and free prepositions are more or less equally distributed over
accusative and dative case.

Turn next to Russian for which Lorimor et al. (2008) report higher attraction
rates for case ambiguous modifiers.16 Again, case ambiguity correlates with an-
other factor, this time animacy. And again, there is evidence that this confounding
factor affects the likelihood of attraction (Bock and Miller, 1991). In Russian,
animate nouns have distinct forms in the nominative and accusative case, while
inanimate nouns usually have identical forms.17. Note that animacy and case am-
biguity work against each other. Animate distractors whichare more likely to
elicit an agreement error than inanimate distractors (Bockand Miller, 1991) are
unambiguous with respect to case. Case ambiguous nouns in turn for which in-
duced most attraction errors in Lorimor et al. (2008) are inanimate. We can there-
fore conclude that case ambiguity facilitates attraction.

Research investigating the role of case ambiguity in English compared pronom-
inal and non-pronominal distractors. Nicol and Antón-Méndez (2006) report
fewer attraction errors for preambles likethe bill from themin comparison tothe
bill from the accountants. Given that pronouns are morphologically marked for
case while full NPs are case ambiguous, this finding suggeststhat case marking is
a determinant for attraction. Supporting evidence for thisconclusion comes from
a parallel study in Russian showing identical attraction rates for pronouns and full
NPs (Nicol and Wilson, 2000). Russian marks both nouns and pronouns for case
(see the example below). Therefore, the noun/pronoun difference in English can
be safely attributed to an impact of case marking.

(38) a. Šcet
bill

ot
from

{buxgalter-a,
accountant-GEN.SG,

buxgalter-ov}
accountant-GEN.PL

‘the bill from the accountant(s)’

b. Šcet
bill

ot
from

{nego,
him,

nix}
them

‘the bill from him/them’

In summary, there is converging evidence that case marking plays a crucial for
modifier attraction. Hartsuiker et al. (2001) found similareffects of case ambigu-
ity for object attraction. Objects which are unambiguouslymarked for case are

16Note that case ambiguity was not an independent factor in this study. From the 32 preambles
in the material of Lorimor et al. (2008) only six items contained a case ambiguous distractor. But
for these six items, the attraction rates were clearly higher than for the rest of the sentences.

17In the plural, the accusative form of an inanimate noun is always identical to the nominative
case. In the singular, most inanimate nouns (except some mainly feminine nouns in the singular
like kartina (‘picture’)) have identical forms in the according cells oftheir paradigms.
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less likely to interfere in processing of subject–verb agreement. Taking number
marking and case marking together we see that both play a rolebut in different
ways. The realization of number is important for the controller because it affects
its vulnerability to attraction. Case marking, on the otherhand, is crucial for the
distractor because it affects its likelihood to cause attraction.

3.4 Modeling the Computation of Agreement
in Sentence Production

Sentence production is the transfer of a conceptual representation—a thought—
to a linguistic expression. The form of the resulting utterance is determined by
three main factors: (i) the content of the message, (ii) the speaker’s intention
regarding the effect the utterance should have in the hearer, and (iii) the grammar
of the particular language. Models of sentence production typically assume at
least three levels of representation and processing: a preverbal level of message
formulation, a level of syntactic encoding and a level of phonological encoding.
Syntactic encoding involves the selection of the appropriate lexical items together
with grammatical features and their arrangement obeying the grammatical rules
of the particular language.

A crucial subcomponent of syntactic encoding is the specification of mor-
phosyntactic features in accordance with the intended message and the grammar
constraints, including agreement requirements. Thus, thecomputation of agree-
ment takes place at the syntactic level. In order to fulfill the requirements for
subject–verb agreement in number, the speaker has to determine the number spec-
ification of the subject and to make sure that the verb agrees in this number value.
While this sounds like an easy task, there are several potential complications.
First, determining the number specification of the subject requires the valuation
of the corresponding message level entity with regard to numerosity. The ease of
this number valuation process depends on the degree of concreteness of the mes-
sage concept. It is easier to construe concrete entities as pluralities than abstract
entities like substances, events and abstractions (for a more fine-grained hierarchy
and a review of the relevant evidence see Corbett, 2000). A further complication
has to do with potential conflicts between notional number and grammatical num-
ber. As discussed in chapter 2, both do not necessarily coincide. Collective nouns
like staff and summation plurals liketrousersprovide classical examples for such
a mismatch between notional number and grammatical number.This problem
does not only arise for words, but also for phrases, even whenthe head itself is
not notionally number ambiguous. According to our world knowledge,the label
on the bottlesrefers to a plurality of labels. Nevertheless, the same label occurs
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on each particular bottle. In other words, we are dealing with multiple tokens of
the same type. Distributivity has been shown to affect subject–verb agreement
(e.g., Hartsuiker, Kolk et al., 1999; Vigliocco, Butterworth and Garrett, 1996;
Vigliocco, Hartsuiker et al., 1996; Humphreys and Bock, 2005). Complex noun
phrases containing more than one noun are in general a potential source of number
conflicts.

3.4.1 Overview of Sentence Production Models

We can divide language production models into two families:approaches adopt-
ing the general assumption of modularity and models that assume interactions
between different levels of processing. Modular models (e.g., Garrett, 1980; Lev-
elt, 1989; Bock and Levelt, 1994) are characterized by informational encapsu-
lation, serial processing and limited unidirectional exchange of information be-
tween levels. Each processing level operates on the representation resulting from
the previous processing level. Message formulation feeds syntactic encoding and
syntactic encoding feeds phonological encoding and there is no way back. As
a consequence, message features affect syntactic encoding(and only indirectly
phonological encoding), but phonological features do not affect syntactic encod-
ing. Evidence for that comes inter alia from priming experiments (e.g., Cleland
and Pickering, 2003) and speech errors (e.g., Garrett, 1975, 1980, 1988). The at-
traction patterns discussed above seem also to argue for a modular view. The fact,
for instance, that pseudo-plurals do not elicit attractionerrors (cf. Bock and Eber-
hard, 1993) suggests that the phonological properties of a potential distractor do
not affect the number specification of the actual agreement controller, respectively
the number specification of the agreement target.

Given the fluency in speech, it is rather implausible that serial processing con-
cerns whole utterance. Instead, an incremental mode is probable. Evidence for
incremental sentence production comes from hesitations within a sentence that
are not related to phonological problems, sentence breakups and speech errors
like word-exchange errors or syntactic blends (e.g.,She is not so strong (or at
least it appears that way now) than her sisters, taken from Wilson, 1993: 429).
Apparently, speakers start their utterances before completing the planning. Thus,
message formulation, syntactic encoding and phonologicalencoding run in par-
allel. Within a modular view, the combination of serial and parallel processing
is captured by the notion of incrementality (e.g., Kempen and Hoenkamp, 1987).
Each processing unit passes through the processing levels serially, and at the same
time several processing units are processed in parallel butshifted. While one pro-
cessing unit is currently grammatically encoded, another one undergoes already
phonological encoding and yet another one is still at the message level. Thus, we
are dealing with cascading processing steps. This raises the question, how big the
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units actually are that are computed at one level and then send to the next level.
A radical incremental view would predict that planning units roughly correspond
to words. A more liberal and by trend non-incremental position is to assume that
clauses are the basic planning units (e.g., Garrett, 1975, 1988). An intermediate
position is to assume that phrasal fragments are the basic units (Lapointe and Dell,
1989; De Smedt, 1990).

The size of planning units is also relevant for the computation of agreement
because whether or not a subject NP, verb and a potential distractor NP are part
of the same planning unit clearly should affect the likelihood for that distractor
to influence agreement. As noted earlier, Bock and Cutting (1992) found that
attraction was more likely when the relevant subject NP and the distractor were
clause-mates. This finding was taken as evidence for the clause being the planning
unit. A distractor in a different clause and therefore in a separate planning unit has
less chances to interfere because it is processed at a different point in time.

The overwhelming majority of language production models take a modular
vantage point. In fact, language production is often considered to be a prototypi-
cal case for modularity (e.g., Garrett, 2000; Levelt, 1989). The opposite position
is interactivity. Interactive models assume that information from different sources
is exchanged freely throughout the system. The free flow of information allows
for interactions of different levels. The simultaneous processing of information
from different sources results in competition when the information does not co-
incide. With regard to agreement, an interactive model predicts that conceptual
and morphophonological factors interact. Attraction errors arise due to conflict-
ing number information from different sources. So far, interactive models have
been mainly proposed for sentence comprehension (e.g., MacDonald et al., 1994;
Tabor and Tanenhaus, 1999; Tanenhaus and Trueswell, 1995).Interactive models
in the production domain concentrate on single word production (e.g., Dell, 1986;
Dell and Reich, 1981; Dell et al., 1997; Stemberger, 1985). Sentence production
initially received less attention (but see Gasser, 1988; Kalita and Shastri, 1994;
Kukich, 1987; Ward, 1991). These early models were rather limited in their cov-
erage (for a review see Rhode, 2002). These limitations concern the domain of
modeling—Kukich (1987), for instance, trained a network toproduce stock mar-
ket reports—and the aim of modeling. The mentioned studies focus on the tech-
nical aspect of networks rather than on their psychologicalreality. Accordingly,
this research was done in computer science departments. Furthermore, the models
failed to cover certain essential aspects of grammar. In particular, they were of-
ten not able to handle agreement. More recently, some psycholinguists developed
interactive models that include the computation of agreement (Haskell and Mac-
Donald, 2003; Thornton and MacDonald, 2003; Vigliocco and Hartsuiker, 2002).
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3.4.2 The Bock-and-Levelt-Model

The modular two-stage model presented in Bock and Levelt (1994) was highly in-
fluential for psycholinguistics investigating sentence production. Figure 3.1 shows
the basic architecture of the model. Sentence production starts at the message level
and proceeds through a level of syntactic encoding (or ’grammatical encoding’
following Levelt’s terminology; Levelt, 1989) and a level of phonological encod-
ing to the articulatory output systems. Crucially, grammatical encoding involves
two stages:FUNCTIONAL PROCESSINGduring which lexical entries are selected
and grammatical relations are constructed andPOSITIONAL PROCESSINGduring
which phonologically specified morphemes are put in order.

Message
↓ ↓

Grammatical
encoding

Functional Processing

Lexical
Selection

Function
Assignment

↓ ↓
Positional Processing
Constituent
Assembly

Inflection

↓ ↓

Phonological encoding
↓ ↓

to output systems

Figure 3.1: The Bock-and-Levelt-Model adapted from Bock and Levelt (1994)

During functional processing message elements are mapped onto lemmas and
onto syntactic functions such as subject, object, modifier,and predicate. At this
point it is important to note that syntactic functions are conceived as syntactic
primitives. Thus, the conception of syntactic functions differs from generative
grammar in the Chomskyan tradition, in particular from the Government and
Binding Theory (Chomsky, 1981) and the Minimalist Program (Chomsky, 1995)
where subject and object are defined in terms of phrase-structural geometry. In-
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stead it is closer to Lexical Functional Grammar (Bresnan, 1982, 2001) and Head-
driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard and Sag, 1994) which take syntactic
functions as primitives.

Positional processing operates on the representations resulting from functional
processing and creates a hierarchically structured and linearly ordered represen-
tation. Each grammatical function is mapped onto a linearized constituent. The
subject is mapped onto the subject position, the object is mapped onto the object
position and so forth. This mapping process makes use of predefined phrasal tem-
plates which provide a slot for each element of a phrase. These templates include
inflectional morphology, i.e. inflectional morphemes have not to be retrieved and
inserted, they are already there. Note that this conceptionof affixation seems to
follow an item-and-arrangement view of morphology which isproblematic for
portmanteau morphemes and phenomena like ablaut and umlaut.18 The insertion
of the activated lexical entries into the phrase structure follows a slot and filler
mechanism (Dell, 1986; Garrett, 1988; Shattuck-Hufnagel,1979). Morphemes
selected and retrieved from the lexicon are filled in slots that are independently
computed. This creates what Bock (1987) called the coordination problem, which
is a version of the binding problem discussed in connectionist models of percep-
tion (for an overview see Treisman, 1999). For perception, the question is how
the brain reassembles pieces of perception, e.g., color andshape of objects with-
out confusing their assignments.19 In language production, the challenge concerns
the correct assignment of morphemes or features and lexicalstems.

Phrase structures are built at the positional level. The abstract subject is trans-
lated to an NP in the subject position of the sentence; the object is translated to
an NP in object position. The noun phrase frame provides slots for all elements,
i.e. it has not only a slot for the noun but also a slot for the determinerthe in
the current example. Lexical retrieval activates lexical morphemes (lexemes) and
grammatical morphemes (inflectional morphemes like the progressive marker-ing
or the plural marker-s and function words like the determinerthe) that are then
linked to structural positions.

This two-fold division of grammatical encoding—functional processing ver-
sus positional processing at the syntactic side and lexicalselection versus lexi-
cal retrieval on the lexical side—goes back to Garrett’s considerations based on
speech errors (Garrett, 1975, 1980, 1988). Further evidence, albeit not uncon-
troversial, for the assumption of two levels of grammaticalencoding comes from
priming experiments (for a discussion see Ferreira and Engelhardt, 2006). The
tip-of-the-tongue-phenomenon evidences the dissociation of lexical selection and

18The term ‘item-and-arrangement’ was coined by Hockett (1954) who opposed it to an ‘item-
and-process’ approach.

19Evidence for confusions comes from so-called illusionary conjunctions (e.g., Treisman and
Gelade, 1980; Treisman and Schmidt, 1982).
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lexical retrieval. In such a state, the speaker has the impression of having access to
a word but just cannot pronounce it—lexical selection was successful but lexical
retrieval failed.

3.4.3 The Marking and Morphing Model

The MARKING AND MORPHING MODEL is embedded in a two stage model of
syntactic encoding as described above (cf. Bock and Levelt,1994; Bock, 1995b;
Bock et al., 1992; Levelt, 1989; a comprehensive overview isgiven in Ferreira
and Engelhardt, 2006). In accordance with the two levels of grammatical en-
coding the Marking and Morphing Model assumes two distinct processes for the
specification of number and in particular the production of number markers on
agreement targets. NUMBER MARKING relates to syntactic function assignment
and is determined by notional number, whereas NUMBER MORPHING applies
at the positional level and is predominately determined by grammatical number.
Number morphing is a bunch of operations that are related to each other. Number
morphing binds morphological information to structural positions, compromises
syntactic number values (resulting from number marking) and lexically specified
number values, and transfers number features to agreement targets (e.g., verbs).
Marking and morphing differ in their sensitivity to notional factors. While no-
tional number affects number marking directly, it has no direct impact on number
morphing. The later process is exclusively controlled by syntactic factors, that is
grammatical number. Notional number comes only indirectlyinto play, namely
via the number marking of the particular noun phrase.

The Marking and Morphing Model was first proposed for verb agreement
(Bock et al., 2001) and later extended to pronoun agreement (Bock et al., 2004;
Eberhard et al., 2005). It provides an elegant account for similarities and differ-
ences between the two kinds of agreement relations. Since verbs do not have any
inherent number value, they get their number specification via agreement which
is computed through syntactic processes transferring the number morphing of the
subject noun phrase to the verb. Pronouns, on the other hand,have a lexically
specified number value. This difference explains why pronouns are more sensi-
tive to notional number than verbs.

Attraction is assumed to occur during number morphing. As noted above,
number morphing involves the transfer of number features toagreement targets.
Usually, the grammatical number of the subject noun phrase controls the number
specification of a corresponding verb. But a distractor can interfere in this rela-
tion. The details of number marking and number morphing and in particular the
occurrence of attraction will be discussed in turn.
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3.4.3.1 Three Types of Number

The Marking and Morphing Model distinguishes three different types of number
which are represented at different levels. Notional numberis a property of dis-
course referents whereas grammatical number is a property of lexical items (both
lexical and grammatical morphemes) and syntactic words. Finally, morphological
number is the morphological instantiation of grammatical number.

Notional number is represented at the message level and transferred into syn-
tax via the process of number marking. Grammatical number isassociated with
morphemes in the lexicon and applies to phrases at the positional level. Number
morphing mediates between notional number of syntactic functions and grammat-
ical number features contributed by words and morphemes.

For noun phrases, grammatical number is a compromise between the notional
number marking of the corresponding syntactic function andthe grammatical
number values contributed by the lexical items. In the absence of lexically spec-
ified number values, notional number prevails; singular nouns can show plural
agreement when the corresponding message element is perceived as a plurality
(e.g., collective nouns likefacultyor distributive readings of phrases likethe label
on the bottles). In the presence of a lexically specified number value, grammatical
number dominates number morphing; plural nouns show pluralagreement even
when notionally perceived as singletons as in the case of summation plurals like
scissors. Notice that the term ‘specified number value’ refers to plural specifica-
tion, that is the marked opposition.

While Bock and her colleagues do not make any specific claim regarding the
mental representation of number in their original proposal, they seem to follow
their previous assumptions about an asymmetric representation of number: Plu-
ral is explicitly represented, singular is not (Eberhard, 1997). Evidence for this
assumption comes from the asymmetric attraction pattern observed in a series of
experiments. The rationale is the one presented above: Singular nouns are usu-
ally not specified for number whereas plural nouns are specified for plural - either
inherently or due to the contribution of the plural morpheme.

Eberhard et al. (2005) provide a model in which number is represented by
a continuously valuated number feature, the so-called SINGULAR-AND-PLURAL

FEATURE (‘SAP feature’ for short). The basic idea is that the number valuation
underlying the discrete singular–plural distinction at the morphosyntactic level is
actually gradient. In a nutshell, the more positive the value the more plural-like the
corresponding item, the more negative the value the more singular-like the item.
The SAP-feature ranges from−1 (unambiguously singular) to+1 (unambigu-
ously plural). Plural NPs have a positive SAP-feature value, singular NPs have a
near zero value (or negative value when a singleton is explicitly individuated, e.g.,
by means of a proper name or a singular quantifier likeoneetc.).
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Lexical number specifications vary according to the noun class (count nouns,
collective nouns, pronouns etc.) and the contrastive frequency (Cf requ in equation
3.1). The later is estimated by the ratio of singular frequency and plural frequency
(for details of the equation see Eberhard et al., 2005). Thisfrequency adjustment
is motivated by the finding that a singular controller that has a contrasting plural
counterpart is more vulnerable to attraction than a singular tantum.

S(m) = speci f ication×Cf requ (3.1)

Determiners contribute their own lexically specified value: zero for ambiguous
determiners likethe, a negative value for singular quantifiers likeoneor each, and
a positive value for plural quantifiers likemany. The probability of a plural verb is
lower when a singular quantifier accompanies the singular distractor. A singular
quantifier contributes a negative value and therefore diminishes the SAP value
for the entire NP. This explains why phrases likethe keys to one cabinetcause
attraction errors while phrases likethe keys to the cabinetdo not.

3.4.3.2 Number Marking

Number marking is based on the notional valuation of discourse referents with
regard to numerosity and results in an abstract number specification of syntactic
functions. The whole process of number agreement starts at the message level
where the valuation of discourse referents with regard to numerosity takes place.
During functional processing, grammatical functions are number marked in such
way that their grammatical number value fits the numerosity valuation at the mes-
sage level. Basically, the notional number of event participants determines the
number marking of the corresponding noun phrase. Thus, whenthe message ele-
ment that will later be mapped onto the subject function is valuated as a singleton,
the subject is marked as being singular; if the message element is a plurality, the
subject is marked as being plural. Note that number marking does not apply to
nouns, that is bare words, but rather to noun phrases or actually grammatical func-
tions (remember that subject and object etc. are syntactic primitives).

Furthermore, functional processing involves lexical selection. Lemma re-
trieval must be consistent with the conceptual features in the message including
notional number valuation. For pronoun selection, the taskis straightforward:
Pronouns are lexically specified for number. Thus, if the corresponding message
element is valuated as being notionally plural, a grammatically plural pronoun has
to be chosen, if the message element is notionally singular,a singular pronoun has
to be retrieved. The same logic applies for further categories like animacy, person
and gender.

Noun selection is harder, for two reasons. First, a message element can cor-
respond to more than one noun (e.g.,ham and eggsor the man with the hat).
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Second, lexical entries for nouns are often not specified fornumber. To satisfy
notional plurality, it might be necessary to select the entry for a count noun to-
gether with the entry for the plural morpheme. Alternatively, the speaker might
chose a noun inherently specified for plural such asparents.

The number marking of the subject NP (and any other NP) is calculated by
a spreading activation process involving two sources: the notional number of the
intended referent and the lexical number specification contributed by the mor-
phemes contained in the NP. The resulting SAP-feature valueis the sum of the
notional number value plus the weighted sum of the lexical feature specifications
on the nouns and determiners contained within the NP. The equation in 3.2 gives
the details of the calculation. The reconciled number valuation of the subject NP
is represented asS(r), notional number is represented asS(n) and the morpheme
number valuations are symbolized byS(m). The index j indicates that several
morphemes might contribute their number values,w j represents the correspond-
ing weights.

S(r) = S(n)+∑(w j ×S(mj))
j

(3.2)

S(n) is directly determined by the message level number information. Pluralities
have a positive value, singletons have a zero value. Notionally number ambiguous
entities (e.g., masses, collections and distributions) are represented with a value
of about 0.5. In case of specific individuation,S(n) is−1.

3.4.3.3 Number Morphing

While number marking applies at the functional level, number morphing applies at
the positional level. At this point, grammatical agreementfeatures are determined
on the basis of the morphological specifications of words. Although the process of
number morphing is mainly determined by grammatical number, notional number
has a chance to prevail, in particular in the absence of lexically specified number
features. Number morphing has three functions: (i) the binding of morphological
information to structural position, (ii) the alignment of number information from
number marking and lexical specifications and (iii) the transfer of the resulting
number feature to dependent elements such as verbs.

For noun phrases, number morphing has two sources: the lexical number fea-
tures of the lexical items and the number marking of the corresponding syntactic
function. Simple count nouns are assumed to be unspecified oronly weakly speci-
fied for number. When accompanied by a plural morpheme, however, the resulting
number morphing is plural because the plural morpheme contributes a lexically
specified grammatical number value. In the absence of any number information
at the lexical items, number morphing instantiates the abstract notional number
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marking. Collective nouns, for instance, are not lexicallyspecified for number.
As a consequence, notional number marking is the only determinant for number
morphing. Since the semantics of a collective noun is compatible with both a sin-
gle referent (which is further structured) and a plurality,grammatical number can
be singular or plural. When the speaker conceptualizes the referent as a singleton,
number marking is singular and number morphing transfers this notional number
value to the grammatical number value singular. When the speaker focuses on the
individual members of that unit, number marking is plural asis the grammatical
number value. This explains whythe gang on the motorcyclesis more likely to
take a plural verb thanthe gang near the motorcycles(cf. Humphreys and Bock,
2005). In other words, grammatical number of collective nouns depends on the
number valuation of the discourse referent.

In case of conflicting information, number morphing has to solve the conflict.
Take for instance summation plurals likescissors. Due to the plural morpheme,
summation plurals are lexically specified for plural. Nevertheless, the number
marking of the corresponding syntactic function might be singular, because the
corresponding object is perceived as a singleton. We end up with a mismatch
between grammatical number and number marking. In this case, grammatical
number overrides notionally determined number marking.

For verbs, number morphing results from a transfer process.Verbs are neither
intrinsically specified for grammatical number nor marked for notional number
at the functional level. Number morphing of verbs is controlled by the number
specification of the subject noun phrase. Contrary to Vigliocco, Butterworth and
Garrett (1996), the marking and morphing model does not assume a direct relation
between the message level and the number specification of verbs. Instead, the
model assumes that the number value of a verb is controlled bythe subject noun
phrase and computed via number morphing.

3.4.3.4 The Emergence of Attraction

Attraction errors arise during number morphing. They reflect conflicts between
notional number of the subject and morphological number of words and mor-
phemes. When a singular subject contains a plural distractor (e.g., a modifier as in
the key to the cabinets), the resulting number morphing is still singular. But when
the number value of the modifier interferes during number morphing, occasionally
the subject will end up with a plural specification which willthen be transferred
to the verb. Since number morphing is mainly determined by lexically specified
number values, a plural distractor has a chance to interferebecause of its inherent
plural specification or its plural morpheme. In the reverse constellation, a singular
distractor can affect number morphing only when lexically specified for singular.
Thus, attraction can only occur with a marked singular distractor (e.g.,the keys to
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one cabinet, cf. Eberhard, 1997).
Under the assumption of a Singular-and-Plural feature, theasymmetry is de-

rived as follows: A plural head NP contributes a positive value, while a singular
distractor contributes a zero value. The sum of both is greater than zero and as
a consequence most probably a plural verb is produced. In thereverse configu-
ration, the singular head NP contributes zero and the pluraldistractor contributes
some positive value, resulting in a sum that is slightly greater than zero. As a con-
sequence, the probability of producing a plural verb is higher than in the match
condition in which the zero value of the singular head NP and the zero value of
the singular distractor NP sum up to zero for the whole NP.

Because verb agreement, respectively attraction errors, results from number
morphing, the notional number value of a potential distractor does not play a role.
Being notionally plural is neither necessary nor sufficientfor causing attraction.
The crucial factor is grammatical number. This explains whyattractions occur
with grammatical plurals (independent of their notional number, comparerazors
andscissors), but not with notionally plurals which are not also grammatically
plural, e.g., collective nouns liketeam(for details see section 3.3.4). Although
notional number is more or less irrelevant for attraction, it has still some impact
on agreement. As pointed out above, the whole process of agreement computation
starts at the message level where the numerosity of discourse referents is valuated.
Agreement computation proceeds with number marking which is sensitive to mes-
sage features. Furthermore, notional number prevails in number morphing when
the lexical item either contribute the same number value or no number value at
all. Beyond this indirect influence, notional number does not affect subject–verb
agreement. In its essence, verb agreement is determined by grammatical number
only.

3.4.4 The Direct Mapping and Unification Account

Based on the framework of Kempen’s INCREMENTAL PROCEDURAL GRAM-
MAR (IPG) (Kempen and Hoenkamp, 1987),20 Vigliocco and colleagues propose
an attraction account which makes use of feature unificationand interactivity
(Vigliocco et al., 1995, 1996; Vigliocco and Zilli, 1999). The account has two
key features: Number features are directly retrieved from the message level rep-
resentation. Crucially this direct mapping is not only assumed for noun phrases
but for agreement targets such as the verb as well. Furthermore, agreement results
from the unification of these features at the level of grammatical encoding. Before
discussing the computation of agreement in more detail, I will briefly sketch the

20For a more recent version of Kempen’s Grammatical Performance Model see Kempen and
Harbusch (2002).
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general framework the model is couched in.
Following Garrett’s work, the Incremental Procedural Grammar assumes two

levels of grammatical encoding: a lexico-syntactic stage which correspond to Gar-
rett’s functional level and a morphophonological stage corresponding to the po-
sitional level. A crucial characteristics of IPG which distinguishes it from other
two-stage models such as the Bock-and-Levelt-Model is the assumption of so-
called procedures (hence the name Procedural Grammar) which work in parallel.
Those procedures are highly specialized and have only a limited overview of the
entire sentence. The set of procedures comprises categorial procedures such as
NP or N and functional procedure such a SUBJECT. The number specification of
an NP is determined in the following way. The procedure NP retrieves a lemma
and consults the corresponding concept for numerosity. Theprocedure NP then
transmits the number value to the head noun lemma as well as the determiner
lemma. In a further step the number feature is then transmitted to the maximal NP
projection.

For the computation of agreement, Vigliocco et al.’s proposal deviates from
the original version of IPG. Instead of the feature transfercarried out by the pro-
cedure S as assumed in IPG, Vigliocco et al.’s model makes useof feature unifica-
tion. Furthermore, they assume that verb procedures also consult the conceptual
representation and retrieve number features independently from the NP. The main
reason for this assumption is the aim to account for conceptual effects. To account
for cross-linguistic differences regarding the sensitivity of agreement to concep-
tual factors such as notional number, Vigliocco et al. propose that languages dif-
fer as to how much information is retrieved from the conceptual representation.
Somewhat counterintuitively but in accordance with the data discussed in section
3.3.3, they assume that in English verb number is mainly determined by gram-
matical number of the subject NP whereas in Italian the verb procedure retrieves
number from the conceptual representation (Vigliocco et al., 1995).

Gender agreement is assumed to proceed in a similar way. Note, however,
that grammatical gender has not always a conceptual basis. In the absence of
conceptual support, speakers must solely rely on agreementachieved via unifi-
cation. If unification is disrupted due to limited processing resources, agreement
errors arise. This assumption explains why aphasic patients have more problems
to produce gender agreement than number agreement (Vigliocco and Zilli, 1999).

Attraction errors arise when the distractor’s agreement features erroneously
enter the unification process. This can happen when the agreement feature of the
controller is lost. Limited resources make the loss of necessary information more
likely and increase the chance of interference. This assumption fits the observation
that aphasic patients produced higher attraction rates than non-aphasic individuals.
Vigliocco and Zilli speculate that Broca aphasia affects the timing or the levels of
activation, respectively decay of the involved segments.
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Although unification together with the assumption that the verb’s number fea-
ture is directly retrieved from the conceptual representation provides an account
for conceptual effects, it is less clear how morphophonological effects come about.
In order to account for them, Vigliocco and colleagues propose the MAXIMAL IN-
PUT HYPOTHESISwhich states that unification is not only sensitive to conceptual
information but also to morphophonological information (Vigliocco and Franck,
1999; Vigliocco and Hartsuiker, 2002). In other words, theyassume feedback
from phonological encoding to grammatical encoding and thus interactivity. How
exactly the feedback works is left open.

3.4.5 The Feature Selection and Feature Copying Model

TheFEATURE SELECTION AND FEATURE COPYING MODELproposed by Franck
et al. (2008) combines interactive and modular strategies and brings together cur-
rent psycholinguistic models of language production and recent models in theoret-
ical syntax (e.g., Chomsky, 1995). In particular, the modeladopts the theoretical
distinction between interpretable and non-interpretablefeatures. Crucially, one
and the same feature type (e.g., number and gender) can be interpretable on one
category (e.g., on the noun), but uninterpretable on another category (e.g., on the
verb).

The computation of agreement is assumed to involve two steps, which how-
ever differ from the marking and morphing distinction proposed by Bock and her
colleagues. First, nominal features are selected from the lexicon based on mes-
sage features. This selection process is called FEATURE SELECTION. Next, the
selected features are transmitted to the agreement target.This transfer process is
called FEATURE COPYING.

Feature selection is the interactive component in the modeland takes place
in the functional lexicon. Extending the DP-hypothesis (Abney, 1987), number
is assumed to be head within the functional layer of nominal expressions (Ritter,
1991, 1993a).21 The number head hosts number affixes which are attached to the
corresponding noun during the course of derivation. Numberfeatures can be se-
lected from the functional lexicon in two different ways: directly from the lexicon
as part of the lemma specifications or indirectly on the basisof the message level
numerosity. This process of feature selection is guided by activation and feed-
back. Conceptual and morphophonological factors influencefeature selection and
thereby agreement. This view is in accordance with researchon lexical selection.
If agreement features are stored in the lexicon just like common lexical entries,
feature selection should behave just like lemma selection which has been shown

21For similar assumptions regarding the representation of gender see Ritter, 1993b; Picallo,
1991.
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to be sensitive to phonological influences (Dell, 1986; Rappand Goldrick, 2000).
Feature selection is subject to some kind of competition between features. Con-
ceptual and morphophonological information contributes to the activation level of
the competing entries. The stronger a syntactic feature is associated to a mor-
phophonological marker the more likely it is to be selected because it gets higher
activation feedback from the morphophonological level. A feature that is only
weakly associated to such a marker is less likely to be selected.

Feature copying which takes place within the syntax represents the modu-
lar component of the model. The model is oriented at recent developments in
generative syntax and in particular the minimalist program(Chomsky, 1995 and
subsequent work). Franck and colleagues maintain the earlyminimalist concept
of spec–head agreement and combine it with the more recent Agree mechanism
(Chomsky, 2000). In their view, agreement involves the operation Agree and/or
spec–head agreement. Agree establishes a connection between the subject NP in
its base position and AgrS a position dedicated to subject agreement. The relation
between the subject NP and AgrS becomes local when the subject moves to the
specifier position of AgrS. In this situation, agreement is established in a spec–
head relation. The need to get valued forces the verb to move to AgrS. Feature
copying conceives this valuation process as a feature transfer from the subject
NP to the verb mediated via the functional head AgrS. Franck et al. (2006) have
shown that the computation of verb agreement is more at risk of disruption when
ensured by Agree only. The feature selection and feature copying assumes that the
computation of agreement is controlled by syntactic factors only. In contrast to
feature selection, feature copying is encapsulated from notional and phonological
information. It is a purely syntactic process determined bysyntactic constraints
such as hierarchical relations and in particular c-command.

In this model, attraction errors arise when the number feature of the distractor
is erroneously copied to the verb. Structural interventionis assumed to be a pre-
requisite for this sort of interference. This assumption isin accordance with the
findings discussed in section 3.3.2 which show that attraction is sensitive to syn-
tactic factors. A more fine grained analysis of the type of structural intervention is
given in Franck et al. (2006). This study has shown that attraction is stronger when
the distractor intervenes both linearly in terms of precedence and hierarchically in
terms of c-command. Furthermore, attraction was more likely in configurations
where agreement was ensured by Agree only without further support from spec–
head agreement.

In summary, the feature selection and feature copying account integrates in-
teractivity and modularity. Interactivity is posited for lexical selection including
feature selection while modularity is claimed for syntactic processing including
feature copying. As a result, feature selection from lexicon is sensitive to various
sources of information whereas feature copying is solely determined by syntactic
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factors. The model focuses on syntactic factors for agreement, and, respectively
attraction and seems to underestimate semantic and morphophonological factors.
Part of the observed semantic and morphophonological effects can be attributed
to the interaction assumed during feature selection. In particular, the model fails
to explain the finding that ambiguity of case marking promotes attraction. Fur-
thermore, it does not offer an explanation for the usually observed singular–plural
asymmetry. Though this might be explained in terms of markedness by stating
that marked elements or feature values are more likely to interfere.



Mark knows the people
who Clark think are in
the garden.

(Kimball and Aissen, 1971) 4
Agreement in Sentence

Comprehension

In a squib, Kimball and Aissen (1971) reported a dialect which allowed for non-
standard agreement as in the quote above. The embedded verb agrees with the
plural relative pronoun instead of agreeing with the relative clause subject as re-
quired in Standard English. Almost thirty years later, Clifton et al. (1999) investi-
gated similar sentences in a psycholinguistic experiment.In this study, sentences
exhibiting non-standard agreement with the relative-clause pronoun were occa-
sionally accepted even by speakers who otherwise adhere to Standard English.
Moreover, participants rejected such sentences in an off-line grammaticality judg-
ment task but accepted them from time to time in a more on-linetask (for details
see section 4.3.3). Apparently, the processing of agreement can go wrong in the
same configuration that allows for non-standard agreement in the dialect described
by Kimball and Aissen. The computation of agreement during language compre-
hension and how it can fail is the topic of the present chapter.

103
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4.1 Introduction

The need of agreement computation during language production is obvious. The
production mechanism has to keep track of agreement features in order to pro-
duce agreement targets correctly. Whether agreement checking during language
comprehension is necessary to understand sentences correctly, is less obvious.
The task of the hearer is different from that of the speaker. The speaker wants
to convey a message. In order to do so properly, she or he has toobey gram-
matical requirements, including agreement. Nevertheless, the speaker might fail
from time to time due to performance factors and produce an ungrammatical sen-
tence. The hearer’s main goal is to get the intended message,that is, to reach an
interpretation—even when the linguistic expression itself is grammatically flawed.
Therefore, the computation of agreement might be bypassed,especially in situa-
tions where agreement is redundant. Such a processing strategy would be in line
with the ‘good enough analysis’ strategy proposed in Ferreira (2003). According
to this proposal, we use a combination of heuristics and syntactic algorithms to
achieve a sentence interpretation.

Let us concentrate on subject–verb agreement in number. In order to produce
a grammatical sentence, the speaker has to choose the correct form of the verb de-
pending on the number feature of the subject NP. But what about the hearer? On
first sight, parsing might not necessarily include agreement checking. At least in
languages like English with strict word order, agreement seems to be redundant.
On the other hand, agreement can be a disambiguating cue, especially in lan-
guages with free word order, but even so in English. A relative-clause attachment
ambiguity, for instance, can be disambiguated by number agreement as shown in
(1)1.

(1) a. I called the mother of the children who was very upset.

b. I called the mother of the children who were very upset.

Further evidence for the role of agreement during sentence comprehension come
from studies showing that readers/hearers are sensitive toagreement violations
(e.g., Freedman and Forster, 1985; Sevald and Garnsey, 1995; Pearlmutter et al.,
1999; Hagoort et al., 1993, and many others). At the same time, agreement vi-
olations are occasionally overlooked or an illusionary agreement violation is de-
tected. For such parsing errors, I use the term ‘agreement error’ to distinguish it
from actual agreement violations in the input. Agreement errors in comprehension
seem to arise under similar circumstances like agreement errors in production. In
particular, attraction errors as introduced in the previous chapter for production

1In English, disambiguation by number agreement is of courserestricted to verbs/verb forms
that have number marking.
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have been attested for language comprehension as well. Thischapter and the next
two chapters present experiments investigating attraction errors occurring during
sentence comprehension in German. Three specific constructions will be consid-
ered: simple intransitive constructions with a complex subject NP containing a
genitive modifier (current chapter), relative clause constructions (chapter 5) and
simple transitive constructions (chapter 6).

The chapter is organized as follows. First, section 4.2 addresses agreement
errors in language comprehension and how they can be observed. Next, section
4.3 takes a closer look on attraction errors with special focus on factors which
have been reported to affect attraction. Furthermore, the section presents a first
experiment investigating attraction in German sentence comprehension. Finally,
section 4.4 discusses models of agreement computation and attraction errors in
language comprehension.

4.2 Assessing Agreement Errors in Comprehension

4.2.1 What Counts as an Agreement Error?

While the identification of agreement errors is straightforward in production, it is
less obvious in comprehension. In production, we can identify an incorrect target
form resulting in an agreement violation. Using sentence elicitation techniques
like sentence completion, the production of agreement and agreement errors can
be observed under experimentally controlled conditions. In particular, conducting
experiments allows to manipulate factors which are suspected to play a role for
agreement computation. Confronting subjects with difficult sentence fragments
or a demanding additional task can force them to produce agreement errors.

On the comprehension side, the assessment of agreement errors is a bit more
indirect. Agreement errors manifest themselves in three ways:

(i) Agreement is ignored as a disambiguating cue.

(ii) An actual agreement violation is overlooked.

(iii) An apparent agreement violation is detected in a grammatical sentence.

Ignoring agreement as a disambiguating cue (e.g., for relative-clause attachment)
results in a flawed sentence representation together with aninappropriate interpre-
tation. Accordingly, we expect decreased comprehension accuracy in experiments
using comprehension questions. Frazier (1987b), for instance, confronted her
participants with a relative-clause attachment ambiguitydisambiguated by verb
agreement. Participants’ answers to comprehension questions suggest that they
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ignored agreement in a substantial number of trials. Alternatively, participants
might have noticed the agreement violation resulting the wrong attachment but
nevertheless stuck to it because of a strong structural bias. Furthermore, com-
prehension difficulties resulting from ignoring agreement— that is failing to initi-
ate reanalysis—cannot be distinguished from difficulties resulting from failing to
succeed in reanalysis. Under the assumption that the detection of an agreement
violation and subsequent processes of reanalysis yield different brain responses
(Friederici, 1998), the use of neurophysiological measures might be a way of over-
coming this disadvantage. The aforementioned dissociation of violation detection
and reanalysis, however, is not as clear-cut as one might wish. Furthermore, neu-
rophysiological measures are costly compared to behavioral measures. Therefore,
I choose a different way and concentrate on the last two manifestations of agree-
ment errors—overlooked and illusionary agreement violations.

4.2.2 How Can Agreement Errors Be Measured?

The most direct way to measure agreement errors in comprehension is by ask-
ing participants to give a grammaticality judgment. Agreement errors result in
judgment errors: An ungrammatical sentence will be incorrectly judged as ‘gram-
matical’ when the agreement violation is overlooked and accordingly, an actually
grammatical sentence will be judged as ‘ungrammatical’ in case of an apparent
agreement violation. In addition to grammaticality judgments, agreement errors
can also be observed in a more indirect way. Agreement violations lead to pro-
cessing difficulties reflected in increased response times for various tasks and typ-
ical brain responses. For agreement errors of type (ii), i.e., when the agreement
violation is overlooked, the otherwise expected reflexes might fail to appear. Ac-
cordingly, agreement errors of type (iii) are expected to elicit the violation-related
pattern despite the absence of a real agreement violation.

Consider behavioral measures first. Readers/hearers usually notice an agree-
ment violation, especially when asked to provide a grammaticality judgment (e.g.,
Blackwell et al., 1996; Kail and Bassano, 1997). Agreement violations are de-
tected not only reliably but also fairly quickly. In an experiment using an incre-
mental judgment procedure, participants rejected sentences containing an agree-
ment violation earlier than sentences with another error type (Blackwell et al.,
1996). Attraction errors as introduced in chapter 3, have been demonstrated to
affect the accuracy to detect an agreement violation as wellas response times. In
contexts which elicited an agreement error in production, participants produced
more judgment errors (Kaan, 2002; Nicol et al., 1997) and/orneeded more time for
their judgment (Kail and Bassano, 1997; Staub, 2009; Nicol et al., 1997). Agree-
ment violations have also been investigated by means of experimental methods
not drawing the participants’ attention to grammaticality. Using a combination of
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a comprehension and a production task, Blackwell et al. (1996) found that partic-
ipants rejected sentences fragments containing an agreement violation in almost
100% of the cases. As soon as they encountered the critical word (the auxil-
iary for subject–verb agreement, and, respectively, the noun for determiner–noun
agreement) they either responded with ‘Can’t complete’ or changed the fragment
in such a way that a grammatical sentence resulted. The performance was lower
when the agreement violation occurred early in the sentence—slightly in the case
of subject–verb agreement and substantially in the case of determiner-noun agree-
ment. Note that a determiner-noun sequence involving a feature conflict still al-
low for a grammatical continuation without changing the fragment. The sequence
several sailor, for example, turns out to be grammatical when the next word is
uniforms. And indeed, participants sometimes came up with such continuations.
Later in the sentence, such continuations are harder to find because the preceding
context imposes syntactic as well as semantic restrictions. Furthermore, agree-
ment violations have been shown to slow down readers’/listeners’ performance
time in tasks like sentence matching (Freedman and Forster,1985), lexical deci-
sion (Jakubowicz and Faussart, 1998), verb naming (Sevald and Garnsey, 1995)
or word-monitoring (Haarmann and Kolk, 1994; Tyler, 1992; Vos et al., 2001).
One might object that these effects are due to the additionaltask used in these
experiments, but self-paced reading and eye-tracking studies revealed comparable
effects—increased reading times and/or an increase in regressive saccades. In a
self-paced reading experiment, Pearlmutter et al. (1999) found increased reading
times for the spill-over region of the incorrect verb in ungrammatical sentences.
Furthermore, the study demonstrated that attraction elicits increased reading times
in grammatical sentences and reduces the reading-time penalty in ungrammati-
cal sentences. (Pearlmutter et al., 1999) found a comparable pattern in an eye-
tracking experiment employing the same material. In addition the reading time
effect, grammaticality also affected the probability of regressive saccades. On en-
countering the agreement violation, some participants spent more time in the verb
region while others performed regressive saccades. These reflexes of processing
difficulty were reduced in attraction configurations (e.g.,the key to the cabinets
were rusty). At the same time, attraction hampered the processing of grammatical
sentences which showed the same pattern as ungrammatical sentences although
less pronounced. This finding suggests that participants struggled with an illusion-
ary agreement violation. Pearlmutter (2000) could replicate the attraction effect
in grammatical sentences whereas Wagers et al. (2009) foundan attraction effect
only in ungrammatical sentences. In will come back to this difference between
grammatical and ungrammatical sentences in section 4.4.3.4 and in chapter 7.

Studies using event-related potentials (ERPs) have shown that syntactic vio-
lations including agreement violations elicit specific brain responses that differ
qualitatively from the brain response to semantic and pragmatic anomalies. Kutas
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and Hillyard (1983) report that both agreement violations like *As a turtle grows
its shell grow tooand semantic incongruities such asHe spread the warm bread
with socksare reflected in a negativity peaking around 400 milliseconds after the
onset of the critical item but with different scalp distributions. The negativity as-
sociated with agreement violations has a left anterior distribution (hence termed
Left Anterior Negativity or LAN for short) while the negativity in response to
semantic anomalies has a central-parietal topography. Thecentral-parietal neg-
ativity related to semantic violations was first observed in(Kutas and Hillyard,
1980) and is commonly termed N400 in reference to its polarity and latency.2

Subsequently, the finding of a LAN in correspondence to an agreement violation
could be replicated in numerous studies and generalized forvarious languages (for
English see Coulson et al., 1998b; Osterhout and Mobley, 1995; for Dutch see Ha-
goort and Brown, 2000; Severens et al., 2008; Vos et al., 2001; for German see
Burkhardt et al., 2007; Roehm et al., 2005; Rossi et al., 2005). In these studies,
the LAN is typically accompanied by a late positivity.3 Some studies found just
a late positivity but no LAN effect (e.g., Hagoort et al., 1993; Kaan et al., 2000;
Münte et al., 1997; Nevins et al., 2007; Osterhout and Holcomb, 1992; Osterhout
et al., 1996; Osterhout and Nicol, 1999). Besides, both the LAN and the late
positivity—commonly labeled P600 (Osterhout and Holcomb,1992)4—are not
restricted to agreement violations but occur with other (morpho-) syntactic viola-
tions as well, e.g., subcategorization errors, auxiliary selection errors, verb form
errors, word category errors, phrase structure violations, and also in grammatical
but resource demanding constructions such as filler–gap dependencies, e.g.,wh-
constructions (cf. Felser et al., 2003; Fiebach et al., 2001, 2002; Kaan et al., 2000;
Kluender and Kutas, 1993; King and Kutas, 1995; Phillips et al., 2005).5 In addi-
tion, LAN and P600 effects are reported for non-linguistic manipulations as well.
LAN effects, for instance, have been observed in response tocognitive sequenc-
ing (e.g., Hoen and Dominey, 2000) while P600 effects are attested in response to
harmonic incongruities in music (Patel et al., 1998) and rule-violations in arith-
metic (Núnez-Peña and Honrubia-Serrano, 2003). The latterfindings suggests that
the two components are not specific responses to morphosyntactic illformedness
and not even language specific but are related to the processing of rule-based se-

2Note that it is not the occurrence of the components which reflects a violation but rather the
component’s parameters (latency, amplitude etc).

3The original study by Kutas and Hillyard ignored late time windows, but later reexamination
of the data revealed a late positivity (cf. Kutas and Van Petten, 1994).

4Alternative terms are ‘syntactic positive shift’(SPS) (Hagoort et al., 1993), late positivity’
(Bornkessel and Schlesewsky, 2006).

5Again, the findings are not consistent. Some studies report aLAN or some other anterior
negativity in the same time window (e.g., Kluender and Kutas, 1993; King and Kutas, 1995) while
others report a P600 (e.g., Kaan et al., 2000) and yet others report a biphasic pattern with a LAN
and a subsequent P600 (Phillips et al., 2005).
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quences and perhaps working memory in a more general way. Strikingly, the cited
examples for non-linguistic LAN/P600 effects are still related to syntax, though
on a more abstract level.6 On the other hand, semantic factors were also observed
to affect the P600, but mainly in relation to thematic roles.Hence, as (Kuperberg,
2007) argues, the semantic effects may in fact result from interactions including
semantic and syntactic factors. Taken together, the function of the two compo-
nents is still an issue of debate (for recent reviews see Bornkessel-Schlesewsky
and Schlesewsky, 2009; Kutas et al., 2006; Vos et al., 2001).Part of the solution
to this problem might be to acknowledge that at least the P600is not a unitary
component but rather a family of components as now commonly assumed for the
P300 with which the P600 may form a larger family. In any case,this discussion
goes far beyond the scope of the thesis. For the moment, I wantto review the
suggested functions of the P600 in the light of agreement errors. The P600 has
been discussed to reflect syntactic integration difficulty (Featherston et al., 2000;
Kaan et al., 2000), syntactic violation detection (Coulsonet al., 1998a), subse-
quent repair processes (Friederici et al., 1996; Münte et al., 1997; Osterhout et al.,
1994) as well as conflict monitoring (Kolk et al., 2003; van Herten et al., 2006;
Vissers et al., 2006). Observing an increased P600 amplitude in the presence of an
agreement violation is compatible with all these proposals. First of all, agreement
checking is part of syntactic processing. Furthermore, a feature value mismatch
between agreement controller and agreement target reasonably increases the inte-
gration difficulty for the target word. And finally, it represents a syntactic violation
the detection of which might initiate a reanalysis.

Attraction has been shown to affect the amplitude and latency of the P600
component (Kaan, 2002; Severens et al., 2008; Molinaro et al., 2009) as well as
the emergence of a negativity in the 400ms time window (Severens et al., 2008).
Consider first the negativity which Severens et al. classifyas an instance of a
N400 because of its central-parietal distribution. In accordance with prior re-
search, ungrammatical sentences elicited a negativity in response to the incorrect
verb. Crucially, the N400 was visible only in sentences witha number match be-
tween controller and distractor. This finding is compatiblewith the assumption
that attraction hides an agreement violation. Severens andcolleagues offer an al-
ternative explanation. Following Kuperberg (2007) they assume two processing
streams in comprehension: a syntactically shallow stream that is based on se-
mantic memory and combinatory stream that uses multiple constraints including
syntactic constraints. The N400 is assumed to reflect to first, semantically based
stream. Under the assumption that this shallow processing streams builds up ex-
pectations regarding the verb number based on the number specification of the first

6For a comprehensive discussion of similarities and differences between music and language
see Patel (2008).
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NP, an incorrect verb creates a conflict which in turn elicitsan N400. Severens
et al. suggest that the absence of the N400 in sentences with amismatching dis-
tractor results from an attempt to repair the conflict which is responsible for the
subsequent P600. In sentences with two matching NPs, the shallow processing
stream rejects an ungrammatical sentence since there is no NP available sharing
the verb’s number specification. In ungrammatical sentences with two NPs dif-
fering in their number specifications, the combinatory processing stream initiates
a reanalysis. Note that Severens at al. seem to assume that the detection of the
number conflict has no visible effect when reanalysis is promising. Even under
the assumption that the two processing streams work in parallel, this is surprising
given the difference in timing. The argumentation for reanalysis is, however, in
line with studies reporting a P600 without a preceding violation-related negativ-
ity (Hagoort et al., 1993; Kaan et al., 2000; Münte et al., 1997; Osterhout and
Holcomb, 1992; Osterhout et al., 1996; Osterhout and Nicol,1999).

The issue of reanalysis brings us to the second component associated with
syntactic anomalies, the P600. The corresponding results are mixed. The evalu-
ation of the source of the discrepancies is difficult since the studies involve dif-
ferent languages—Dutch (Kaan, 2002; Severens et al., 2008)and Spanish (Moli-
naro et al., 2009)—, different constructions—modifier attraction (Molinaro et al.,
2009; Severens et al., 2008) and object attraction (Kaan, 2002)—, and different
tasks—reading (Molinaro et al., 2009; Severens et al., 2008) and grammaticality
judgments (Kaan, 2002). Furthermore, the comparison tricky because of differ-
ences in the choice of the baseline. Molinaro et al. (2009), for instance, compare
brain responses in trials with a number match between controller and distractor
and trials in which the two NPs differ in their number specifications. A P600 was
elicited in sentences containing a singular subject and a plural distractor com-
pared to all other number combinations. Since the study included only grammat-
ical sentences, it can hardly be compared to studies contrasting grammatical and
ungrammatical sentences (Kaan, 2002; Severens et al., 2008). While Severens
et al. (2008) report a P600 in the mismatch conditions—ungrammatical sentences
elicited a more positive waveform than grammatical sentences—which is absent
in the match conditions, Kaan (2002) found a P600 in both sentence types but with
a smaller amplitude in ungrammatical sentences containinga singular subject and
a plural distractor. In fact, Kaan (2002) reports a larger P600 in ungrammatical
sentences with a singular subject and a singular distractorcompared to all other
number combinations. The absence of an attraction effect inplural sentences can
be interpreted in terms of a singular–plural asymmetry as observed in production
studies as well as in other comprehension studies (e.g., Molinaro et al., 2009).
Supporting evidence comes from the judgment data obtained in addition to the
electrophysiological recording. Judgment errors were most common in sentences
with a singular subject and a plural distractor. The accuracy for reverse number
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combination was slightly above the corresponding match condition. A more chal-
lenging result is the finding that grammatical sentences show no signs of attraction
in the P600 component. Although the two mismatch conditionsshow slightly in-
creased mean amplitudes in the P600 time window, they are faraway from the
ungrammatical conditions. Under the assumption that P600 effects reflect pro-
cesses of reanalysis, attraction in ungrammatical sentences might be simply too
rare to cause visible effects. Furthermore, Kaan only reports ERPs for sentences
that were judged correctly. Thus, instances of attraction in grammatical sentences
that lead to rejection rather than to initiate successfullyreanalysis are not included
in the analysis.

In addition to differences in amplitude, Kaan (2002) also reports a difference
in latency. The onset of the P600 was delayed in any ungrammatical condition
involving a plural NP—either the subject or the distractor or both. Kaan offers
an explanation that covers both the singular–plural asymmetry and the difference
between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. Her account disregards at-
traction and refers to semantic complexity instead. Additional semantic and dis-
course processes related to plural NPs may consume processing resources which
otherwise could be used for reanalysis in ungrammatical sentences. As a result,
reanalysis can only start later and accordingly the onset ofthe P600 is delayed.

Finally, Kaan (2002) found an early positivity around 250 msfor grammat-
ical sentences compared to ungrammatical ones when the subject was singular
and the distractor was plural. In line with studies showing aresponse to syntac-
tic anomalies in the same time window or somewhat later (Neville et al., 1991;
Mecklinger et al., 1995), Kaan argues that the early positivity reflects reanalysis
following attraction and triggered by the verb. Occasionally the subject’s number
specification may initially be retrieved as plural (attraction) but on encountering
the singular verb corrected to singular (reanalysis).

4.2.3 A Plea for Speeded-Grammaticality Judgments

In the present thesis, all comprehension experiments used the same method of
end-of-sentence speeded grammaticality judgments. The details of procedure as
applied in the present study are provided in the procedure section of Experiment
1. At the current point, I only want to sketch the basic properties of the procedure,
its measures as well as its benefits and limitations. The sentences were presented
visually on a computer screen, one word at a time. Participants were required to
judge each sentence immediately after the final word as fast as possible, hence
the qualification ‘speeded’ in the method’s name. The methodprovides two types
of measurements: response type (judgment ‘grammatical’ vs. judgment ‘ungram-
matical’, subsequently transformed to correct vs. false judgment) and response
times, separately for correct judgments and for false judgments.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of a speeded-grammaticality judgments procedure

Like all the other methods, the method of speeded grammaticality judgments has
both its benefits and its drawbacks. The main weakness of thismethod is that it
does not provide measurements during the course of processing a sentence but just
requires a single judgment after the presentation of the sentence. In this sense, this
method applies off-line. In the current study this is, however, no major disadvan-
tage since the checking process which is of interest here is associated with the last
word and therefore immediately precedes the judgment. There is no considerable
time lag between the encounter of the crucial information—the number specifica-
tion of the verb—and the judgment. Therefore, the judgment procedure captures
at least some aspects of on-line processing. Thus, though the judgment measure
is not strictly an online-measure it applies quasi-online in an end-of-sentence con-
text.

A second potential weakness concerns the nature of the task which is quite
different from ordinary reading. The non-cumulative presentation of the individ-
ual words of a sentence prevents both looking ahead and locking back (rereading).
Although this might impose a memory load atypical for reading, it resembles the
comprehension of spoken language. Thus, even though the method is not appro-
priate for the study of all aspects of the reading process it is well suitable for the
study of syntactic processing. It is particularly valuablein configurations in which
the crucial information is provided by the clause-final word, as it is often the case
in verb-final languages like German (Bader and Bayer, 2006).For locally am-
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biguous sentences, disambiguated by the clause-final verb,Bader and colleagues
demonstrated that speeded grammaticality judgments and self-paced reading de-
liver comparable results (Meng and Bader, 2000b; Bader and Häussler, 2009). A
pilot study using a speeded-grammaticality judgment task in combination with
auditory stimulus presentation yielded similar results asthe corresponding exper-
iment using visual stimuli.

I now turn to the advantages of the method. The main advantageis that the
judgment procedure delivers direct information about the perceived grammatical-
ity of the experimental material. Such information is not available from on-line
methods like self-paced reading or eye-tracking. Of course, it could be added
by asking participants for a judgment but this would change the task consider-
ably. In particular, it might induce specific reading strategies in search of poten-
tial ungrammaticalities. Furthermore, it would require including ungrammatical
sentences which are normally avoided in reading tasks.

The last point leads to the second advantage of speeded-grammaticality judg-
ments: It allows the inclusion of ungrammatical material without any artifacts due
to its deviant status. In a judgment task, it is natural to come across an ungram-
matical sentence from time to time whereas in a reading task the occurrence of
an ungrammatical sentence might surprise the reader and even induce task and
material specific reading strategies. Since one manifestation of agreement errors
in comprehension is the failure to notice an actual agreement violation, the inves-
tigation of ungrammatical sentences is essential for the study of agreement com-
putation. As noted above, on-line measures like reading times capture illusionary
grammaticality only indirectly, namely by the absence of effects otherwise ob-
served in the context of syntactic violations. The judgmenttask provides a direct
index—a false judgment ‘grammatical’.

Finally, a further advantage of the method can be seen it its independence of
so-called wrap-up effects. It is well established that readers slow down at clause
and sentence boundaries (cf. Just and Carpenter, 1980; Rayner, 1998; Rayner
et al., 1989, 2000). The increased reading times are assumedto reflect some
additional processes concerning the clause or sentence as awhole and not only
the currently processed item. Crucially, wrap-up effects might mask other effects
related to the clause-final word. Reading times for the clause-final verb might
therefore reflect a combination of various processes, with agreement checking be-
ing only one among others.
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4.3 Attraction Errors in Sentence Comprehension

Chapter 3 introduced attraction errors as agreement errorscaused by a distrac-
tor interfering in the agreement relation between the actual agreement controller
and the agreement target. As noted there, attraction errorswere first observed in
language production but meanwhile have been attested for sentence comprehen-
sion as well. Attraction errors in comprehension have been attested administering
different methods including on-line methods like self-paced reading, eye-tracking
and neurophysiological measures (e.g., event-related potentials), as well as vari-
ous judgment tasks. To give an example, I summarize Nicol et al. (1997) below.
The factors that have been previously identified to determine attraction errors in
comprehension are discussed subsequently.

Nicol et al. (1997) investigated sentences containing a complex subject having
the same structure as the sentence fragments used in the earlier production studies.
The subject NP consists of a head noun and a PP-modifier containing the distractor
noun. The number specifications of both nouns were varied systematically: The
two nouns either matched or mismatched in number and the whole subject NP was
either singular or plural. An example is shown in (2). As before, bold face type
indicates controller and target; capitalization indicates the distractor (for ease of
readability, only the head nouns of the corresponding NPs are marked).

(2) a. Theauthor of theSPEECHis here now.

b. Theauthor of theSPEECHESis here now.

c. Theauthors of theSPEECHESare here now.

d. Theauthors of theSPEECHare here now.

In their first experiment, Nicol and her colleagues used a so-called ‘maze task’
requiring successive decisions on the continuation of a sentence fragment given
so far. Each word except the first word of a sentence is presented together with
a second word not fitting the sentence. For each such pair of words, participants
have to choose the word which they considered to be the best continuation of the
sentence fragment presented so far. Figure 4.2 illustratesthe procedure.

The critical measure in Nicol et al. (1997) are the response times for the verb.
In singular sentences like (2a) and (2b), response times in the mismatch condition
were substantially longer than in the corresponding match condition (739 ms vs.
669 ms). Plural sentences lack such a mismatch penalty (724 ms in both con-
ditions). Overall, the response time data for the verb repeat the error pattern
observed in production—attraction is once more restrictedto singular subjects
containing a plural modifier.

A second experiment applying a sentence classification task(cf. Forster and
Olbrei, 1973) replicated this asymmetric pattern. Sentences were presented as
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the maze task used in Nicol et al.(1997)

a whole and participants had to judge whether the words in thesentence appear
in the right order. In essence, this is a grammaticality judgment task not explic-
itly mentioning grammaticality in the instruction. Drawing participants’ attention
to word order avoids task specific strategies regarding moresubtle grammatical
constraints like agreement. The response time pattern obtained in this second ex-
periment resembles the pattern in the maze task: Attractionoccurred in singular
sentences but not in plural sentences. Nicol and colleaguesattribute this asymme-
try to percolation of the plural feature of a plural distractor. Singular attraction is
impossible because the singular distractor lacks a singular feature that could per-
colate (cf. the discussion of the percolation account for production in chapter 3).
Encountering the verb initiates agreement checking, whichresults in a seeming
agreement violation because of the flawed subject representation. The agreement
checking process itself is assumed to work basically flawlessly—an assumption
that will be questioned in the present dissertation.

To make sure that the observed effect is in fact due to agreement, Nicol et
al. repeated their second experiment with similar materialbut changed the tense:
Instead of an inflected verb a noninflected verb followed the subject NP (e.g.,
The author(s) of the speech(es) will be rewarded). Since in this experiment no
mismatch effect was evident, the authors conclude that the preceding experiments
indeed provide evidence for attraction effects in sentencecomprehension. Sup-
porting evidence for this conclusion comes from later studies administering vari-
ous procedures including self-paced reading (Pearlmutteret al., 1999; Pearlmutter,
2000; Wagers et al., 2009), eye-tracking (Pearlmutter et al., 1999; Hölscher and
Hemforth, 2000), grammaticality judgments (Clifton et al., 1999; Staub, 2009;
Kail and Bassano, 1997; Kaan, 2002), and event-related potentials (Kaan, 2002;
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Severens et al., 2008; Molinaro et al., 2009). The next sections summarize these
studies under the perspective of potential factors determining attraction in com-
prehension.

4.3.1 Singular versus Plural Attraction

In language production, attraction exhibits an asymmetry between singular and
plural. At least in some languages, attraction is virtuallyrestricted to singular
controllers affected by a plural distractor. The strength of this asymmetry differs
cross-linguistically. The asymmetry rigorous in English (e.g., Bock and Miller,
1991) but seems to be weaker in some other languages. Vigliocco et al. (1995),
for instance, report a non-strict asymmetry in Italian. In this study, attraction
occurred with both singular and plural distractors but attraction rates differed:
The attraction rate for plural distractors was higher than for singular distractors.
There is also variation within languages. The emergence of an asymmetry seems
also to depend on the type of distractor and/or attraction configuration involved.
French, for example, exhibits the classical asymmetry whenthe distractor is a
subject modifier or a clitic object pronoun but no asymmetry when the distrac-
tor is a full NP object (Franck et al., 2006). Modifier attraction in German sen-
tence production exhibits an asymmetric pattern in favor ofplural attraction (Hart-
suiker et al., 2003; Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003; Hölscherand Hemforth, 2000)
while a reversed asymmetry has been reported for object attraction (Hemforth and
Konieczny, 2003; Konieczny et al., 2004). For a more detailed overview of attrac-
tion patterns in language production see chapter 3.

But what about the comprehension side? For English, Nicol etal. (1997) repli-
cated the asymmetry found in production studies. Error rates and response times
in sentences like (2) were increased when a plural distractor modified a singular
subject but not in the reverse constellation. This pattern occurred in both exper-
imental procedures used to examine attraction—the maze task and the sentence
classification task. Similar results have been found in reading experiments using
a self-paced reading procedure (Pearlmutter et al., 1999; Wagers et al., 2009). But
in a later study using the same method, Pearlmutter (2000) found attraction effects
for singular distractors. A singular–plural asymmetry hasbeen also reported for
Dutch (Kaan, 2002) and Spanish (Molinaro et al., 2009). German seems to exhibit
a reversed asymmetry—singular distractors cause attraction but plural distractors
do not. Hölscher and Hemforth (2000) investigated sentences in which the dis-
tractor was part of a prepositional phrase modifying the subject. An example set
of experimental stimuli is given in (3).

(3) a. Die
the

Leitung
power-line

zu
to

dem
the

Haus
house

übersteht
withstands

den
the

Sturm
storm

unbeschadet.
undamaged
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b. Die
the

Leitung
power-line

zu
to

den
the

Häusern
houses

übersteht
withstands

den
the

Sturm
storm

unbeschadet.
undamaged

c. Die
the

Leitungen
power-lines

zu
to

den
the

Häusern
houses

überstehen
withstand

den
the

Sturm
storm

unbeschadet.
undamaged

d. Die
the

Leitungen
power-lines

zu
to

dem
the

Haus
house

überstehen
withstand

den
the

Sturm
storm

unbeschadet.
undamaged

‘The power line(s) to the house(s) withstand(s) the storm undamaged.’

The experiment used an eye-tracking procedure. Participants were instructed to
read the sentences and to answer a comprehension question after each sentence.
Residual reading times on the PP-modifier containing the distractor showed an
interaction of noun number and match. A plural modifier received longer residual
reading times when the head noun was singular as in (3b) in comparison to sen-
tences like (3c) in which both the head noun and the modifier were plural (match
condition). Residual reading times for singular modifiers as in (3a and d) although
showing numerically the same tendency are statistically not different in the two
conditions (match versus mismatch). Residual reading times in the verb region
show a superficially akin pattern when looking at the relative ranking of reading
times: plural/plural< plural/singular< singular/singular< singular/plural. But
the relevant comparison is a different one as indicated by the lines in Figure 4.3.
On the modifier, the match-mismatch comparison concerns (3a) versus (3d) and
(3b) versus (3c). On the verb, the relevant comparisons are (3a) versus (3b) and
(3c) versus (3d).
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Figure 4.3: Residual reading times in Hölscher and Hemforth(2000)
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For sentences with a singular subject, virtually no difference was visible be-
tween the match condition (3a) and the corresponding mismatch condition (3b).
For plural sentences, in contrast, residual reading times were longer when the
distractor was singular compared to a plural distractor. Thus, the pattern is the re-
verse of the asymmetry found in production: Attraction was only visible in plural
sentences. But Hölscher and Hemforth note that the reversedasymmetry “might
be attributed to an artifact of the eye-tracking method since the pattern of results
for the verb region is a mirror image of the results for the N2 [=distractor] region”
(Hölscher and Hemforth, 2000: 305). What the authors have inmind is parafoveal
reading. Note that the verb immediately followed the distractor. Therefore, longer
reading times for the distractor would allow more parafoveal readings of the verb.
As a consequence, reading times in the verb region would be reduced. This way,
parafoveal reading would obscure plural attraction and give the false impression
of singular attraction or at least boost singular attraction. But the pattern visible
in Figure fig: Hoelscher-Hemforth-2000-RRT sheds some doubts on this expla-
nation for the reversed asymmetry. Though it is true that readings times in the
verb region are shorter when the verb follows a plural modifier, reading times in
the modifier region are not consistently prolonged when thismodifier is a plural
NP; in fact, plural modifiers following a plural head noun received the shortest
reading times. Parafoveal reading, however, would requirelonger reading times.
Nevertheless, the parafoveal reading hypothesis might still be on the right track.
Apparently, reading times in the modifier region are decreased when the head
noun is plural. Given that the modifier region was rather short there is a slight
chance that parafoveal reading comprises both the modifier and the verb, at least
in some sentences.For the sample item set in (3), however, this is not likely. The
criticial region spans at least 21 characters (the PP and theverb) in the plural-
plural condition—more than usually observed for parafoveal reading.7 In any
case, this idea must be left a speculation since the Hölscherand Hemforth do not
report reading times for the head noun region.

4.3.2 Syntactic Distance

In language production, the syntactic distance between distractor and controller
affects the incidence of attraction errors (cf. chapter 3 and references there). The
error rate is the higher the closer the distractor is to the controller. Nicol et al.
(1997) found comparable results for language comprehension whereas (Kaan,
2002) found no distance effect for attraction. Pearlmutter(2000) found a distance
effect for singular attraction but not for plural attraction. Part of the discrepancy

7In alphabetic languages, readers can typically extract information 12-15 characters to the right
of the current fixation (McConkie and Rayner, 1975; Rayner, 1975; Rayner et al., 1982).
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across studies can be explained in terms of distractor type:Nicol et al. (1997)
and Pearlmutter (2000) examined modifier attraction whereas (Kaan, 2002) inves-
tigated object attraction. The difference between the results of Nicol et al. (1997)
and Pearlmutter (2000) might have to do with the different tasks used in the two
studies, though more research is needed to clarify this issue.

Nicol et al. (1997) used a sentence classification task. The stimulus sentences
had a complex subject containing a PP-modifier and a relativeclause (cf. (4)).

(4) a. Theowner of [the house [who charmed theREALTOR(S)]] was no
longer willing to sell.

b. Theowner of [the house [which charmed theREALTOR(S)]] wasno
longer willing to sell.

The relative clause either modified the complex NP precedingit (the owner of the
house) (high attachment) or the NP inside the PP (the house) (low attachment).
The head nouns of the two construals—owner and house—varied with respect
to animacy. Since the relative pronoun was compatible with either an animate
antecedent (who) or an inanimate antecedent (which), it signaled the intended at-
tachment site.

The linear distance between the controller and the distractor as well as the
linear distance between distractor and verb is the same in (4a) and (4b); the syn-
tactic distance, however, differs: High attachment bringsthe distractor closer to
the controller than low attachment.8 For high attachments like (4a), Nicol et al.
(1997) found a disadvantage of the mismatch condition visible in an increase of
the error rate (6.8% vs. 5.6%) and a slowdown in response times (2562 ms vs.
2495 ms). For low attachments like (4b), mismatch and match conditions did not
differ (error rates of 6.0% vs. 5.8%; response times of 2536 ms vs. 2585 ms).

Pearlmutter (2000) found a somewhat less conclusive pattern. Using a self-
paced reading procedure, Pearlmutter tested complex subject phrases with stacked
PP-modifiers as exemplified in in (5) and (6).

(5) a. The lamp [near the painting [of the house]] was damagedin the flood.

b. The lamp [near thePAINTINGS [of the house]] was damaged in the
flood.

c. The lamp [near the painting [of theHOUSES]] was damaged in the
flood.

d. The lamp [near thePAINTINGS [of the HOUSES]] was damaged in the
flood.

8The details of this distance difference depend on the exact analysis of NPs and DPs respec-
tively, and on the analysis of adjunction. Note further, that the distance to the head noun might
not be the crucial measure but rather the distance to the maximal projection of the entire NP. High
attachment, however, decreases the distance also under this perspective.
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(6) a. The lamps [near the paintings [of the houses]] were damaged in the
flood.

b. The lamps [near thePAINTING [of the houses]] were damaged in the
flood.

c. The lamps [near the paintings [of theHOUSE]] were damaged in the
flood.

d. The lamps [near thePAINTING [of the HOUSE]] were damaged in the
flood.

As indicated by capitalization, N2 and N3 varied in their number specifications:
N2 or N3 or both or none of them mismatched N1 number. Pearlmutter’s first
experiment investigated sentences like (5) with a singularsubject. Reading times
in the verb region were enhanced whenever the subject contained a plural NP.
The increase was identical for sentences with plural N2 and sentences with plural
N3. Having both modifiers specified for plural did not increase the processing
difficulty any further. Numerically, the attraction penalty was even smaller in
sentences with two plural modifiers. Statistically, however, the three conditions
with a plural modifier did not differ from each other but differed from the faster
match condition. In summary, the experiment shows a distance independent and
non-additive attraction effect.

Pearlmutter’s second experiment attested attraction in sentences like (6) with
a plural subject. This is an interesting finding in itself since production studies
found virtually no attraction for plural subjects in English. In contrast to plural
attraction examined in the first experiment, singular attraction was distance depen-
dent. When N2 was singular as in (6b) and (6d), reading times in the verb region
were longer than in the match condition (6a). The number specification of N3,
in contrast, did not affect reading times. Furthermore, theattraction penalty was
reduced in comparison to the first experiment. Pearlmutter attributes the reduced
attraction effect in the second experiment to the markedness of plural which makes
a plural head noun less prone to interference. This asymmetry in susceptibility to
attraction corresponds to the asymmetry found in language production where at-
traction occurs almost exclusively with singular subjects. An obvious question is
then why plural subjects are vulnerable to attraction in thefirst place. Pearlmutter
concludes that intervening material weakens the subject’snumber marking. He
argues further that the strength of the number marking is determined by some
complexity metric. The exact nature of that metric as well aspotential differences
between language production and comprehension are left to future research. The
distance effect found in the second experiment is argued to be a joint effect of
the markedness of plural and the hierarchical nature of the feature tracking mech-
anism. The plural marking of the head noun is relatively strong and N3 is too
deeply embedded and therefore too weak to produce noticeable interference. This
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argumentation is pretty much in the spirit of the Marking andMorphing Model
(Bock et al., 2001; Eberhard et al., 2005), but it leaves openwhy attraction was
distance independent in the first experiment. Implicitly, Pearlmutter seems to at-
tribute the discrepancy to a kind of ceiling effect.9 The higher susceptibility to
interference makes singular subjects vulnerable to attraction even from the deeper
embedded N3.

Finally, investigating object attraction in Dutch sentence comprehension, Kaan
(2002) found distance effects in her judgment data but not inthe ERP data which
were obtained in parallel. Participants produced more judgment errors when sub-
ject and verb were separated by two phrases as in (7a) compared to (7b). The ERP
waveforms, in contrast, showed no effect of subject–verb distance.

(7) a. Hoewel
Although

de
the

keizer
emperor

volgens
according-to

het
the

gerucht
rumor

de
the

DISSIDENT

dissident
zal
will.SG

gaan
go

verbannen
ban

is
is

er
there

veel
a-lot-of

tegenstand
opposition

b. Hoewel
Although

volgens
according-to

het
the

gerucht
rumor

de
the

keizer
emperor

de
the

DISSIDENT

dissident
zal
will.SG

gaan
go

verbannen
ban

is
is

er
there

veel
a-lot-of

tegenstand
opposition

‘Although according to the rumor the emperor will go ban the dissident
there is a lot of opposition.’

Kaan interprets the distance effect in judgment accuracy asevidence for a lin-
ear slot model in combination with decay. The number properties of the subject
NP are stored in a linear slot in working memory and their activation level decays
over time. The longer distance between subject and verb is the more the activation
level decreases and the higher is the probability of overlooking an agreement vio-
lation and, respectively, of detecting an apparent agreement violation. Under the
assumption of an asymmetric number representation, the distance effect should
occur only in sentences with a plural subject. Although Kaandoes not report
a Number×Distance interaction, the error rates seem to confirm this expectation.
Note that the preceding discussion referred to the subject–verb distance. Although
this distance manipulation also affected the distractor–controller distance, the in-
cidence of attraction, on the other hand, was distance independent. But note that
the distance manipulation in (7) affects linear distance while the syntactic distance
increases only slightly at least under the assumption that (7a) and (7b) differ with
respect to the attachment site of the PP. Alternatively, onecould assume that the
difference results from movement of the subject NP. In this case, one would have

9A ceiling effect is explicitly taken into account for the non-additive nature of attraction in this
experiment (cf. Pearlmutter, 2000: 94).
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to explain what triggers the movement in (7a) and blocks it in(7b). To what ex-
tent movement would affect the syntactic subject–verb distance depends on the
particular landing site of such a movement operation.

4.3.3 Non-Intervening Attraction

Based on an observation made by Kimball and Aissen (1971), Clifton et al. (1999)
investigated the processing of agreement in relative clauses headed by a plural NP.
The second NP of the relative clause was either singular or plural. Two example
pairs are given (8) and (9). The arrows indicatewh-movement by connecting the
relative pronoun and its base position.

(8) a. *Lucine dislikes thePEOPLEwhoi ti think themanager knowthe an-
swers.

b. Lucine dislikes thePEOPLEwhoi ti think themanagers knowthe an-
swers.

(9) a. *Lucine dislikes thePEOPLE whoi the manager think ti know the
answers.

b. Lucine dislikes thePEOPLEwhoi themanagers think ti know the an-
swers.

The two sentences above differ with respect to the base position of the relative
pronounwho. Sentence (8) is an instance of short extraction. The relative pro-
noun is the subject of the relative clause; its trace is located to its immediate right.
Sentence (9), on the other hand, is an instance of long extraction. The relative
pronoun originates in the complement clause which is further embedded in the
relative clause. Note that the sentences are ungrammaticalwhen the second NP
of the relative clause is singular (the manager) but the corresponding verb (know
in (8) andthink in (9)) is not marked for singular. Kimball and Aissen (1971)ob-
served that some speakers accept sentences like (9a) despite the failure to agree.
They claim (9a) to be grammatical in a dialectal variety of English spoken in
the Boston area. Clifton et al. (1999) examined the same kindof sentences in
an experiment using incremental grammaticality judgments. The procedure re-
sembled a self-paced reading procedure with the only difference that participants
were instructed to abort a trial as soon as they had the impression that the sentence
(fragment) is unacceptable. In the beginning, each word wasreplaced by under-
scores. By pressing a key participants could move their way through the sentence
uncovering word by word (non-cumulatively). By pressing another key they could
indicate that the sentence fragment became unacceptable and finish the trial. The
method delivers cumulative rejection rates and a time course of rejection. In sum,
participants rejected sentences like (8a) and sentences like (9a) to a substantial
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degree (about 70%). Yet, the rejection rate was somewhat lower for sentences like
(9a) with a late gap than for sentences like (8a) with an earlygap. In grammatical
sentences, they reversed pattern occurred. Participants rejected sentences with a
late gap more often than sentences with an early gap. Thus, participants had more
difficulties when the subject–verb relation was embedded ina filler–gap relation.
They failed to detect the agreement violation in ungrammatical sentences above
average and rejected grammatical sentences.

While Kimball and Aissen (1971) attribute the difference between (8a) and
(9a) to grammar (see also Den Dikken, 2000, 2001), Clifton etal. (1999) argue
that the difference relates to a general processing difficulty and represents an error.
This discrepancy evidences that ‘error’ is a precarious notion. What one counts
as an error, another one considers an instance of language variation. This am-
biguity underscores once more the need of data elicitation under experimentally
controlled conditions. Clifton and colleagues base their classification of (9a) as an
error resulting from performance factors receives supportfrom offline judgments
obtained in a pilot study showing that participants consider sentences like (9a) as
ungrammatical as sentences like (8a).10 The crucial difference between these two
ungrammatical sentences, as Clifton and colleagues point out, is a structural one:
In (8) the filler–gap dependency between the relative pronoun who and its trace
precedes the subject–verb relation betweenmanager(s)andknow. In (9), on the
other hand, the subject–verb relation betweenmanager(s)andthink is embedded
within the filler–gap dependency between the relative pronoun whoand its trace.
As a consequence, the fillerwho(which is plural) is still active on processing the
verb think and therefore has a chance to interfere. Clifton et al. call this theDIS-
TANT PLURAL EFFECT. The authors emphasize that is not the active status of the
filler per se which is responsible for the distant plural effect but rather the fact
that the filler–gap relation and the subject–verb relation share a link in their pro-
jection paths. The partial tree in (10) illustrates this situation.11 Thewh-pronoun
in SpecCP passes its plural feature down the tree to its trace(dashed line in (10))
while the subject NPthe managerchecks its agreement features against the verb
located in the tense head (dotted line in (10)). As a result, two conflicting number
values have to be handled simultaneously along the path connecting T’ and TP.

10Note that further support comes from the pattern in grammatical sentences showing processing
difficulties in the same structural configuration (late gap).

11The tree in (10) is adapted from Clifton et al. (1999) and abstracts away from certain syntactic
assumptions, e.g., subject movement out of VP.
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(10) CPXXXXX
�����

whoi PL TP
PPPP

����
NP
aaaa

!!!!
the manager

T’
PPPP

����
T VP

PPPP
����

V

thinks

TPXXXXX
�����

ti know the answers

In order to make sure that the observed effects are indeed dueto feature handling—
more precisely due to the necessity to handle conflicting number values in sen-
tences like (9)—Clifton and colleagues ran a second experiment comparing sin-
gular and plural sentences.

(11) a. *Lucine dislikes thePEOPLE whoi the manager think ti know the
answers.

b. Lucine dislikes thePEOPLEwhoi themanagers think ti know the an-
swers.

(12) a. *Lucine dislikes thePERSONwhoi the manager think ti knows the
answers.

b. Lucine dislikes thePERSONwhoi the managers think ti knows the
answers.

Plural sentences are identical to the previous experiment—(11 repeats (9); singu-
lar sentences as in (12) differ in that the relative clause has a singular head noun
(person) and correspondingly a singular verb (knows). If the difficulties observed
in sentences like (9) are a pure complexity effect due to the late gap, singular
sentences like (12) and plural sentences like (11) are expected to behave alike. If
instead the difficulties arise from the number conflict between thewh-element and
the verb, processing of singular sentences should be easier. The results of the ex-
periment are somewhat mixed. Ungrammatical sentences confirmed the distance
plural effect. They were rejected more often when the head noun of the relative
clause was singular than when it was plural. Thus, participants had less difficul-
ties to detect the agreement violation in singular sentences like (12a) than in plural
sentences like (11a). Grammatical sentences, in contrast,show enormous process-
ing difficulties in singular sentences. Participants rejected sentences like (12b) as
often as ungrammatical sentences like (11a) (about 67%) andfar more often than
grammatical sentences with a plural head noun as in (11b). Clifton and colleagues
conjecture that these difficulties arise from multiple embedding: On encountering
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the verbknow(s)the parser has to construct an embedded complement, projecta
subject position, postulate a trace in that subject position, and associate the trace
with the filler who. While this might explain the general poor performance, it
predicts similar difficulties for grammatical plural sentences, contrary to what is
observed in the experiment (about 43%).

Clifton and colleagues also discuss an alternative accountattributing the diffi-
culty to the intervening plural feature ofmanagersandthink, respectively. They
put forward three arguments against such an account. First,they argue that such
an account requires the plural feature ofthink to remain available instead of being
discharged after checking againstmanagers. Note that this assumption is not nec-
essary if we assume that the nounmanagersis responsible for the checking error
regarding the second verbknows. The plural feature of the noun remains available
after checking since it is interpretable. Clifton et al. argue further that such an
account could not explain the distance plural effect, i.e. the difference between
(9a) and (8a). Again, this is not necessarily the case. Erroneous checking ofknow
againstmanagerinstead of checking it against the pluralwh-pronoun would hide
the agreement violation in (9a). In (9b) correct subject retrieval might be easier
because subject and verb are adjacent. I will come back to retrieval errors in and
across relative clauses in chapter 5. The third argument Clifton and colleagues
put forward concerns the time course of the effect. They object that rejection of
(12b) should be one word delayed in comparison to ungrammatical sentences like
(11a) and (12a). The rejection data show no such time lag. This is, however, only
a weak argument given that the distant plural effect occurred in both experiments
relatively late, at the final NPthe answers.

More recently, Wagers et al. (2009), replicated the distantplural effect in a
self-paced reading study. In this study, agreement violations do not lead to longer
reading times when a plural head noun seemingly legitimatedthe plural verb in
the relative clause, e.g.,The drivers who the runner wave to each morning honk
back cheerfully.

4.3.4 Morphophonological Factors

Under the label ‘morphophonological factors’, the production literature exten-
sively studied effects of morphophonological encoding—visibility of number mark-
ing, validity of real or seeming plural exponents, ambiguity, and regularity of plu-
ral marking. In addition to effects of the encoding of the agreement feature itself,
some studies also examined the role of case marking (for an overview see chapter
3 section 3.3.4 and references therein). For sentence comprehension, however,
there is only one study examining morphophonological influences. Severens et al.
(2008) investigate the role of number marking but in a broader sense. The study
examines the contribution of number ambiguity of the determiner—rather than
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ambiguity of the controller head noun itself. Dutch distinguishes common gender
and neuter gender. The common-gender article is identical in the singular and the
plural (de straat‘the street’ vs.de straten‘the streets’). The neuter-gender def-
inite article has a distinct form in the singular (het plein‘the square’) and shares
the plural form with common gender (de pleinen‘the squares’). In effect, the
determinerde is number ambiguous whereashet is unambiguously singular.

(13) a. De
the

straat
street

bij
near

de
the

kerk(en)
church(es)

is/*zijn
is/are

mooi.
beautiful

‘the street near the church(es) is beautiful’
b. Het

the
plein
square

bij
near

de
the

kerk(en)
church(es)

is/*zijn
is/are

mooi.
beautiful

‘the square near the church(es) is beautiful’

The material in Severens et al. (2008) was similar to a production study (Hart-
suiker et al., 2003) which demonstrated that ambiguity of the subject determiner
abets the incidence of attraction. An example sentence pairfrom the comprehen-
sion study is given in (13). In addition to the gender manipulation, Severens et al.
(2008) varied the number specification of the modifier (singular versus plural) and
the number specification of the verb which in turn affected the grammaticality of
the sentence—resulting in grammatical an ungrammatical sentences. Participants
in this study had to read sentences like (13) while an EEG was recorded. The ERPs
show different effects in ungrammatical sentences. Agreement violations elicited
an N400 effect in match conditions (e.g.,De straat bij de kerk zijn mooi) but a
P600 effect in mismatch conditions (e.g.,De straat bij de kerken zijn mooi). Gen-
der had a modulating effect on both components. In each case,the amplitude was
larger when the head noun was common gender and hence the determiner number
ambiguous. This finding suggests that attraction in comprehension is modulated
by number ambiguity in the same way it is in production.

4.3.5 Experiment 1

Experiment 1 serves as a reference experiment for number attraction in German
sentence comprehension. There is only one prior study on this topic (Hölscher
and Hemforth, 2000), but as noted earlier the results are inconclusive. The authors
themselves wonder whether the experiment suffers from someconfounds resulting
from properties of the sentence type in combination with thechoice of an eye-
tracking procedure. Participants in this study read sentences like (14).

(14) Die
the

Leitung
power-line

zu
to

den
the

HÄUSERN

houses
übersteht
withstands

den
the

Sturm
storm

unbeschadet.
undamaged

‘The power line to the houses withstands the storm undamaged.’
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Note that the choice of main clauses entailed that the finite verb immediately fol-
lowed the distractor. Since eye-tracking allows parafoveal reading and skipping
of particular words, reading times on the verb might be confounded by reading
times on the preceding distractor. And indeed, Hölscher andHemforth (2000)
found longer reading times on plural distractors which in turn entailed short read-
ing times on the verb (but see section 4.3.1 for critical discussion). Experiment
1 avoids this problem by means of an end-of-sentence judgment task and a slight
modification of the construction under examination. As shown below, Experi-
ment 1 employs embedded and therefore verb-final clauses. Furthermore, verb
and distractor were separated by an adverbial.

(15) Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

die
the

Oma
granny

der
of-the

K INDER

children
heute
today

angerufen
called

hat.
has

‘I know that the granny of the children called today.’

A third difference concerns the phrasal category of the modifier: It is PP in (14)
but a genitive NP in (15). The genitive construction is the German equivalent of
English subject NPs containing anof-prepositional phrase, for which number at-
traction occur in both language production and language comprehension. Further-
more, production studies—on German as well as on other languages—established
an asymmetry between singular and plural subjects in this construction: Sentences
with a singular subject modified by a plural NP were vulnerable to attraction er-
rors; sentences with a plural subject containing a singularmodifier showed only
little signs of attraction, unless the singular was made salient, e.g., by means of a
singular quantifier (cf. Eberhard, 1997).

4.3.5.1 Method

Participants

Forty-eight students of the University of Konstanz participated in the experiment.
All were native speakers of German and naive with respect to the aims of the
experiment. They received either course credits or were paid for participating in
the experiment.

Materials

Forty sentences like (15) were created. For later analyses,one sentence had to be
excluded because of a typo. All sentences were introduced bya matrix clause fol-
lowed by an embedded clause. The subject of this embedded clause was a complex
NP headed by the controller and modified by the distractor which was a genitive
phrase. Distractor and verb were separated by an adverbial.The embedded verb
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occurred in clause-final position and thus immediately before the judgment. Un-
grammatical sentences were constructed by changing the number feature of the
verb resulting in an agreement violation. Each sentence appeared in eight condi-
tions. Three experimental factors were manipulated, each having two values. The
factor Controller varied the number specification of the controller NP which was
either singular or plural, whereas the factor Distractor varied the number spec-
ification of the modifier NP which either matched or mismatched the controller
in number. Finally, the factor Grammaticality refers to thegrammaticality of the
whole sentence (grammatical versus ungrammatical) which was manipulated by
means of changing the number specification of the embedded verb. Ungrammati-
cal sentences were derived by replacing a singular verb by a plural verb and vice
versa. Table 4.1 presents an example sentence in all its versions; for the complete
material, see the appendix.

Table 4.1: Example of Sentences in Experiment 1.

Matrix clause:Ich erinnere mich daran(‘I remember that’)

Singular Controller

Match dass die Oma des Kindes ziemlich lautstark geklatschthat
that the granny of-the child fairly vociferously applaudedhas

Mismatch dass die Oma der Kinder ziemlich lautstark geklatscht hat
that the granny of-the children fairly vociferously applauded has

‘that the granny of the child(ren) applauded fairly vociferously’

Plural Controller

Match dass die Omas der Kinder ziemlich lautstark geklatscht haben
that the grannies of-the children fairly vociferously applauded have

Mismatch dass die Omas des Kindes ziemlich lautstark geklatscht haben
that the grannies of-the child fairly vociferously applauded have

‘that the grannies of the child(ren) applauded fairly vociferously’

Note. Ungrammatical sentences were derived by changing the number specification of the
final verb:hat was replaced byhabenand vice versa).

From the experimental sentences, eight stimulus lists weregenerated which
contained an equal number of sentences within each condition but each sentence
only in one of its eight versions. The experimental sentences within these lists
were randomized for each participant individually. The stimulus lists were in-
terspersed in a greater list of 108 filler sentences representing a wide range of
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syntactic constructions. The filler items mostly served as experimental items in
other experiments and included grammatical as well as ungrammatical sentences.

Procedure

Sentences were presented visually using the DMDX software developed by K.
Forster and J. Forster at Monash University and the University of Arizona (Forster
and Forster, 2003). Participants were seated in front of a computer monitor. They
were told that they would be presented sentences on the screen and that their task
was to judge the grammaticality of each sentence as quickly and as accurately as
possible. Participants initiated each trial by pressing the space-bar which triggered
the display of three fixation points in the center of the screen for 1,050 millisec-
onds. Thereafter, the sentence appeared on the screen: wordby word with each
word appearing at the same position (mid-screen). Each wordwas visible for 225
milliseconds plus additional 25 milliseconds for each character to compensate for
length effects. There was no interval between words. Immediately after the last
word of a sentence, three red question marks appeared on the screen, signaling to
the participants that they now were to make their judgment. Figure 4.4 illustrates
the procedure. Participants indicated their judgment by pressing either the left or
the right shift key on a computer keyboard. They used their right hand to indicate
that a sentence was grammatical and their left hand to indicate that it was ungram-
matical. If participants did not respond within 2,000 milliseconds, a red warning
line "zu langsam" (too slow) appeared on the screen and the trial was finished.
Prior to the experimental session, participants received practice trials to ensure
that they had understood the task. The practice items included both grammatical
and ungrammatical sentences, but no agreement violation. During the practice
trials but not during the experimental session participants received feedback as to
the correctness of their judgments.

4.3.5.2 Results

Data in Experiment 1 and all subsequent experiments were analyzed using R, ver-
sion 2.10.1 (R Development Core Team, 2009),12 and in particular thelanguageR
library (Baayen, 2010, see also Baayen, 2008) which makes use of thelme4pack-
age (Bates, 2005; Bates and Maechler, 2010). The analyses use mixed models
which have been argued to be superior to traditional analyses of variance because
they allow to simultaneously consider contributions of allfactors including par-
ticipants and items and covariates bound to them (cf. Baayenet al., 2008). Each

12R is an open source software for statistical computing and graphics, cf. http://www.r-
project.org/.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the speeded-grammaticality procedure used in Experiment 1

model includes participants and items as random effects to avoid the language-as-
a-fixed-effect fallacy (Clark, 1973). The models’ validitywas assessed by means
of likelihood ratio tests comparing the models with fixed effects to corresponding
null models including only the random effects. For all models reported in this
thesis, this test verified a significant difference between the model including fixed
effects and the null model.

Judgment data were analyzed using mixed logit models—generalized linear
mixed models suited for binomially distributed outcomes like binary judgments
(cf. Jaeger, 2008; Dixon, 2008). The analysis was run using R’s lmer function
with family specified as binomial to allow for a response variable with binary
outcome as constituted by the binary judgments in the experiment. In order to run
the analyses, responses were scored as either 1 (correct judgments) or 0 (erroneous
judgments). For each experimental factor, a contrast was defined and centered.
The model analysis yields estimates, standard errors,z-values andp-values for
each fixed effect and interaction as well as variance and standard deviation for
each random effect. Furthermore,lmer returns the quasi-log-likelihood of the
model which is computed using Laplace approximation.

Response times were analyzed using linear mixed-effects models with partic-
ipants and items included as random effects and the experimental factors as fixed
effects. Again R’slmer function was used. Prior to analysis, response times more
than 2 standard deviations above from the subject’s mean were replaced by the cut-
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off value (the value equal to 2 standard deviations above themean). Homogeneity
and normality were checked by visual inspection of the residual plots (plotting
residuals against fitted values). The model provides estimates, standard errors and
t-values for each fixed effect and interaction. Corresponding p-values were com-
puted using R’spvals.fncfunction that estimatesp-values based on Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling (cf. Baayen, 2008; Baayen et al., 2008).

Judgments

Percentages of correct judgments in Experiment 1 are shown in Table 4.2. Table
4.3 summarizes the estimates, standard errors (SE),z-values and corresponding
p-values for each fixed effect and interaction in a mixed logitmodel that includes
participants and items as random effects and Grammaticality, Controller and Dis-
tractor as fixed effects. The quasi-log-likelihood value isprovided in the table’s
caption.

Table 4.2: Percentages of Correct Judgments in Experiment 1

Singular Controller Plural Controller

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

grammatical 94 (1.6) 82 (2.5) 91 (1.9) 92 (1.8) 90
ungrammatical 95 (1.4) 93 (1.7) 91 (1.9) 91 (1.8) 93

Mean 95 87 91 92

Note. Values enclosed in parentheses are standard errors.

Table 4.3: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Mixed Logit Model for Judgments in Experi-
ment 1 (Log-Likelihood=−531)

Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 2.64 .14 17.97 < .001**
Grammaticality .33 .18 1.82 .068+
Controller −.13 .18 −0.72 .472
Distractor −.38 .18 −2.10 .036*
Grammaticality×Controller −.74 .36 −2.06 .040*
Grammaticality×Distractor .41 .36 1.16 .248
Controller×Distractor 1.06 .36 2.94 .003**
Grammaticality×Controller×Distractor −.87 .72 −1.22 .224

+ p<.1, * p<.05,** p<.01
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The pattern arising from Table 4.2 suggests an interaction involving all three
factors: Plural sentences yielded comparable error rates across conditions; singu-
lar sentences show a mixed pattern—grammatical sentences with a plural modifier
(=mismatching distractor) deviate from the rest in showinga substantial drop in
accuracy. Yet, the mixed logit model failed to find a significant interaction of
Controller, Grammaticality and Distractor. Instead, the model found a significant
interaction of Controller and Distractor as well as a main effect of Distractor. The
factor Distractor had an effect in singular sentences but not in plural sentences.
For singular sentences, judgment errors were more common when controller and
distractor mismatched in number. In addition, the model indicates a significant
interaction of Grammaticality and Controller and a marginally significant main
effect of Grammaticality. On average, participants produced more judgment er-
rors for grammatical sentences than for ungrammatical sentences. This means,
they erroneously rejected a grammatical sentence more often than they failed to
notice a real violation. However, this effect is absent in plural sentences. In fact,
it is substantial only in singular sentences with a plural distractor. In singular sen-
tences with a singular distractor it is hardly visible. Still, the interaction involving
all three factors is not significant.

Although the numbers in Table 4.2 suggest that participantsproduced more
errors in plural sentences, there the model failed to find a significant main effect
of Controller. The mean percentages of correct judgments did not differ between
singular sentences and plural sentences (both 91%). This statement has to be qual-
ified by the Controller×Distractor interaction. The drop of accuracy in singular
sentences with a plural distractor may have obscured a smalleffect of Controller.

To assess the distractor effect across pairs of conditions,I ran a mixed logit
model with participants and items as random effects and a grand factor as fixed
effect. The grand factor has eight levels according to the eight conditions that re-
sult from crossing the original experimental factors. I then specified contrasts
for each pair of match and corresponding mismatch condition. The analyses
confirm the mismatch effect for grammatical sentences with asingular subject
(estimate= −1.328,SE= .34,z = −3.94, p < .001). The effect is absent in
all other conditions (ungrammatical sentences with a singular subject: estimate
=−.477,SE= .41,z=−1.15, p= .25; grammatical sentences with a plural sub-
ject: estimate=−.163,SE= .34,z= .48, p= .63; ungrammatical sentences with
a plural subject: estimate=−.141,SE= .34,z= .42, p= .67).

Judgment Times

Response times more than 2 standard deviations above from the subject’s mean
were replaced by the cutoff value (the value equal to 2 standard deviations above
the mean). The resulting mean response times for correct judgments are shown in
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Table 4.4. Since only few judgment errors were made, furtheranalyses included
only response times for correct judgments. Response times were analyzed using
a linear mixed-effects model with participants and items asrandom effects and
Grammaticality, Controller and Distractor as fixed effects. Table 4.5 summarizes
the fixed effects.

Table 4.4: Mean trimmed response times for correct judgments (in ms) in Experiment 1

Singular Controller Plural Controller

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

grammatical 597 (20) 687 (27) 558 (19) 591 (20) 606
ungrammatical 586 (19) 671 (23) 642 (21) 698 (25) 648

Mean 591 678 600 644

Note. Values enclosed in parentheses are standard errors.

Table 4.5: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Linear Mixed-Effects Model for Response
Times in Experiment 1 (Log-Likelihood=−11867)

Estimate SE t pMCMC

(Intercept) 631.47 29.96 21.08 < .001**
Grammaticality 44.19 12.01 3.68 < .001**
Controller −10.27 12.00 −.86 .390
Distractor 66.55 12.00 5.55 < .001**
Grammaticality×Controller 94.28 24.03 3.92 < .001**
Grammaticality×Distractor 6.15 24.00 .26 .803
Controller×Distractor −38.38 23.99 −1.60 .110
Grammaticality×Controller×Distractor 13.16 48.00 .27 .766

Note. Only response times for correct responses entered analyses.
** p<.01

The model revealed a significant main effect of Distractor: Judgment times were
shorter when the genitive modifier shared the number specification of the con-
troller. Furthermore, the model indicates a significant main effect of Grammati-
cality: On average, grammatical sentences were judged faster than ungrammatical
ones. Yet, this grammaticality effect is present only in sentences with a plural
controller. For this sentence type, we see an increase of about 1000 ms in ungram-
matical sentences. For sentences with a singular controller, response times hardly
differ; numerically, grammatical sentences have even longer response times than
ungrammatical sentences. The Controller×Grammaticality interaction is signif-
icant. As a main effect, Controller is not significant. The factor Distractor, in
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contrast, was significant as a main effect. Response times were shorter when sub-
ject and modifier matched in number. Numerically, the penalty for a mismatching
distractor was higher in sentences with a singular subject;statistically, however,
the Controller×Distractor interaction failed significance—though it approached
marginal significance.

4.3.5.3 Discussion

Experiment 1 has two main results: The German genitive construction is vul-
nerable to attraction—visible in higher error rates and prolonged response times
for correct judgments. Moreover, as evident in Figure 4.5, attraction in the Ger-
man genitive construction exhibits the singular–plural asymmetry known from the
PP-modifier construction in other languages, e.g., English. If the head noun and
therefore the entire subject NP is singular, a plural modifier increases the inci-
dence of judgment errors. Singular modifiers lack a corresponding effect: If the
head noun is plural, error rates are the same in sentences with a singular modi-
fier and in sentences with a plural modifier. The pattern in response times is less
conclusive. Numerically, attraction penalties are visible for both singular distrac-
tors and plural distractors. Statistically, the critical interaction between Controller
and Distractor just missed marginal significance. Note thata clear-cut interpreta-
tion of response times in a speeded-grammaticality judgment experiment is dif-
ficult because an increase may reflect several distinct things. In the context of
attraction, prolonged response times may indicate difficulty to deal with conflict-
ing information—attraction—or just higher processing load due to higher seman-
tic complexity—the computation of an 1:1 relation in the match conditions (the
granny of the child, the grannies of the children) might be easier in comparison
to an 1:n relation (the granny of the children) or an n:1 relation (the grannies
of the child). The plausibility and/or naturalness of theserelations may vary as
well, thereby contributing to the inconclusiveness of the response time pattern.
The inclusion of grammatical and ungrammatical sentences complicates the in-
terpretation of response times even further. In grammatical sentences, a correct
judgment results if the parser ignores the distracting number information or re-
vises an initial error because this error lead to an agreement violation. In ungram-
matical sentences, in contrast, revision is unlikely as a source for an increase in
response times for correct judgments—an error would obscure an actual viola-
tion and hence fail to trigger reanalysis. For the moment, I will not pursue the
discussion of response times and concentrate on the error pattern instead.

For error rates, Experiment 1 attests plural attraction andfails to find singu-
lar attraction. This singular–plural asymmetry in Experiment 1 contrasts with the
study by Hölscher and Hemforth (2000) who found a reversed asymmetry (singu-
lar attraction but no plural attraction). As explained earlier, the use of main clauses
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Figure 4.5: Experiment 1: Attraction rates, defined as errorrate difference between a mis-
match condition and the corresponding match condition, andattraction penalties, defined
as response time increase in a mismatch condition relative to the corresponding match
condition

in Hölscher and Hemforth (2000) together with the decision to use an eye-tracking
procedure makes it possible that parafoveal reading underlies the reversed asym-
metry. Parafoveal reading may have hidden plural attraction, and it may have
created the illusion of singular attraction. Experiment 1 avoided this potential
confound by using embedded and therefore verb-final clausesin combination with
an end-of-sentence judgment task. I therefore conclude that modifier attraction in
German sentence comprehension is indeed restricted to plural distractors—as it is
in German sentence production (Hartsuiker et al., 2003; Hemforth and Konieczny,
2003; Hölscher and Hemforth, 2000; Pfau, 2003, 2009).

The parallelism of attraction in production and comprehension suggests a
common source, e.g., feature percolation that applies to anasymmetric repre-
sentation of number: The plural feature—explicitly represented—of a plural dis-
tractor percolates, turns the subject into a plural NP and creates the illusion of an
agreement violation; the singular feature of a singular distractor lacks an explicit
representation, hence cannot percolate and therefore fails to flaw the subject rep-
resentation. Such an explanation leaves open why attraction failed to affect the
error rate in ungrammatical sentences. If percolation applies, it would hide the
actual agreement violation. As a result, participants should produce a judgment
error, contrary to what is found in Experiment 1 .

Admittedly, the unexpected difference between grammatical and ungrammat-
ical sentences is problematic for any account. Though the reanalysis account pro-
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posed by Wagers et al. (2009) takes grammaticality explicitly into account, it pre-
dicts the opposite pattern: According to the reanalysis account, attraction occurs
during reanalysis of ungrammatical sentences. I postpone adetailed discussion to
after the reanalysis account is introduced.

4.4 Processes of Agreement Computation
During Sentence Comprehension

4.4.1 Steps in the Computation of Agreement

In order to build a full-fledged syntactic representation ofa sentence, the Human
Sentence Processing Mechanism (HSPM) has to complete the following subtasks.
First, each upcoming word of the input string has to be integrated into a develop-
ing phrase structure representation—the CURRENT PARTIAL PHRASE MARKER

(CPPM). I follow Mitchell (1994) in calling this taskSTRUCTURE ASSEMBLY.
Second, the verb has to be linked to its arguments in order to enable a thematic in-
terpretation. Third, the parser has to pursue several checking procedures regarding
various dependencies between certain items in the input. Checking is necessary
since structures built in the first pass are sometimes contradicted by later material
requiring a reanalysis. The dependencies to be checked include subcategoriza-
tion properties of verbs and case features assigned to NPs aswell as agreement
relations.

Structure assembly and checking are of central importance for the computation
of agreement. While structure assembly has always been at the center stage of
psycholinguistic investigations of the human parser, feature checking has only
recently become the subject of intensive research. At the same time the issue
of reanalysis started gaining increasing interest (cf. Fodor and Ferreira, 1998).
The mental operations responsible for checking subject–verb agreement during
language comprehension, in particular, have become a focusof research inspired
by work on attraction errors first observed in language production (cf. chapter 3).
In this dissertation, I use attraction errors as a tool for investigating the processes
involved in agreement checking in language comprehension.

Overall, a comparison that evaluates the compatibility of the controller’s and
target’s feature specification constitutes the heart of theagreement checking pro-
cess. But this comparison must be accompanied by processes that feed it. What
is needed is a mechanism computing the feature specificationof the controller as
well as a mechanism identifying the feature specification ofthe verb. The latter
will not be considered in this thesis any further taking for granted that the mor-
phological analysis somehow derives the abstract feature specification of the verb
from its morphological form. In order to execute the comparison, the two feature
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specifications must be available at the same time. This meansthat either the sub-
ject NP has to be retrieved on encountering the verb or the form of the verb has to
be predicted on the basis of the subject NP’s feature specification. In other words,
agreement checking is either a backward-looking process starting on encountering
the verb or a forward-predicting process starting already on processing the subject
NP. Both views have been advocated for in the literature (e.g., Nicol et al., 1997;
Nevins et al., 2007; Severens et al., 2008; Wagers et al., 2009).

With regard to the time course of the computation of agreement, two criti-
cal phases can be distinguished. The first phase concerns theassembly of the
agreement controller including the computation of its feature specification and its
integration into the CPPM. I call this phase theINTEGRATION PHASE. The second
phase concerns the checking processes started on or immediately after encounter-
ing the agreement target. Accordingly, I call the second phase theCHECKING

PHASE. In principle, each of these phases might be vulnerable to interference by
a distractor. Interference occurring during the integration phase would affect the
representation of the controller whereas interference occurring during the check-
ing phase would affect the checking processes themselves.

For subject–verb agreement, the integration phase includes all processes that
lead to the integration of the subject into the CPPM. In particular, subject integra-
tion involves two tasks: The parser has to build a phrase structure representation
of the subject NP and it has to determine the feature specifications of that NP.
The challenge regarding the second task is that the feature specification of the
whole NP must be computed from the feature specifications of its parts. There-
fore, the integration phase might be particular attractionprone when the subject
NP contains a distractor NP bearing a deviant number specification. An error in
determining the feature values of the subject NP results in aflawed subject repre-
sentation which in turn causes an attraction error when thisrepresentation is later
consulted for agreement checking. A distractor occurring outside the subject NP
(e.g., an object NP), however, should not harm the subject representation (but see
Hartsuiker et al., 2001; Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003).

The checking phase starts when the finite verb is encounteredand its number
specification is registered. At this point, the number specification of the verb has
to be compared with the subject’s number specification. In order to do so, the
number specification of the subject has to be active—either in form of a predic-
tion concerning the verb’s specification or via subject retrieval. In the first case,
the parser would predict the number specification of the verbafter it computed
the number specification of the subject NP. This prediction would have to be held
active until the verb comes. Checking would then involve thecomparison of the
predicted values against the actual values provided by the finite verb. In the second
case, the subject would have to be retrieved after encountering the verb. Checking
would then involve retrieval plus feature value comparisonbetween the retrieved
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value and the verb value. In principle, both hypotheses are compatible with at-
traction errors. In the first case, attraction flaws the prediction, in the second case
attraction has two chances to apply. Attraction during the integration phase would
lead to a wrong number value in the representation; comparison of the verb and
this flawed representation results in an agreement error. Furthermore, attraction
might be caused by erroneous retrieval. Retrieval of the distractor instead of the
actual agreement controller results in an agreement error when distractor and con-
troller differ in number.

4.4.2 Forward Specifying versus Backward Looking

In principle, we can imagine at least two ways how the subject’s number spec-
ification is made available for agreement checking. The parser can either build
up an expectation for the verb’s number based on the subject’s number (forward
specifying device) or it can retrieve the subject’s number specification on encoun-
tering the verb (backward looking device). Pearlmutter et al. (1999) consider
a third possibility, namely that the subject’s number specification is only com-
puted after initial parsing. Under this hypothesis, agreement features would be
ignored until an overtly number-marked verb triggers agreement checking. First-
pass reading times and in particular regression data from their eye-tracking study,
however, suggest that the parser computes the subject’s number specification be-
fore it meets the verb. Let us therefore come back to the first two possibilities
which both assume that the parser processes agreement features immediately and
determines the number specification of the subject NP prior to its encounter of
the verb. Nicol et al. (1997) argue that a comprehension device specifying the
number value of the upcoming verb in advance would be unnecessary since such
a prediction would be only useful when the verb is inflected. Nicol and colleagues
see supporting evidence in the finding that sentences with a modal verb—a non-
inflected verb—do not show signs of attraction. This is not a convincing argument
since it could also be the case that non-inflected verbs do notinitiate a checking
routine because they are compatible with the correspondingcontroller in any case.
Even if a non-inflected verb triggers agreement checking it conflicts with neither
a singular subject nor a plural subject. Given that lack of a feature conflict no
apparent agreement violation can result from attraction.13

Nicol and colleagues argue that a forward specifying devicewould fail for
complex subject NPs involving coordination of two NPs. Thisargument, however,
is only valid when the prediction is based on the first conjunct. If the prediction
is made only when subject integration is completed, coordination would be no

13This argumentation is inspired by the three-way matching algorithm (match, mismatch, no
mismatch) proposed by Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson (1991).
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problem for a forward specifying mechanism.
A more robust argument against a forward specifying mechanism of agree-

ment computation lays in the finding that attraction effectsin comprehension seem
to be delayed. On-line measure like self-paced reading and eye-tracking show at-
traction effects only in the spill-over region following the verb. This is unexpected
when the verb’s agreement feature values are checked against the predicted val-
ues. Prediction makes the values early available; they can be checked against the
actual agreement feature values as soon as the verb is encountered.

Nevins et al. (2007) present a third argument making use of neurophysio-
logical measures. The logic of their argument is based on theassumption that
a forward-specifying mechanism is comparable to priming. In a way, the sub-
ject’s number specification primes the verb’s feature specification, though in my
view one has to be cautious to equate creating an expectationconcerning an ab-
stract feature specification with semantic priming. Previous research on semantic
anomalies has shown N400 effects sensitive to the degree of (im)probability of
the critical item (e.g., Federmeier and Kutas, 1999; Kutas and Hillyard, 1980).
Under this perspective, an agreement violation that concerns two features should
be more severe and therefore elicit a stronger ERP effect that a single violation. In
their study, Nevins and colleagues compared two types of sentences with a single
agreement violation (incorrect number or incorrect gender) and sentences with a
double violation (number plus gender). The study revealed aP600 effect which
was of similar size in all three violation types.14 Nevins et al. presume that the
lack of a feature distance effect (single-violation versusdouble violation) suggests
the absence of a prediction concerning the verb’s feature specification. But they
also note that there is reason for caution regarding the generalizability of these
findings. Clearly, more research is needed at this point.

4.4.3 Attraction Accounts

While reviewing the literature on attraction in language comprehension I already
discussed the attraction accounts proposed there. In the following, I will clas-
sify them into two families, systematize their presentation and derive predictions
that follow from these accounts. Note that the discussion only includes attraction
accounts that have been explicitly proposed for language comprehension. Attrac-
tion accounts available in the production literature will not considered in detail,
although some may be conferrable to comprehension. A broader evaluation of
attraction accounts will be provided in chapter 7.

14In addition, Nevins et al. (2007) included a condition with incorrect person and gender speci-
fication which differed quantitatively from the other threeconditions. This discrepancy, however,
is presumably best attributed to the person feature.
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4.4.3.1 Overview

Above, I distinguished two critical phases in the course of agreement computa-
tion: (i) the integration phase which involves all processes contributing to build
a phrase structure representation for the subject NP and integrate it into the un-
folding sentence representation, and (ii) the checking phase which involves in
particular subject retrieval for the purpose of agreement checking. A third phase
comes into play when the parser detects an agreement violation and initiates a
reanalysis. In principle, all three phases could be the source of attraction. Ac-
cordingly, attraction accounts could be classified into three families, depending
on the phase they consider responsible for attraction. Alternatively, attraction ac-
counts can be classified according to the process they assumeto be disrupted in
case of attraction. This latter division is related to the first one but not identical
with it. In the following, I distinguish FEATURE-TRACKING ACCOUNTS which
assume that the distractor interferes with the task of computing and maintaining
the subject’s number specification and RETRIEVAL-INTERFERENCEACCOUNTS

which assume that the distractor hampers the task of retrieving the subject’s num-
ber specification.

Feature-tracking accounts attribute attraction to interference during the pro-
cessing of the distractor. In case the distractor is part of the subject NP, the inter-
ference arises during the integration phase. Interferencerelated to feature tracking
affects the subject representation through erroneous feature transfer from the dis-
tractor to the subject NP. A prominent instantiation of thisidea is the PERCOLA-
TION ACCOUNT proposed by Nicol et al. (1997). In essence, this sort of account
assumes similar attraction mechanisms for both sentence production and sentence
comprehension. Feature transfer from the distractor to thesubject yields a flawed
subject representation. As a consequence, an incorrect verb form is produced
during language production while an agreement violation remains unnoticed and,
respectively, an illusionary agreement violation is detected during language com-
prehension.

Retrieval-interference accounts attribute attraction tointerference during ei-
ther the checking phase or reanalysis. Instead of the subject’s number value, the
distractor’s number value is retrieved resulting in an agreement error when the two
NPs differ in their number specifications. Prima facie, attributing attraction errors
to retrieval-based interference during the checking phasemight be specific for lan-
guage comprehension. Yet, Badecker and Kuminiak (2007) suggested something
similar for language production. For language comprehension, recent evidence
shows that syntactic processing can be disrupted by interfering items. Interfer-
ence effects have been found in configurations where the parser needs to retrieve
some earlier information from the CPPM in order to integratethe current word.
Gordon and colleagues, for example, have shown that interference contributes to
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the increased complexity of object-extracted constructions (relative clauses and
clefts) in contrast to subject-extracted constructions (cf. Gordon, Hendrick, &
Johnson, 2001, 2004; Gordon, Hendrick, & Levine, 2002). In addition, Van Dyke
and Lewis (2003) have observed that recovery from a garden-path can become
particularly difficult when the ambiguous region contains interfering items. As
indicated by these two examples, retrieval interference has an effect on sentence
processing in first-pass parsing as well as during reanalysis. For attraction errors
in agreement computation, Wagers et al. (2009) argue that checking processes
play only a role in ungrammatical sentences and attraction accordingly can only
arise during reanalysis. I call their model therefore the REANALYSIS ACCOUNT.
The CHECKING ACCOUNT, in contrast, states that attraction in terms of inter-
ference can occur already during first-pass parsing becauseagreement is checked
obligatorily.

4.4.3.2 The Percolation Account

The idea of percolation was first brought forward to explain attraction phenomena
in language production (Vigliocco and Nicol, 1998)15 but has been adopted for
language comprehension (Nicol et al., 1997; Pearlmutter etal., 1999; Pearlmutter,
2000). According to the percolation account, attraction errors result from some
kind of erroneous feature migration during the computationof the subject NP.
In a complex subject NP likethe key to the cabinets, the plural feature on the
distractorcabinetserroneously percolates to the NP headed by the controllerkey.
As a result, the singular subject NP turns into a plural NP on processing the plural
distractor. When the parser later checks the singular verb the now plural NP, it
detects an apparent agreement violation. Accordingly, theparser fails to notice an
actual agreement violation when it later comes across a plural verb.

Note that percolation or some alternative mechanism of feature transfer (e.g.,
spreading activation as in the Marking and Morphing Model ofProduction (Bock
et al., 2001; Eberhard et al., 2005)) is necessary to computethe feature specifica-
tion of phrases containing more than the head. Thus, featurepercolation from the
head noun to the NP node is a regular, rather than an erroneousprocess. In case of
modifier attraction, percolation erroneously goes too far and transfers the number
specification of the embedded distractor to the subject NP asa whole. In (16), the
dashed line indicates the part of the percolation path that is licit while the dotted
line indicates erroneous percolation.

15The literature refers to an earlier version of this paper, e.g., Nicol et al. (1997) cite it as
Vigliocco & Nicol, 1996.
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The percolation account easily explains two major properties of attraction errors.
It accounts for the observed asymmetry between singular andplural and it explains
why syntactic distance plays a crucial role. The asymmetry easily follows when an
asymmetric representation of number is assumed (cf. Eberhard, 1997). If singular
remains unspecified, percolation cannot occur with singular distractors for the
simple reason that there is nothing to percolate. Plural distractors, in contrast,
have a plural feature in their representation and thereforepercolation has a chance
to apply.

Distance effects follow the length of the percolation path.The distance be-
tween distractor and verb is irrelevant because percolation targets the maximal
NP node which in turn explains why the distractor-controller distance determines
the likelihood of attraction. Moreover, percolation offers an explanation for the
finding that the syntactic distance is crucial while linear distance only plays a mi-
nor role. The deeper the distractor is embedded the longer isthe percolation path
to the maximal NP and therefore the less likely is attraction.

The percolation account is at least implausible for configurations in which
the subject NP does not contain the distractor;16 percolation could only account
for object attraction if it is unconditional, that is if features can freely migrate
through the representation.17 Licit percolation, however, is bounded; it transfers
the feature specification of a head to its maximal phrase. In case of modifier
attraction, percolation goes erroneously a little bit further; the distractor’s feature
reaches the maximal projection of the NP containing it. In order to capture object
attraction as well as non-intervening attraction as inLucine dislikes the people who
the manager think know the answerswe are forced to assume that percolation goes

16But see (Hartsuiker et al., 2001) for a percolation account of object attraction.
17Activation-based models such as the Marking and Morphing Model (Bock et al., 2001) pro-

posed for agreement computation in language production assume that the number information may
flow unobstructed throughout a structural network giving way to interference from any NP even
outside the subject NP (cf. Eberhard et al., 2005).
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far beyond the maximal NP. Moreover, we had to assume that percolation goes
downward since the subject NP does not contain the distractor. The tree in (17)
exemplifies this for object attraction.
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While percolation may be sensitive to the morphophonology of number marking,
there is no reason to assume that it is also sensitive to case marking. Attraction
may be more effective the stronger or more salient the morphological exponent
of number is. Reversely, the determination of the correct number specification of
the subject NP might be easier in the presence of unambiguousnumber marking
of the head noun and/or the determiner. Replicating findingsfrom production
(Hartsuiker et al., 2003), Severens et al. (2008) found lessattraction when the
subject NP contained an unambiguous determiner. Since caseand number are
independently specified—although morphologically realized by a single exponent
in inflectional languages like German—percolation of the abstract number feature
should be independent of case marking. This prediction willbe tested in a series
of experiments investigating object attraction (cf. chapter 6).

4.4.3.3 A Checking Account

The Checking Account was first presented in Häussler et al. (2004). Essentially, it
attributes attraction to retrieval errors during the checking phase and possibly dur-
ing reanalysis as well. The checking account relies on the assumption that agree-
ment checking is mandatory. Furthermore, it assumes that the checking processes
involve subject retrieval rather than the comparison of a predicted verb-number
value and the actual verb-number value. Retrieval occasionally fails and deliv-
ers the distractor instead of the subject NP. An agreement error results when the
two NPs differ in their number specifications. Recently, Badecker et al. (2006)
and Badecker and Kuminiak (2007) suggested something similar for language
production. For language comprehension, Wagers et al. (2009) propose an attrac-
tion account that attributes attraction errors to retrieval errors. Their proposal,
however, differs from the checking account with respect to the processing phase
responsible for attraction. While the checking account assumes that attraction er-
rors occur during first-pass parsing, Wagers and colleaguesassume that attraction
errors occur during reanalysis (cf. 4.4.3.4).
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Attributing attraction to the processes responsible for checking subject–verb
agreement seems to be discredited by the finding that the linear distance between
distractor and verb is not crucial for the incidence of attraction. This argument,
however, is only valid if retrieving the subject for purposes of agreement checking
involves a linear, backward-search through the sentence conceived of as a string
of words. But this is a rather implausible scenario. If retrieving the subject in-
volves any search at all, it is unlikely that it is the word string which is searched.
Given what is known about the storage of sentences in workingmemory, such a
search process would have to apply to a hierarchical syntactic representation. Fur-
thermore, McElree (2000) and McElree, Foraker and Dyer (2003) have provided
evidence that subject retrieval during sentence comprehension is mediated by a di-
rect access mechanism, not by a search process. Evidence forcue-based retrieval
is not limited to subject retrieval but comes also from experiments demonstrat-
ing an impact of similarity-based interference on garden-path recovery (Van Dyke
and Lewis, 2003) as well as on processing difficulties in object-extracted rela-
tive clauses (Gordon et al., 2001, 2004) and object-clefts (Gordon et al., 2002;
Van Dyke and McElree, 2006). Interference effects arise whenever the cues nec-
essary to retrieve a certain item are associated with more than one item in the
current memory representation (Lewis and Vasishth, 2005; Van Dyke and Lewis,
2003; Van Dyke and McElree, 2006). Both a hierarchical search through the syn-
tactic tree and a direct access mechanism along the lines of McElree et al. (2003)
would be compatible with the finding that number attraction is not determined by
the linear distance between verb and distractor but by the hierarchical distance
between distractor and subject NP.

The checking account in combination with a direct access mechanism of re-
trieval predicts that attraction is sensitive to all features that are part of the retrieval
cue set. A first-hand candidate for being among the retrievalcues is nominative
case. Therefore, the checking account, in contrast to the percolation account, pre-
dicts that attraction is sensitive to case marking. A distractor which is morpholog-
ically compatible with nominative case is more likely to interfere than a distractor
which is unambiguously marked for some case other than nominative. At the same
time, a subject NP which is case ambiguous may be harder to retrieve than a sub-
ject NP which is unambiguously marked for nominative case. This prediction will
be tested in chapter 6. Predictions regarding the role of number marking depend
on the particular retrieval cues and whether or not number isamong them. Prima
facie it seems self-evident to assume that number is among these cues. Given that
number and case form a natural class, both features may be used together. Fur-
thermore, the verb comes with a number specification which has to agree with
the subject’s number specification, so why not use it to retrieve the subject? Note
first that in such a scenario checking in terms of feature-value comparison would
be superfluous since agreement is presupposed. The checkingprocess would be
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identical with the retrieval process. Second and more importantly, number is not a
genuine subject property. Empirical evidence against the assumption that number
is a first-pass retrieval cue comes from studies investigating sentences with local
subject–object ambiguities as in (18).

(18) a. Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

die
the

Sekretärin
secretary

die
the

Kollegen
colleagues

informiert
informed

hat.
has

‘I know that the secretary informed the colleagues.’

b. Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

die
the

Sekretärin
secretary

die
the

Kollegen
colleagues

informiert
informed

haben.
have

‘I know that the colleagues informed the secretary.’

The two sentences in (18) are identical up to the clause-finalauxiliary. The two
NPs in the embedded clauses are both compatible with nominative case as well
as accusative case. Therefore, the embedded clause is each locally ambiguous
between an SO structure and an OS structure. Number agreement resolves the
ambiguity: In (18a) the auxiliaryhat is singular, therefore the singular NPdie
Sekretärinmust be the subject; (18b) can only have an OS structure with the
plural NPdie Kollegenas its subject because the auxiliaryhabenis plural. Lo-
cally ambiguous object-before-subject sentences exhibitstrong garden-path ef-
fects when disambiguated by number agreement between subject and verb (for
recent overviews see Bader and Bayer, 2006; Bornkessel and Schlesewsky, 2006).
Crucially, sentences like (18b) are only rarely reanalyzedsuccessfully as evi-
denced by the low percentages of correct judgments in Bader and Meng (1999).
In this experiment using the method of speeded grammaticality judgments, par-
ticipants rejected locally ambiguous OS sentences most of the time and reliably
more often than corresponding SO sentences (51% versus 15% error rate).18 Fur-
thermore, the garden-path effect is smaller when disambiguation is reached by
case (cf. Meng and Bader, 2000a). These two findings are unexpected if num-
ber was central for subject retrieval—number would unambiguously identify the
correct subject. Thus, there are strong arguments against the idea that number is
a subject-retrieval cue during first-pass parsing, although number might be help-
ful in a second step when recovering from a garden-path effect. If number is not
among the retrieval cues the probability of erroneous distractor retrieval is inde-
pendent of the number specification. Interference is then equally possible with
singular and plural distractors and thus no asymmetry between singular and plural
is predicted.

In a way, the percolation account and the checking account are complementary
to each other. Modifier attraction and its properties (distance effects, singular–

18Some studies report a slightly better accuracy for OS sentences but still far below the accuracy
for SO sentences (e.g., 64% vs. 86% correct judgments in Mengand Bader, 2000a.
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plural asymmetry, sensitivity to number marking) are best explained in terms of
feature transfer, e.g., by means of percolation. The checking account has some—
although presumably not insurmountable—difficulties to handle these findings.
On the other hand, the percolation account fails to explain object attraction and
non-intervening attraction which both can be captured by the checking account.
Furthermore, the two accounts make conflicting predictionsconcerning the role
of case marking. The morphological realization of case should be irrelevant under
the percolation hypothesis, whereas retrieval interference may well be sensitive to
it.

4.4.3.4 The Reanalysis Account

The REANALYSIS ACCOUNT proposed in Wagers et al. (2009) represents another
version of a retrieval-interference account. It pursues the same idea as the Check-
ing Account sketched above but restricts checking processes and accordingly the
incidence of attraction to reanalysis triggered by the detection of an agreement vi-
olation. This restriction follows from the assumption thatagreement computation
uses a forward specifying device. The processing of the subject NP triggers the
expectation of a verb sharing the subject’s number specification. When later the
parser meets the verb, it checks the verb’s actual feature values against the pre-
dicted values. If the values match, as is the case in grammatical sentences, nothing
else happens and the distractor has no chance to interfere. In ungrammatical sen-
tences, in contrast, the verb’s feature values do not match the predicted values.
The parser initiates a reanalysis involving a cue-based retrieval. Since the distrac-
tor matches some of the cues it is occasionally mistakenly retrieved instead of the
actual controller NP. If the distractor has a feature specification mismatching the
controller (and thereby matching the verb form which is in fact ungrammatical),
the agreement requirement is seemingly satisfied. This would explain why read-
ing times are decreased in comparison to sentences where thedistractor matches
the controller and therefore cannot hide the agreement violation

Wagers and colleagues base the Reanalysis Account on two findings: the
emergence of attraction with non-intervening distractorsand the absence of at-
traction in grammatical sentences. The first finding provides evidence against
percolation and any other version of an integration-interference account attribut-
ing attraction to a flawed subject representation resultingfrom interference during
the processing of the distractor. In sentences like (19) thedistractor precedes the
subject NP.
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(19) a. THE MUSICIAN who the reviewer praises/*praiseso highly will
probably win a Grammy

b. THE MUSICIANS who the reviewer praises/*praiseso highly will
probably win a Grammy

Given that the distractor in (19) is structurally quite distant from the controller and
given that distance effects were a crucial argument for feature transfer (e.g., via
percolation), finding attraction in such a configuration is hardly compatible with
the assumption of feature transfer. Moreover, the distractor is not even part of
the controller NP, it is rather the other way round—the distractor NP contains
the controller. Feature transfer therefore would have to beunconventional or
more indirect. Thus, non-intervening attraction sheds doubts on any integration-
interference account.

Wagers and colleagues take the second finding—the lack of attraction in gram-
matical sentences—as direct evidence for the reanalysis hypothesis. They con-
clude that agreement computation is a predictive process infirst-pass parsing. This
conclusion contrasts with studies demonstrating attraction effects in grammatical
sentences (Nicol et al., 1997; Pearlmutter et al., 1999; Pearlmutter, 2000).19 Wa-
gers and colleagues argue that attraction effects in grammatical sentences might
result from a different source and probably reflect some later processes. Off-line
measures like the maze task and the sentence classification task used in Nicol
et al. (1997) are suspected to be particularly sensitive to such late processes.
Yet, attraction in grammatical sentences was not only demonstrated by means of
off-line measures but also by means of on-line measures likeself-paced reading
(Pearlmutter et al., 1999; Pearlmutter, 2000) and eye-tracking (Pearlmutter et al.,
1999; Hölscher and Hemforth, 2000). Wagers and colleagues suggest that the—
according to them apparent—attraction effect in grammatical sentences found in
Pearlmutter et al. (1999) has nothing do with agreement but rather stems from the
morphological complexity of the plural distractor. In order to prove their hypoth-
esis, Wagers and colleagues ran an experiment with materialalmost identical to
the material used in Pearlmutter et al. (1999) with the only difference that they in-
serted an adverbial between the distractor and the verb (The slogan on the posters
unsurprisingly was designed to get attention). Both ungrammatical and grammat-
ical sentences showed longer reading times in the verb region when the distractor
was plural, but only ungrammatical sentences showed the expected attraction ef-
fect in the verb spill-over region. Wagers et al. therefore conclude that the reading
times in the verb region reflect the complexity of plural while the reading times
in the spill-over region reflect attraction. Even if we follow the argument that

19Even in their own data, Wagers and colleagues found signs of attraction in grammatical sen-
tences at least in one experiment (experiment 5), although somewhat delayed in comparison to
ungrammatical sentences.
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reading times on the verb may be confounded by attraction-independent effects
of the distractor (plural complexity) the findings in Pearlmutter (2000) still need
an explanation which does not restrict attraction to reanalysis. Pearlmutter found
increased verb reading times in mismatch conditions (all grammatical) even when
the plural distractor did not immediately precede the verb,e.g., inThe lamp near
the paintings of the house was damaged in the flood. Furthermore, the plural-
complexity hypothesis fails for singular attraction as found in Pearlmutter (2000).



The owner of the house
who charmed the realtors
was no longer willing to sell.

(Nicol, Forster and Veres, 1997) 5
Attraction in Relative Clauses

When reading a sentence likeThe owner of the house who charmed the realtors
was no longer willing to sell, people occasionally have the impression that the
sentence is ungrammatical. In an experimental setting requiring a quick grammat-
icality judgment, participants therefore reject such a sentence from time to time
(Nicol et al., 1997). The finding that the error rate is reduced for corresponding
sentences with a singular relative-clause object (realtor instead ofrealtors) sug-
gests to attribute the error to attraction. The current chapter addresses attraction in
a particular relative-clause construction, namely relative clauses with a possessive
relative pronoun (e.g.,The owner whose houses I photographed was no longer
willing to sell).

5.1 Introduction

Prior research on number attraction in the context of relative clauses has focused
on differences between phrasal and clausal modifiers (e.g.,Bock and Miller, 1991;
Bock and Cutting, 1992), differences in terms of semantic integration (Solomon
and Pearlmutter, 2004) and the role of syntactic distance (Nicol, 1995). These
studies found only few attraction errors when the distractor was part of an em-
bedded clause. Solomon and Pearlmutter (2004) report a three-way gradation:
Distractors in a PP (e.g.,the report of the nasty auto accidents) caused more at-
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traction errors than distractors in a relative clause (e.g., the report that described
the traffic accidents) which in turn elicited higher attraction rates than distractors
in a complement clause (e.g.,the report that Megan described the traffic acci-
dents).

The studies cited above examined number attraction in sentence production.
For language comprehension, attraction operating from a relative clause has been
attested in Nicol et al. (1997). Comparing high and low attachments, Nicol and
colleagues found attraction in comprehension to be sensitive to syntactic distance.
In their study, attraction effects only occurred when the relative clause contain-
ing the distractor was attached to the controller (e.g.,the owner of the house who
charmed the realtors), but not when the relative clause was attached to the em-
bedded NP in the PP-modifier (e.g.,the owner of the house which charmed the
realtors). Nicol and colleagues took this distance effect as evidence for feature
percolation. The further away the distractor is from the controller, the lower are
the chances for the distractor’s plural feature to reach themaximal NP node of the
subject and thereby flaw the subject representation.

Relative clauses are interesting also for a further reason.Since the relative
clause construction involves two subject–verb agreement relations, it allows for
examining two attraction configurations: attraction operating out of the relative
clause and attraction operating into the relative clause. In the first case, an NP in
the relative clause affects the computation of agreement inthe embedding clause.
As in the classical attraction configuration with PP-modifiers, the distractor fol-
lows the controller and is part of a larger constituent modifying it. Since the
controller occurs to the left of the distractor, I call this constellation LEFTWARD

ATTRACTION. (1) illustrates the configuration for leftward attraction. Follow-
ing the praxis in the previous chapters, bold faced letters indicate controller and
target, capitalization indicates the distractor; arrow pointing from the distractor
to the controller indicates attraction, a line connecting controller and target high-
lights the relevant agreement relation.

Attraction

(1) [ . . .[NP controller i [RC . . .DISTRACTOR . . .]] verb ]

Agreement

In the second case, the number specification of the relative-clause head noun af-
fects the agreement processing within the relative clause.This time, the distractor
precedes the controller which now occurs to the right of the distractor. Therefore,
I call this constellation RIGHTWARD ATTRACTION. For illustration see (2).
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Attraction

(2) [ . . .[NP DISTRACTORi [RC . . .controller . . .verb ]] . . .]

Agreement

Note that in (2) the distractor precedes the controller and thus does not inter-
vene between agreement controller (relative-clause subject) and agreement target
(relative-clause verb). This constellation is particularly interesting since it chal-
lenges any account which attributes attraction to faulty representation of the agree-
ment controller arising during the integration of the distractor. I will return to this
in section 5.5 discussing rightward attraction in greater detail.

The terms leftward attraction and rightward attraction arenot meant to presup-
pose any specifics about the actual mechanisms underlying attraction, in particular
the terms do not presuppose a feature transfer from the distractor to the controller.
The direction indicated by the terms concerns the linear precedence of distractor
and affected agreement relation fixed by its controller.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introducesthe particular
relative-clause construction employed in a series of experiments. Section 5.3
presents the first experiment of that series. The next two sections then address left-
ward attraction and rightward attraction separately. Section 5.4 discusses leftward
attraction—-the direction of attraction known from previous studies. Section 5.5
shows that attraction also occurs in a rightward direction—a non-intervening dis-
tractor affects an agreement relation to its right. Finally, section 5.6 summarizes
the findings and discusses their general implications for the processes underlying
the computation of subject–verb agreement and, respectively, the phenomenon of
attraction.

5.2 The Relative-Clause Construction at Issue

The experiments in the current chapter employ a relative clause construction which
is new in the context of number attraction. Since this construction also exists in
English, I introduce it by the help of the English example below.

(3) The coachi [RC whosei athletes were doped] was suspended.

The relative clause in (3) is introduced by a relative pronoun co-indexed with the
relative-clause head noun. The relative pronoun is a possessor and together with
the following noun it forms an NP which is the subject of the relative clause.
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5.2.1 Syntactic Analysis

5.2.1.1 General Structure of Relative Clauses

The debate on the analysis of relative clauses centers on theattachment site of the
relative clause and the base position of the head noun. According to the traditional
analysis (e.g., Chomsky, 1977; Quine, 1960; Stockwell et al., 1973 and many
others), the head noun is generated in a position external tothe relative clause
which in turn is adjoined to N, N’ or NP depending on the particular assumptions
one makes with regard to the phrase structure of nominal phrases.

(4) a. NP b. NP

Det N/N’ NP CP

N/N’ CP

Under the nowadays widely accepted assumption that nominalphrases are in fact
DPs headed by a determiner, (Abney, 1987; Szabolcsi, 1983; for German see
Olsen, 1991)1 adjunction to DP become available as an additional option. Fur-
thermore, adjunction to NP changes its status since it targets no longer the maxi-
mal phrase. The NP-adjunction analysis seems to be particularly popular among
semanticists (for discussion see Heim and Kratzer, 1998) since it allows treating
the relative clause like any other modifier and associating it with the head noun
via predicate modification. Note that adjunction at some level below the maxi-
mal phrase runs into problems when the relative clause modifies a complex NP
involving two heads, e.g., conjoined NPs as inTom and Jerry who chase each
other.2

(5) a. DP b. DP

D NP DP CP

NP CP D NP

Another issue discussed in the semantic literature concerns the difference between
restrictive and appositive relative clauses. The former are argued to be in the scope
of the determiner which suggests a structure as in (5a). The determiner has scope
over the relative clause when the latter is attached to N or N’in the traditional
analysis (cf. (5b) or to NP in combination with the DP-hypothesis (cf. (5a)).
An alternative way to establish a close relation between determiner and relative

1For arguments against the DP-hypothesis see Payne, 1993; Bruening, 2009.
2This construction is known as the hydra-construction (Link, 1984).
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clause is to analyze the latter as the complement of D. This assumption is part of
the Head Raising Analysis which will be outlined in turn. Before doing so, I will
examine the internal structure of the relative clause.

The relative clause itself is usually assumed to be a CP (or S’in earlier ter-
minology),3 at least when it is headed by a relative pronoun. Inside the relative
clause the relative pronoun or an empty operator occupies the left edge (SpecCP)
and is linked to the external head via coindexation. Thus, the internal structure of
a relative clause corresponds to the structure of embeddedwh-questions. Just like
awh-phrase the relative pronoun originates in an argument or adjunct position and
moves to the left leaving a gap4 in its base position. This movement is an instance
of A’-movement and is subject to the corresponding restrictions. The resulting
structure is shown in (6).

(6) The drugi [CP Opi/whichi the athlete took ti]

As noted at the outset of the present section, a crucial question in the discussion
of relative clauses concerns the base position of the relative clause head noun.
The Head External Analysis as sketched above assumes that the head noun orig-
inates outside the relative clause whereas the Head RaisingAnalysis assumes
a relative-clause internal base position of the head noun. Athird analysis, the
Matching Analysis, combines the two analyses by assuming two heads one of
which is deleted under identity (for a recent review of thesethree main analyses
see Salzmann, 2006). Although the three competing analysescoexist already for a
long time, the Head External Analysis was the standard analysis for decades. The
picture changed in the mid-nineties when the other two analyses experienced a re-
vival. Nowadays the Head Raising Analysis which will be outlined in turn seems
to be predominant in the literature although to a high degreefor theory internal
reasons.

The Head Raising Analysis5 assumes that the head noun originates relative
clause internally and undergoes raising to the edge of the relative clause. Imple-
mentations of this idea vary with respect to the phrasal category of the head noun
(NP or DP), its final position (relative clause internal or relative clause external)
and the nature of the head-clause relation (complementation or adjunction). The
Head Promotion Analysis was originally proposed in the seventies (Schachter,

3Alternative proposals analyze relative clauses as a projection of the verb (Sag, 1997), as TPs
(e.g., Åfarli, 1994, for Norwegian) or IPs (e.g., Doherty, 2000, for that-less relative clauses in
English).

4This gap is usually assumed to be a specific linguistic object—a trace—which is subject to
certain conditions, in particular the Empty Category Principle (Chomsky, 1981). Within the min-
imalist framework, the Copy Theory of Movement (Chomsky, 1993, 1995) states that movement
generates complete copies of which only one is spelled out.

5Alternative terms are Head Internal Analysis and Head Promotion Analysis.
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1973; Vergnaud, 1974) and became increasingly popular in the last decade (e.g.,
Aoun and Li, 2003; Bhatt, 2002; Bianchi, 1999, 2000a; Kayne,1994; Szczegel-
niak, 2004; De Vries, 2006, among many others). The renaissance of the Head
Raising Analysis is particularly associated with Kayne (1994). Kayne’s analysis
of relative clauses is part of his restrictive theory of phrase structure. This theory
assumes that the linear order of constituents unambiguously follows from their
hierarchical organization. More specifically, c-command maps onto linear prece-
dence as captured in the Linear Correspondence Axiom. As a consequence, phrase
structures universally exhibit the following properties:(i) The universal order is
specifier-head-complement. (ii) Diverging orders are derived by leftward move-
ment.6 (ii) There are no intermediate projections between heads and phrases. (iii)
Specifiers are left-adjoined to XP. (iv) Each phrase has onlyone specifier; mul-
tiple adjunctions are excluded. These assumptions, in turn, have consequences
for the analysis of relative clauses in that they rule out both adjunction to N’—
intermediate projections are excluded in general—and adjunction to NP—right-
adjunction is also abandoned for principled reasons. Instead Kayne proposes that
relative clauses are complements of D. The relative-clausehead noun originates
in the relative clause and moves to the left of the relative clause by means of
left-adjunction. The resulting structure is shown in (7).

(7) DP
HHH

���
D CP

QQ��
NP/DP CP

In the original proposal, Kayne distinguishesthat-relative clauses in which SpecCP
is occupied by an NP andwh-relative clauses in which SpecCP is occupied by a
DP headed by the relative pronoun. The two structural options can be unified
under the assumption that relative clauses introduced bythat contain a DP with
an empty head which takes the NP as its complement (Bianchi, 1999, 2000a).7

Such an analysis would be in line with the widely accepted assumption that argu-
ments are DPs rather than just NPs (e.g., Longobardi, 1994).On the other hand,
it raises questions regarding the licensing of the empty D-head as pointed out by
Borsley (1997) who takes these problems as counter evidencefor Kayne’s entire
framework.

(8) a. [DP the[CP [NP drug]i that the athlete took ti]]

b. [DP the[CP [DP [NP drug]j [DP which tj ]]i the athlete took ti]]

6This assumption makes the traditional head parameter superfluous and even inappropriate.
7Note that ‘headless relative clauses’ would be misguiding term since it is also used for free

relative clauses lacking a head noun:Whoever said this is a liar.
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Note that the derivation in (8b) involves an additional movement operation which
brings the head NP to the left of the relative pronoun. While there is a broad
consensus about movement to SpecCP this subsequent step is highly controver-
sial whether it targets the specifier position of the relative operator (Kayne, 1994;
De Vries, 2002) or to the specifier position of some higher functional head (Bianchi,
1999, 2000a; Bhatt, 2002). In any case, the analysis faces the problem that the
movement has no obvious trigger (for discussion including acritical review of
corresponding proposals, see Salzmann, 2006) and violateslocality constraints.
According to the Condition on Extraction Domains (Huang, 1982), a phrase that
has undergone movement becomes an island for further extraction. Thus, extract-
ing the NP out of the moved DP should be illicit.

Another problem for the Head Raising analysis concerns case. Since the ma-
trix verb and the relative-clause verb assign case independently from each other
the head noun may incur a case conflict. The Head Raising Analysis wrongly
predicts that the case of the head NP is dependent on the relative-clause verb or
some other governor inside the relative clause. In fact, however, case is depen-
dent on some governor in the matrix clause. There are technical solutions to this
problem, but they appear post hoc (e.g., Bianchi, 2000a)8 or require at least some
construction-specific assumptions regarding case checking (e.g., De Vries, 2002).

Taken together, Kayne’s analysis initiated an intensive debate since it faces a
variety of both empirical and theoretical problems (cf. Alexiadou et al., 2000 and
the contributions to this collection; Borsley, 1997; Bianchi, 1999, 2000a; Dun-
can, 2004; Salzmann, 2006). Nevertheless the Head Raising Analysis has certain
advantages: it offers an elegant way to account for the link between the relative
pronoun and the head noun and a straightforward account for reconstruction ef-
fects.

Consider now briefly the Matching Analysis which brings together the con-
stituency of the Head External Analysis and the relative-clause internal represen-
tation of the head advocated for by the Head Raising Analysis. The Matching
Analysis assumes two heads—one inside the relative clause and another in the
matrix clause—which are matched. The internal head originates as the comple-
ment of the relative operator and moves along with it to SpecCP. The external
head originates in an argument position in the matrix clause. The two heads are
not members of a movement chain but rather connected via ellipsis which allows
for PF-deletion of one of them, namely the internal head.

A final issue to consider is the relation between the head nounand the relative
pronoun. The two show agreement in gender and number but not in case. The
latter indicates that they are arguments of separate clauses, the former asks for an
explanation. There are in principle two ways to account for the match in feature

8Bianchi suggests that morphological case on N is determinedafter syntax.
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specifications: agreement and coindexation (for discussion, see Sternefeld, 2006).
The appropriateness of one or the other relation depends on several factors, first
of all but not exclusively on the syntactic analysis of relative clauses.

Note that coindexation is in fact ambiguous since it comprises two different
relations which are argued to be modulated by separate principles: coindexation
proper (i.e. variable binding) and coreference (cf. Bach and Partee, 1980; Rein-
hart, 1983; Grodzinsky and Reinhart, 1993).9 Here it can only mean coindexation
proper—interpretation of the relative pronoun as a bound variable. Coreference
is excluded because the relative pronoun lacks a referent ofits own, at least in re-
strictive relative clauses. Coindexation in terms of variable binding is not without
problems since it requires c-command, which is not obtainedin most analyses.
This problem can be solved by assuming that coindexation holds of determiner
and relative pronoun rather than of head noun and relative pronoun. Under this
assumption (and in combination with the DP-hypothesis), coindexation is possi-
ble when the relative clause is either attached to NP as in (5)or the complement
of D as in (7).

Agreement, on the other hand, is also not unproblematic. It requires that at
some point in the course of the derivation the correspondingfeatures enter a struc-
tural relation in which they can be checked against each other. This condition is
most easily met in analyses which assume a relative-clause internal representa-
tion of the head noun. Hence both the Head Raising Analysis and the Matching
Analysis are at advantage in this regard, though there mightbe technical solutions
to this problem in the Head External Analysis as well, e.g. covert raising if the
relative pronoun in order to check agreement.10

5.2.1.2 Possessive Relative Clause Constructions

In the relative-clause construction examined in the current chapter, the relative
pronoun is embedded in a larger phrase, as inthe coach [whose athletes]. For
syntactic reasons, only thewh-word is required to occur in SpecCP. Nevertheless,
the whole phrase containing it is located in SpecCP. Something similar can be ob-
served with prepositional phrases as inthe coach [with whom] I had an argument.
Ross (1967) coined the term PIED-PIPING for this phenomenon which occurs in
questions as well (Whose athletes were doped? Which athletes were doped? With

9Reinhart (2006) distinguishes a third relation, namely covaluation, that is index sharing in
the absence of binding but including the possibility of variable binding by a shared binder (‘co-
binding’ in Heim’s terminology (Heim, 1998)).

10Sternefeld (2006) suggests an alternative mechanism, namely downward transfer of agreement
features from D via CP to C where they are transferred to the relative pronoun in a spec–head
relation.
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whom did you have an argument?).11 Pied-piping has long been considered to
be exceptional since it violates the otherwise well established generalization that
wh-movement is restricted to elements that have awh-feature. To capture this the-
oretical challenge, work within the Principles-and-Parameters framework usually
assumed that thewh-feature percolates up to the maximal phrase containing the
wh-word and thereby marks the corresponding phrase as awh-phrase.12

The possessive relative pronounwhoseoccupies the leftmost position of the
phrase containing it. Its complementary distribution witharticles and other de-
terminers suggests analyzing all of them in a similar way. Traditional analyses
assuming an NP locate determiners in SpecNP as shown in (9).

(9) a. NP b. NP

Det N’ Det N’
| | | |

whose N the N
| |

athletes athletes

According to the DP-hypothesis (Abney, 1987; Szabolcsi, 1983), determiners are
functional heads that can take NPs as complements. Possessive determiners like
whoseare sometimes analyzed as consisting of two syntactic headsoccurring as
one word for phonological reasons (e.g., Radford, 1997). Asshown in (10), the
possessive -s is analyzed as a determiner which takeswhoas its specifier. Phono-
logically, -s cliticizes to who forming who’s which is orthographically spelled
whose.

(10) DP

DP D’
|

who D NP
| |
-s athletes

This analysis which treatswhose(analyzed aswho’s) on par with other possessive
expressions such asPeter’s or the man’soffers an explanation for pied-piping:

11The term pied piping is inspired by the story of the pied piperof Hameln whose pied piping
attracted the rats and then the children to follow him out of Hameln.

12Recently, Heck (2008) offered an account that works withoutfeature percolation. In a nut-
shell, Heck’s account derives the properties of pied-piping from the interaction of the theory of
phases (Chomsky, 2000, 2001) and the inclusion ofwh-movement under the operation Agree
(Chomsky, 2001) with the further restriction thatwh-feature checking should be as local as possi-
ble.
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if who and -s are separate headswho cannot be preposed on its own since this
would leave -s behind unable to cliticize towho. This restriction is known as the
Stray Affix Filter (Baker, 1988) or Lasnik’s Filter (Lasnik,1981); see also Lasnik
(1995); Chomsky (1991). Nor can the sequencewho’s be moved since it does
not form a constituent.13 As a result, the possessive phrasewhose athletesis the
minimal constituent eligible for movement.

Possessive relative pronouns challenge any relative clause analysis which as-
sumes that the head noun originates as the complement of the relative pronoun.
The problem is that the possessive apparently already has a complement—the pos-
sessee. Furthermore, extracting the possessor (= the head of the relative clause) as
assumed in the Head Raising Analysis runs in to problems since it violates local-
ity constraints such as the Condition on Extraction Domainsproposed by Huang
(1982). Moreover, the possessor can originate in a deeply embedded position nor-
mally opaque to extraction (e.g.,the man whose wife’s colleague I met). Amongst
others, this is the reason why Bhatt (2002) explicitly rejects the idea that the Head
Raising Analysis can be applied to possessive relative clauses. Kayne (1994), on
the other hand, devotes a whole chapter in his book showing that and how posses-
sive relative clauses can be analyzed under the assumption of the Head Raising
Analysis. He offers the following derivation which makes use of the split-analysis
of whose. The initial structure of the relative clause contains a DP comprising
who, the possessor , the determiner -s, and the possessee. In a first step, the
DP undergoes raising to SpecCP; the subsequent step extracts the possessor and
moves it to the specifier position of the DP. The derivation yields the structure in
(11) (taken from Kayne (1994:90) and slightly modified).

(11) the [CP [[ DP manj [who tj]]’s wife] i [C0 ... ti ...

The analysis of -s in occurrences likethe man’sas a determiner was first dis-
cussed in Abney (1987) who credits the idea to Richard Larson. Abney himself,
however, favors an analysis which treats -s as a case marker roughly correspond-
ing to a postposition. He motivates his preference with diachronic evidence as
well as with cross-linguistic evidence. Abney’s doubts apply to German as well.
The assumption that the possessive determiner consists of two independent heads
is hardly convincing for German. First of all, the German counterparts ofwhose
which aredessenand deren lack an equivalent of -s which can be reasonably
separated.Dessenandderenare genitive forms of the relative pronoun and homo-
morphous with the transitive demonstrative. Of course,dessenandderencan be
morphologically divided intod- and-essen/-erenbut there is no obvious link to
the possessive -s which by the way can only be used with proper names. Hence, I
assume that German possessive -s is a genitive marker possibly derived from the

13A technical solution like head adjunction faces new problems.
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genitive affix -(e)swhich is used in combination with masculine and neuter nouns.
The relative pronoundessen/derenis best analyzed as a single determiner.

5.2.1.3 Summary

In summary, the proper analysis of relative clauses is an issue of debate. Cur-
rently, those analyses are gaining ground which assume a relative clause internal
representation of the head, i.e. the Head Raising Analysis and the Matching Anal-
ysis. This dissertation does not aim to contribute to this debate. Therefore and
for reasons of comparability with the psycholinguistic literature, I adhere to the
simplest possible analysis of the relative-clause construction under investigation.
More elaborated analyses will be considered only when appropriate. The ques-
tion of whether nominal phrases are NPs or DPs will not play animportant role
for the discussion; therefore I follow common practice within psycholinguistics
and analyze nominal phrases as NPs. Furthermore, I abstractaway from potential
differences between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses and analyze all
relative clauses in the traditional way as adjuncts to N’. The phrase containing
the relative pronoun is analyzed as an NP located in SpecCP while the relative
pronoun itself is assumed to occupy the specifier position ofthat NP. Hence, the
subject NP in a sentence like (3) has the structure shown in (12).

(12) NPXXXXX
�����

Det

the

N’XXXXXX
������

N’

N

coach

CP
PPPPP

�����
NPiHHH
���

Det

whose

N

athletes

C’
HHH

���
C IP

aaaa
!!!!

ti were doped

5.2.2 Remark on an Ambiguity

Before presenting the experiments, an aside on a local ambiguity has to be made.
Englishwhoseis always used attributively; its German counterpartderenhas a
further usage: It can form a complete NP by itself. In actual language use, how-
ever, the formderer predominates in this function (Duden, 2006).14 This is so

14In most contextsderenco-varies withderer, though there are some restrictions and prefer-
ences (cf. Duden, 2006).Derer does not share the ambiguity ofderenbecause it cannot occur in
prenominal position.
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because German still has a few verbs subcategorizing for a genitive object. The
verbgedenken(‘commemorate’) is an example (cf. (13)).

(13) a. die
the

Nachbarn,
neighbors

deren/derer
whose

wir
we

gedachten
commemorated

‘the neighbors whom we commemorated’

b. die
the

Nachbarn,
neighbors

deren/derer
whose

die
the

Gemeinde
community

gedachte
commemorated

‘the neighbors whom the community commemorated’

c. die
the

Nachbarn,
neighbors

deren/derer
whose

(heute)
today

gedacht
commemorated

wurde
was

‘the neighbors whom was commemorated (today)’

Usually, the following word resolves the ambiguity immediately; it either cannot
be integrated into the current NP introduced byderenor it can only be analyzed as
part of that NP. In (13), the second word in the embedded clause clearly establishes
a new phrase—-a second NP as in (13a) and (13b) or the verb phrase as in (13c).
In contrast, the word followingderenin (14) can only be analyzed as part of the
same NP; the singular nounKind cannot form an NP of its own. With plural
nouns, the ambiguity remains a bit further: the plural noun can either be part of
the NP introduced byderenas in (15a) or a bare plural following aderen-NP as
in (15b).

(14) die
the

Nachbarn,
neighbors

deren
whose

Kind
child

wir
we

gedachten
commemorated

‘the neighbors whose child we commemorated’

(15) a. die
the

Nachbarn,
neighbors

deren
whose

Kinder
children

wir
we

gedachten
commemorated

‘the neighbors whose children we commemorated’

b. die
the

Nachbarn,
neighbors

deren
whose

Kinder
children

gedachten
commemorated

‘the neighbors whom children commemorated’

The number of genitive verbs is quite small. The CELEX15 German data base
(Baayen et al., 1995) counts fifty-four verbs which in principle allow a genitive
object. Closer inspection reveals that some of these verbs are rather obsolete (e.g.,

15CELEX stands for ‘Centre for Lexical Information’ and was part of the Max Planck Institute
for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen. CELEX compiled lexical data bases for Dutch, German and
English. The German database contains approximately 50,000 lemmas, including 9400 verbs. For
further information, see http://www.ru.nl/celex/.
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entraten‘to miss’, zeihen‘to accuse’,entsetzen‘to disgrade’(milit.)’,begeben‘to
forego sth.’ (today only used with the meaning ‘to resort to’) while for others the
genitive object is obsolete, e.g.,achten‘to respect’ which nowadays subcatego-
rizes an accusative object. In some cases, the genitive survived in fixed expres-
sions such asjeder Beschreibung spotten(‘to beggar all description’) versusüber
jemanden/etwas spotten‘to scoff at sb./sth.’). There seems to be a general trend to
replace the genitive object by some other object, e.g., a prepositional object (for
a cursory survey see Duden, 2006). The overwhelming majority of German verbs
(98%) are impossible with a genitive object. Most of the verbs which licence a
genitive object have rather low lemma frequencies. In addition to that,derenand
dessenare more often used as a possessive determiner (as in the experiments) than
as substituting a whole NP (as in (13) and (15b)). The TIGER-Corpus provided
by the Universities of Saarbrücken, Stuttgart and Potsdam16 contains 332 occur-
rences ofderen, of which 182 occurrences are relative pronouns (including44
occurrences withderenin a prepositional phrase), but no occurrences ofderenas
a genitive object.17 For dessenthe situation is similar (282 occurrences of which
114 are attributive relative pronouns and 2 genitive NPs). Taken together, it is very
likely that the parser analyzesderen/dessenimmediately as the specifier of an NP.

5.3 Discovering Rightward Attraction

5.3.1 Experiment 2

Experiment 2 is the first experiment in a series of experiments investigating num-
ber attraction out of and into relative clauses. The experiments employ relative
clauses with a possessive relative pronoun co-indexed withthe head noun of the
relative clause. Experiment 2 was designed to examine the agreement relation be-
tween the subject of an embedded complement clause and the corresponding verb.
The subject is modified by a relative clause containing the distractor. The relative
clause immediately follows its head noun and thereby separates it from the corre-
sponding verb. Prima facie, this resembles the constellation in previous studies in
which the distractor was part of a modifier. As noted earlier,these studies found
no or only little attraction when the modifier was a relative clause (for production
see Bock and Miller, 1991; Bock and Cutting, 1992; Nicol, 1995;18 for compre-

16The current version of the TIGER Treebank (Version 2) consists of approximately 50,000
sentences from the German newspaperFrankfurter Rundschau. For further information, see
http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/TIGER/.

17The alternative formderer occurs 13 times in the corpus, mainly as a postnominal modifier
and once as genitive object.

18An exception is Solomon and Pearlmutter (2004). But even in this study, a distractor inside a
relative clause elicited fewer attraction errors than a distractor inside a PP.
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hension see Nicol et al., 1997). Note, however, that in all these experiments the
distractor was the object of the relative clause and thus deeply embedded in the
relative clause (cf. (16) taken from Nicol et al., 1997) , whereas in Experiment
2 the distractor is located in SpecCP and thus high up in the clause. This is a
consequence of the possessive nature of the relative pronoun in conjunction with
pied-piping.

(16) Theowneri of the house whoi charmed theREALTORSwasno longer will-
ing to sell.

(17) Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

der
the

Jungei,
boy

desseni
whose

ELTERN

parents
gelacht
laughed

haben,
have

traurig
sad

ist.
is

‘I know that the boy whose parents laughed is sad.’

5.3.1.1 Method

Participants and Procedure

Thirty-two students from the University of Konstanz participated in the experi-
ment. The same procedure was used as in Experiment 1.

Materials

Experiment 2 employs sentences like (17). Forty sentence sets following the
schema in (18) were constructed. The agreement relation addressed by Experi-
ment 2 concerns the complement clause as indicated by the line connecting the
complement-clause subject and the complement-clause verb.

(18) [MC . . . VMC [CC C [NP NPi [RC [ relative pronouni N] . . . VRC] . . . VCC]]

All sentences consist of a main clause (MC) and an embedded complement clause
(CC) which in turn contains a relative clause (RC) modifyingthe subject. The
multiply embedding structure brings the agreement target of interest—the finite
verb of the complement clause (VCC)—in sentence-final position; in result, the
judgment immediately follows the corresponding checking processes.

Each sentence occurred in eight versions according to the factors Controller,
Distractor and Grammaticality. The factor Controller varied the number spec-
ification of the complement-clause subject which was eithersingular or plural.
The factor Distractor manipulated the subject of the relative clause which either
matched or mismatched the controller in number. The factor Grammaticality con-
cerned the grammaticality of the whole sentence. Ungrammatical sentences were
derived by replacing the sentence final verb by the same verb but with the opposite
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number specification, i.e. a singular verb was replaced by a plural verb and vice
versa. Note that the relative clause was always grammatical. Table 5.1 gives an
example sentence in all its grammatical versions.

Table 5.1: Example of Sentences in Experiment 2.

Singular Controller
Match
dass der Kandidat, dessen Sponsor mehr zahlen kann, die besseren Chancen hat
that the candidate whose sponsor more pay can the better chances has
Mismatch
dass der Kandidat, dessen Sponsoren mehr zahlen können, diebesseren Chancen hat
that the candidate whose sponsors more pay can the better chances has

Plural Controller
Match
dass die Kandidaten, deren Sponsoren mehr zahlen können, die besseren Chancen haben
that the candidates whose sponsors more pay can the better chances have
Mismatch
dass die Kandidaten, deren Sponsor mehr zahlen kann, die besseren Chancen haben
that the candidates whose sponsor more pay can the better chances have

‘that the candidate(s) whose sponsor(s) can pay more has/have the better chances’

Note.The matrix clause was alwaysIm Grunde ist es so(‘Actually it is such’). Ungram-
matical sentences were derived by changing the number specification of the final verb.

As described for Experiment 1, the experimental stimuli were equally distributed
over eight lists. Each list contained forty experimental sentences, five in each con-
dition but each sentence only once. Each participant saw only one list. The order
of items within a list was randomized for each participant individually. Finally
the experimental stimuli were interspersed in a container list providing 105 filler
sentences. The filler sentences cover a variety of syntacticconstructions including
ungrammatical sentences with various kinds of violations.Most filler sentences
served as experimental stimuli in other experiments.

5.3.1.2 Results

Judgments

Two sentences were excluded from analysis because of codingerrors. The per-
centages of correct judgments for the remaining items are given in Table 5.2. For
further analyses, responses were scored as 1 for correct judgments and 0 for in-
correct ones and fed into a mixed logit model that included participants and items
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as random effects and Controller, Distractor and Grammaticality as fixed effect.
Table 5.3 summarizes the relevant measures for fixed effects.

Table 5.2: Percentages of Correct Judgments in Experiment 2

Singular Controller Plural Controller

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

grammatical 92 (2.2) 80 (3.3) 89 (2.6) 67 (3.9) 82
ungrammatical 89 (2.6) 74 (3.6) 84 (3.0) 55 (4.1) 76

Mean 90 77 86 61

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.

Table 5.3: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Mixed Logit Model for Judgments in
Experiment 2 (Log-Likelihood=−544)

Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 1.686 .189 8.93 < .001**
Grammaticality −.452 .168 −2.69 .007**
Controller −.640 .168 −3.80 < .001**
Distractor −1.410 .170 −8.31 < .001**
Grammaticality×Controller −.167 .339 −0.49 .621
Grammaticality×Distractor −.023 .336 −0.07 .945
Controller×Distractor −.446 .336 −1.33 .184
Grammaticality×Controller×Distractor −.032 .672 −0.05 .963

** p<.01

The model indicates significant main effects of Grammaticality, Controller
and Distractor: Judgments errors were more common in ungrammatical sentences
than in grammatical sentences; plural sentences were more error prone than singu-
lar sentences; the majority of judgment errors occurred in sentences with a number
mismatch between controller and distractor. The numbers inTable 5.2 suggest
some interactions—the effect of Distractor, for instance,seems to be bigger in
ungrammatical sentences compared to grammatical ones and in plural sentences
compared to singular sentences (see also Figure 5.1)—significant interactions are,
however, absent in the model. This means that all three factors were effective
independently of each other.
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Figure 5.1: Attraction rates and attraction penalty in Experiment 2

Judgment Times

Response times were corrected for outliers the same way as described for Ex-
periment 1. Table 5.4 presents the resulting trimmed response times for correct
judgments. For further analysis, a linear mixed-effects model was used with par-
ticipants and items included as random effects and Grammaticality, Controller and
Distractor as fixed effects. Table 5.5 lists the fixed effectsand interactions.

Table 5.4: Mean Response Times for Correct Judgments (in ms)in Experiment 2

Singular Controller Plural Controller

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

grammatical 597 (23) 635 (29) 601 (24) 721 (38) 632
ungrammatical 702 (24) 655 (26) 806 (32) 752 (37) 728

Mean 649 645 700 735

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.

On average, response times for correct judgments are about 100 ms longer in
ungrammatical sentences compared to grammatical sentences. This means that
participants needed more time to correctly reject an ungrammatical sentence than
to accept a grammatical sentence. Closer inspection, however, reveals that this in-
crease for ungrammatical sentences is almost absent in the mismatch conditions.
The model (Table 5.5) confirms this observation. Grammaticality is significant
as a main effect but also in interaction with the factor Distractor. This interac-
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Table 5.5: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Linear Mixed-Effects Model for Response
Times in Experiment 2 (Log-Likelihood=−6672)

Estimate SE t pMCMC

(Intercept) 696.0 31.8 21.92 < .001**
Grammaticality 88.0 17.8 4.94 < .001**
Controller 70.7 17.7 3.99 < .001**
Distractor 30.0 17.8 1.69 .098+
Grammaticality×Controller 41.6 35.4 1.18 .238
Grammaticality×Distractor −125.4 35.4 −3.54 < .001**
Controller×Distractor 49.9 35.3 1.41 .165
Grammaticality×Controller×Distractor −147.3 70.9 −2.08 .044*

Note.Only response times for correct responses entered analyses.
+ p<.1, * p<.05,** p<.01

tion also reflects the inconsistent effect of the factor Distractor which is further
modulated by the factor Controller (see also Figure 5.1). The interaction involv-
ing all three factors is significant. In grammatical sentences, a number mismatch
between controller and distractor had no effect in sentences with a singular con-
troller but resulted in longer response times in sentences with a plural controller.
In ungrammatical sentences such a penalty is absent; instead, we see even a slight
advantage for mismatch conditions, which is the same in singular sentences and
plural sentences. As a main effect, Distractor is only marginally significant.

There was also a significant main effect of Controller. Mean response times
for sentences with a plural controller are longer than mean response times for sen-
tences with a singular controller (714 ms vs. 647 ms). This increase is present
in all pairs except grammatical sentences in the match condition (597 ms vs.
601 ms).

5.3.1.3 Discussion

Experiment 2 has two main results: Sentences in which controller and distractor
differed in number were more often judged incorrectly. Furthermore, plural sen-
tences caused more processing difficulties than singular sentences. The first effect
attests attraction in the given relative-clause construction. Consistently, partici-
pants produced more judgment errors whenever controller and distractor differed
in number. Since most prior studies found only little attraction when the distrac-
tor was part of a relative clause (Bock and Cutting, 1992; Bock and Miller, 1991;
Nicol, 1995; Nicol et al., 1997; Kail and Bassano, 1997 but see Solomon and
Pearlmutter, 2004), this is an interesting result by itself. It suggests that relative
clauses are not completely encapsulated from the embeddingclause as one might
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expect, e.g., based on binding data (cf. Lebeaux, 1991). Apparently, a distractor
inside a relative clause can affect agreement processes in the embedding clause
given the right properties. Note that the relative-clause construction in Experiment
2 differs from the relative clauses employed in the studies cited above. The syn-
tactic connection between controller and distractor is much closer in Experiment 2
than in the previous studies. In contrast to previous studies, controller and distrac-
tor are linked via the possessive relative pronoun located in the specifier position
of the distractor NP. Moreover, the distractor NP occurs in asyntactically more
prominent position than in the previous experiments where it was the object of the
relative clause. In Experiment 2, in contrast, the distractor NP is the subject of the
relative clause and it is located in the highest possible position, in SpecCP. Given
that semantic integration has been shown to affects the incidence of interference
(Solomon and Pearlmutter, 2004), the close semantic relation between controller
and distractor resulting from the possessive structure mayalso contribute to the
effect. Taken together, I conclude that a distractor insidea relative clause has a
good chance to interfere in the agreement processes of the embedding clause if it
is tightly linked syntactically and semantically to the agreement controller.

The attraction effect visible in the judgment data is not mirrored in response
times. Apparently, attraction lead to judgment errors but did not consistently slow
down correct judgments. Prima facie this suggests that the parser made no (or
at least no visible) attempt to overcome the attraction error. This conclusion is
reasonable for ungrammatical sentences: Attraction hidesan agreement violation;
as a result, the sentence is perceived as grammatical and theparser has no mo-
tive to revise its error. The slight speed-up in judgments times for ungrammatical
sentences with number mismatch between controller and distractor supports this
suspicion. The situation is different for grammatical sentences in which attraction
results in an apparent agreement violation. Here the parserhas a reason to ini-
tiate a reanalysis. And in fact, response times in grammatical sentences show a
penalty in the mismatch conditions. This penalty is rather small in grammatical
sentences with a singular controller but substantial in grammatical sentences with
a plural controller. Note that this asymmetry is parallel tothe one found in error
rates (though for error rates, the critical interaction failed significance). An attrac-
tion penalty in terms of response times occurs in those sentences which have the
highest error rates. This observation supports the suspicion that attraction-induced
reanalysis is rare. Attraction is not a regular phenomenon but an exceptional er-
ror; it occurs only from time to time. Furthermore, the existing evidence on the
role of subject–verb agreement on the resolution of subject–object ambiguities im-
plies that reanalysis would be hard to detect in the context of attraction. Locally
ambiguous OS sentences disambiguated by number agreement cause a particu-
larly strong garden path and are most of the time rejected in experiments making
use of speeded-grammaticality judgments (cf. Bader and Meng, 1999; Meng and
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Bader, 2000a). The high rejection rates indicate that the agreement violation re-
sulting from an SO analysis does not always trigger reanalysis. Taken together,
the instances of reanalysis following an attraction error might simply be too rare
to leave a reliable mark in response times, at least when using a method like
speeded-grammaticality judgments.

Turning back to judgment errors, it is striking that attraction occurred with
both singular controllers and plural controllers. As Figure 5.1 illustrates, the at-
traction effect was even stronger for plural subjects at least in ungrammatical sen-
tences. Nevertheless, the mixed logit model used to evaluate the effects failed to
show an interaction between any of the involved factors. Even if one is willing
to accept an asymmetry (despite the lack of significance), one has to note that the
asymmetry observed in Experiment 2 differs from the classical asymmetry in two
respects. First, the asymmetry is non-strict. It is not the case that attraction oc-
curs in one condition but is completely absent in the other condition. Instead, the
observed asymmetry is an asymmetry with respect to the strength of attraction.
Second, the asymmetry is the reverse of the asymmetry in the classical instances
of attraction: in Experiment 2, plural sentences exhibit higher attraction rates than
singular sentences.

The incidence of singular attraction—whether resulting inno singular–plural
asymmetry or a non-strict asymmetry—contrasts with previous research. Al-
though the emergence or the strength of a singular–plural asymmetry varies across
both languages and constructions, only few studies report areversed asymme-
try. In fact, a reversed asymmetry has been demonstrated fortwo cases (both in
German): the production of sentences with an object distractor (Hemforth and
Konieczny, 2003; Konieczny et al., 2004) and the comprehension of sentences
with a modifier distractor (Hölscher and Hemforth, 2000). Object attraction may
have a different source(cf. in Chapter 6); the comprehension study is also no
convincing counterexample. The authors note themselves itsuffers some method-
ological problems (for details see Chapter 4). Note that Experiment 1 found the
same singular–plural asymmetry that has been firmly established for German sen-
tence production involving a distractor in modifier function. Under this perspec-
tive, the attraction pattern in Experiment 2 is unexpected.Before drawing any
conclusions based on this specific asymmetry consider the possibility that attrac-
tion occurred twice in Experiment 2.

In addition to an attraction effect, Experiment 2 shows a plural effect—a plu-
ral penalty. Processing difficulties for plural sentences were visible both in error
rates and in response times for correct judgments, especially in ungrammatical
sentences. In an activation-based model this finding is explicable by decay if only
plural is represented explicitly. A plural specification—aprivative feature as in
(cf. Eberhard, 1997) or a positive value of a continuously valued number feature
as in Eberhard et al. (2005)—means a specific activation. Activation decays over
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time; when the activation level falls below a threshold value the plural feature
is no longer accessible. The loss of the plural specificationresults in an appar-
ent agreement violation since the now singular NP conflicts with a plural verb.
Accordingly, an actual agreement violation remains unnoticed in ungrammatical
sentences containing a singular verb. As a result, participants produce a judgment
error because they perceive a grammatical sentence as ungrammatical and vice
versa.

An alternative explanation would be to blame the semantic complexity for the
increased processing costs. Plural referents are semantically more complex than
singular referents (Kamp and Reyle, 1993). At the current point, it is hard to de-
cide between these two competing explanations for the plural effect. A first hint
comes from the comparison of grammatical and ungrammaticalsentences. The
plural effect was virtually restricted to ungrammatical sentences. This difference
between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences can easily be explained under
the decay hypothesis: In grammatical sentences, the loss ofthe plural specification
leads to an apparent agreement violation which might be occasionally overlooked
or repaired via reactivation of the plural NP. In ungrammatical sentences, on the
other hand, the loss of the plural specification leads almostinevitably to a judg-
ment error since it hides a real agreement violation. It may also be conceivable
that the semantic complexity carries more weight in ungrammatical sentences, se-
mantic complexity may boost the already existing processing difficulties. A more
reliable test for differentiating between the two hypotheses concerns the distance
between the encounter of the plural NP and the moment it is needed to be avail-
able for agreement checking. Under the complexity hypothesis the plural effect
should be independent of the distance between subject and verb whereas the decay
hypothesis predicts that the plural effect is enhanced the more material intervenes.
Note that at this point I do not specify what ‘material’ means. The crucial point
for the decay hypothesis is the decay of activation until thecritical verb is reached
whether decay is just a matter of time in which case material would be understood
in string terms or due to the processing that has to be done in the interim in which
case material would be understood in terms of some complexity measure. The
finding that Experiment 1 where subject and verb were not separated by a relative
clause exhibited only spurious signs of a plural effect argues for the decay hypoth-
esis. I will come back to this issue in the discussion of Experiment 5 where subject
and verb are also much closer to each other than in the presentExperiment.

5.3.2 Two Directions of Attraction

As noted in the introduction, relative-clause constructions are in principle suscep-
tible to two kinds of attraction—leftward attraction operating out of the relative
clause and rightward attracting operating into the relative clause. Experiment 2
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aimed to investigate leftward attraction from a distractorinside a relative clause
affecting agreement in its matrix clause. But what if agreement inside the relative
clause was also occasionally disrupted? So far, I considered the relative-clause
subject to be the distractor affecting the computation of agreement in the com-
plement clause. Though, the roles can be exchanged: The complement-clause
subject can serve as a distractor for agreement in the relative clause.

(19) leftward attraction:
Attraction

[CC C [NP Controlleri [RC [NP whosei Distractor] . . . V]] . . . V]
Agreement

rightward attraction:
Attraction

[CC C [NP Distractori [RC [NP whosei Controller]] . . . V] . . . V]
Agreement

As indicated by the direction of the arrows in (19), attraction elicited by the
relative-clause subject would be an instance of leftward attraction whereas attrac-
tion elicited by the relative-clause head noun would be an instance of rightward
attraction. Previous research ignored rightward attraction (but see Clifton et al.,
1999; Wagers et al., 2009).19 I did not expect to find rightward attraction when I
started the series of experiments presented in the current chapter. The only study
in the literature pointing in this direction attributed theeffect to processing dif-
ficulties arising from nested dependencies (Clifton et al.,1999 who picked up
an observation reported in Kimball and Aissen, 1971). The relative-clause con-
struction investigated in Clifton et al. (1999) differs, however, from the current
construction. In (20) (taken from Clifton et al., 1999), thefiller–gap dependency
embeds the subject–verb dependency; as a result, the two relations share part of
their projection paths which may give rise to interference.

(20) Lucine dislikes thePEOPLEwhoi themanager thinks ti know the answers.

The situation is different in Experiment 2. Wherever the possessive relative pro-
noun originates (for discussion see section 5.2.1) its trace does not occupy any
position outside thewh-phrase. Thus, an explanation along the lines of Clifton
et al. (1999) is not available for the particular relative-clause construction exam-
ined in the present chapter. I will come back to this issue in section 5.5.

19For rightward attraction in sentence production, see Bock and Miller (1991); Staub (2009).
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If leftward attraction and rightward attraction indeed co-occurred in Exper-
iment 2, the observed attraction pattern could emerge in various ways. For in-
stance, the two attraction processes may each exhibit a strict asymmetry in favor
of plural attraction but differ in effect size. If so, the observed asymmetry results
when rightward attraction leads to stronger effects than leftward attraction. An-
other possibility for the emergence of a non-strict asymmetry would be that right-
ward attraction operates strictly asymmetrically while leftward attraction affects
singular and plural NPs likewise. This way, leftward attraction would be respon-
sible for the basic effect and rightward attraction would produce an asymmetry on
top of it. On current data, it is impossible to decide betweenthe various possibil-
ities. Experiment 2 does not allow us to distinguish the two potential attraction
processes co-occurring in a construction like (19). To overcome this limitation,
a series of follow-up studies investigate both types of attraction separately. The
next sections present these experiments, beginning with leftward attraction.

5.4 Leftward Attraction out of a Relative Clause

5.4.1 Experiment 3

Experiment 3 was designed to test whether evidence for leftward attraction can be
found in the given relative clause construction. To recapitulate, the term leftward
attraction refers to attraction caused by a distractor disturbing the agreement rela-
tion between a controller to its left and the corresponding agreement target to its
right. The classical configuration for attraction with the distractor NP being part
of a PP modifying the subject is an instance of leftward attraction. The parallelism
of the two configurations is shown in (21).

(21) a. [NP Thecoach[PP of theATHLETES ]] wassuspended.

b. [NP Thecoach[RC whoseATHLETES were doped]] wassuspended.

Besides the superficial similarity, there are at least threeimportant differences
between the two constructions. The first difference concerns the categorial status
of the modifier. It is a clause in (21b) but only a phrase in (21a). The second
difference is related to the clausal versus phrasal nature of the modifier. Crucially,
the relative clause in (21b) involves a subject–verb agreement relation of its own
whereas the PP in (21a) does not. As explained in the discussion of Experiment
2, the agreement relation in the relative clause could be vulnerable to attraction as
well. In order to reduce the influence of agreement errors in the relative clause,
Experiment 3 employs sentences with the distractor NP in object function. A
relevant example illustrating the type of sentences investigated in Experiment 3 is
shown in (22).
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(22) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

der
the

Nachbar,
neighbor

dessen
whose

K INDER

children
ich
I

getroffen
met

habe,
have

angerufen
called

hat.
has

‘I hope that the neighbor whose children I met has called.’

In (22), the NPder Nachbar(‘the neighbor’) is the agreement controller for the
clause-final auxiliaryhat (‘has’). The controller is modified by a relative clause
containing the distractorKinder (‘children’). Note that the subject of the relative
clause is not the distractor, but rather the first-person pronoun ich. Since this
pronoun controls agreement within the relative clause, rightward attraction into
the relative clause affects all versions of (22) resulting from varying the number
specifications of controller and distractor likewise. Therefore, rightward attraction
would not have any visible effects here even if it occurred.

The main aim of Experiment 3 is to test whether the distractorKinder, which
intervenes between the controllerNachbarand the clause final auxiliaryhat, leads
to attraction errors. Furthermore, Experiment 3 examines sentences in which
the number specifications onNachbarandKinder are reversed. In other words,
Experiment 3 addresses the question whether leftward attraction occurs in the
relative-clause construction under examination at all andif so, whether or not
the resulting attraction pattern exhibits asymmetry between singular and plural
attraction. Finding an asymmetry will argue that feature transfer during subject
integration caused the errors; finding no asymmetry will argue that the distractor
interfered during subject retrieval.

5.4.1.1 Method

Participants and Procedure

Sixty-four students from the University of Konstanz took part in this experiment.
The same procedure was used as in the previous experiments.

Materials

Forty sentence sets following the model in (22) were created. All sentences con-
tained a matrix clause and a complement clause which in turn contained a relative
clause. The agreement relation addressed by the experimentis the agreement re-
lation in the embedded complement clause. The controller was the subject of
this embedded clause and modified by a relative clause immediately attached to
it. This relative clause was introduced by a noun phrase consisting of a posses-
sive relative pronoun (dessen/deren‘whose’) and the distractor noun. The relative
clause initial NP was always the direct object of the relative clause. The subject of
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the relative clause was the first-person pronounich (‘I’). The relative clause verb
was unambiguously marked for first person singular. The finite verb of the com-
plement clause occurred in clause-final position and therefore after the relative
clause.

Each sentence had eight versions according to the factors Controller, Distrac-
tor and Grammaticality. The controller was either a singular or plural noun. The
distractor matched or mismatched the controller in number.The factor Grammat-
icality distinguished grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. The latter were
derived by changing the number specification of the complement-clause verb. The
relative clause was always grammatical. A sample sentence with all its grammat-
ical versions is shown in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Sample Sentence Set of Experiment 3.

Singular Controller

Match Ich habe gehört, dass der Doktorand, dessen Professorich in der
I have heard that the PhD-student whose professor I in the
Mensa getroffen habe, den Vortrag abgesagt hat.
cafeteria met have the talk canceled has

Mismatch Ich habe gehört, dass der Doktorand, dessen Professoren ich in der
I have heard that the PhD-student whose professors I in the
Mensa getroffen habe, den Vortrag abgesagt hat.
cafeteria met have the talk canceled has

Plural Controller

Match Ich habe gehört, dass die Doktoranden, deren Professoren ich in der
I have heard that the PhD-students whose professors I in the
Mensa getroffen habe, den Vortrag abgesagt haben.
cafeteria met have the talk canceled have

Mismatch Ich habe gehört, dass die Doktoranden, deren Professor ich in der
I have heard that the PhD-students whose professor I in the
Mensa getroffen habe, den Vortrag abgesagt haben.
cafeteria met have the talk canceled have

‘I have heard that the PhD-student(s) whose professor(s) I met in the cafeteria has
canceled the talk.’

Note.Ungrammatical sentences were derived by changing the final verb—a singular verb
was replaced by a plural verb and vice versa.

The experimental stimuli were organized into eight counterbalanced lists as
described for the two experiments before. Each participantsaw just one list which
was randomized for her or him individually. In addition to the experimental sen-
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tences, filler items were included with a ratio of experimental sentences to filler
sentences of about 1:4. The filler sentences covered a variety of grammatical and
ungrammatical constructions. Most of them served as experimental stimuli in ac-
companying but unrelated experiments.

5.4.1.2 Results

Judgments

As before, correct responses were scored as 1 and incorrect ones as 0, to allow for
applying a mixed logit model. The model includes participants and items as ran-
dom effects and Grammaticality, Controller and Distractoras fixed effects. As vis-
ible in Table 5.8, the model found significant main effects ofController and Dis-
tractor as well as a marginally significant main effect of Grammaticality. There are
also significant interactions, all involving the factor Controller. In particular, the
interaction involving all three factors is significant. Inspection of the percentages
of correct judgments (Table 5.7) suggests that the interactions are mainly driven
by one condition that deviates from the overall pattern: Ungrammatical sentences
with a plural controller and a plural distractor received more judgments errors than
expected. This drop is inter alia responsible for the marginally significant main ef-
fect of Grammaticality. There is only one pair in which ungrammatical sentences
received a higher error rate than corresponding grammatical sentences—sentences
with a plural controller and a plural distractor. In this pair, there is an error rate
difference of about 10 percentage points. In all others pairs, errors were equally
common in grammatical sentences and ungrammatical counterparts.

Table 5.7: Percentages of Correct Judgments in Experiment 3

singular controller plural controller

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

grammatical 92 (1.5) 81 (2.2) 88 (1.8) 76 (2.4) 84
ungrammatical 94 (1.4) 79 (2.4) 77 (2.4) 74 (2.5) 81

Mean 93 80 82 75

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.

Singular sentences received less judgment errors than plural sentences (mean
accuracy: 86% correct vs. 79% correct). The plural penalty is visible in all pairs,
but ungrammatical sentences with a plural controller and a plural distractor con-
tribute once more in a special way. This time, they boost the overall effect. The in-
crease in error rates is about 5 percentage points in all pairs, except in ungrammat-
ical sentences in the match condition for which it is 17 percentage points (a drop
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Table 5.8: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Mixed Logit Model for Judgments in Experi-
ment 3 (Log-Likelihood=−1098)

Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 1.824 .116 15.78 < .001**
Grammaticality −0.219 .120 −1.82 .069+
Controller −0.707 .120 −5.87 < .001**
Distractor −0.927 .121 −7.69 < .001**
Grammaticality×Controller −0.476 .241 −1.98 .048*
Grammaticality×Distractor 0.157 .240 .65 .514
Controller×Distractor 0.779 .241 3.24 .001**
Grammaticality×Controller×Distractor 1.025 .481 2.13 .033*

+ p<.1, * p<.05,** p<.01

from 94% correct to only 77%). This drop—which the corresponding mismatch
condition did not join—also blurred the effect of Distractor, i.e. the attraction ef-
fect. For all pairs of match condition and corresponding mismatch condition, the
difference in correctness is of comparable size, but in ungrammatical sentences
with a plural controller, the effect is reduced to 5 percentage points. As a re-
sult, we get the impression of an asymmetric attraction pattern in ungrammatical
sentences (cf. Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: Attraction rates and attraction penalties in Experiment 3
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Judgment Times

Response times were corrected for outliers as described forthe previous experi-
ments. Table 5.9 shows the resulting response times for correct judgments. Re-
sponse times were analyzed using a linear mixed-effects model with participants
and items included as random effects and Grammaticality, Controller and Distrac-
tor as fixed effects. The model obtained only two significant main effects: an ef-
fect of Grammaticality and an effect of Controller (cf. Table 5.10). It took partic-
ipants longer to reject an ungrammatical sentence (on average 748 ms) than to ac-
cept a grammatical sentence (640 ms). Judgment times for plural sentences were
reliably longer than for sentences with a singular controller (722 ms vs. 667 ms).
The increase was more pronounced in ungrammatical sentences; the interaction
of Controller and Grammaticality marginally significance.The model also shows
that the factor Distractor had no effect, as a main effect as well as in interaction
with other factors. In each pair of match condition and corresponding mismatch
condition, response times are virtually identical (see also right panel of Figure
5.2).

Table 5.9: Mean Response Times for Correct Judgments (in ms)in Experiment 3

singular controller plural controller

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

grammatical 613 (19) 632 (22) 659 (20) 660 (23) 640
ungrammatical 715 (19) 708 (21) 792 (22) 788 (23) 748

Mean 664 669 721 723

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.

5.4.1.3 Discussion

The most important result of Experiment 3 is the substantialnumber of judgment
errors when controller and distractor differ in number. Before accepting this effect
as an indication of leftward attraction out of a relative clause we have to consider
an alternative explanation. The mismatch conditions mightbe more difficult to
process because they require additional effort to determine the relation between
possessor and possessee. There are two reasons why I think that this is not an
appropriate explanation for the effect: Processing difficulties of this sort should be
evident in response times but in fact no mismatch penalty is observed in response
times. Furthermore, the determination of the possessor–possessee relation should
be particularly difficult in plural sentences which in principle allow a distributive
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Table 5.10: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Linear Mixed-Effect Model for Response
Times in Experiment 3 (Log-Likelihood=−14998)

Estimate SE t pMCMC

(Intercept) 700.90 25.34 27.66 < .001**
Grammaticality 106.30 12.53 8.48 < .001**
Controller 52.49 12.56 4.18 < .001**
Distractor 5.96 12.52 0.48 .637
Grammaticality×Controller 43.29 25.03 1.73 .087+
Grammaticality×Distractor −19.80 25.02 −.79 .435
Controller×Distractor −13.84 25.07 −.55 .586
Grammaticality×Controller×Distractor 12.44 50.06 .25 .805

Note.Only response times for correct responses entered analyses.
+ p<.1, * p<.05,** p<.01

reading. The increase of error rates in the mismatch conditions, however, was
similar in singular and plural sentences—at least in grammatical sentences; for
ungrammatical sentences the issue of an asymmetry is less clear because of the
unexpected drop in accuracy in ungrammatical sentences with a plural controller
and a plural distractor. Taken together, I conclude that thejudgment errors resulted
indeed from attraction.

As pointed out in the introduction of the chapter and the discussion of Exper-
iment 2, most previous studies found only little attractionor no attraction when
the distractor was part of a relative clause modifying the subject (cf. Bock and
Cutting, 1992; Bock and Miller, 1991; Nicol, 1995; Nicol et al., 1997; Kail and
Bassano, 1997, but see Solomon and Pearlmutter, 2004. Thereare three properties
of Experiment 3 which may account for the discrepancy. Experiment 3 investi-
gates language comprehension whereas most studies cited above address language
production. Language comprehension, on the other hand, hasbeen shown to be
vulnerable to leftward attraction caused by a distractor located in a relative clause
(Nicol et al., 1997). While Nicol (1995) found only spurioussigns of attrac-
tion from a relative clause in language production, Nicol etal. (1997), using the
same material, found an attraction effect in sentence comprehension. Neverthe-
less, comprehension seems to be similar to production insofar as a distractor in-
side a PP is to be more effective than a distractor inside a relative clause (Kail and
Bassano, 1997). The second difference between the present experiment and previ-
ous studies concerns the language of the experiments. Experiment 3 tests German
whereas the cited studies employ English sentences. To the best of my knowledge,
attraction out of a relative clause has been examined so far only in English. For
all other languages, corresponding studies are lacking. Though the current study
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aims to close this gap the investigation of language specificdifferences must be
left to future research. The third and probably most important difference concerns
the syntactic and semantic connection of controller and distractor. While the two
were not syntactically linked in previous studies, controller and distractor were
linked via a possessive relative pronoun in Experiment 3. The possessive relation
entails also a close semantic link. Solomon and Pearlmutter(2004) report that
close semantic association boosts the incidence of attraction. I conclude that the
close syntactic and semantic connection enables the distractor to interfere in the
agreement processes involving the controller more effectively than in sentences in
which controller and distractor are linked less tightly.

In Experiment 3, attraction errors of equal magnitude occurred for singular
and plural controllers, at least in grammatical sentences.The reduced attraction
rate found in ungrammatical sentences with a plural subjectprobably results from
the increase of judgment errors in the match condition as discussed above. The
absence of an asymmetry contrasts with the strict asymmetryusually found. Al-
though there seems to be both cross-linguistic and intra-linguistic variance, studies
investigating German sentence production consistently report that attraction is re-
stricted to singular distractors when the latter was part ofa complex subject NP.
For modifier attraction in sentence comprehension, there are conflicting results.
While Hölscher and Hemforth (2000) report a strict but reversed asymmetry, Ex-
periment 1 demonstrated the standard asymmetry for grammatical sentences and
no asymmetry for ungrammatical sentences (cf. section 4.3.5 in chapter 4). There
is another exception to the standard asymmetric pattern in German and this excep-
tion concerns object attraction (Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003; Konieczny et al.,
2004). Apparently, the emergence of an asymmetry depends onthe particular
construction in which attraction occurs. I suspect that themechanism underlying
an attraction error may differ from construction to construction. The attraction
pattern in Experiment 3 is difficult to reconcile with a feature transfer mechanism,
at least under the assumption of an asymmetric representation of number. An al-
ternative that can handle the occurrence of attraction errors in singular sentences
and plural sentences is to assume that attraction results from retrieval errors in the
course of agreement checking. Prima facie it is not obvious whether a retrieval-
interference account would predict an asymmetry. As explained in section 4.4.3 of
chapter 4, number is probably not among subject-retrieval cues during first-pass
parsing. Under this perspective, singular and plural distractors are equally likely to
be erroneously retrieved; no asymmetry would result. Thus,the attraction pattern
found in Experiment 3 is compatible with a retrieval-interference account. Since
attraction errors occurred in both grammatical and ungrammatical sentences, Ex-
periment 3 provides supporting evidence for the Checking Hypothesis and sheds
doubt on the Reanalysis Account proposed in Wagers et al. (2009).

The attraction effect described above was not visible in judgment times. This
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finding is compatible with both a feature transfer account and the checking ac-
counts. In both cases, attraction will only be visible in judgment times if errors
are revised in a sufficient number of instances. Reanalysis triggered by a real or an
apparent agreement violation would result in longer response times. Grammatical
sentences which are seemingly ungrammatical because of attraction are expected
to receive longer response times in comparison to grammatical sentences in the
match condition. Although judgment times numerically showthis pattern, the dif-
ference is not significant. The absence of a reliable attraction penalty suggests that
no or only few attraction-related revisions took place in Experiment 3. Consider
next ungrammatical sentences. In this sentence type, attraction does not lead to an
illusionary agreement violation but rather hides a real one. Since attraction results
in seeming agreement, the parser has no trigger to revise itserror. Ungrammatical
sentences are therefore supposed to show no signs of a reanalysis-based attraction
penalty. If reanalysis occurs at all, faster response timesin the mismatch condi-
tions are expected. Reanalysis should occur more often in the match condition and
thus enhance response times in this condition. This expectation is not confirmed
by the data obtained in Experiment 3 though, numerically, a spurious trend in the
expected direction is visible. The absence of hints for reanalysis is in a line with
prior research showing that agreement violations often lead to an immediate re-
jection of the corresponding sentence and that reanalysis is performed only from
time to time (Bader and Meng, 1999; Meng and Bader, 2000a). Notice, further-
more, that the chances to detect signs of reanalysis in the context of attraction are
small. Given that only a small proportion of sentences showsattraction effects
and supposed that reanalysis is initiated only in a fractionof these instances, ef-
fects of reanalysis are hardly detectable by means of response times in a judgment
task. For this reason, I hesitate to interpret the absence ofan attraction penalty in
response times as evidence against the reanalysis account.Furthermore, it is not
obvious whether the reanalysis account predicts an attraction penalty in judgment
times at all.

In addition to attraction, Experiment 3 replicates the plural effect found in Ex-
periment 2: participants produced more judgment errors andneeded more time
for a correct judgment when the subject was a plural NP. The plural penalty was
more pronounced in ungrammatical sentences. As discussed for Experiment 2, the
plural penalty can be explained either in terms of decay or interms of semantic
complexity. Experiment 3, however, offers no way to differentiate the two hy-
potheses; yet, the difference between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences
points towards the decay hypothesis. I will come back to the plural effect in sec-
tion 5.6.4.
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5.4.2 Experiment 4

The checking hypothesis introduced above attributes attraction to retrieval errors
during the checking phase. Occasionally, the distractor isretrieved for agreement
checking. Under this hypothesis, attraction is predicted to be sensitive to subject-
related properties of the distractor. Subject properties have been extensively dis-
cussed in the theoretical and typological literature (e.g., Keenan, 1976; Andrews,
1985; Falk, 2006). Note that subject properties are often not exclusively exhibited
by subjects. Take, for instance, agency: All agent arguments are subjects, but not
all subjects are agents. A property which is closely relatedto agency is animacy.
Although neither all subjects are animate nor all animate NPs are subjects, ani-
macy and subjecthood are interrelated in actual language use. There is a tendency
to place an animate NPs in syntactically prominent positions. This tendency is
neither restricted to agents nor to subjects. It occurs withother thematic roles as
well and can be observed for other syntactic functions alike, e.g., in ditransitive
constructions (for dative alternation in English see Bresnan et al., 2007; Bresnan
and Hay, 2008; for German double object constructions see Kempen and Har-
busch, 2004; Pappert et al., 2007). In English this tendencyresults in a preference
for passive constructions where applicable (e.g.,Peter was pleased by the bookor
Peter was hit by the truck). German has further means of reaching the same linear
effect (animate NP preceding inanimate NP)—word order variation.

In addition to this general preference to put an animate NP ina syntactically
prominent position, animacy plays also a more specific role for argument linking,
namely when it comes to selectional restrictions imposed bycertain verb types.
Experiencer verbs, for instance, require an animate experiencer capable of emo-
tion or sensation. Agentive verbs require an animate agent since only an animate
entity can fulfill the agent role. Experiment 4 makes use of this restriction and ex-
amines agreement with agentive verbs in the active voice. The critical subject NP
is accordingly an animate NP. Contrary to the preceding experiment where both
the controller and the distractor (with few exceptions) were animate NPs, the dis-
tractor refers to an inanimate entity in Experiment 4. As a result the distractor is
no possible candidate for the subject role of the critical verb. Note that the qualifi-
cation as ‘possible subject’ refers to the semantic properties of the distractor NP;
syntactically the distractor NP is no possible subject. In parallel to Experiment 3,
the distractor is the object of the relative clause.

(23) Ich
I

bedaure,
regret

dass
that

die
the

Fotografin,
photographer

deren
whose

AUSSTELLUNGEN

exhibitions
ich
I

gut
well

kenne,
know

abgesagt
called-off

hat.
has

‘I regret that the photographer whose exhibitions I know well called-off.’
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For feature transmission the animacy of the involved NPs should play no role.
Accordingly, the feature transmission hypothesis predicts Experiment 4 to exhibit
the same pattern as Experiment 3. If, in contrast, attraction is induced by retrieval-
based interference, animacy might play a role because it affects the plausibility of
the distractor as the subject of the agreement relation in question. A distractor that
does not meet the animacy requirements imposed by the critical verb is expected
to reduce the incidence of attraction because it is less likely to be erroneously
retrieved instead of the actual subject. Thus, the checkinghypothesis predicts that
attraction should be absent in Experiment 4 or at least reduced in comparison to
Experiment 3.

5.4.2.1 Method

Participants and Procedure

Thirty-four students from the University of Konstanz took part in this experiment.
The same procedure was used as in the three previous experiments.

Materials

Forty sentence sets following the model in (23) were created. The sentence struc-
ture is equivalent to Experiment 3 with the only difference that in Experiment 4 the
distractor is an inanimate noun whereas it was an animate noun in Experiment 3.
Each sentence consisted of a main clause followed by a complement clause con-
taining a relative clause. The controller is the subject of the complement clause,
the corresponding verb occurs in sentence-final position and thus follows the rel-
ative clause. The controller refers to a person in the singular conditions and a
set of persons in the plural conditions. The possessive relative pronoun and the
distractor form an NP which is the object of the relative clause and refers to an
inanimate entity. The sentences had four versions each, according to the factors
Controller and Distractor. The controller was either a singular or plural NP. The
distractor matched or mismatched the controller in number.A sample sentence in
all its four versions is given in Table 5.11.

The experimental stimuli were equally distributed over four lists. Each list
contained each sentence in only one of its versions and an equal number of sen-
tences in each condition. The order in a list was randomized for each participant
individually. Furthermore, the experiment included 196 filler sentences covering
several grammatical and ungrammatical constructions. Themajority of filler sen-
tences served as experimental stimuli in other experiments.
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Table 5.11: Sample Sentence Set of Experiment 4.

Singular Controller

Match Ich bedaure, dass die Fotografin, deren Ausstellung ich mehrmals
I regret that the photographer whose exhibition I multiply
besucht habe, leider abgesagt hat.
visited have unfortunately called-off has

Mismatch Ich bedaure, dass die Fotografin, deren Ausstellungen ich mehrmals
I regret that the photographer whose exhibitions I multiply
besucht habe, leider abgesagt hat.
visited have unfortunately called-off has

Plural Controller

Match Ich bedaure, dass die Fotografinnen, deren Ausstellungen ich mehrmals
I regret that the photographers whose exhibitions I multiply
besucht habe, leider abgesagt haben.
visited have unfortunately called-off have

Mismatch Ich bedaure, dass die Fotografinnen, deren Ausstellung ich mehrmals
I regret that the photographers whose exhibition I multiply
besucht habe, leider abgesagt haben.
visited have unfortunately called-off have

‘I regret that the photographer(s) whose exhibition(s) I visited several times called off.’

5.4.2.2 Results

Table 5.12 gives the percentages of correct judgments in Experiment 4 as well
as the response times for correct judgments. A mixed logit mixed model with
participants and items as random effects and Controller andDistractor as fixed
effects was used to evaluate the effects in responses. Response time effects were
analyzed using a linear mixed-effects model including the same predictors. Table
5.13 lists the fixed effects in the judgment data, Table 5.14 for response times.

The statistical analyses revealed a significant main effectof Controller for both
judgments and judgment times. Judgments errors are more common and response
times for correct judgments are longer in sentences with a plural controller. The
increase in error rate is particularly evident in plural sentences with a singular dis-
tractor. Although this distribution of errors suggests an interaction of Controller
and Distractor, statistical analyses fail to confirm this impression. There was no
significant main effect of Distractor and no significant Controller×Distractor in-
teraction. Response times also show no significant main effect of Distractor; the
interaction is not significant as well.
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Table 5.12: Percentages of Correct Judgments and Response Times for Correct Judgments
(in ms) in Experiment 4

Singular Controller Plural Controller

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch

Judgments (% correct) 93 (1.4) 94 (1.4) 81 (2.1) 77 (2.3)

Response Times (ms) 792 (20) 807 (19) 939 (27) 910 (29)

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.

Table 5.13: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Mixed Logit Modelfor Judgments in Exper-
iment 4 (Log-Likelihood=−483)

Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 2.31 .198 11.71 < .001**
Controller −1.42 .190 −7.47 < .001**
Distractor −.05 .189 −0.28 .78
Controller×Distractor −.51 .378 −1.35 .18

** p<.01

Table 5.14: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Linear Mixed-Effects Model for Response
Times in Experiment 4 (Log-Likelighood=−8518)

Estimate SE t pMCMC

(Intercept) 866.71 39.78 21.79 < .001**
Controller 125.00 19.65 6.36 < .001**
Distractor 2.83 19.57 .14 .899
Controller×Distractor −23.14 39.12 −.59 .523

Note.Only response times for correct responses entered analyses.
** p<.01

5.4.2.3 Discussion

Experiment 4 replicated the plural effect found in Experiment 3. Plural sentences
exhibited a disadvantage—they elicited more judgment errors and consumed more
time for a correct judgment. More importantly, however, andin contrast to Ex-
periment 3, Experiment 4 failed to find evidence for attraction.20 Although one

20This failure also argues against speculations that the higher error rates in plural sentences
with a singular distractor that where observed in Experiment 3 result from distributivity effects,
although there might be spurious effects of this sort.
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has to be cautious to draw conclusions from a null-effect, the comparison of both
experiments suggests that this failure is related to the animacy difference. While
in Experiment 3 both the controller and the distractor were animate, the two NPs
differed with regard to animacy in Experiment 4. Feature transmission accounts
of attraction can hardly explain the animacy effect evidentin the comparison of
Experiment 4 and Experiment 3. There is no reason why the transmission of a
number feature should be sensitive to the unrelated property of animacy. Instead,
feature transmission accounts predict attraction to occurboth in sentences like
(22) and (23). This prediction is disconfirmed by Experiment4. The absence of
attraction in Experiment 4 is best explained under the checking hypothesis which
attributes attraction errors to mis-retrieval during the checking phase. There are
three aspects of the animacy manipulation that possibly contribute to the discrep-
ancy between Experiment 3 and Experiment 4. First, animacy is a semantic prop-
erty commonly associated with the agent role which in turn isrealized as the sub-
ject. Of course, not every subject is an agent and not every subject is animate. Yet,
animate NPs tend to be realized as the subject. Moreover and more importantly,
the critical verb in Experiment 4 is an agentive verb requiring an animate subject.
Under this perspective, it might be easier to ignore interference from a distrac-
tor when the latter refers to an inanimate entity. Supporting evidence for such an
explanation comes from studies comparing subject- and object-extracted relative
clauses. Object-extracted relative clauses are known to beassociated with an in-
creased processing load in comparison to subject-extracted relative clauses. This
difficulty has been repeatedly demonstrated for various languages and by means of
various behavioral measures such as reading times as well asresponse times and
accuracy in tasks like lexical decision, verbal recall or monitoring tasks and neu-
rophysiological measures such as event-related brain potentials (e.g., Ford, 1983;
King and Kutas, 1995; King and Just, 1991; Wanner and Maratsos, 1978; for an
overview see Gibson, 1998). In addition to structural factors, frequency and more
general cognitive factors related to working memory, animacy affects the pro-
cessing load required for relative clauses. The disadvantage of object-extracted
relative clauses in comparison to subject-extracted relative clauses is reduced or
even canceled when the relative clause subject is animate and the object inanimate
(Traxler et al., 2002; Mak et al., 2002, 2006).

(24) a. The director that watched the movie received a prize at the film festi-
val.

b. The director that the movie pleased received a prize at thefilm festival.

(25) a. The movie that pleased the director received a prize at the film festival.

b. The movie that the director watched received a prize at thefilm festi-
val.
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In an eye-tracking experiment, Traxler et al. (2002) found longer total reading
times for the object-extracted relative clause and the matrix verb in (24b) com-
pared to the corresponding subject-extracted relative clause in (24a); reading times
(25), in contrast, failed to show a penalty for object-extracted relative clauses (for
comparable results in Dutch, see Mak et al. (2002) and Mak et al. (2006)). Appar-
ently, it helps to process an otherwise difficult object-extracted relative clause if its
subject is animate.21 First-pass reading times in the relative clause region showed
a penalty for object extraction for both animacy configuration though more pro-
nounced in sentences like (24). Traxler et al. (2002) conclude that the beneficial
impact of animacy was effective during reanalysis (but see Mak et al., 2006, for
evidence that animacy has an impact already on first-pass parsing). Reanalysis
was easier when the matrix subject was a poor thematic agent (movie) than when
it was a good agent (director). Note that the absence of a processing difficulty in
(25b) cannot be explained in terms of semantic (ir)reversibility. For the type of
object-extracted relative sentences that have been mainlyused in the psycholin-
guistic literature—the sentence in (26 is typical—confusion regarding assignment
of thematic role and in consequence of syntactic functions may have contributed
to the difficulty of them (for discussion, see for instance King and Just, 1991).
This possibility, however, is absent in (24).

(26) The reporter that the senator attacked admitted the error.

The roles the roles are reversible in (26) but not in (24) and (25). Senators and
reporters can attack each other likewise; in contrast, movies don’t watch direc-
tors and directors don’t please movies. Irreversibility obtains for (24) and (25)
likewise. Nevertheless, (24b) exhibits processing difficulties whereas (25b) does
not. Consequently, the ease of (24b) must have some other source. Given that
the main difference between (24b) and (25b) concerns the animacy of the relative-
clause subject, animacy suggests itself as the crucial factor. In addition, verb type
may play some role (cf. Gennari and MacDonald, 2009). Note that the verbwatch
requires an animate subject whereaspleaseallows for both an animate as well as
an inanimate subject.

Beside the animacy effect, Traxler and colleagues found thesame tendency
when manipulating the thematic fit via stereotypes. Although having a subject
that stereotypically executes the action described in the relative clause (e.g., po-
licemen typically arrest thieves but not the other way round) did not make object-
relative clauses as easy to process as subject-relative clauses but it helps readers to
overcome their difficulties. The processing difficulties are longer-lasting when the

21The sentences in (24) may incur an additional penalty for therelativizerthat associated with
an animate noun. Though such a penalty would explain a difference between (24b) and (25b), it
fails to explain the difference between (24b) and (24a).
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two NPs are equally plausible subjects of the relative clause verb and the matrix
verb. Taken together these results suggest that it is not animacy per se which de-
termines the ease of subject identification but its consequences for the thematic fit
of the critical NP and the corresponding verb. Apparently, readers prefer to treat
the matrix subject as the subject of an adjacent relative clause. Reanalysis is more
difficult if semantic information (animacy and plausibility) supports this initial
misanalysis. We can apply the same rationale to Experiment 3and Experiment 4
if we assume that attraction errors result from misretrieval. In both experiments,
the critical subject NP was animate and the corresponding verb was agentive.
The distractor NP was always the object of the relative clause but it was animate
and therefore a plausible subject for the complement-clause verb in Experiment 3
whereas it was inanimate and therefore no plausible subjectin Experiment 4. This
situation is illustrated in (27) and (28). The examples in (27/28b) are derived by
putting the distractor NP which is the relative clause object in (27/28a) in subject
function of the complement clause (the hash key signals implausibility).

(27) a. Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

der
the

Nachbar,
neighbor

dessen
whose

K INDER

children
ich
I

getroffen
met

habe,
have

angerufen
called

hat.
has

‘I hope that the neighbor whose children I met has called.’
b. Ich

I
hoffe,
hope

dass
that

die
the

K INDER

children
angerufen
called

haben.
have

‘I hope that the children have called.’

(28) a. Ich
I

bedaure,
regret

dass
that

die
the

Fotografin,
photographer

deren
whose

AUSSTELLUNGEN

exhibitions
ich
I

kenne,
know

abgesagt
called-off

hat.
has

‘I regret that the photographer whose exhibitions I know called-off.’
b. # Ich

I
bedaure,
regret

dass
that

die
the

AUSSTELLUNGEN

exhibitions
abgesagt
called-off

haben.
have

‘I regret that the exhibitions called-off.’

Under the assumption that the retrieval process is guided bysubject properties
including semantic restrictions like animacy, a failure tosatisfy those require-
ments reduces the likelihood of mis-retrieval. Thus, sincethe distractor in Ex-
periment 4 is a poor subject for the complement-clause verb it is unlikely to be
erroneously retrieved instead of the actual subject. Before accepting this con-
clusion, we have to consider a third aspect of the animacy manipulation across
Experiment 3 and Experiment 4. While in Experiment 3, the twocritical NPs—
controller and distractor—may be confused due to their similarity in animacy,
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they are clearly distinct in Experiment 4. A similarity-based interference account
(e.g., Gordon et al., 2001; Lewis, 1996) easily accounts forthe absence of attrac-
tion in Experiment 4. The distinctiveness of the two NPs in terms of animacy
helps to keep them apart in working memory and thereby reduces the incidence of
interference. For the current experiment, it is impossibleto decide whether inter-
ference is similarity-based or modulated by the thematic fitof the distractor. Yet
the animacy effect in object-relative clauses (see (24) and(25) above) suggests
that similarity is not the crucial factor. Otherwise (24) should be as easy as (25)
since in both sentences the two NPs are distinct in terms of animacy. Supporting
evidence for this conclusion comes from experiments attesting plausibility effects.
Object-extracted relative clauses are easier to process when the object is no plausi-
ble subject of the verb (Traxler et al., 2002). Attraction has also been shown to be
sensitive to plausibility: Error rates in production as well as reading times on the
verb in comprehension are increased when the distractor is aplausible—although
syntactically illicit—subject for the verb (Thornton and MacDonald, 2003).

In sum, the results of Experiment 3 and Experiment 4 are best explained with
reference to interference during subject retrieval. When taking the evidence in
Traxler et al. (2002); Mak et al. (2002, 2006) also into account we reach the fur-
ther conclusion that the interference caused by the distractor is not based on a
general similarity but rather originates from an overlap insubject-related prop-
erties. A distractor which is confusable with the actual subject causes attraction
during subject retrieval which results in attraction errors or increased response
times. Percolation or any other feature transmission account, in contrast, offers
no explanation for the presence of attraction in Experiment3 and its absence in
Experiment 4.

5.5 Rightward Attraction into a Relative Clause

Experiment 3 has established the existence of leftward-attraction errors in the rel-
ative clause construction under investigation. The current section examines the
question of whether rightward-attraction errors also occur. In the configuration of
rightward attraction, the distractor precedes the controller rather than intervening
between controller and verb. The configuration for rightward attraction into the
relative clause is schematized in (29).

(29) [CP . . .[NP N1i [RC [NP dessen/dereni N2] . . . V]]

The first noun (N1) is the head noun of a relative clause containing N2 which is
the subject of that relative clause. Due to the verb-final nature of German, the
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corresponding verb occurs in sentence-final position. The agreement relation of
interest is the one inside the relative clause as indicated by the line connecting N2
and V. Note that the relative-clause subject is introduced by a possessive relative
pronoun co-indexed with N1. The relative pronoun isdessenin the singular and
derenin the plural (‘whose’). If rightward attraction occurs than the number spec-
ification of N1 and the relative pronoun should have an impacton the processing
of the agreement relation in the relative clause. More specifically, rightward at-
traction predicts agreement errors in sentences with N1 andN2 differing in their
number specifications.

Experiment 5 serves as a basic examination of rightward attraction. The sen-
tence material has exactly the structure given in (29). An example is given in
(30a). As indicated by the two arrows in (29), there are two potential sources of
rightward attraction—the relative-clause head noun and the relative pronoun. Ex-
periment 6 represents an attempt to disentangle the two possibilities. In order to
do so, Experiment 6 compares sentences in which the relativeclause immediately
follows its head noun as in (30a) and sentences in which the relative clause is not
adjacent to the head noun as in (30b). While the distance between head noun and
controller (and, respectively, the distance between head noun and relative-clause
verb) varies across the two conditions, the distance between relative pronoun and
controller is constant.

(30) a. Ich
I

rief
called

die
the

NACHBARN,
neighbors

DEREN

whose
Kind
child

geweint
cried

hat.
has

‘I called the neighbors whose child cried.’

b. Ich
I

habe
have

die
the

NACHBARN

neighbors
gerufen,
called

DEREN

whose
Kind
child

geweint
cried

hat.
has

‘I called the neighbors whose child cried.’

It is not obvious whether percolation would apply in this constellation. A first
possibility would be that the number feature of the head nounof the relative clause
Nachbarnpercolates down to the subject NP of the relative clause as depicted
in (31). This is a rather implausible scenario. Note first that percolation could
not immediately occur on processing the nounNachbarnbecause at this point
the relative clause and its subject have not been encountered yet and cannot be
predicted from the input seen so far. Such a percolation process would then have
to apply post hoc after processing the potential distractorNachbarn. Second, such
a percolation process would contrast with licit percolation in two ways: It reaches
too far, and even worse, it operates in the wrong direction—downwards. In (31),
the licit part of the percolation path is indicated by a dashed line, while illicit
percolation is shown by a dotted line. Finally, percolationfrom the head noun
into the relative clause would have to cross a clausal boundary.
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(31) NPXXXXX
�����

Det

die

N’XXXXX
�����

N’

N PL

Nachbarn

CP
HHH

���
NP
HHH

���
deren Kind

. . .

Alternatively, the relative pronounderenmight be the distractor instead of the
nounNachbarn. Note thatderenandKind are clause mates and even constituents
of the same NP; interference seems plausible. Although the relative pronounderen
precedes the controller nounKind, percolation may occur during the processing of
deren. For this to work, one would have to assume that the relative pronounderen
immediately triggers the construction of a complex NP withderenin its specifier,
as illustrated in (32). At this point percolation has a chance to apply, predicting an
upcoming plural noun and later on a plural verb. This prediction leads to a conflict
either immediately on the singular nounKind because the plural prediction is
contradicted, or on a singular verb, in case NP internal agreement is not checked
carefully enough and the NP as a whole retains the plural specification inherited
from the specifierderen.

(32) NPXXXXX
�����

Det

die

N’XXXXX
�����

N’

N

Nachbarn

CP
HHH

���
NP
bb""

Det PL

deren

N

Kind

. . .

The percolation process in (32) is plausible for three reasons: The immediate
analysis ofderenas a determiner located in SpecNP is very likely given that this
is the position it occurs most of the time (cf. section 5.2.2). The plural feature
may percolate together with the operator feature of the relative pronoun, which is
transferred to the maximal projection. This assumption of course depends on the
syntactic theory and in particular whether or not pied-piping involves percolation
of the operator-feature. Finally, percolation from the relative pronoun is compa-
rable to percolation in the classical instances of number attraction (e.g., inthe key
to the cabinets). The only difference would be that the linear order of head noun
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and distractor. In the case of leftward attraction, the headnoun of the NP has al-
ready been seen in the input whereas it has been predicted in the case of rightward
attraction considered here.

Feature-tracking accounts based on percolation or some other mechanism of
feature transfer predict the usual asymmetry between singular and plural, at least
under the assumption of an asymmetric representation of number. Retrieval-
interference accounts, on the other hand, predict no asymmetry, for the same
reason as discussed earlier. Interference during subject retrieval may be caused
by head noun of the relative clause or by the relative pronoun. A third possibility
to consider is that the complex NP containing the relative clause is consulted for
agreement checking. In either case, an agreement error results when distractor and
controller differ in number. The checking account predictsattraction to occur in
both grammatical sentences and ungrammatical sentences whereas the reanalysis
account predicts attraction to be restricted to ungrammatical sentences.

5.5.1 Experiment 5

Experiment 5 investigates sentences of the sort shown in (30a). The relative-clause
subjectderen Kind(‘whose child’) controls agreement of the clause final auxiliary
hat (‘has’). The nounKind is specified by the possessive relative pronounderen
(‘whose’) which links the whole NP to the relative-clause head nounNachbarn
(‘neighbors’). Both the plural nounNachbarnand the relative pronounderenco-
indexed withNachbarnare potential distractors for agreement checking in the
relative clause. Note that in any case the distractor does not intervene between
the verb and the controller but rather precedes the controller. This contrasts with
the main bulk of previous studies which have considered configurations where
the distractor followed the controller, and thus was nearer(local) to the verb, as
reflected in the usage of the notion ‘local noun’ for the distractor. Configurations
in which the distractor preceded the controller have been examined in Bock and
Miller (1991); Franck et al. (2006); Staub (2009) for production and Clifton et al.
(1999); Wagers et al. (2009) for sentence comprehension.

5.5.1.1 Method

Participants and Procedure

Forty students from the University of Konstanz participated in this experiment.
The same procedure was used as in the experiments before.
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Materials

Forty sentence sets following the model in (30a) were constructed. Each sentence
consisted of a main clause and a relative clause immediatelyfollowing its head
noun. In twenty sentences, the NP containing the relative clause was the subject
of the main clause, in the other half it was the object. In either case, the main
verb preceded this NP. The subject of the relative clause occurred in clause initial
position and was specified by a possessive relative pronoun co-indexed with the
relative-clause head noun. The finite verb of the relative clause occurred in clause-
final position. No material followed the relative clause. Therefore, the clause-final
position was also the sentence-final position after which the judgment had to be
made. Hence, any detection of a real or an apparent agreementviolation within
the relative clause immediately preceded the judgment.

By varying the number specifications of controller, distractor and target, i.e.
of the relative-clause head noun, the relative-clause subject, and the auxiliary that
ended the relative clause, eight versions were created for each sentence, reflect-
ing the three factors Controller (singular versus plural),Distractor (match versus
mismatch) and Grammaticality (grammatical versus ungrammatical). An exam-
ple sentence in all its grammatical versions is given in Table 5.15. Ungrammatical
sentences were obtained from grammatical sentences by exchanging the relative-
clause auxiliary and thereby creating an agreement violation.

The experimental sentences were distributed over eight lists, randomized and
accompanied by filler items as described for the previous experiments. The ratio
of experimental to filler items was about 1:4.

5.5.1.2 Results

Judgments

Judgments were analyzed by means of a mixed logit model basedon scorings of
1 for correct judgments and 0 for incorrect ones. The model included partici-
pants and items as random effects and Controller, Distractor and Grammaticality
as fixed effects (cf. Table 5.17). Two factors were significant as main effects:
Controller and Distractor. The interaction of the two factors approached but failed
significance. On average, judgment errors are more common insentences with a
singular controller than in sentences with a plural controller. Inspection of Table
5.16 reveals that this drop in accuracy is substantial only in the mismatch condi-
tions; yet, the Controller×Distractor interaction failed significance. For each pair
of match condition and corresponding mismatch condition, we see a drop in ac-
curacy for the latter. Numerically, the drop is more pronounced in sentences with
a singular controller (see also Figure 5.3); statistically, however, a significant in-
teraction is absent. The main effect of Distractor occurs ingrammatical sentences
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Table 5.15: Sample Sentence Set of Experiment 5.

Singular Controller

Match Der Vater verteidigte seinen Sohn, dessen Klassenkamerad ja wohl
the father defended his son whose class-mate yes well
schon mehrmals gelogen hat.
already multiply lied has

Mismatch Der Vater verteidigte seine Söhne, deren Klassenkamerad ja wohl
the father defended his sons whose class-mate yes well
schon mehrmals gelogen hat.
already multiply lied has

Plural Controller

Match Der Vater verteidigte seine Söhne, deren Klassenkameraden ja wohl
the father defended his sons whose class-mates yes well
schon mehrmals gelogen haben.
already multiply lied have

Mismatch Der Vater verteidigte seinen Sohn, deren Klassenkameraden ja wohl
the father defended his son whose class-mates yes well
schon mehrmals gelogen haben.
already multiply lied have

‘The father defended his son(s) whose class mate(s) lied actually already several times.’

Note.Ungrammatical sentences were derived by changing the number specification of the
final verb.

and ungrammatical sentences likewise. Grammatical sentences and ungrammat-
ical sentences show the same pattern also otherwise. The factor Grammaticality
failed significance as a main effect, as did all interactionsinvolving this factor.

Table 5.16: Percentages of Correct Judgments in Experiment5

Singular Controller Plural Controller

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

grammatical 86 (2.5) 70 (3.2) 87 (2.4) 80 (2.9) 81
ungrammatical 84 (2.6) 64 (3.4) 89 (2.2) 80 (2.8) 80

Mean 85 68 88 80

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.
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Table 5.17: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Mixed Logit Modelfor Judgments in Exper-
iment 5 (Log-Likelihood=−756)

Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 1.544 .106 14.61 < .001**
Grammaticality −.038 .135 −.28 .777
Controller .468 .135 3.46 < .001**
Distractor −.848 .135 −6.26 < .001**
Grammaticality×Controller .340 .271 1.25 .210
Grammaticality×Distractor −.148 .271 −.55 .585
Controller×Distractor .434 .271 1.60 .109
Grammaticality×Controller×Distractor .033 .541 .06 .951

** p<.01
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Figure 5.3: Attraction rates and attraction penalties in Experiment 5

Judgment Times

Response times were corrected for outliers as described before. Table 5.18 gives
the resulting mean response times for correct judgments. A linear mixed-effects
model with participants and items included as random effects and Grammatical-
ity, Controller and Distractor as fixed effects ( Table 5.19 revealed a significant
main effect of Grammaticality: Grammatical sentences werejudged consistently
faster than ungrammatical ones. The model also shows a significant main effect
of Distractor: On average, sentences in which controller and distractor matched
in their number specifications had faster judgment times than sentences in which
the two NPs mismatched (means: 681 ms vs. 720 ms). This main effect of Dis-
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tractor has to be qualified by a significant interaction of Controller and Distractor.
The penalty for a number mismatch of controller and distractor is only present
in sentences with a singular controller. In sentences with aplural controller, in
contrast, there is either no increase (grammatical sentences) or only a slight trend
(ungrammatical sentences). There was no significant main effect of Controller.
All remaining interactions failed significance as well.

Table 5.18: Response Times for Correct Judgments in Experiment 5

singular controller plural controller

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

grammatical 643 (23) 716 (33) 643 (23) 636 (27) 657
ungrammatical 706 (26) 791 (31) 731 (25) 751 (26) 742

Mean 674 751 687 707

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.

Table 5.19: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Linear Mixed-Effects Model for Response
Times in Experiment 5 (Log-Likelihood=−9049)

Estimate SE t pMCMC

(Intercept) 705.22 30.75 22.93 < .001**
Grammaticality 80.51 15.56 5.17 < .001**
Controller −23.21 15.49 −1.50 .133
Distractor 42.03 15.49 2.71 .007**
Grammaticality×Controller 30.89 30.95 1.00 .317
Grammaticality×Distractor 6.53 30.97 0.21 .810
Controller×Distractor −66.91 31.03 −2.16 .034*
Grammaticality×Controller×Distractor 26.27 62.03 .42 .678

Note.Only response times for correct responses entered analyses.
* p<.05,** p<.01

5.5.1.3 Discussion

The main finding of Experiment 5 is that a distractor can causean attraction error
even if it precedes the agreement controller. In other words, attraction not only
occurs in leftward direction but also in rightward direction. Similar effects have
been reported for relative clauses in which the agreement relation between sub-
ject and verb is nested in the filler–gap relation between relative pronoun and its
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trace as in (33a) (cf. Clifton et al., 1999; Wagers et al., 2009).22 Note that the
construction investigated in Experiment 5 differs from those studies. To illustrate
the difference, (33) contrasts an example taken from Clifton et al. (1999) and an
English equivalent of the sentence type employed in Experiment 5.

(33) a. * Sally befriended theNEWCOMERS WHOi theboy pretend ti come
from space.

b. * Sally befriended theNEWCOMERS[WHOSE boy] pretend to come
from space.

In (33a), the relative pronounwhocrossed the relative-clause subjectthe boy. As
a result, the relevant subject–verb dependency is embeddedwithin the filler–gap
dependency. In (33b), on the other hand, the relative pronoun whoseforms an NP
together withboy. Crucially, the subject–verb relation in the relative clause is not
embedded in any movement relation involving the relative pronounwhose. Even
the assumption that the possessive relative pronoun originates in a postnominal
position, e.g., as the complement of the possessee (Horrockand Stavrou, 1987) or
as the subject of a small clause (Den Dikken, 1998), entails only movement within
the NP but not across the relative clause verb. A second potential movement in-
volves the relative-clause subject. Still, even if the question of whether or not the
subject moves to SpecCP in English receives a positive answer, subject movement
would affect the entirewh-phrase and not create any crossing or nesting of depen-
dencies comparable to the situation in (33a). Thus, an overlap in the projection
paths of the filler–gap dependency and the subject–verb relation cannot account
for the attraction effect found in Experiment 5.

A further instance of attraction from a preceding distractor comes from object
attraction in French. Franck et al. (2006) report attraction effects for the produc-
tion of cleft sentences with a preposed object. An example isgiven in (34).

(34) a. *C’est
it-is

les
the

NÉGOCIATIONSi

negotiations
que
that

le
the

ministre
minister

suspendent
stop

ti

b. *C’est
it-is

les
the

NÉGOCIATIONSi

negotiations
que
that

suspendent
stop

le
the

ministre
minister

ti

‘It’s the negotiations that the minister stops.’

The dependency relations in the cleft construction in (34) resemble the pattern in
(33a) insofar as the extraction path of the object embeds thesubject–verb agree-
ment relation. Nevertheless, Franck and colleagues suggest an alternative expla-
nation for attraction that is couched in the minimalist framework of generative

22For comparable results in language production see Bock and Miller, 1991 and Staub, 2009.
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syntactic theory (cf. section 2.3.3 in chapter 2). The explanation rests on the as-
sumption that there are two distinct operations which establish agreement: Agree
and Spec–head agreement

(35) CPXXXXXX
������

NPiPPPP
����

les négotiations

C’XXXXX
�����

C

que

AgrSPXXXXX
�����

NPj
HHH

���
le ministre

AgrS’aaa
!!!

AgrS

suspendk

AgrOP
b
bb

"
""

ti AgrO’
QQ��

AgrO

tk

VP
@@��

tj tk ti

Agree

Agree, indicated by a dashed line in (35), involves the evaluation of feature val-
ues on AgrS (a functional node responsible for agreement). The search domain is
restricted to the c-command domain of AgrS which includes the VP and therefore
the subject in its base-position. In a later stage of the derivation, movement of the
subject into the specifier position of AgrS creates a spec–head relation, the dotted
line in (35), in which the feature values are further checked. Clefting licenses
stylistic inversion as in (34b) in which case the subject stays in its VP-internal
base position and agreement is established by Agree alone. Franck et al. assume
the preverbal object in (34) originates in a postverbal position. Crucially, the
object is assumed to move to its preverbal position via an intermediate position
in SpecAgrOP (circled in (35)) where it c-commands the VP-internal subject and
thereby intervenes on the Agree relation between AgrS and the subject.23 Franck
and colleagues argue that this c-command relation is responsible for attraction in
sentences like (34). Under the assumption that the object inSpecAgrOP is an inter-
vener in the sense of Chomsky (2000),24 the question arises as to why agreement
with the object is ungrammatical. The answer to this question relates to the moti-

23Strictly speaking, the experiment in Franck et al. (2006) isnot an instance of rightward attrac-
tion. The clefted object only superficially occupies a position to the left of the subject. Attraction,
however, is argued to be caused by an intermediate position in which the object intervenes between
subject and verb, at least in sentences as (34a).

24AgrS c-commands the object in SpecAgrOP which in turn c-commands the subject in SpecVP
and the two NPs have bothϕ-features.
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vation for moving the object to SpecAgrOP: The object raises in order to check its
case feature; subsequently, it is no longer active for agreement (Chomsky, 2000).

Franck and colleagues argue further that agreement in inverted structures like
(34b) is more fragile since it relies on one operation only (Agree) in comparison
to two operations (Agree and spec–head agreement) in non-inverted structures
like (34a). As a consequence, inverted structures are more prone to attraction.
Attraction rates—higher in (34b) than in (34a)— support this assumption.

Note that Franck et al.’s analysis of cleft sentences resembles the Head Raising
Analysis of relative clauses. An analysis of the cleft construction parallel to the
analysis of relative clauses has already been suggested in Schachter (1973) (see
also Harris and Campbell, 1995) and taken up by Kayne (1994) under his analysis
of relative clauses. As exemplified in (36), relative clauses are analyzed as the
complement of D whereas clefts are analyzed as the complement of be; otherwise
the structures are parallel.25

(36) a. the[CP [ negotiations]i that the minister stops ti]

b. It is [CP [ the negotiations]i that the minister stops ti]

This raising analysis of cleft sentences inherits at least some of the problems dis-
cussed for the Head Raising Analysis of relative clause, e.g., the case problem. In
German, a clefted object does not exhibit the case marking expected if it originates
in the canonical object position. Instead, it shows nominative case and agrees with
the copula in number.26

(37) Es
It

war
was

{der,
the.NOM

*den}
the.ACC

Vertrag,
contract

den
that.ACC

der
the

Minister
minister

stoppte.
stoped

‘It was the contract that the minister stoped.’

25In the literature, there are several alternative analyses of cleft sentences. A cursory survey
gives the impression that the assumption of a small-clause structure predominates.

26Cross-linguistically there is some variation with respectto case marking of clefted con-
stituents. Italian, for example, allows two patterns as illustrated in the example below taken from
Frascarelli and Ramaglia (2009) (representation format slightly changed). The clefted object ei-
ther exhibits the case assigned by the embedded verb while the copula shows default agreement or
the clefted object occurs with nominative marking and the copula agrees with it.

(1) a. È
be.3SG

me
1SG.ACC

che
that

hai
have.2SG

visto
seen

‘It is me that you saw.’

b. Sono
be.1SG

io
1SG.NOM

che
that

hai
have.2SG

visto
seen

(same meaning)
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If we accept the raising analysis proposed by Franck et al. for the moment, the
question arises whether an attraction account in terms of anintervening interme-
diate object position as proposed by Frank and colleagues for clefts can be applied
to the relative clause construction in Experiment 5. The short answer is no. The
distractor in Experiment 5 is not an object and thus does not occupy AgrOP at any
stage of the derivation.27 Due to its position in SpecNP the relative pronoun never
reaches a position where it c-commands AgrS or any subject position. It does,
however, c-command the head noun of the subject NP. But sincethe subject–verb
relation involves the entire subject the NP-internal relations should not affect the
computation of agreement via spec–head agreement and Agree, at least not in
the sense proposed by Franck et al. (2006). If at all, the NP-internal c-command
relation affects the ease of determining the NP’s number specification.

The remarks stated above hold for more elaborated analyses of relative clauses
as well. Neither the possessive relative pronoun nor the relative clause head noun
ever ends up in a position where it c-commands the relative clause subject. Un-
der the Head Raising Analysis of relative clauses, the head NP has in fact a rel-
ative clause internal representation, but it does not occupy a position where it
c-commands the subject NP. Instead, the head noun is part of the subject NP. The
same is true for the possessive realtive pronoun. Whether analyzed as a specifier
of the NP or as a D head taking the NP as its complement, the possessive relative
pronoun is always part of the subject and, furthermore, c-commands only the the
head noun of the subject NP or DP but not the entire subject or AgrS. Thus, the ex-
planation Franck et al. (2006) offer for attraction in French object cleft sentences
does not apply to rightward attraction in Experiment 5.

A feature transfer account would not work either, at least not without losing
an explanation for modifier attraction in configurations like the key to the cabinets
or die Lehrerin der Kinder(‘the teacher of the children’). The difficulty lies in the
difference that is observed in the attraction pattern. In terms of error rates,28 mod-
ifier attraction, e.g. in Experiment 1, is restricted to plural attraction—attraction
caused by a plural distractor—whereas Experiment 5 attestssingular attraction—
attraction caused by a singular distractor—in addition to plural attraction. Nu-
merically, the magnitude of the effect was greater for singular controllers than for
plural controllers. Statistically, however, the corresponding interaction only ap-
proached significance (p = .11). Hence, the issue of a singular–plural asymmetry
is uncertain. However, even if we tentatively assume that there is an asymmetry,
we have to acknowledge that it deviates from the asymmetry observed in most

27The same is true for the distractor in Clifton et al. (1999). Depending on the syntactic as-
sumptions regarding long extraction, there may be, however, an intermediate position in which the
wh-distractor in this study intervenes between the subject and the verb and c-commands AgrS or
the subject.

28Response times show a slightly different pattern. I postpone the discussion.
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previous studies. The asymmetry is in the same direction, but it is non-strict.
Rather than being an asymmetry between anything and nothing(attraction or no
attraction), it is an asymmetry in terms of effect strength (more or less attraction).
In any case, the finding of singular attraction argues against percolation or some
other feature transfer mechanism as the main source of attraction in Experiment 5.
The rationale is the same as discussed earlier: Since only plural is represented by
a feature which can percolate, percolation can only apply with plural distractors.
Any adjustment of a feature transfer account to include singular attraction, e.g.
by assuming some singular feature, inevitably loses its explanatory power for the
absence of singular attraction in classical instances of modifier attraction. There
is no way to reconcile the two patterns with a single feature transfer mechanism.

Accounts attributing attraction to retrieval errors face the opposite challenge:
Under the assumption that retrieval-related interferencecan emanate from both
singular and plural distractors, retreival-based explainations account for the ab-
sence of an asymmetry in Experiment 5, but struggle to capture the presence of an
asymmetry in Experiment 1. I conclude that attraction may arise in several ways.
In Experiment 1, attraction arises from a failure to correctly compute or main-
tain the feature representation of the subject NP. In Experiment 5, attraction arises
from a failure to correctly retrieve the subject for the purpose of agreement check-
ing; percolation might apply on top of this, causing the observed trend towards a
non-strict asymmetry.

An important question raised by the finding of rightward attraction is whether
the effect is caused by an element outside the relative clause, namely the head
noun, or by an element inside the relative clause, namely, the relative pronoun.
This question will be pursued in Experiment 6. If the relative pronoun is the
source of attraction there might be another source of attraction. Suppose the re-
trieval process targets the subject correctly. In a next step, the number specifica-
tions of subject NP and verb have to be compared. If now the relative pronoun
is consulted for determining the number specification of thesubject NP, again an
error results when relative pronoun and subject do not matchin number. Consult-
ing the relative pronoun in order to verify the number specification of the sub-
ject NP is conceivable; German nouns are often ambiguous with regard to their
morphosyntactic feature specifications, determiners often disambiguate the NP or
at least contribute to disambiguation. The relative pronoun is a determiner and
occupies a position which often hosts a disambiguating determiner, e.g., an arti-
cle. A priori, attraction along these lines may occur with singular distractors as
well as with plural controllers. It is, however, capable of explaining a non-strict
asymmetry—in terms of markedness: It may be easier to ignorethe interfering
number information from the relative pronoun if it is unmarked (singular) while
the head noun is positively specified for number (plural). Reversely, interference
may be more likely if the relative pronoun is positively specified (plural) while
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the head noun unmarked (singular). On the other hand, takingnumber ambigu-
ity into account would result in the reverse prediction: Singular attraction would
be expected to be more likely because the possessive relative pronoundessenis
unambiguously singular;derenis ambiguous with respect to number.29 In pro-
duction, the incidence of attraction is higher when the subject NP has a number
ambiguous article (cf. Hartsuiker et al., 2003; Schriefersand van Kampen, 1993).
For sentence comprehension, comparable studies are lacking.

Before turning to Experiment 6 that aims to identify the distractor in right-
ward attraction into a relative clause, one more finding in Experiment 5 deserves
attention—the absence of a plural penalty. Contrary to Experiments 3 and 4,
Experiment 5 exhibits no general disadvantage for plural subjects. The factor
Controller reached significance as a main factor, this is duelower error rates in
sentences with a singular subject, more precisely to lower error rates in singular
sentences with a plural distractor in comparison to plural sentences with a singular
distractor. Apparently, the main effect of Controller is driven by a singular–plural
asymmetry with respect to attraction, though this must be taken with caution given
the lack of a (fully) significant interaction involving Controller and Distractor. The
lack of a plural penalty in Experiment 5 is not necessarily incompatible with the
activation account described in the discussion of Experiment 3. The crucial dif-
ference between Experiments 3 and 4 on the one hand and Experiment 5 on the
other hand concerns the distance between controller and verb. Compare (38a)
representing Experiment 3 and (38b) representing Experiment 5.

(38) a. Ich
I

glaube,
think

dass
that

die
the

Kinder ,
children

deren
whose

Vater
father

ich
I

kenne,
know

geweint
cried

haben.
have

‘I think that the children whose father I know have cried.’

b. Ich
I

rief
called

den
the

Vater,
father

dessen
whose

Kinder
children

geweint
cried

haben.
have

‘I called the father whose children cried.’

Experiments 3 and 4 examined agreement in an embedded clauselike (38a) which
contained a further relative clause separating the controller of agreement and the
clause-final verb. Experiment 5, on the other hand, investigates agreement within
a relative clause. While the processing of the intervening relative clause in sen-
tences like (38a) consumes time and resources and thereby contributes to decay
of the plural feature of the controller, the distance between controller and verb in
sentences like (38b) employed in Experiment 5 might simply be too short to cause
substantial decay in the plural activation for the controller. Such an explanation
for the difference between Experiments 3 and 4 on the one handand Experiment

29This ambiguity only holds for the word form in isolation. Thegender and number specifica-
tion of the associated head noun resolves the ambiguity.
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5 on the other hand would be in line with the DISTANCE LOCALITY THEORY

(DLT, cf. Gibson, 2000). According to the DLT the difficulty of comprehension
is affected by costs for structural integration and costs for holding incomplete de-
pendencies active in memory. Both costs are assumed to increase with increasing
distance between a wordw and some preceding word(s) with whichw is in a de-
pendency relation. Distance is measured in terms of intervening new discourse
referents. Under this view, the processing of the clause-final auxiliary is predicted
to be easier in (38b) than in (38a) because the distance between the auxiliary and
the subject NP is much shorter. In (38a), the agreement relation spans over three
discourse referents (represented by the two NPsVater ‘father’ andich ‘I’ plus the
event introduced by the verb) while no discourse referent intervenes between sub-
ject and verb in (38b). Strictly speaking, the relative clause in (38a) contains only
one new discourse referent; the first person pronoun does notintroduce a new
discourse referent since the speaker is always given (for experimental evidence
proving the role of givenness see Warren and Gibson, 2002) and the referent of
Vater(‘father’) can be inferred. To the best of my knowledge, there is no study in-
vestigating the latter case—bridging inferences. Clearly, pursuing this question is
beyond the scope of this dissertation; it would be a topic of another investigation.

5.5.2 Experiment 6

Experiment 5 showed rightward attraction in configurationsof the typedie Nach-
barn, deren Kind(‘the neighbors whose child’). As already discussed above,the
nounNachbarnas well as the relative pronounderencould be the source of the
observed attraction error. For ease of readability, I will refer to the first possibility
as theHEAD-NOUN HYPOTHESISand call the second possibility theRELATIVE-
PRONOUN HYPOTHESIS. The two potential distractors both precede the agree-
ment controller in the relative clause and they share their number specification.
The aim of Experiment 6 is therefore to test which element is the source of at-
traction errors for rightward attraction. To decide between the two hypotheses
regarding the source of rightward attraction, Experiment 6varies the position of
the relative-clause as illustrated in (39). In (39a), the relative clause immediately
follows the head noun, as it did in Experiment 5. In (39b), in contrast, the relative
clause is separated from its head noun and occurs to the rightof the matrix verb.

(39) a. Ich
I

rief
called

den
the

NACHBARN,
neighbor

dessen
whose

Kinder
child

geweint
cried

haben.
have

‘I called the neighbor whose children cried’

b. Ich
I

habe
have

den
the

NACHBARN

neighbor
gerufen,
called

dessen
whose

Kinder
children

geweint
cried

haben.
have

‘I called the neighbor whose children cried’
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The relative clause position in (39a) is ambiguous: It couldbe attached directly
to the NP preceding it (cf. (40a)) or extraposed to the right (cf. (40b)). Since the
intermediate position is phonetically empty (but syntactically filled by the verb
trace), there is no way to decide between the two possible structures.

(40) a. Ich
I

riefi

called
[NP den

the
Nachbarn,
neighbor

[RC dessen
whose

Kinder
children

geweint
cried

haben]]
have

ti.

b. Ich
I

riefi

called
[NP den

the
Nachbarn]
neighbor

ti, [RC dessen
whose

Kinder
child

geweint
cried

haben].
have

‘I called the neighbor whose children cried’

The relative clause is most likely attached directly to the NP. The main reason for
this assumption is that the main clause can well continue after the relative clause,
as illustrated in (41) below. Note that immediate integration of the relative clause
into the current NP is in accordance with Frazier’s principle of LATE CLOSURE

(Frazier, 1979). Late Closure states that incoming material is integrated into the
current phrase when possible.

(41) Ich
I

rief
called

den
the

Nachbarn,
neighbor

dessen
whose

Kinder
children

geweint
cried

haben,
have

sofort
at-once

herbei.
PRT

‘I summoned the neighbor whose children cried immediately.’

The situation is different with unambiguously extraposed relative clauses like
(39b). In (39b) the clause-final position is overtly occupied by the non-finite verb
and the relative clause occurs to its right. On encounteringthe relative clause the
processing of the matrix clause is hence already completed.Taking this difference
into account, the head-noun hypothesis predicts less interference in non-adjacent
relative clauses whereas the relative-pronoun hypothesispredicts no difference in
attraction rates between adjacent and non-adjacent relative clauses when the rela-
tive pronoun is the source of attraction.

In addition to this argument of clause completion one can make a distance
argument. Note that the distance between the relative pronoun and the controller
remains the same in (39a) and (39b) while the distance between head-noun and
controller is greater in (39b). Given that the distance between distractor and con-
troller is crucial in any feature transmission account, thetwo hypotheses regarding
the source of rightward attraction make different predictions when embedded in a
feature transmission account: No difference with respect to attraction is expected
if the relative pronoun is responsible for attraction and a substantial difference is
predicted if the head noun is the source of the error. Note that feature transmis-
sion accounts are based on the markedness of plural and therefore predict feature
transmission to happen only when the distractor is specifiedfor plural, but Ex-
periment 6 examines attraction caused by a singular distractor. Therefore, feature
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transmission accounts predict that attraction is absent inExperiment 6. Retrieval-
interference accounts based on a direct access mechanism predict attraction but
independent of relative-clause position and hence distractor–controller distance;
attraction rates shuld be the same in (39a) and (39b).30 Table 5.20 summarizes the
four predictions resulting from crossing the source of attraction and the underlying
mechanism.

Table 5.20: Predictions for Experiment 6

Source of attraction Mechanism of attraction

percolation retrieval-interference

head-noun hypothesis adjacent> extraposed adjacent= extraposed
relative-pronoun hypothesis adjacent= extraposed adjacent= extraposed

5.5.2.1 Method

Participants and Procedure

Forty students from the University of Konstanz participated in this experiment.
The procedure was similar to the previous experiments.

Materials

Forty sentence sets following the example in (39) were created. Each sentence
consists of a matrix clause and a relative clause. The matrixclause contains a
transitive predicate and two arguments; the subject precedes the object. The rela-
tive clause modifies the object of the matrix clause and occurs either immediately
after the head noun (adjacent) or extraposed to the right of the verb (non-adjacent).
In case of extraposition, the matrix verb separated the relative clause from its head
noun. To extend the distance between the head noun and the relative clause even
further, an additional adverb was inserted in the non-adjacent conditions (cf. Table
5.21). Following the terminology used throughout this thesis, the relative-clause
subject is the controller, the relative-clause head noun and/or the relative pronoun
represent the distractor. Note, however, that the match/mismatch of controller
and distractor results from varying the number specification of the controller; the
number specification of the distractor was held constant: singular. To avoid con-
fusion, I label the corresponding factor ‘Match’ (rather than ‘Controller’ or ‘Dis-
tractor’) and the conditions ‘match’ (singular controller) and ‘mismatch’ (plural
controller). In addition to grammatical sentences, the experiment also included

30Retrieval interference is expected to be distance sensitive only if retrieval involves a search.
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ungrammatical sentences. The latter contain an agreement violation in the rela-
tive clause, achieved by exchanging a singular verb by its plural counterpart and
vice versa. All in all, each sentence appeared in eight versions resulting from fully
crossing the factors Match (match vs. mismatch), Relative Clause Position (adja-
cent vs. non-adjacent) and Grammaticality (grammatical vs. ungrammatical).

Table 5.21: Sample Sentence Set of Experiment 6.

Matrix clause

Adjacent Der Vater verteidigte den Sohn, . . .
The father defended the son

Non-adjacent Der Vater hat den Sohn vehement verteidigt, . ..
The father has the son vehemently defended

Relative clause

Match . . . dessen Klassenkamerad wohl schon mehrfach gelogen hat.
whose classmate probably already multiplylied has

Mismatch . . . dessen Klassenkameraden wohl schon mehrfach gelogen haben.
whose classmates probably already multiplylied have

‘The father defended the son (vehemently) whose classmate(s) probably lied already
several times.’

Note.Ungrammatical sentences were derived by changing the number specification of the
final verb.

In addition to the experimental sentences, the experiment included 176 filler sen-
tences, yielding an experimental item to filler item ratio ofabout 1:4. The filler
sentences covered a variety of syntactic constructions andincluded ungrammati-
cal sentences.

5.5.2.2 Results

Judgments

Based on scorings of 1 for correct judgments and 0 for incorrect one, a mixed logit
model was fitted with participants and items as random effects and Grammatical-
ity, Relative Clause Position and Match as fixed effects. A likelihood ratio test in-
dicated that this model failed to perform any better than thenull model. A mixed
logit model not including Grammaticality as a fixed effect, however, passed the
likelihood ratio test. This model (Table 5.23) indicated significant main effects of
Relative Clause Position and Match but no significant interaction. Percentages of
correct judgments (Table 5.22) were slightly higher when the relative clause was
extraposed: 89% correct judgments compared to 89% when the relative clause was
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adjacent to its head noun. Apparently, the effect is mainly driven by ungrammat-
ical sentences with a plural controller and a relative clause adjacent to the head
noun. In this constellation, judgment errors were most common (76% correct
judgments); as a result, there was a big difference to the corresponding sentences
in which the relative clause was extraposed. For all other comparisons, the posi-
tion related difference was quite small (about 3 percentagepoints). Nevertheless,
the model including Grammaticality as a fixed effect did not differ significantly
from the null model.

Finally, the significant main effect of Match replicates thefinding from the
previous experiment: judgment errors were more common whendistractor and
controller differed in number (83% correct) compared to sentences in which the
two NPs had the same number specification (90% correct). Crucially, the effect
of Match was independent of the position of the relative clause. Though the num-
bers in Table 5.22 suggest that the mismatch penalty is stronger is ungrammatical
sentences, the logit mixed model failed to find an interaction.31

Table 5.22: Percentages of Correct Judgments in Experiment6

Adjacent RC Non-Adjacent RC

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

grammatical 90 (2.1) 86 (2.5) 92 (2.0) 88 (2.3) 89
ungrammatical 88 (2.3) 76 (3.0) 92 (1.9) 84 (2.6) 85

Mean 89 81 92 86

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.
RC stands for relative clause.

Table 5.23: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Logit Mixed Modelfor Judgments in Exper-
iment 6 (Log-Likelihood=−595)

Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 2.13 .14 15.00 < .001**
Relative Clause (RC) Position .34 .16 2.51 .012*
Match −.65 .16 −4.07 < .001**
RC-Position×Match .01 .32 0.04 .966

* p<.05,** p<.01

31The full model including all three factors as fixed effects also found no significant interaction
involving the factor Grammaticality.
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Figure 5.4: Attraction rates and attraction penalties in Experiment 6

Judgment Times

Response times were outlier corrected as described before.Table 5.24 gives the
resulting mean response times for correct judgments. For further analysis of
response times a linear mixed-effects model was applied with participants and
items included as random effects and Grammaticality, Relative Clause Position
and Match as fixed effects. The model (Table 5.25) yielded twosignificant main
effects. There was a significant main effect of Match: Judgment times were longer
when controller and distractor differed in number. Furthermore, grammatical sen-
tences were judged much faster than ungrammatical sentences; this produced a
significant main effect of Grammaticality effect. The increase was particularly
evident in sentences with an extraposed relative clause containing a singular con-
troller and having a singular head noun (match condition)—an increase of almost
200 ms compared to about 100 ms in all other pairs—but the interaction involving
all three factors was not significant.

Although judgments were slightly faster when the relative clause was extra-
posed, the factor Relative Clause Position failed significance. The interaction in-
volving Relative Clause Position and Grammaticality, however, reached marginal
significance. For grammatical sentences, response times are shorter for sentences
in which the relative clause occurred in extraposed position; for ungrammatical
sentences a corresponding speed-up is lacking.
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Table 5.24: Response Times for Correct Judgments in Experiment 6

Adjacent RC Non-Adjacent RC

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

grammatical 621 (24) 666 (25) 543 (21) 649 (23) 619
ungrammatical 710 (24) 768 (27) 739 (25) 754 (25) 741

Mean 665 714 641 700

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.

Table 5.25: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Linear Mixed-Effects Model for Response
Times in Experiment 6 (Log-Likelihood=−9811)

Estimate SE t pMCMC

(Intercept) 87.50 26.98 25.48 < .001**
Grammaticality 123.34 14.86 8.30 < .001**
Relative Clause (RC) Position −22.76 14.81 −1.54 .124
Match 58.37 14.85 3.93 < .001**
Grammaticality×RC-Position 51.70 29.61 1.75 .084+
Grammaticality×Match −40.68 29.64 −1.37 .178
RC-Position×Match 2.01 29.62 .07 .943
Grammaticality×RC-Position×Match −90.57 59.23 −1.53 .126

Note.Only response times for correct responses entered analyses.
+ p<.1, * p<.05,** p<.01

5.5.2.3 Discussion

Experiment 6 replicated the attraction effect found in Experiment 5. Whenever
the preceding distractor and the actual agreement controller differed in number,
participants made more judgment errors, and it took them longer to give a correct
judgment. To confirm that these are in fact attraction errors, it has to be ruled
out that the effect is due to the number specification of the relative-clause subject
itself rather than the mismatch of distractor and controller in number. Remem-
ber that the match-conditions had a singular subject while the mismatch condition
had a plural subject. Given the general disadvantage for plural subjects in Exper-
iments 3 and 4 it is at least conceivable that the plural specification of the subject
is responsible for the observed effect in Experiment 6. Experiment 5 employing
similar material provides two arguments against this suspicion. First, Experiment
5 lacks a penalty for plural subjects. In fact, error rates were even lower in sen-
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tences with a plural subject.32 I argued that the relative clause is simply too short
to cause substantial decay of the subject’s plural feature.Furthermore, in Experi-
ment 5, both singular and plural subjects were affected by attraction. Therefore, I
conclude that a general decay of the plural feature plays no role in Experiment 6
and attraction is responsible for the judgment errors in themismatch conditions.

The crucial finding of Experiment 6 is that attraction errorsoccurred for both
adjacent and non-adjacent relative clauses. Though this finding does not coer-
cively decide between the head-noun hypothesis and the relative-pronoun hypoth-
esis, it rules out at least two possibilities. First, the finding makes it unlikely that
attraction is caused by feature transfer from the relative clause head noun. Second,
it discredits the idea of interference arising during a retrieval process that involves
a search. Two possibilities remain: feature percolation from the relative pronoun
as illustrated in (32) and interference during subject retrieval. Feature percolation
is discredited because we are dealing with singular attraction in Experiment 6.
Any attempt to include the possibility of feature transfer for singular inevitably
runs into serious problems in face of the strict asymmetry found for modifier at-
traction; retrieval-based interference faces the same challenge (see also discussion
of Experiment 5).

5.6 Interim Summary and First Conclusions

The present chapter presented five experiments examining number attraction in
sentence comprehension. The experiments investigated a construction previously
not surveyed under the perspective of attraction: sentences containing a relative
clause introduced by a possessive relative pronoun. Finding attraction errors in
this construction provides further evidence for the generality of the number at-
traction effect. The phenomenon of number attraction is notrestricted to the con-
structions reported in prior research, but applies to the particular relative-clause
construction investigated here as well. For this construction, the experiments pro-
vide evidence for both leftward attraction and rightward attraction.

Leftward attraction is the classical direction of attraction: A distractor follow-
ing an agreement controller affects the computation of agreement between this
controller and a corresponding verb. In previous studies, the distractor was con-
tained in a prepositional phrase (e.g.,the key to the cabinets) or a genitive NP (e.g.,
die Lehrerin der Kinder‘the teacher of the children’, as in Experiment 1). In the
relative-clause construction examined in this chapter, the distractor is located in-
side a relative clause and forms a constituent together withthe possessive relative

32Though this is actually only true in the mismatch conditions, the interaction involving the fac-
tors Controller (singular versus plural subject) and Distractor (match versus mismatch condition)
only approached (marginal) significance.
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pronoun, as illustrated in (42). Despite being part of a separate clause, the distrac-
tor is capable of flawing the computation of agreement between the relative-clause
head noun occurring to its left and the corresponding finite verb occurring to its
right. Experiments 3 and 4 attested leftward attraction in this particular relative-
clause construction. Furthermore, Experiments 3 showed that leftward attraction
in this construction occurs with plural distractors as wellas with singular distrac-
tors; Experiment 4 showed that leftward attraction is absent when controller and
distractor differ with regard to animacy.

(42) leftward attraction:
Attraction

[CP C [NP Controlleri [RC [NP whosei Distractor] . . . V]] . . . V]
Agreement

Experiments 5 and 6 attested rightward attraction: A distractor preceding the con-
troller may also cause attraction. So far, only a few studiesreported rightward
attraction (for production see Bock and Miller, 1991; Franck et al., 2006; Staub,
2009; for comprehension see Clifton et al., 1999; Wagers et al., 2009); Experi-
ments 5 and 6 contribute further evidence for this directionof attraction by at-
testing rightward attraction in the possessive relative-clause construction. The
head noun of a relative clause and/or an associated possessive relative pronoun is
capable of flawing the computation of the agreement relationinside the relative
clause, as illustrated in (43). Experiment 5 showed that rightward attraction in
this configuration can happen with singular distractors andwith plural distractors.
Finally, Experiment 6 showed that rightward attraction in the particular relative-
clause construction is independent of the position of the relative clause (adjacent
to the head noun or extraposed).

(43) rightward attraction:
Attraction

[CP NP V [NP Distractori [RC [NP whosei Controller] . . . V]]]
Agreement

Finally, Experiment 2 seems to show that leftward attraction and rightward
attraction may co-occur. At least the pattern of attractionerrors looks like a sum-
mation of the pattern in Experiment 3 and Experiment 5. In terms of error rates,
the incidence of attraction is particularly high in Experiment 2. Furthermore, the
pattern tends towards a reversed but non-strict asymmetry and hence mirrors the
trend towards a non-strict asymmetry in Experiment 5. Note that a higher attrac-
tion rate for plural distractors in rightward attraction results in a higher error rate
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for sentences with a plural relative-clause head noun (N1 in(44)) and a singular
relative-clause subject (headed by N2 in (44)) and hence creates the impression of
a reversed asymmetry in Experiment 2.

leftward attraction (plural attraction= singular attraction)

(44) [CC C [NP N1i [RC [NP whosei N2 ]] . . . V] . . . V]
rightward attraction (plural attraction> singular attraction)

Table 5.26: Comparison of Leftward Attraction and Rightward Attraction.

Leftward attraction Rightward attraction

from a nominal out of a into a
(genitive) modifier relative clause relative clause

(Experiment 1) (Experiment 3) (Experiment 5)

Error Pattern (Attraction Errors)

singular attraction no yes yes
plural attraction yes yes yes
asymmetry strict no no?

Response Time Pattern (Attraction Penalty)

singular attraction yes no no
plural attraction yes no yes
asymmetry no no yes

The comparison of leftward attraction and rightward attraction reveals some
differences (cf. Table 5.26). At least in the relative-clause construction examined
here, leftward attraction and rightward attraction share the incidence of plural
attraction and singular attraction. It is less certain whether they also share the lack
of any singular–plural asymmetry. Experiment 5 showed somesigns of a non-
strict asymmetry: Numerically, plural attraction was stronger. Analyses using a
logit mixed model, however, failed to confirm this trend as statistically robust.33

The incidence of singular attraction makes both leftward attraction and rightward
attraction in the possessive relative-clause construction different from common
instances of modifier attraction, including Experiment 1. With respect to response
times, leftward attraction and rightward attraction diverge. Leftward attraction

33The Controller×Distractor interaction just missed marginal significance (p< .11).
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did not result in a response time penalty. Rightward attraction, on the other hand,
shares with common modifier attraction the occurrence of an attraction penalty
but only for plural attraction. Before evaluating the competing attraction accounts
in the light of the current results, I will briefly elaborate on two points: the issue
of a singular–plural asymmetry and the effect attraction has on response times.

5.6.1 Singular Attraction versus Plural Attraction

Notably, both leftward and rightward attraction involved singular attraction, i.e.
attraction caused by a singular distractor. This finding contrasts with most prior
research reporting a strict asymmetric pattern with attraction being restricted to
plural distractors. Nevertheless some studies report exceptions. These exceptions
are a matter of cross-linguistic differences as well as of construction-related dif-
ferences and differences between production and comprehension. Construction-
related differences concern in particular modifier attraction and object attraction.
For the moment, I concentrate on modifier attraction; objectattraction is the topic
of chapter 6.

For modifier attraction in English sentence production, a strict singular–plural
asymmetry has been firmly established. In most experiments,attraction was re-
stricted to plural modifiers. There are only few exceptions:Eberhard (1997) re-
ports attraction caused by a singular distractor when the latter is specified by a
singular quantifier (e.g.,the keys to one cabinet). For sentence comprehension the
available data are not conclusive. Branigan et al. (1995); Pearlmutter (2000) found
both plural attraction and singular attraction, Nicol et al. (1997) as well as Pearl-
mutter et al. (1999) report an asymmetry, Clifton et al. (1999) report mixed results.
Cross-linguistically, the singular–plural asymmetry observed in English seems to
be confirmed but the strength of the asymmetry varies. While Dutch (Hartsuiker
et al., 2003), German (Schriefers and van Kampen, 1993; Hartsuiker et al., 2003;
Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003; Hölscher and Hemforth, 2000;exceptions are
discussed below) and Russian (Lorimor et al., 2008) exhibita strict asymmetry,
the asymmetry is weakened and seems to be non-strict in Italian (Vigliocco et al.,
1995) and Spanish (Vigliocco et al., 1996). For French, the pattern emerging from
the literature is not consistent. While Franck et al. (2006)report the same asym-
metry for modifier attraction as in English, Fayol et al. (1994) found a non-strict
asymmetry and Franck et al. (2002) found no asymmetry at all.Yet, the situation
in comprehension is again not clear; the majority of data arefrom production .

Consider German, the language of the experiments, in more detail. For Ger-
man sentence production, the literature consistently reports an asymmetric attrac-
tion pattern when the distractor is a modifier (Schriefers and van Kampen, 1993;
Hartsuiker et al., 2003; Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003; Hölscher and Hemforth,
2000). Corpus data show the same (cf. Pfau, 2009). The experiments in Hölscher
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and Hemforth (2000), however, suggest a production-comprehension discrepancy.
Hölscher and Hemforth (2000) investigated identical material in a production ex-
periment using the method of sentence completion and in a comprehension study
with an eye-tracking procedure. The attraction patterns observed in the two exper-
iments are the mirror image of each other. While attraction during production was
restricted to plural distractors, the opposite was true in comprehension. The latter
finding has to be interpreted with caution: The authors themselves argue that it
might be an artifact resulting from parafoveal reading (cf.chapter 3). Experiment
1 sheds further doubt on an explanation attributing singular attraction observed in
Experiments 2–6 to differences between production and comprehension. Exper-
iment 1 examined sentences with a genitive modifier serving as distractor. This
experiment exhibits the same asymmetric attraction pattern reported for modifier
attraction in production. I therefore conclude that the emergence of an asymme-
try is not a matter of production versus comprehension but rather depends on the
particular construction and the processes responsible forattraction errors. Ap-
parently, leftward attraction and rightward attraction inthe particular construction
examined in the current chapter have a other source than modifier attraction—
witnessed by the difference in attraction patterns.

5.6.2 Response Times

Response times obtained with a speeded-grammaticality judgments procedure are
difficult to interpret since they may reflect several things:general processing dif-
ficulties as well as processes of reanalysis. In the case of attraction, increased
response times in the mismatch conditions may indicate difficulties to determine
the number specification of the subject NP due to conflicting number informa-
tion of controller and distractor noun, the effort to ignoreinterference from the
distractor as well as extra time needed for reanalysis afteran initial misanalysis.
Note that the term reanalysis is used here in a broader sense.It is not meant to
entail revisions of the phrase structure representation asin the classical instances
of reanalysis. Instead, reanalysis in the context of attraction involves the revision
of feature specifications, namely number features.

With regard to the issue of reanalysis, we have to distinguish two situations.
First, attraction during first-pass parsing results in an apparent agreement viola-
tion whether due to misretrieval of the distractor or a flawedrepresentation of
the controller. This in turn may entail subsequent processes of reanalysis. Sec-
ond, attraction may occur during reanalysis making it more difficult to overcome
the initial misanalysis. The two sorts of reanalysis in the context of attraction
complement each other. The first sort of reanalysis can only occur in grammati-
cal sentences since only in this condition attraction results in an apparent agree-
ment violation. In ungrammatical sentences, in contrast, attraction hides a present
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agreement violation and the parser therefore has no reason to initiate a reanalysis.
The second sort of reanalysis is restricted to ungrammatical sentences containing
an agreement violation.

Except for Experiment 2 which conflated leftward attractionand rightward at-
traction, response times exhibited no interaction of Distractor and Grammaticality,
but a main effect of Grammaticality. The latter can be explained when assuming
that the detection of ungrammaticality creates some uncertainty which slows down
response times. Furthermore, participants indicated judgments ‘ungrammatical’
by using their left hand whereas they used their right hand—for most people the
dominant hand—for judging a sentence as grammatical. Hence, differences in
motor control of left hand versus right hand may have contributed to response
time differences between correct judgments and incorrect one. With respect to
attraction, grammatical and ungrammatical sentences showed no difference. This
finding suggests that reanalysis played no role in the context of attraction. Neither
did attraction involve subsequent repair processes nor didit occur during reanaly-
sis. This conclusion is in accordance with prior findings in German that the parser
often immediately rejects a sentence as ungrammatical whenit notices an agree-
ment violation (Meng and Bader, 2000a). On the other hand, itcontrasts with
studies that found differences between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences
with respect to attraction (Pearlmutter et al., 1999; Kaan,2002; Wagers et al.,
2009). In the studies cited, attraction is strongest or evenexclusive in ungrammat-
ical sentences. In a series of self-paced reading experiments reported by Wagers
et al. (2009), attraction was consistently restricted to ungrammatical sentences.
According to the authors, the lack of attraction in grammatical sentences suggests
that attraction is a phenomenon arising only during reanalysis. In grammatical
sentences, no reanalysis is initiated and therefore the distractor has no chance
to interfere. In ungrammatical sentences, interference from the distractor slows
down reanalysis when the distractor contributes number information conflicting
with the subject but matching the ungrammatical verb. Note that this rationale
presupposes that agreement makes use of a forward-specifying device rather than
subject retrieval. Under the retrieval hypothesis, interference would prolong the
processing of grammatical sentences as well: If the parser erroneously retrieves
the distractor instead of the actual subject, it will noticean agreement violation
and initiate a reanalysis. Hence, response times for correct judgments should be
prolonged.

There are two directions where to look for an explanation of the discrepancy
in findings—cross-linguistic differences between German and English and task-
related differences, in particular in terms of the ‘online–offline’ distinction. Wa-
gers et al. (2009), for instance, surmise that offline tasks like grammaticality judg-
ments induce late processes making grammatical sentences and ungrammatical
sentences equally susceptible to attraction. On the basis of current data, the ques-
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tion is hard to decide. On the one hand, there are no sufficientdata since un-
grammatical sentences are only rarely included in studies investigating attraction
during sentence comprehension. For German, there are no corresponding reading
time data; for English, there are no judgment data for ungrammatical sentences.
Furthermore, existing English data are mixed: Wagers et al.(2009) found attrac-
tion effects (almost) exclusively in ungrammatical sentences (but see their Exper-
iment 5); yet, Nicol et al. (1997); Pearlmutter et al. (1999); Pearlmutter (2000)
found attraction effects in grammatical sentences—onlineas well as offline. In
summary, there is currently no sufficient evidence to come upwith a convincing
explanation why grammatical sentences are prone to attraction in some studies but
not in others. A final answer to this question must be left to future research.

Leaving the issue of reanalysis aside, there two further ways how attraction
may prolong response times: uncertainty about the correct response and inter-
ference. The two possibilities are interrelated and have been shown to cause in-
creased response times in other decision tasks. A famous andwidely used decision
task involving interference is the Stroop task (Stroop, 1935). In its original ver-
sion participants are asked to name the color of a visually presented word which is
a color adjective. Interference arises when the word’s meaning conflicts with the
color in which the word is printed. The difficulties which participants experience
in this situation have been taken as evidence that word recognition is an automatic
process. Crucial for the current discussion is the observation that participants did
not only produce a substantial number of errors but also needed more time to re-
spond (Stroop, 1935; Dunbar and MacLeod, 1984). Transferred to the issue of
attraction this creates the expectation of attraction related response time delays.

The speeded-grammaticality procedure used in the experiments calls for a
categorical decision—‘grammatical’ versus ‘ungrammatical’. Insofar, speeded-
grammaticality judgments resembles lexical decisions (‘word’ versus ‘non-word’)
for which elaborated models exist which are inspired by Signal Detection Theory
(cf. Green and Swets, 1966) and its derivative General Recognition Theory (for
an review see Ashby and Townsend, 1986; Ashby, 2000 presentsa stochastic ver-
sion). Decision models of this sort claim that the final response is probabilistic
based on familiarity (e.g., Ratcliff et al., 2004; Ratcliffand McKoon, 2008). The
decision becomes more difficult and time consuming the less clear the relevant
information is. Bader and Häussler (2010) applied the basicidea to grammati-
cality judgments. According to this model, grammaticalityjudgments are based
on perceived grammaticality, which may be sensitive performance factors. Bader
and Häussler (2010) ignore response times, but their model can easily incorporate
the pertinent assumptions of Signal Detection Theory and General Recognition
Theory. For attraction in terms of feature transfer, the argument would go like
this: A distractor with conflicting number information creates some uncertainty
about the number specification of the subject. In consequence, response times
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are prolonged. Thus attraction should be visible as a penalty in response times.
Whether interference during subject retrieval may have thesame effect is not obvi-
ous. On the one hand, interference should be independent of the number match of
controller and distractor. If so, no visible attraction penalty is expected since inter-
ference would affect match and mismatch conditions to the same degree. On the
other hand, it is conceivable that the number conflict arising when the interfering
distractor does not match the critical verb in number results in longer response
times—reflecting the detection of a violation and/or reflecting an attempt of re-
analysis. If so, we would expect an attraction penalty in grammatical sentences.
In ungrammatical sentences, the retrieval error does not entail a number conflict;
yet, it might be time consuming to ignore the interference and reject the sentence.

Uncertainty about the number specification of the subject NPshould increase
response times for correct responses and false responses likewise. Unfortunately,
this prediction cannot be tested for the current experiments due to the small num-
ber of observations for false responses, especially in the match conditions. But
we can examine response times for correct judgments. Notably, the response
time pattern differs across leftward attraction and rightward attraction. For the
former, no attraction penalty is observed while for the latter response times are
prolonged in those conditions in which participants produced disproportionally
many errors. This discrepancy asks for an explanation. Together with the differ-
ence in error patterns—no asymmetry for leftward attraction versus a non-strict
asymmetry for rightward attraction, this suggests that thetwo kinds of attraction
result from different underlying processes. Based on latencies in a language pro-
duction experiment Staub (2009) comes to a similar conclusion. On first sight,
the pattern Staub found looks quite the opposite: intervening (=leftward) attrac-
tion bears the expected penalty, non-intervening (=rightward) attraction exhibits a
different pattern. This puzzle vanishes on closer inspection.

(45) a. The key to the {cabinet/cabinets}

b. The {cabinet/cabinets} that the key

Staub confronted participants with sentence preambles as in (45) by means of a
rapid serial visual presentation procedure (Potter, 1984). Immediately after the
last word of the preamble, participants saw two verb forms—one inflected for sin-
gular (e.g.,was), the other one inflected for plural (were). The task was to choose
which of the two verb forms would provide a grammatical continuation. Staub
found attraction errors for both (45a) and (45b). Response times, however, dif-
fered across the two constructions. For the PP-modifier construction in (45a), re-
sponse times reflected the error pattern. In those conditions in which participants
produced attraction errors, response times were prolonged—for correct responses
and false responses alike. For rightward attraction in (45b), false responses took
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more time and the attraction penalty in correct responses was substantially smaller.
Staub takes this pattern as evidence that rightward attraction arises from a subject
identification problem due to the presence of the distractor. Resolving this con-
fusion takes time—and is rarely successful; otherwise, response times for correct
response should increase as well.

We can adopt this rationale for the comprehension experiments in the present
chapter as follows: Leftward attraction in the possessive relative clause construc-
tion results from a subject identification problem. The problem occurred only
from time to time but almost inevitably resulted in an error in which case error
response times were prolonged. Alternatively, it might be that the problem oc-
curred throughout but was overcome in most cases. If so, interference affected
response times in all conditions likewise but had a visible effect on judgments in
the mismatch conditions only; in the match conditions erroneous subject identifi-
cation still resulted in a grammatical sentence and hence a correct grammaticality
judgment. Since participants produced only few errors in Experiment 3, the cor-
responding response times lack statistical power for further analyses in order to
decide between the two possibilities. If this line of argumentation is correct, the
attraction penalty visible in Experiments 5 and 6 cannot be attributed to retrieval-
related interference. It must have a different source, mostlikely the inconsistent
number information within the subject NP. This way, rightward attraction in these
two experiments is on par with leftward attraction in (45a).In (45a) it is the modi-
fier which contributes conflicting number information whilein Experiments 5 and
6 it is the possessive pronoun. Finally, Experiment 1 joins this pattern. Here it is
the genitive modifier who is to blame for the difficulty. Note that the distractor
in case of leftward attraction in the relative-clause construction is also part of the
subject NP. But it is deeply embedded and therefore probablyless effective in cre-
ating uncertainty about the number specification of that NP.Instead, it provokes a
retrieval error, which in turn results in an attraction error.

5.6.3 Evaluation of the Attraction Accounts

In Chapter 4, I contrasted two main families of accounts—integration accounts as-
suming erroneous feature transmission during the integration phase and checking
accounts attributing attraction to retrieval-related interference during the check-
ing phase. The finding that both singular distractors and plural distractors caused
attraction is the major argument for attributing attraction errors to interference
during the checking phase rather than to feature transmission during the integra-
tion phase. As pointed out earlier, a crucial argument for feature transmission is
the restriction of attraction to plural distractors. Underthe assumption that only
plural is represented explicitly by a privative feature while singular remains un-
derspecified, only a plural feature can be transmitted. A similar argument can be
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made in an activation model: Since only plural produces someactivation, only this
plural activation can erroneously spread to further nodes.The assumption of such
an asymmetric representation of number in German is supported by the finding
that agreement errors are more common with plural subjects (cf. section 5.6.4).
Furthermore, an asymmetric representation combined with feature transmission
fits the attraction pattern found with PP- and genitive modifiers.

The pattern of results in the relative-clause construction, in contrast, is com-
patible with the checking hypothesis, which predicts that both singular and plural
distractors are likely to be (mis-)retrieved instead of theactual agreement con-
troller if the subject-retrieval cues include case but not number. The actual cues
for subject retrieval as well as their weight might vary fromlanguage to language
(cf. MacWhinney et al., 1984), but it seems plausible to assume that they involve
primarily subject-related properties. Relevant categories are case, phrasal cate-
gory and position (for English cf. Badecker et al., 2006). Since number is not
a genuine subject property (although number agreement of course is), it is most
likely that number is not among the retrieval cues. Evidencefor this assumption
comes from the finding that sentences with local subject–object ambiguities lead
to strong garden-path effects when disambiguated toward anOS-reading by num-
ber agreement between subject and verb (cf. Bader and Bayer,2006; Meng and
Bader, 2000a). This strongly indicates that number is not used for subject retrieval
in first-pass parsing; otherwise reanalysis should be easy.

Further evidence for the checking hypothesis comes from Experiment 4. In
contrast to the other experiments reported above, the distractor in Experiment 4
is an inanimate noun while the controller is an animate NP. Inall other exper-
iments, both distractor and controller referred to persons. In Experiment 4, no
attraction effect was found. Since Experiment 3 attested attraction in the very
same construction, the absence of attraction in Experiment4 is probably due to
this difference in animacy. I assume that it is not animacy per se which is respon-
sible for the emergence or absence of attraction, but ratheranimacy as a semantic
requirement selected by the verb. A distractor not meeting the animacy require-
ments of a verb is less likely to interfere during subject retrieval because it is not
a good subject for this verb.
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5.6.4 A Short Excursus on the Plural Penalty

In addition to attraction, the experiments showed that sentences with a plural sub-
ject tend to lead to an impaired performance. Participants produced more judg-
ment errors for plural sentences in comparison to singular sentences. This trend
was independent of the number specification of the distractor. The effect only
occurred in Experiments 2–4, but not in Experiment 5.34 The absence of the plu-
ral disadvantage in Experiment 5 suggests that it is not caused by the increased
semantic complexity of plural subjects. Instead, the effect—as well as the differ-
ence between the experiments—is best explained in an activation-based account:
Number is represented asymmetrically. In the absence of anyexplicit singular
specification (e.g., a singular quantifier), singular NPs remain underspecified with
regard to number. Plural NPs, on the other hand, are positively specified leading
to a certain amount of activation. This activation decreases over time and is no
longer available when it falls below a given threshold, and as a result, an agree-
ment violation is perceived when the corresponding NP is consulted for agree-
ment checking with a plural verb. An agreement violation is overlooked when
the verb is singular. The enhanced response times can be attributed to the in-
creased effort to access the plural specification when the activation is already near
the threshold. With singular subjects nothing similar can happen—singular NPs
lack a corresponding singular activation. This explains the increase in judgment
errors for plural sentences. The difference between the Experiments 2–4 on the
one hand and Experiments 5 and 6 on the other hand follows froma difference
in terms of controller–verb distance. In the first three experiments, the relative
clause separated controller and verb whereas in Experiments 5 and 6 controller
and verb were close to each other. Under the assumption that the decrease of
activation is a continuous process, the likelihood that thelevel of activation falls
below a given threshold increases over time. Thus, the loss of plural activation is
more likely in Experiments 2–4 because of the intervening relative clause. The
question of what exactly is the impact of the intervener leads to the more general
question of whether forgetting results from time-based decay or from event-based
interference. Decay and interference have long been considered as competing
explanations for forgetting (e.g., Brown, 1958; Waugh and Norman, 1965; Kep-
pel and Underwood, 1962). Though the two hypotheses are still hotly debated
(Lewandowsky et al., 2004; Brown and Chater, 2001; Nairne, 2002; Oberauer and
Lewandowsky, 2008; Barrouillet et al., 2004; Saito and Miyake, 2004), there is
considerable evidence indicating that decay as well as interference play a role
in information processing (Altmann and Schunn, 2002; Anderson and Lebiere,
1998 and references cited there; Lewis and Vasishth, 2005; Lewis et al., 2006).

34For Experiment 6 the issue of a plural penalty cannot be evaluated since plural controllers
only occur in the mismatch conditions.
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Although the observation of leftward attraction in Experiment 3 points to inter-
ference, the experiments reported here are hardly decisivein this regard. The
relative clause separating controller and verb contains onthe one hand material
that has to be processed and hence may induce interference. At the same time,
this processing takes some time which may give rise to decay.35

The idea that the intervening relative clause not only consumes time but also
processing resources is a central feature of Gibson’s Distance Locality Theory
(DLT) (Gibson, 2000). DLT assumes that the memory costs for holding incom-
plete dependencies active in memory are determined by the distance between the
two heads, in our case between the plural noun and the corresponding verb. If the
relative clause intervenes between a subject and the corresponding verb, as it does
in Experiments 2–4, it consumes processing resources whichthen are missing for
the maintaining the subject’s plural specification. In Experiment 5, the relevant
agreement relation is the one inside the relative clause. For this relation, the dis-
tance between subject and corresponding verb is short; the processing resources
should be sufficient to maintain the subject’s plural specification. In sum, the dis-
crepancy between Experiments 2–4 and Experiment 5 fits the prediction derived
from DLT. Though distance effects are an interesting topic,they are beyond the
scope of this dissertation.36 I therefore abort the discussion at this point.

35Note that the interplay of material and time is a general problem for experiments addressing
the role of decay and interference in sentence processing. The amount of intervening linguistic
material and the amount of time are almost necessarily confounded. For an innovative idea to
disentangle the two factors by way of manipulating the speedof presentation see Hopp (2008).
An alternative way to attest interference is to manipulate the type of intervening material while
keeping the amount of material constant.

36In fact, they represent a subject worth for another dissertation, e.g. Hopp (2011).
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What things are this kid,
is this kid going to say
correctly?

(Levelt and Cutler, 1983) 6
Object Attraction

So far, we only considered attraction effects in constructions where the distractor
and controller formed together a complex NP. The distractorwas either a genitive
modifier as in Experiment 1, part of a relative clause modifying the critical sub-
ject NP (leftward attraction out of a relative clause) or, reversely, the head NP of
a relative clause (rightward attraction into a relative clause). The current chapter
turns to distractors which occur outside the subject NP. In particular, the chapter
addresses the question whether and if, how objects can have the same interfering
effect. And indeed, as indicated in chapter 3, objects can cause attraction errors.
In Pfau’s sample of subject–verb agreement errors in German, modifier attraction
and object attraction are almost equally common (Pfau, 2003). However, the num-
bers have to be interpreted with care given the lack of a baseline. Since Pfau does
not report, how frequent each of the constructions is overall and how frequent each
of the number combinations is, it is not possible to estimatehow often agreement
is obeyed successfully.

Object attraction errors can be observed in spontaneous speech as in the quote
above and the German examples above, but can also be elicitedin language pro-
duction experiments using the sentence completion task.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 discusses object attraction
in language production. Section 6.2 presents first evidencefor object attraction
in sentence comprehension and compares it with modifier attraction. Sections
6.3 and 6.4 look at the role of case morphology and ask whetherexplicitly case
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marking the subject, respectively the object has an effect on attraction. The last
section of the chapter briefly summarizes the main findings and explores their
implications for the explanation of attraction phenomena and agreement checking
processes.

6.1 Object Attraction in Language Production

Prior research has concentrated on attraction errors elicited by a distractor em-
bedded in a complex subject NP. In verb-final languages like German or Dutch,
subject and verb can be separated by a noun phrase which is notpart of the sub-
ject, e.g., an object NP. Given that the object also bears a number feature, the
question is whether it may confuse the processes underlyingsubject–verb agree-
ment. And indeed, object attraction has been observed in language production.
The current section first summarizes previous studies proving object attraction in
sentence production and then adds further evidence from a questionnaire study in
German.

6.1.1 First Evidence for Object Attraction

Object attraction was first observed by Fayol et al. (1994) for French written lan-
guage production using a transcription task. Hartsuiker etal. (2001) replicated
this finding for oral language production in Dutch. The experiment compared
sentences like (1a) containing a distractor within a subject modifier (the classi-
cal configuration for attraction) and sentences in which thedistractor was a direct
object as in (1b). Corresponding sentences in the match conditions contained a
singular modifier and, respectively, a singular object (krans‘garland’).

(1) a. Karin
Karin

zegt
says

dat
that

[het
the

meisje
girl

met
with

de
the

KRANSEN]
garlands

‘Karin says that the girl with the garlands ...’

b. Karin
Karin

zegt
says

dat
that

[het
the

meisje]
girl

[de
the

KRANSEN]
garlands

‘Karin says that the girl ... the garlands’

Participants were asked to read the fragment aloud and complete it with the correct
form of the verb given by its stem (win ‘to win’ in example (1)). Attraction errors
occurred in both constructions: Whenever the distractor was plural (i.e. when
subject and distractor differed in number), participants produced more agreement
errors than in corresponding sentences where both subject and distractor were
singular (cf. Figure 6.1). However, the attraction rate wassubstantially higher for
modifier distractors as in (1a) than for object distractors as in (1b).
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match mismatch match mismatch

modifier distractor           object distractor
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Figure 6.1: Error rates in Hartsuiker et al. (2001), Experiment 1b

Based on these findings, Hartsuiker and his colleagues arguethat the subject is
not completely encapsulated from information from elsewhere in the syntactic tree
and therefore vulnerable to interfering number information from both modifiers
and objects. The modifier-object difference in attraction rates is taken as evidence
for the assumption that the plural feature percolates from distractor to the head
noun of the subject and not directly to the verb. Consider Figure 6.2. The tree at
the left-hand side schematizes modifier percolation in sentences like (1a), the tree
at the right-hand side illustrates object attraction in sentences like (1b).

S

NPsubj VP

NP PP

P NPPL V

S

NPsubj VP

PL NP V

Figure 6.2: Percolation path for modifier attraction (left-hand side) and for object attrac-
tion (right-hand side). The figures are adapted from Hartsuiker et al. (2001) and only
slightly modified by adding arrows indicating the percolation path.

The linear distance (measured in number of intervening words) between dis-
tractor and verb is similar for both kinds of distractors while the hierarchical dis-
tance (measured by counting the number of intervening nodes) between distractor
and verb is longer in the modifier configuration. The linear distance between
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distractor and controller is longer in the modifier construction (due to the prepo-
sition) whereas the hierarchical distance is longer with anobject distractor (cf.
Figure 6.2).1, 2 The distance relations are summarized in Table 6.1 below.

Table 6.1: Distance Relations for Modifier Attraction vs. Object Attraction in Figure 6.2.

linear distance hierarchical distance

distractor-verb distance modifier = object modifier> object
distractor-controller distance modifier> object modifier< object

Note.The comparison concerns the distance given the specified kind of distractor.

Finding different attraction rates in (1a) and (1b) suggests that the linear prox-
imity of distractor and verb is not a crucial factor for attraction. Furthermore,
finding the highest attraction rate with a modifier distractor, that is in the condi-
tion that has the shortest distractor-controller path but the longest linear distance
between distractor and controller, argues in favor of syntactic proximity as the
modulating factor. This is in line with prior findings presented in chapter 3.

Interestingly, Hartsuiker et al. find the effect of number attraction by an object
only with lexical noun phrases likezeeroversin (2a)(the number in parentheses
gives the rate of agreement errors),3 but not with the pronounhen (cf. (2b)).
Lexical noun phrases are ambiguous with respect to case; thepronounhen, in
contrast, is overtly marked for case. Crucially, pronominal objects referring to
an inanimate referent as in (3b) elicited the same amount of attraction errors as
corresponding non-pronominal objects. Hartsuiker an colleagues relates this to
the fact that the pronounzeis case ambiguous.4

(2) a. Ambiguous, Full NP (animate)

Ed
E.

ziet
sees

dat
that

de
the

KAPITEIN

captain
de
the

zeerovers
pirates

(9.7%)

‘Ed sees that the captain (verb) the pirates.’

1The syntactic representations in Figure 6.2 are simplified and do not reflect current assump-
tions in syntactic theory. In particular, the trees do not contain any functional projections which of
course would increase hierarchical distance. However, thegeneral pattern would be the same.

2Hartsuiker et al. assume an adjunction structure for the modifier construction. Locating the
distractor in a complement position (which is reasonable for relational nouns likemoeder van
de baby’s, ‘mother of the babies’) would increase the distance increase the hierarchical distance
between distractor and the highest subject node. In an impoverished syntactic structure like the
one in Figure 6.2, object and modifier would end up to be equidistant to the highest subject node.
However, adding functional structure would re-establish the distance relations stated in Table 6.1.

3In corresponding match conditions agreement was always obeyed. The same is true for sen-
tences with an inanimate object, exemplified in (3).

4Notably,zeis number ambiguous as well.
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b. Unambiguous, Pronoun (animate)

Ed
E.

ziet
sees

dat
that

de
the

KAPITEIN

captain
hen
them

(0.7%)

‘Ed sees that the captain (verb) hen.’

(3) a. Ambiguous, Full NP (inanimate)

Tanja
T.

zegt
says

dat
that

de
the

verkoper
salesman

de
the

AUTOS

cars
(5.6%)

‘Tanja says that the salesman (verb) the cars.’

b. Ambiguous, Pronoun (inanimate)

Tanja
T.

zegt
says

dat
that

de
the

verkoper
salesman

ZE

them
(5.6%)

‘Tanja says that the salesman (verb) them.’

One motivation for testing pronouns was a general interest in the production of
pronouns and potential differences with full NPs. In particular, Hartsuiker and his
colleagues were interested in the role that conceptual and syntactic features play
for pronoun production. Finding attraction errors with pronouns as well suggests
pronoun production is not purely conceptually driven but involves the activation of
syntactic features which then can interfere in the computation of agreement. This
is in line with the lexical hypothesis of pronoun productionproposed by Meyer
and Bock (1999).

The second reason for testing pronouns concerns case ambiguity. Finding
no object attraction with unambiguous pronouns shows that case marking plays a
role for object attraction.5 Hartsuiker and his colleagues state such a case marking
effect, but give no explanation for it.

They explicitly reject the idea that the effect of case ambiguity might be due
to a misidentification of syntactic functions in the comprehension part of the sen-
tence completion task (i.e. mistaking the object-distractor for the subject or a sub-
ject modifier). Based on the results of the experiments to be presented in the fol-
lowing sections, I will explicitly argue for some kind of misidentification. How-
ever, I will not claim that readers erroneously compute an object-subject structure

5Since the inanimate pronounzeexhibits a number ambiguity in addition to case ambiguity, one
might wonder whether this number ambiguity is responsible for the difference between animate
and inanimate pronouns. Hartsuiker et al. reject this option for two reasons: First, previous
experiments with number ambiguous distractors showed no effect (Bock and Eberhard, 1993;
Vigliocco et al., 1995). Second, and more important, numberambiguity should reduce attraction
since the plural pronouns is occasionally mistaken to be singular. The data, however, show the
opposite: Attraction errors occurred with the number (and case) ambiguous pronounze, but not
with the unambiguous pronounhen.
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resulting in an agreement violation. Instead I will claim that during the check-
ing process occasionally the object is erroneously retrieved as the controller for
agreement.

6.1.2 Object Attraction in German Language Production

Hemforth and Konieczny (2003) replicated the object attraction effect for German.
In a written questionnaire study, participants had to produce finite auxiliaries for
sentence fragments like (4).

(4) Es
It

ist
is

unwahrscheinlich,
unlikely

...

a. ... dass
that

die
the

Krankenschwester
nurse

die
the

Spritze
injection

vergessen
forgotten

b. ... dass
that

die
the

Krankenschwester
nurse

die
the

Spritzen
injections

vergessen
forgotten

c. ... dass
that

die
the

Krankenschwestern
nurses

die
the

Spritzen
injections

vergessen
forgotten

d. ... dass
that

die
the

Krankenschwestern
nurses

die
the

Spritze
injection

vergessen
forgotten

‘It is not probable that the nurse(s) had/have forgotten theinjection(s).’

Note that the experiment involved both singular and plural subjects. The exper-
iment has two main results: First, agreement errors are morecommon in plural
sentences as (4c) and (4d). The highest error rates occurredin sentences like (4d).
For singular sentences, no difference between match and mismatch conditions oc-
curred. In other words, Hemforth and Konieczny found an asymmetry which is
the reverse of the asymmetry observed in the modifier construction discussed in
the previous chapters. While modifier attraction has been shown to be restricted
to singular subjects, object attraction seems to be restricted to plural subjects.

Hemforth and Konieczny offer an activation based account for the reversed
asymmetry, theFEATURE REACTIVATION HYPOTHESIS(a computational model
within the ACT-R architecture is provided in Konieczny et al. (2004)). Plural sub-
jects activate a plural feature which decays over time and eventually gets lost till
the verb has to be produced. As a result a singular verb is produced. Thus, more
agreement errors occur with plural subjects compared to singular subjects. An in-
tervening plural object can reactivate the plural feature,leading to less agreement
errors compared with plural subjects followed by a singularobject. Note that it
is not the mismatch in number which leads to an increased error rate, but it is
the presence of a matching object which helps to retrieve theplural feature of the
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subject when the verb has to be pronounced and thereby reduces the probability
of an agreement error. Under the assumption of plural being the marked number
value and singular being the unmarked number value, no such supporting effect is
expected with singular subjects since there is nothing to reactivate.

6.2 Evidence for Object Attraction in Sentence
Comprehension

The previous section presented evidence for object attraction in language produc-
tion. The remainder of the chapter presents a series of five experiments examining
object attraction in sentence comprehension. In addition to the basic question as
to whether object attraction occurs in sentence comprehension, the experiments
search for potential factors determining the incidence of attraction. In particular,
Experiments 7, 8, and 11 involve singular subjects and plural subjects together
with singular objects and plural objects in order to test whether singular and plural
objects have the same capability to disrupt agreement processes in sentence com-
prehension. Furthermore, Experiment 8 examines whether animate and inanimate
objects are equally effective as distractors. Finally, Experiments 9–11 investigate
whether ambiguity of case marking is a precondition for attraction. The answers
to these questions will help to identify the processes underlying object attraction.

6.2.1 Experiment 7

The objection of Experiment 7 is to find out whether object attraction also occurs
in sentence comprehension. To this end, the experiment compares sentences in
which subject and object have the same number specification and sentences in
which subject and object differ in their number specifications. An illustrating
sentence pair is given in (5).

(5) a. dass
that

die
the

Assistentin
assistant

die
the

Professorin
professor

angerufen
called

hat
has

‘that the assistant called the professor’

b. dass
that

die
the

Assistentin
assistant

die
the

Professorinnen
professors

angerufen
called

hat
has

‘that the assistant called the professors’

Note that both the subject and the object in (5) are case ambiguous and could
therefore be in principle the subject of the clause. In effect, sentences in the
match condition are globally ambigous; sentences in the mismach conditions re-
sult in an agreement violation if the second argument is interpreted as the subject.
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Yet, the first argument is most likely to be taken as the subject of the clause. This
assumption stems from the overwhelming evidence for a strong subject-before-
object preference in German (for evidence in support of an SO-preference in Ger-
man sentence comprehension, see the overviews inBader and Bayer, 2006 and
Bornkessel and Schlesewsky, 2006). As a consequence, judgment errors in (5b)
are most likely due to attraction.

In addition to the basic question of whether or not object attraction occurs
in sentence comprehension, Experiment 7 asks whether object attraction exhibits
any asymmetry between singular and plural distractors. Therefore, the experiment
includes singular and plural subjects—both in combinationwith a matching object
as well as with a mismatching object. Finally, the experiment includes the factor
Adverbial which manipulates the distance between subject and object on the one
hand, and the distance between object and clause-final verb on the other hand.
The distance is varied by the help of an adverbial which either separates subject
and object as in (6a) or object and verb as in (6b).

(6) a. dass
that

die
the

Assistentin
assistant

heute
this

morgen
morning

die
the

Professorinnen
professor

angerufen
called

hat
has

‘that the assistant called the professors this morning’

b. dass
that

die
the

Assistentin
assistant

die
the

Professorinnen
professors

heute
this

morgen
morning

angerufen
called

hat
has

‘that the assistant called the professors this morning’

6.2.1.1 Method

Participants

Forty-eight students of the University of Konstanz participated in Experiment 7.
They received course credits or payment for their participation. All participants
were native speakers of German and not informed about the aimof the experiment.

Procedure

Experiment 7 employed a speeded-grammaticality judgment task using the same
procedure as in the preceding experiments.

Materials

Forty sentences were constructed following the model in (5)and (6). Each sen-
tence consists of a main clause and an embedded clause. The embedded clause
contains two NPs, an adverbial and a verb cluster (participle plus auxiliary). Each
sentence appeared in eight versions resulting from crossing the factors Subject,
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Distractor and Adverbial. The factor Subject varies the number specification of
the first NP; the factor Distractor varies the number specification of the second
NP. All four possible number combinations are included. Thefactor Adverbial
varies the position of the adverbial and thereby the distance between subject and
object as well as between object and verb. The adverbial occurred either between
subject and object as in (6a) or between object and clause final verb as in (6b). A
sample sentence set in all its eight versions is shown in Table 6.2. For the full list
of experimental stimuli, see the appendix.

Table 6.2: Example of Sentences in Experiment 7.

We are relieved . . . (‘We are relieved’)

Singular Subject

Match . . . dass die Erzieherin (Adv) die Ausreißerin (Adv) gefunden hat
that the educator the runaway found has

Mismatch . . . dass die Erzieherin (Adv) die Ausreißerinnen (Adv) gefunden hat
that the educator the runaways found has

Plural Subject

Match . . . dass die Erzieherinnen (Adv) die Ausreißerinnen (Adv) gefunden haben
that the educators the runaways found have

Mismatch . . . dass die Erzieherinnen (Adv) die Ausreißerin (Adv) gefunden haben
that the educators the runaway found have

“We are relieved that the educator(s) found the runaway(s) in such a short time’

Note.The adverbialderart schnell(lit. ‘that fast’) occurred in either of the two positions
indicated.

The experimental stimuli were distributed over eight lists: Each list contained
each sentence in one of its versions and five different sentences in each condition.
The order of items within a list was randomized for each participant individually.
Each participant saw only one list. In addition to the forty experimental sentences,
the experimental session included 175 filler items, most of them serving as exper-
imental items in unrelated experiments. The order of items was arranged in such
a way that no two experimental items followed each other.

6.2.1.2 Results

Judgments

The percentages of correct judgments (Table 6.3) vary across conditions. For
further analyses, correct and incorrect responses were scored as 0 and 1. A mixed
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logit model including participants and items as random effects and Subject, Object
and Adverbial as fixed effects was used to evaluate the response data.

Table 6.3: Percentages of Correct Judgments in Experiment 7.

Singular Subject Plural Subject

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

Early Adverbial 97 (1.2) 90 (1.9) 93 (1.7) 86 (2.2) 92
Late Adverbial 95 (1.4) 82 (2.4) 93 (1.6) 84 (2.4) 89

Mean 96 86 93 85

Note. Values in parentheses are standard errors.

Table 6.4: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Mixed Logit Model for Judgments in Experi-
ment 7 (Log-Likelihood=−570)

Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 2.601 .150 17.31 <.001**
Adverbial .315 .182 1.73 .083+
Subject −.384 .182 −2.11 .034*
Object −1.152 .182 −6.33 <.001**
Adverbial×Subject −.486 .363 −1.34 .181
Adverbial×Object .358 .363 .99 .324
Subject×Object .461 .363 1.27 .204
Adverbial×Subject×Object −.155 .726 −.21 .831

+ p<.1, * p<.05,** p<.01

The model (Table 6.4) revealed that Subject and Object were both significant
as main effects. In addition, the factor Adverbial reached marginal significance.
There are no significant interactions. Judgment errors are slightly more frequent
in sentences with a plural subject. Moreover, participantsproduced more judg-
ment errors when subject and object did not match in their number specifications.
On average, the penalty for a number mismatch between subject and object is
the same in singular and plural sentences. Taking the position of the adverbial
also into account gives the impression plural attraction isweaker than singular
attraction in sentences with an early adverbial but strongest when the adverbial
comes late (see also Figure 6.3); yet, the model shows that all interaction in-
volving the factor Adverbial failed significance. As a main effect, Adverbial was
marginally significant; sentences with an early adverbial (separating subject and
object) received slightly less judgment errors than sentences with a late adverbial
(separating object and verb).
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Figure 6.3: Attraction rates and attraction penalties in Experiment 7

Judgment Times

As for the previous experiments, response times diverging more than two standard
deviations from a subject’s mean response time were replaced by the subject’s
mean response time plus two standard deviations. The resulting response times
for correct judgments (Table 6.5) suggests three effects: We see a striking increase
of response times for sentences in the mismatch conditions (650 ms compared to
a mean of 539 ms in the match conditions), a moderate increasein response times
for sentences with a late adverbial compared to sentences with an early adver-
bial (Means: 605 ms versus 579 ms), and a slight slowdown for plural sentences
compared to sentences with a singular subject (means: 609 msvs. 575 ms).

Table 6.5: Response Times (in ms) for Correct Judgments in Experiment 7.

Singular Subject Plural Subject

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

early adverbial 533 (21) 602 (23) 529 (20) 661 (24) 579
late adverbial 523 (19) 657 (27) 571 (21) 685 (27) 605

Mean 528 628 550 673

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses are standard errors.

A linear mixed-effects model with participants and items included as random
effects and Adverbial, Subject and Object as fixed effects reveals no significant
interactions (cf. 6.6) confirms all three effects: It yieldssignificant main effects of
Object, Adverbial, and Subject. Numerically, all three effects were not consistent
across conditions: The penalty for a number mismatch between subject and object
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Table 6.6: Summary of Fixed effects in the Linear Mixed-Effects Model for Response
Times in Experiment 7 (Log-Likelihood=−12214)

Estimate SE t pMCMC

(Intercept) 601.5 27.2 22.07 < .001**
Adverbial −30.0 13.3 −2.26 .0254*
Subject 33.8 13.3 2.54 .0114*
Object 121.1 13.3 9.10 < .001**
Adverbial×Subject −5.7 26.6 −0.21 .8256
Adverbial×Object −21.8 26.6 −0.82 .4098
Subject×Object 28.1 26.6 1.06 .2892
Adverbial×Subject×Object 87.2 53.2 1.64 .1046

Note.Only response times for correct responses entered analyses.
* p<.05,** p<.01

is reduced in sentences with a singular subject and an early adverbial. The adver-
bial effect is absent in sentences with a singular object (match condition of singu-
lar sentences and mismatch condition of plural sentences).Finally, the increase
in response times in sentences with a plural subject is absent in sentences with an
early adverbial if subject and object match in number. The interaction involving
all three factors, however, only approached marginal significance (p < .11). All
other interactions failed significance by far.

6.2.1.3 Discussion

The main finding of Experiment 7 is a mismatch effect visible in higher error rates
and increased judgment times for sentences in which subjectand object differ in
number in comparison to corresponding sentences where subject and object match
in number. A priori, there are two possible interpretationsof this finding. First,
the observed rejections can be attributed to attraction. Alternatively, they may in-
dicate an object-before-subject (OS) reading. The two NPs are both compatible
with nominative case and accusative case—hence such an analysis is locally licit.
If the two NPs match in number, a global ambiguity results—anOS interpretation
is possible. If the two NPs differ in number, an OS-analysis is, however, ruled
out through agreement. In the experiments, the verb always agreed with the first
NP. Thus, assigning the subject function to the second NP results in an agreement
violation unless it shares the first NP’s—and consequently the verb’s—number
specification. Overall, this scenario is highly unlikely given the strong preference
for subject-before-object order in German repeatedly attested in prior research
(for overviews, see Bader and Bayer, 2006; Bornkessel and Schlesewsky, 2006).
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I therefore conclude that Experiment 7 indeed attests object attraction in sentence
comprehension.6 Apparently, the processes responsible for subject–verb agree-
ment are sensitive to number information from outside the subject NP.

Object attraction has previously been demonstrated for language production
(for German cf. Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003; Pfau, 2009). Most proposals that
account for object attraction in language production are not specific for object
attraction: They assume the same underlying mechanism as for modifier attraction
(e.g., Franck et al., 2006; Hartsuiker et al., 2001; Pfau, 2009). An exception is the
feature reactivation account (Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003; Konieczny et al.,
2004). Reactivation is stipulated to be restricted to verb arguments. Arguments
are directly integrated with the verb and this way prone to interference from each
other. In particular, a plural object can reactivate the subject’s plural marking.
Since modifiers are not directly integrated with the verb, they don’t have the same
effect.

The feature reactivation account and the percolation account, which first pro-
posed for modifier attraction (Nicol et al., 1997, cf.) and later adopted for object
attraction (Hartsuiker et al., 2001), have in common that they attribute attraction
to the accuracy of the subject representation. They diverge, however, in the way
the subject representation is affected by interference. According to the percolation
account, attraction creates an error by flawing the subject representation whereas
attraction in terms of reactivation prevents an error by saving the plural marking
from getting lost through decay. Besides, the two accounts share the prediction
of an asymmetric error pattern though of opposite shape. Dueto the markedness
of plural attraction is restricted to plural distractors. Under the perspective of per-
colation, attraction errors predicted to occur in the constellation singular subject
and plural object. The feature reactivation account, in contrast, predicts a reversed
asymmetry. Errors should be more common in the constellation plural subject and
singular object because the plural specification of the subject is vulnerable to de-
cay and lacks the support via reactivation of a plural object. A statistically reliable
singular–plural asymmetry, however, is absent in Experiment 7.

Furthermore, the two accounts suggest attraction to be sensitive to the dis-
tance between subject and object, but in different ways. If percolation applies at
all, increasing the distance between subject and object should reduce the rate of
attraction errors. The attraction rate should hence be higher in sentences with a
late adverbial. Though the pattern visible in Figure 6.3 seems to fit this predic-
tion, the mixed logit model does not support this impression. Anyway, it must
be admitted that the absence of a distance effect in terms of an intervening adver-
bial is not a strong argument against feature percolation. Note that the adverbial

6The objection regarding the potential confound caused by a subject–object ambiguity will be
taken up in Experiment 11.
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increases the hierarchical distance between subject and object only slightly. The
exact number of intervening nodes depends on the particularassumptions con-
cerning the structural representation of adverbial phrases and the way how nodes
are counted. Under the assumption that adverbials are adjuncts in combination
with the assumption that a category counts only once whetherconsisting only of
one segment or several segments, the distance between subject and object is even
constant whether or not an adverbial intervenes.

Under the perspective of feature reactivation, the distance between subject and
object is expected to affect the decay rate and in turn the prospects of reactivation.
If the object comes too late, the activation level of the subject’s plural marking
might already be too low to benefit from reactivation. Note that it is not obvious
whether hierarchical distance or linear distance is the relevant distance measure.
Under the assumption, that decay is just a matter of time, linear distance should be
critical whereas under the assumption that decay is affected by processing load,
hierarchical distance might play an additional role.7 In any case, an adverbial sep-
arating subject and object is expected to increase the errorrate in plural sentences,
and as a consequence reduce the attraction rate. The data from Experiment 7 do
not support this expectation. However, the lack of a distance effect is again no
strong argument. First, the adverbial was rather short, possibly too short. Two
words may not be sufficient to cause substantial distance effects. Second, even if
distance effects occurred they might be obscured by the late-adverbial conditions.
The late adverbial separating object and verb might have a comparable effect inso-
far as it delays the encountering of the verb and paves way forthe plural marking
to decay again. All in all, the final decay rate may be the same no matter whether
the object comes late for reactivation or the verb comes latefor checking.

In sum, the results from Experiment 7 cast some doubts on bothfeature trans-
fer account and the feature reactivation hypothesis. As an alternative, I want to
advocate the checking account sketched in chapter 4 and supported by experimen-
tal results presented in chapter 5. The checking account makes several predictions.
First, it predicts no asymmetry between singular and pluraldistractors. This pre-
diction is born out in Experiment 7. As discussed in the preceding chapter, the
likelihood of a retrieval error is not contingent on number under the assumption
that number is not among the retrieval cues. Second, if retrieval does not involve
a search but rather access the retrieval target directly through retrieval cues op-
erating on a content-addressable memory representation, alength manipulation
should not affect retrieval accuracy in terms of attractionrates. Conclusive eval-
uation of this prediction based on Experiment 7 is impossible. The experimental

7There is a long-lasting and ongoing debate on time-based versus event-based forgetting in
working memory. Meanwhile, the view that both factors—timeand processing load—contribute
to forgetting seems to prevail (e.g., Lewis and Vasishth, 2005; Lewis et al., 2006).
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sentences included an adverbial in all conditions though indifferent positions. Ex-
periments 9–10 include a more appropriate manipulation: They have conditions
with an adverbial and conditions without an adverbial. Third, the checking ac-
count predicts that attraction is more frequent with case ambiguous NPs. This
prediction is tested in Experiments 9–11. Fourth, the checking account is compat-
ible with animacy effects which will be tested in turn.

6.2.2 Experiment 8

Experiment 8 addresses the role of animacy. Given that animacy plays a role for
agreement in general (cf. Corbett, 2006), it is conceivablethat animacy is also
used as a cue for retrieving the agreement controller. If so,inanimate objects are
predicted to elicit no or less attraction errors than animate objects—as long as the
verb requires an animate subject. In order to test this prediction, Experiment 8
investigates sentences as in (7).

(7) a. Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

die
the

Kritikerin
critic

die
the

Autorin
author

gelobt
praised

hat.
has

‘I have heard that the critic praised the author’

b. Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

die
the

Kritikerin
critic

das
the

Buch
book

gelobt
praised

hat
has

‘I have heard that the critic praised the book’

6.2.2.1 Method

Participants and Procedure

Forty-eight students from the University of Konstanz participated in the exper-
iment, all native speakers of German and naive with respect to the aim of the
experiment. Participants received money or course creditsfor their participation.
The same procedure was used as in the preceding experiment.

Materials

Forty sentence sets following the pattern in (7) were created. Each sentence set
comprised eight versions according to the factors Subject,Object and Animacy.
Each sentence consists of a matrix clause and an embedded clause. The latter
contained two arguments, both case ambiguous. The first argument, the subject,
is either singular or plural. The second argument, the object, is also singular or
plural and hence matches or mismatches the subject in number. In addition to
the factor Object which varies the number specification of the object, the factor
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Animacy varies whether the object refers to a person as in (7a) or to a thing as in
(7b). An example in all its versions is given in Table 6.7. Forthe complete list
of stimuli, see the appendix. The experimental stimuli wereinterspersed in a list
with additional 98 filler sentences. The order of items was randomized for each
participant individually.

Table 6.7: Example for Sentences in Experiment 8.

Animate Object
Singular Subject

Match Ich habe gehört, dass die Kritikerin die Autorin gelobt hat
I have heard that the critic the author praised has

Mismatch Ich habe gehört, dass die Kritikerin die Autorinnen gelobt hat
I have heard that the critic the authors praised has

Plural Subject
Match Ich habe gehört, dass die Kritikerinnen die Autorinnen gelobt haben

I have heard that the critics the authors praised have
Mismatch Ich habe gehört, dass die Kritikerinnen die Autorin gelobt haben

I have heard that the critics the author praised have

‘I have heard that the critic(s) praised the author(s)’

Inanimate Object
Singular Subject

Match Ich habe gehört, dass die Kritikerin das Buch gelobt hat
I have heard that the critic the book praised has

Mismatch Ich habe gehört, dass die Kritikerin die Bücher gelobt hat
I have heard that the critic the books praised has

Plural Subject
Match Ich habe gehört, dass die Kritikerinnen die Bücher gelobt haben

I have heard that the critics the books praised have
Mismatch Ich habe gehört, dass die Kritikerinnen das Buch gelobt haben

I have heard that the critics the book praised have

‘I have heard that the critic(s) praised the book(s)’

6.2.2.2 Results

Judgments

A mixed logit model with participant and item included as random effects and
Subject, Object and Animacy as fixed effects (Table 6.9) yielded significant main
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effects of all three factors. Percentages of correct judgments (Table 6.8) are
slightly higher in sentences with a singular subject (92% correct) compared to
sentences with a plural subject (mean: 89% correct). This plural penalty was
visible in all comparisons though reduced in sentences withan animate singular
object. Subject was significant only as a main effect; no interaction involving
this factor reached significance. The significant main effects of Object and Ani-
macy are not independent of each other; the interaction involving the two factors
is significant. An animacy effect in terms of an advantage forsentences with an
inanimate object is restricted to sentences in the mismatchcondition. Moreover,
an effect of Object—a drop in accuracy in the mismatch conditions—is evident
only in sentences with an animate object (cf. left panel in Figure 6.4). Notably, the
effect occurs in singular sentences and plural sentences likewise. The interaction
of Subject and Object is not significant.

Table 6.8: Percentages of Correct Judgments in Experiment 8 .

singular subject plural subject

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

animate object 97 (1.1) 82 (2.5) 92 (1.8) 80 (2.6) 88
inanimate object 94 (1.5) 95 (1.4) 91 (1.8) 91 (1.8) 93

Mean 96 88 92 85

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.

Table 6.9: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Mixed Logit Model for Judgments in Experi-
ment 8 (Log-Likelihood=−566)

Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 2.61 .15 17.92 < .001**
Animacy .43 .19 −2.30 .022*
Subject −.58 .19 3.12 .002**
Object −.77 .19 4.12 <.001**
Animacy×Subject .07 .37 −0.20 .841
Animacy×Object 1.71 .37 −4.57 <.001**
Subject×Object .39 .37 −1.03 .302
Animacy×Subject×Object −1.12 .75 1.50 .133

* p<.05,** p<.01
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Figure 6.4: Attraction rates and attraction penalties in Experiment 8

Judgment Times

Response times, corrected for outliers as describes before, show a comparable pat-
tern (Table 6.10). Again, sentences with an animate object show a disadvantage.
On average, they received longer reading times than sentences with an inanimate
object. The penalty for sentences in the mismatch conditionvisible in error rates
also reoccurred in response times: Response times were longer when subject and
object differed in number (564 ms) compared to sentences in which subject and
object have the same number specification (510 ms). A linear mixed-effects model
that included participants and items as random effects and Animacy, Subject and
Object as fixed effects (cf. Table 6.11) yielded significant main effects of Animacy
and Object. As before, the two main effects have to be qualified by a significant
interaction of Object and Animacy. The slowdown for sentences with an animate
object is basically restricted to sentences in the mismatchcondition; the penalty
for a number mismatch between subject and object only occursin sentences with
an animate object.

The plural penalty visible in error rates is absent in response times. From the
figures in Table 6.10 one gets the impression of an asymmetry (see also Figure
6.4). The increase in response times in mismatch conditionsis more pronounced
in sentences with a singular subject. Yet, the model revealsthat the factor Subject
had no effect altogether. Subject failed significance as a main effect as did all
interaction involving this factor.

6.2.2.3 Discussion

The main finding of Experiment 8 is that attraction errors only occurred with
animate objects. This animacy effect is hardly to explain inany account that
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Table 6.10: Response Times (in ms) for Correct Judgments in Experiment 8

Singular Subject Plural Subject

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

animate object 495 (19) 613 (24) 548 (20) 608 (26) 562
inanimate object 496 (19) 522 (17) 504 (17) 524 (18) 511

Mean 495 564 526 563

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.

Table 6.11: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Linear Mixed-Effects Model for Response
Times in Experiment 8 (Log-Likelihood=−12095)

Estimate SE t pMCMC

(Intercept) 543.1 21.5 25.24 < .001**
Animacy −56.0 12.3 −4.54 < .001**
Subject 17.5 12.3 1.42 .163
Object 60.5 12.3 4.91 < .001**
Animacy×Subject −19.5 24.7 −.79 .431
Animacy×Object −72.8 24.7 −2.95 .003**
Subject×Object −28.6 24.7 −1.16 .242
Animacy×Subject×Object 59.2 49.3 1.20 .236

Note.Only response times for correct responses entered analyses.
** p<.01

attributes object attraction to erroneous processes during the integration of the
object NP. The finding that object attraction is contingent on animacy of the object
poses, however, no problems for the checking account.

For feature migration as well as for feature reactivation, semantic features of
the object should play no role. An attempt to solve this problem could be to specu-
late about the strength of plural activation for animate versus inanimate NPs. This
line of argument would emphasize the role of conceptual features which have been
shown to play only a minor role for agreement computation. Collective nouns, for
instance, do not elicit attraction errors despite being notionally plural. 8 More-
over, the link between animacy and strength of plural activation/representation is
only vague. So far, we have no evidence that animacy affects number. All we have
is a connection between animacy and agreement showing up in certain splits. In

8At least, production studies on modifier attraction failed to find any effect (Bock and Eberhard,
1993; Bock et al., 2001); for object attraction and for comprehension in general corresponding
studies are lacking.
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some languages, animate subjects obligatorily require verb agreement while verb
agreement is optional with inanimate subjects (cf. Corbett, 2006).

For a checking account, the animacy effect follows naturally if we assume that
the retrieval cues for subject retrieval make use of verb-specific subcategorization.
Note that all verbs in Experiment 8 are agentive verbs requiring an animate subject
capable of volition and control. If the parser makes use of animacy requirements
following from selectional restrictions, it prevents erroneous retrieval of an inani-
mate object instead of the actual subject. Erroneous retrieval of an animate object,
on the other hand, might occasionally happen.

Even without assuming semantic requirements to be part of the retrieval cue,
we can explain the animacy effect if we assume that animate subjects are more
salient and therefore have a general advantage. Although there is some psycho-
logical evidence for the salience of animates, Experiment 8does not provide suf-
ficient evidence for such a claim.

6.3 The Role of Morphological Case: Subject Case
Marking

This and the next section investigate whether object attraction is sensitive to mor-
phological case marking. No such effect is expected in feature migration and
feature reactivation accounts. The checking hypothesis sketched above is com-
patible with morphological effects. It is highly likely that the cues for subject
retrieval include abstract case. Morphological case mightsupport the identifica-
tion of abstract case. Under this assumption, unambiguous case marking should
it make easier to find the actual subject and ignore the interfering object. Sen-
tences with an unambiguous subject should therefore be lessvulnerable to object
attraction. Accordingly, unambiguous objects should be less likely to be erro-
neously retrieved for agreement checking. The current section discusses the role
of morphological case marking of subject. The discussion ofobject case marking
is postponed to section 6.4.

6.3.1 Experiment 9

Experiment 9 investigates the role of case marking for subject retrieval in German
embedded clauses. If nominative case is among the retrievalcues, unambiguous
morphological marking should ease subject retrieval.

The experiment compares subject NPs which are unambiguously marked for
nominative case with subject NPs which are ambiguous between nominative and
accusative. To manipulate the morphological shape of case marking, the experi-
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ment makes use of the fact that German masculine and femininedeterminers differ
with regard to case marking. As introduced in chapter 3, the German definite ar-
ticle has identical forms for nominative and accusative within the feminine and
the neuter gender and the plural whereas these forms are different in the mascu-
line gender. The nominal paradigms are highly defective. Morphological case
marking is often zero. If case is marked at all, it is mostly inthe genitive case
(singular) or dative case (singular and plural). There is only one declinational
class where nominative and accusative have distinct forms—masculine nouns like
Student(’student’). However, the nouns used in the experiment are all case am-
biguous. Thus, the combination of definite article and noun is ambiguous with
respect to case when the noun has feminine or neuter gender and unambiguous
with masculine nouns.

Since plural nouns and the plural definite article are in general ambiguous
with respect to case, the experiment only looks at singular subjects. Manipulation
of case marking is reached by comparing definite feminine NPslike die Oma
which are in general case ambiguous and their masculine counterparts likeder
Opawhich are unambiguous due to the contribution of the determiner. The case
marking pattern for the involved nouns is shown in Table 6.12.

Table 6.12: Case marking of definite NPs employed in Experiment 9.

singular plural

masculine feminine masculine feminine

nominative der Opa die Oma die Opas die Omas
accusative den Opa die Oma die Opas die Omas
dative dem Opa der Oma den Opas den Omas
genitive des Opas der Oma der Opas der Omas

Experiment 9 compares sentences with an unambiguous subject like (8a) and
sentences with a case ambiguous subject like (8b). Unambiguous subjects have a
masculine head noun while ambiguous subjects have a feminine head noun.

(8) a. Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

der
the

Student
student.M

die
the

Professorinnen
professors

kritisiert
criticized

hat.
has

b. Ich
I

weiß
know

dass
that

die
the

Studentin
student.F

die
the

Professorinnen
professors

kritisiert
criticized

hat.
has

‘I know that the (female/male) student criticized the professors.’
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6.3.1.1 Method

Participants and Procedure

Forty students from the University of Konstanz participated in the experiment.
The experiment used the same procedure as the previous experiments.

Materials

Forty sentences like (8) were constructed, each occurring in eight versions ac-
cording to the factors Ambiguity (ambiguous versus unambiguous subject), Ob-
ject (matching versus mismatching the subject in number) and Adverbial (absent
or present). An example is given in Table 6.13. For the complete list of stimuli,
see the appendix.

Table 6.13: Example of sentences in Experiment 9. For reasons of space only the embed-
ded clause is given. The matrix clause wasIch habe gehört(‘I have heard’).

Condition Embedded Clause

Unambiguous Subject
Match dass der Student (gestern öffentlich) die Professorin kritisiert hat

that the student yesterday publicly the professor criticized has
Mismatch dass der Student (gestern öffentlich) die Professorinnen kritisiert hat

that the student yesterday publicly the professors criticized has

Ambiguous Subject

Match dass die Studentin (gestern öffentlich) die Professorin kritisiert hat
that the student yesterday publicly the professor criticized has

Mismatch dass die Studentin (gestern öffentlich) die Professorinnen kritisiert hat
that the student yesterday publicly the professors criticized has

‘I have heard that the student criticized the professor(s) (yesterday in public)’

Each sentence consists of a matrix clause and an embedded clause with two
arguments. The subject of the embedded clause was either unambiguously marked
for nominative case or case ambiguous between nominative and accusative case.
While the subject was always singular, the object was eithersingular or plural and
therefore matched or mismatched the subject in number. Furthermore an adverbial
did or did not intervene between the object and the verb.

The experiment sentences were distributed over eight lists. Each list contained
five sentences in each condition but each sentence only in oneof its versions. The
order of sentences in a list was randomized for each participant individually. Next,
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the sentences were dispersed in a container list which contained up to 186 filler
items ranging over a variety of constructions including ungrammatical sentences.9

The majority of filler items served as stimuli in other experiments.

6.3.1.2 Results

Judgments

Percentages of correct judgments in Experiment 9 (Table 6.14) exhibit a penalty
sentences with an ambiguous subject and a mismatching object. For all other sen-
tence types, accuracy was almost perfect and similar acrossconditions. A mixed
logit model with participants and items included as random effects and Adver-
bial, Ambiguity and Object as fixed effects (Table 6.15) yielded significant main
effects of Object and Ambiguity as well as a significant interaction of the two fac-
tors. The effect of Object was restricted to sentences with an ambiguous subject:
In sentences with an ambiguous subject, judgment errors aremore common when
subject and object differ in number compared to sentences inwhich subject and
object match in number. In sentences, with an unambiguous subject, no such mis-
match effect is visible (see also Figure 6.5). The factor Ambiguity was restricted
to sentences with a mismatching object: Accuracy was lower in sentences with
an ambiguous subject when subject and object differed in number; when subject
and object matched in number, accuracy was equally high in sentences with an
ambiguous subject and sentences with an unambiguous subject. The presence
or absence of an adverbial had no effect altogether. The factor Adverbial failed
significance as a main effect, as did all interactions involving this factor.

Table 6.14: Percentages of Correct Judgments in Experiment9.

ambiguous subject unambiguous subject

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

without adverbial 94 (1.7) 89 (2.2) 96 (1.5) 96 (1.5) 93
with adverbial 96 (1.4) 88 (2.3) 95 (1.5) 94 (1.7) 94

Mean 95 89 95 95

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.

9The first nine participants received 186 filler sentences, the remaining thirty-one participants
received 170 filler sentences.
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Table 6.15: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Mixed Logit Modelfor Judgments in Exper-
iment 9 (Log-Likelihood=−269)

Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 3.81 .33 11.62 < .001**
Adverbial −.01 .29 −.04 .968
Ambiguity .65 .30 2.21 .027*
Object −.77 .30 −2.60 .009**
Adverbial×Ambiguity −.73 .59 −1.24 .216
Adverbial×Object −.61 .59 −1.02 .306
Ambiguity×Object 1.24 .59 2.10 .036*
Adverbial×Ambiguity×Object .52 1.18 0.44 .658

* p<.05,** p<.01

Judgment Times

Response times were corrected for outliers as described forthe previous exper-
iments. Table 6.16 presents the resulting response times for correct judgments.
A linear mixed-effects model including participants and items as random effects
and Adverbial, Ambiguity and Object as fixed effects (Table 6.17) revealed that
all three factors were significant as main effects. Furthermore, the model yielded
a significant interaction of Object and Ambiguity.

Table 6.16: Mean response times for correct judgments (in ms) in Experiment 9.

ambiguous subject unambiguous subject

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

without adverbial 507 (20) 586 (25) 478 (19) 533 (20) 525
with adverbial 470 (19) 566 (24) 476 (19) 488 (19) 499

Mean 488 576 477 511

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard errors.

Response times for correct judgments were slightly higher when the sentence
contained an adverbial. Though this increase in lacking in sentences with an un-
ambiguous subject that matches the object in number, there was no significant
interaction involving the factor Adverbial. On average, sentences with an unam-
biguous subject were judged slightly faster than sentenceswith ambiguous sub-
jects (means: 494 ms vs. 530 ms). The effect of Ambiguity, however, was absent
in the match conditions as confirmed by a significant interaction of Ambiguity and
Object. Furthermore, the effect is stronger in sentences with an adverbial; yet, any
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Table 6.17: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Linear Mixed-Effects Model for Response
Times in Experiment 9 (Log-Likelihood=−10349)

Estimate SE t pMCMC

(Intercept) 514.18 23.69 21.71 < .001**
Adverbial −25.85 12.46 −2.07 .040*
Ambiguity −39.99 12.46 −3.21 .001**
Object 61.98 12.47 4.97 < .001**
Adverbial×Ambiguity 6.44 24.94 .26 .807
Adverbial×Object −12.87 24.92 −.52 .592
Ambiguity×Object −57.38 24.94 −2.30 .018*
Adverbial×Ambiguity×Object −58.53 49.86 -1.17 .248

Note.Only response times for correct responses entered analyses.
* p<.05,** p<.01

interaction involving Adverbial failed significance. Consider finally the effect of
Object: Response times for correct judgments increased whenever subject and ob-
ject mismatched in number. The size of this increase, however, differs across the
four pairs of match condition and corresponding mismatch condition (cf. Figure
6.5). The numerical pattern suggests an interaction involving all three factors: An
increase in the mismatch condition is visible in all sentences with an ambiguous
subject (with and without an adverbial) as well as in sentences with unambiguous
subject but no adverbial; it is almost absent in sentences with an unambiguous
subject and an adverbial. Yet, the model yielded only a significant interaction of
Object and Ambiguity. The interaction involving the factorAdverbial in addition
clearly failed significance.

6.3.1.3 Discussion

The results of Experiment 9 clearly show that morphologicalcase marking mat-
ters for object attraction. Judgment errors associated with a seeming agreement
violation only occurred with case ambiguous subjects likedie Omabut not with
unambiguous subjects likeder Opa. This result challenges feature migration as
well as feature reactivation accounts. There is no obvious reason why percola-
tion of a number feature should be sensitive to the case marking of its target (the
subject), especially since this target is an erroneous one.The only possible resort
for the percolation account is to put the blame on the number ambiguity of the
determinerdie.10. Previous studies on modifier attraction demonstrated thatan

10The definite articledie is four-ways ambiguous: It is ambiguous with respect to case(nomi-
native or accusative) and ambiguous with respect to number (singular/feminine or plural).
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Figure 6.5: Attraction rates and attraction penalties in Experiment 9

NP containing a number ambiguous determiner is more vulnerable to attraction
(for production, see e.g., Hartsuiker et al., 2003; for comprehension, see Severens
et al., 2008). If the parser is indeed less certain about the number specification
of a case ambiguous subject NP because of its number ambiguous determiner, the
higher susceptibility to attraction would follow. Yet, onemay expect the error
rates to increase in the match conditions as well, contrary to what is found in Ex-
periment 9. At least, one may expect higher response times due to the decrease in
certainty—an expectation also lacking support from the data in Experiment 9. I
therefore, conclude that the number ambiguity of determiner is presumably irrel-
evant here and the percolation account cannot explain the case ambiguity effect
found in Experiment 9.

A similar argument can be raised against the feature reactivation hypothesis.
Reactivation of the plural feature should be independent ofcase marking. Again,
one could attribute the effect to the number ambiguity of thefeminine determiner.
We could imagine that the strength of initial plural activation is determined by the
cue validity. Under this assumption, masculine NPs which are unambiguous with
respect to case as well as with respect to number receive a stronger plural activa-
tion than feminine NPs which contain a number ambiguous determiner. However,
such a difference in plural activation would predict a general ambiguity effect. In
particular, the ambiguity should also show up in the match conditions, but it did
not. Therefore, we can reject the feature reactivation hypothesis.
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Within a checking account, these results confirm the expectation that nomina-
tive case is among the retrieval cues. Furthermore, explicit case marking by the
help of morphology results in a better fit with the retrieval cue than ambiguous
case marking. Without explicit nominative marking on the subject the error rate is
much higher. An ambiguous subject and an ambiguous object (which was always
morphologically compatible with nominative case in the experiment) compete for
the subject role. As a result, the object is occasionally mistaken as the controller
for agreement, leading to a judgment error when it does not share the subject’s
number specification.

6.4 The Role of Morphology: Object Case Marking

Experiment 9 has shown that the morphological case marking of the subject can
have an effect on object attraction. The present section examines the role of mor-
phological case marking of the object—in German (Experiment 10) as well as in
Dutch (Experiment 11). The two experiments complement eachother: German
allows us to contrast ambiguous and unambiguous object NPs which are closely
(morphologically) related, but this comparison is restricted to singular objects and
inevitably confounds the number specification of the subject and the match of
subject and object with respect to number. Dutch, on the other hand, allows us
to include singular objects and plural objects, but confounds case ambiguity and
pronominality of the object. Dutch has overt case marking only for pronouns.
Hence, we depend on comparing ambiguous non-pronominal NPsheaded by a
lexical noun and unambiguous but pronominal NPs.

6.4.1 Experiment 10

Experiment 10 compares interference effects elicited by ambiguous and unam-
biguous accusative objects in German. In a sentence production experiment in
Dutch, Hartsuiker et al. (2001) found an attraction effect when the object was a
non-pronominal NP, but no attraction effect when the objectwas a pronoun refer-
ring to an animate entity. Hartsuiker and colleagues attributed the lack of object
attraction for the pronouns to the fact that Dutch the pronouns are overtly marked
for case whereas non-pronominal NPs are not (cf. discussionin section 6.1).

Experiment 10 tests whether something similar happens in sentence compre-
hension. Other than the experiment in Hartsuiker et al. (2001), Experiment 10
does not contrast ambiguous non-pronominal NPs and unambiguous pronouns;
instead, Experiment 10 contrasts ambiguous feminine NPs asin (9a), and unam-
biguous masculine counterparts as in (9b).
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(9) a. Ich
I

staune,
marvel

dass
that

die
the

Rentnerin
pensioner

die
the

Schulfreundin
classmate.F

erkannt
recognized

hat.
has

b. Ich
I

staune,
marvel

dass
that

die
the

Rentnerin
pensioner

den
the

Schulfreund
classmate.M

erkannt
recognized

hat.
has

‘I marvel that the pensioner recognized the (female/male) classmate.’

Experiment 10 makes use of the fact that German, in contrast to Dutch, has means
of case marking an NP. Case marking on nouns is rare, but the masculine article
has different forms for nominative case and accusative case. This allows to avoid
the confound of case ambiguity and pronominality inherent in the Dutch experi-
ment.11. Yet, Experiment 10 has its own drawback: As explained for Experiment
9, the plural article shares the case ambiguity of the feminine article. As a con-
sequence, Experiment 10 includes only singular objects, with the result that the
number specification of the subject had to be varied in order to construct sentences
in which subject and object mismatch in number.

6.4.1.1 Method

Participants and Procedure

Forty-eight students from the University of Konstanz participated in the exper-
iment, all native speakers of German and naive with respect to the aim of the
experiment. The same procedure was used as in the previous experiments.

Materials

Forty sentences like (9) were constructed, each occurring in eight versions ac-
cording to the factors Ambiguity, Subject and Adverbial. Table 6.18 provides an
example sentence in all its eight versions.

Each sentence consisted of a matrix clause and an embedded clause containing
two arguments. The subject of the embedded clause was alwaysa case ambigu-
ous feminine NP. The factor Ambiguity varies the form of the object NP. It was
either a masculine NP unambiguously marked for accusative case or a feminine
NP being ambiguous between nominative and accusative case.The factor Match
affects the match of subject and object in number. Since the object’s number
specification had to be held constant (singular), the factorMatch had to vary the
number specification of the subject NP in order to vary the match of subject and
object. Consequently, the factor Subjects confounds the number specification of

11Of course, though Experiment 10 avoids a confound of pronominality and case ambiguity, it
includes a confound of case ambiguity and gender, but this confound is probably less important.
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Table 6.18: Example of Sentences in Experiment 10.

Matrix clause:Ich staune(‘I marvel’)

Unambiguous Object
Match (Singular Subject)

dass die Rentnerin den Schulfreund (wirklich nicht) erkannt hat
that the pensioner the classmate.M really not recognized has

Mismatch (Plural Subject)
dass die Rentnerinnen den Schulfreund (wirklich nicht) erkannt haben
that the pensioners the classmate.M really not recognized have

Ambiguous Object
Match (Singular Subject)

dass die Rentnerin die Schulfreundin (wirklich nicht) erkannt hat
that the pensioner the classmate.F really not recognized has

Mismatch (Plural Subject)
dass die Rentnerinnen die Schulfreundin (wirklich nicht) erkannt haben
that the pensioners the classmate.F really not recognized have

‘I am astonished that the pensioner(s) (really did not) recognize(d) the classmate’

the subject and its match with the number specification of theobject. This was
unavoidable because the ambiguity difference between masculine and feminine
NPs is suspended in the plural. For this reason, all conditions include a singular
object. The match conditions have a singular subject while the mismatch condi-
tions have a plural subject. Furthermore, the factor Adverbial varied whether or
not an adverbial intervened between object and verb.

In addition to the forty experimental items, participants saw 170 filler item
covering a wide range of grammatical and ungrammatical constructions.

6.4.1.2 Results

Three sentences had to be excluded from further analysis because of typos. The
results for the remaining thirty-seven sentences are reported below.

Judgments

The judgment data in Experiment 10 suggest a mismatch effectthat is modulated
by ambiguity. Percentages of correct judgments (cf. Table 6.19) are lower in
the mismatch conditions than in the match conditions. This penalty is more pro-
nounced in sentences with an ambiguous object (see also Figure 6.6). A mixed
logit model including participants and items as random effects and Adverbial,
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Subject and Ambiguity as fixed effects (Table 6.20) confirms this impression
though not perfectly. The model yielded a significant main effect of Match, but
the interaction of Match and ambiguity reached only marginal significance. For
further evaluation whether or not object attraction occurred in sentences with an
unambiguous object, I ran a mixed logit model with participants and items as ran-
dom effects and a grand factor as fixed effect. The grand factor has eight levels ac-
cording to the eight conditions that result from crossing the original experimental
factors. For each pair of match and corresponding mismatch condition, contrast
were specified. The analyses yielded significant effects forambiguous objects
(with adverbial: estimate= −1.715,SE= .44,z= −3.86, p< .001; without ad-
verbial: estimate= −1.726,SE= .44,z= −3.90, p < .001), an only marginally
significant effect for unambiguous objects in sentences with an adverbial (esti-
mate=−.974,SE= .51,z=−1.91, p= .06), and no significant effect for unam-
biguous objects in sentences with an adverbial (estimate= −.746,SE= .49,z=
−1.53, p= .13).

The presence or absence of an adverbial had no effect altogether. There was
neither a significant main effect of Adverbial nor any significant interaction in-
volving this factor. In addition, the model yielded a significant main effect of
Ambiguity. Apparently, the effect is driven exclusively bysentences in the mis-
match condition. In the match conditions, percentages of correct judgments are
identical for sentences with ambiguous object and sentences with an unambiguous
object (all 97%).

Table 6.19: Percentages of Correct Judgments in Experiment10.

ambiguous object unambiguous object

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

with adverbial 97 (1.2) 86 (2.4) 97 (1.1) 93 (1.6) 93
without adverbial 97 (1.2) 85 (2.4) 97 (1.2) 94 (1.7) 93

Mean 97 85 97 93

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses are standard errors.

Judgment Times

Response times were corrected for outliers as described before. The resulting
response times for correct judgments (Table 6.21) exhibit two trends: Response
times in sentence where subject and object match in number are shorter com-
pared to sentences where subject and object differ in number. Second, sentences
with an unambiguous object were judged faster than sentences with an ambiguous
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Table 6.20: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Mixed Logit Modelfor Judgments in
Experiment 10 (Log-Likelihood=−403)

Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 3.08 .16 18.80 < .001**
Adverbial .02 .24 .08 .940
Match −1.29 .24 −5.46 < .001**
Ambiguity .52 .24 2.18 .029*
Adverbial×Match −.11 .47 −.23 .818
Adverbial×Ambiguity .02 .47 .05 .961
Match×Ambiguity .86 .47 1.82 .069+
Adverbial×Match×Ambiguity −.24 .94 −.25 .801

+ p<.1, * p<.05,** p<.01
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Figure 6.6: Attraction rates and attraction penalties in Experiment 10

object. A linear mixed-effects model with participants anditems included as ran-
dom effects and Adverbial, Ambiguity and Subject as fixed effects (cf. Table 6.22)
showed that the corresponding factors Subject and Ambiguity are both significant
as main effects. Furthermore, the model yielded a significant interaction of these
two factors. The increase in response times when subject andobject mismatch in
number is more pronounced in sentences with ambiguous object. There was no
significant main effect of Adverbial or any significant interaction involving that
factor.
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Table 6.21: Response times (in ms) for Correct Judgments in Experiment 10.

ambiguous object unambiguous object

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

with adverbial 566 (19) 718 (30) 560 (20) 600 (21) 608
without adverbial 597 (22) 718 (26) 577 (20) 610 (21) 623

Mean 582 718 568 605

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses are standard errors.

Table 6.22: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Linear Mixed-Effects Model for Response
Times in Experiment 10 (Log-Likelihood=−11780)

Estimate SE t pMCMC

(Intercept) 623.36 23.97 26.00 < .001**
Subject 94.88 13.89 6.83 < .001**
Ambiguity −65.81 13.88 −4.74 < .001**
Adverbial −14.18 13.90 −1.02 .312
Subject×Ambiguity −106.03 27.76 −3.82 < .001**
Subject×Adverbial 34.97 27.78 1.26 .217
Ambiguity×Adverbial 3.13 27.78 .11 .914
Subject×Ambiguity×Adverbial −18.59 55.57 −.33 .729

Note.Only response times for correct responses entered analyses.
** p<.01

6.4.1.3 Discussion

The main result of Experiment 10 is the finding that the incidence of object attrac-
tion is contingent on the morphological ambiguity of objectmarking. Although
the statistical results are less clear-cut than one might wish, Experiment 10 showed
at least that the attraction rate is higher and the attraction penalty greater when the
object is morphologically ambiguous (cf. Figure 6.6). The ambiguity effect is
in line with findings from sentence production. The present results show that the
lack of attraction for Dutch object pronouns found in Hartsuiker et al. (2001) is
nothing specific for pronouns but rather a general effect of morphological case
marking. Remember that the case ambiguous pronouns in Dutchare also num-
ber ambiguous. This complication is avoided in Experiment 10. The ambiguous
objects in Experiment 10 are unambiguously singular. Nevertheless, one might
object that the corresponding determinerdieshares the confound exhibited by the
Dutch pronouns—die is both case ambiguous and number ambiguous (for illus-
tration see Table 6.12). Note, however, that the determinerdenalso exhibits a
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combined case and number ambiguity: It can be accusative singular or dative plu-
ral, cf. Table 6.12. Thus, number ambiguity of the determiner fails to account for
the observed ambiguity effect. Furthermore, the number ambiguity is instantly
solved on encountering the noun. The combination of determiner and noun is
not number ambiguous. The only ambiguity that concerns entire NPs is the case
ambiguity described in the in introduction of Experiment 10. Object NPs with a
feminine head noun (e.g.,die Schulfreundin‘the female classmate’, NOM/ACC)
are case ambiguous while object NPs with a masculine head noun (e.g.,den Schul-
freund‘the male classmate’, ACC) are not.

The observed sensitivity of attraction to ambiguity of object case marking is
unexpected in object-phase account attributing object attraction to feature trans-
mission or feature reactivation. In contrary, the finding iscompatible with the
checking hypothesis. If attraction can be attributed to a retrieval error during the
checking phase, it seems at least reasonable that unambiguous case marking re-
duces the probability of mistaking an object as the controller for agreement. Sup-
posed the retrieval cues ask for an NP, all NPs including objects will compete for
retrieval and occasionally an object will win. If the cues furthermore include mor-
phological case, a case ambiguous object being morphologically compatible with
nominative case will be more likely to be retrieved than an unambiguous object.
Under the perspective of competition for subject retrieval, an unambiguous object
is at disadvantage because of its incompatibility with nominative case. From the
perspective, of the parser, this disadvantage is of course an advantage: unambigu-
ous case marking makes it easier to ignore the object and correctly identify the
actual subject.

One caveat can be made: Experiment 10 manipulated a match/mismatch be-
tween subject and object by varying the number specificationof the subject. The
number specification of the object was the same—singular—across conditions.
This was necessary because plural accusative objects are always case ambiguous
in German. As a consequence, the match–mismatch comparisonis confounded
with a hidden factor ‘number specification of subject’: ‘Match’ corresponds to
‘singular subject’, ‘mismatch’ corresponds to ‘plural subject’. Given that partici-
pants usually produce more errors for sentences with a plural subjects,12 it is pos-
sible to attribute the error rate in the mismatch condition to the plural specification
of the subject. This might explain why we find attraction errors with unambigu-
ous objects as well. It cannot, however, explain the interaction of Subject and
Ambiguity.

12Such a plural penalty occurred in the present study as well, cf. Experiments 7 and 8.
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6.4.2 Experiment 11

Experiments on object attraction in German face two problems: Since German
allows for object-before-subject orderings, we cannot be absolutely sure that the
observed judgments errors in the mismatch conditions are due to a seeming agree-
ment violation resulting from attraction. It is in principle possible that the rejec-
tion rates indicate an object-before-subject reading withan actual agreement er-
ror. To weaken this objection, I argued with reference to prior findings proving
a strong SO-preference in German. A second disadvantage of German as a test
language has to do with case marking. Accusative objects in the plural are always
case ambiguous. Therefore, Experiment 10 only looked at singular objects. As
a consequence, the match–mismatch comparison was confounded by a singular–
plural difference regarding the subject. One way to avoid this complication would
be to test dative objects which lack the morphological ambiguity of accusative
objects.13 However, comparing dative objects and accusative objects would con-
found the intended ambiguity manipulation with a case manipulation. Note that
case might have an impact of its own given the special behavior of dative objects,
e.g., with respect to licensing conditions (cf. Bader and Bayer, 2006; Bayer et al.,
2001, and references there). Testing object pronouns, is nohelp either since the
German plural pronounsie is case and number ambiguous—it can be feminine
singular nominative (‘she’) or feminine singular accusative (‘her’) or plural nom-
inative (‘they’) or plural accusative (‘them’).

Testing Dutch allows overcoming the two problems at a singlestroke: Dutch
excludes object-before-subject-orderings in embedded clauses (except for focused
objects). Thus, we can be sure that the observed rejections are really due to a
seeming agreement violation elicited by the mismatching object and not due tak-
ing the second NP as the actual subject. Furthermore, Dutch has pronouns which
are unambiguous with respect to case. Moreover, these pronouns have distinct
forms for nominative case and accusative case not only in thesingular but also in
the plural. This allows us overcome the limitation to singular objects that was nec-
essary in Experiment 10 and thereby to prevent the confound of subject number
and subject–object match. Experiment 11 includes all four possible combinations
of subject number and object number. In each case, the objectpronoun is clearly
distinct from the corresponding subject pronoun: it ishij ‘he’ versushem‘him’ in

13Dative objects have not in general unambiguous word forms, e.g., an NP likeden Studenten
‘the student(s)’ is could either be accusative singular or dative plural (the noun is in fact even
more ambiguous (it could bear any possible feature combination of case and number, except nom-
inative singular. Yet, dative objects lack the systematic ambiguity of accusative objects between
accusative and nominative (except for singular masculine NPs).
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the singular, andzij ‘they’ (also ‘she’) versushen‘them’ in the plural.14, 15

(10) a. Ik
I

heb
have

gehoord
heard

dat
that

de
the

student
student

de
the

professoren
professors

bekritiseerde.
criticized.SG

‘I have heard that the student criticized the professors’

b. Ik
I

heb
have

gehoord
heard

dat
that

de
the

student
student

hen
them

bekritiseerde.
criticized.SG

‘I have heard that the student criticized them’

Experiment 11 investigates Dutch sentences as in (10). The object NP—which is
always animate—is either a lexical NP or a pronoun. A lexicalobject NP is—
by appearance but not by position—compatible with nominative case whereas a
pronominal object NP is not. The object pronounshem(‘him’) and hen(‘them’)
are clearly distinct from the corresponding subject pronouns (hij andzij).

6.4.2.1 Method

Participants

Fifty-four students from the University of Gent participated in the experiment.16

All of them were native speakers of Flemish (Belgian Dutch).They were not
informed about the purpose of the experiment and were paid for participating.

Procedure

The experiment used a speeded grammaticality judgment task. The procedure was
equivalent to the procedure used in the experiments on German.

Materials

Forty-eight sentences like (10) were constructed, each occurring in eight versions.
The versions differed with respect to three factors: Subject, Object and Ambi-
guity. The factor Subject varies the number specification ofthe subject (singular
versus plural). The factor Object varies the number specification of the object.
The two levels of the factor Object are coded in terms of whether the object’s

14The pronouns are stressed pronouns referring to persons. Dutch has further sets of pronouns,
but these do not share the unambiguous case marking.

15Traditional and prescriptive grammars claim an additionalform for dative case (when gov-
erned by a verb) in the plural—hun. Though speakers only rarely make use of this distinction the
two forms are still distinguished in written language (Donaldson, 2008). The material in Experi-
ment 11 adheres to the prescriptively required formhen.

16At this point, I would like to thank Robert Hartsuiker for opening his lab to me, helping
preparing the experimental stimuli and discussing the results.
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number specification matches or mismatches the subject’s number specification.
Finally, the factor Ambiguity affects the morphological case marking of the object
which was either a non-pronominal case ambiguous NP or an unambiguous object
pronoun. Table 6.23 provides an example in all its versions.

Table 6.23: Example of Sentences in Experiment 11.

Ambiguous Object
Singular Subject

Match Ik heb gehoord dat de student de professor bekritiseerde.
I have heard that the student the professor criticized.SG

Mismatch Ik heb gehoord dat de student de professoren bekritiseerde.
I have heard that the student the professors criticized.SG

Plural Subject
Match Ik heb gehoord dat de studenten de professoren bekritiseerden.

I have heard that the students the professors criticized.PL
Mismatch Ik heb gehoord dat de studenten de professor bekritiseerden.

I have heard that the students the professor criticized.PL

‘I have heard that the student(s) criticized the professor(s)’

Unambiguous Object
Singular Subject

Match Ik heb gehoord dat de student hem bekritiseerde.
I have heard that the student him criticized.SG

Mismatch Ik heb gehoord dat de student hen bekritiseerde.
I have heard that the student them criticized.SG

Plural Subject
Match Ik heb gehoord dat de studenten hen bekritiseerden.

I have heard that the students them criticized.PL
Mismatch Ik heb gehoord dat de studenten hem bekritiseerden.

I have heard that the students him criticized.PL

‘I have heard that the student(s) criticized him/them.’

The experimental sentences were equally distributed over eight lists, combined
with filler sentences and randomized as described for the experiments in German.
Overall, an experimental session included 133 sentences (48 experimental sen-
tences and additional 85 filler sentences). The filler items covered a variety of
grammatical and ungrammatical constructions including sentences with an agree-
ment violation.
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6.4.2.2 Results

One sentence was excluded from further analysis because participants rejected
it almost consistently, probably due to a lexical or spelling error (sentence (18)
indicated in the appendix).

Judgments

A mixed logit model with participants and items included as random effects and
Ambiguity, Subject and Object as fixed effects (cf. Table 6.25) yielded two sig-
nificant main effects: a significant main effect of Subject and a significant main
effect of Object; Ambiguity failed significance as a main effect. In addition, two
interactions reached significance: the interaction involving all three factors and
the interaction between Ambiguity and Object. The two remaining interactions
failed significance.

Table 6.24: Percentages of Correct Judgments in Experiment11.

ambiguous object unambiguous object

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

singular subject 95 (1.3) 88 (1.8) 92 (1.6) 93 (1.4) 92
plural subject 91 (1.6) 87 (1.9) 90 (1.7) 86 (1.9) 88

Mean 93 88 91 90

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses are standard errors.

Table 6.25: Summary of Fixed Effects in the Mixed Logit Modelfor Judgments in
Experiment 11 (Log-Likelihood=−747)

Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 2.71 .17 15.50 < .001**
Ambiguity −.02 .15 −.11 .910
Subject −.46 .15 −3.14 .002**
Object −.38 .15 −2.60 .009**
Ambiguity×Subject −.22 .29 −.75 .452
Ambiguity×Object .58 .29 1.98 .048*
Subject×Object .01 .29 .04 .971
Ambiguity×Subject×Object −1.21 .59 −2.06 .039*

* p<.05,** p<.01
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Percentages of correct judgments (Table 6.24) are slightlyhigher in sentences
with a singular subject. On average, judgment errors are more common in when
subject and object mismatch in number. Yet, this mismatch penalty differs across
pairs of match and corresponding mismatch condition. In singular sentences, the
mismatch penalty is restricted to sentences with an ambiguous object; in plural
sentences, in contrast, the penalty is visible in sentenceswith an unambiguous
subject as well (see also Figure 6.7).

Judgment Times

Response times were corrected for outliers as in the previous experiments. The
resulting response times for correct judgments (Table 6.26) were further analyzed
applying a linear mixed-effects model with participants and items included as
random effects and Subject, Object and Ambiguity as fixed effects (cf. Table
6.27).

Table 6.26: Response Times (in ms) for Correct Judgments in Experiment 11

ambiguous object unambiguous object

Match Mismatch Match Mismatch Mean

singular subject 599 (20) 673 (24) 596 (19) 616 (19) 620
plural subject 612 (21) 687 (25) 626 (20) 643 (23) 642

Mean 605 680 611 629

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses are standard errors.

Table 6.27: Summary of Fixed effects in the Linear Mixed-Effects Model for Response
Times in Experiment 11 (Log-Likelihood=−16383)

Estimate SE t pMCMC

(Intercept) 642.42 29.88 21.50 < .001**
Ambiguity −18.60 12.63 −1.47 .139
Subject 25.83 12.64 2.04 .042*
Object 45.59 12.66 3.60 .001**
Ambiguity×Subject 8.17 25.27 .32 .766
Ambiguity×Object −56.08 25.25 −2.22 .024*
Subject×Object −5.85 25.26 −.23 .835
Ambiguity×Subject×Object 12.67 50.58 .25 .824

Note.Only response times for correct responses entered analyses.
* p<.05,** p<.01
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The mixed-effects model obtained significant main effects of Subject and Ob-
ject but no significant main effect of Ambiguity. Consider the subject effect first:
Plural sentences exhibit a slight but significant penalty interms of a slowdown
compared to singular sentences. The increase is slightly more pronounced in sen-
tences with an unambiguous object. Yet, there is no significant interaction of
Subject and Ambiguity. On average, response times in the match conditions are
shorter than response times in the mismatch conditions (608ms vs. 654 ms). The
slowdown is, however, substantial only in sentences with anambiguous object.
The interaction of Object and Ambiguity is significant. All remaining interactions
failed significance.
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Figure 6.7: Attraction rates and attraction penalties in Experiment 11

6.4.2.3 Discussion

Experiment 11 has two main results. First, Experiment 11 replicates object at-
traction previously found in sentence production (Dutch and German) and sen-
tence comprehension (German, experiments reported above). Second, Experi-
ment 11 strongly suggests that attraction is related to caseambiguity. While case-
ambiguous objects elicited attraction errors, unambiguous objects did not to the
same degree. Unfortunately, the impact of ambiguity on the incidence of attrac-
tion in terms of error rates was not consistent. The effect was present in sentences
with a singular subject but absent in sentences with a pluralsubject. An ambiguity
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effect in singular sentences has been previously reported for object attraction in
Dutch sentence production (Hartsuiker et al., 2001). For plural sentences, corre-
sponding studies are lacking.17

Two findings challenge accounts that attribute object attraction to processes
occurring during the integration phase of the object, whether feature transfer or
feature reactivation. Under both types of accounts, a singular–plural asymmetry
is expected: Feature transfer accounts predict a restriction to plural attraction; fea-
ture reactivation predicts a restriction to singular attraction. Instead, Experiment
11 exhibited similar attraction rates in singular sentences and plural sentences.
A checking account captures such a lack of an asymmetry because singular ob-
jects and plural objects are likewise candidates for erroneous retrieval during the
checking phase. Furthermore, the ambiguity effect is surprising within attraction
accounts that rely on feature transfer or feature reactivation but follows naturally
within a checking account. If the retrieval cues for subjectretrieval include nom-
inative case, an unambiguously accusative marked object does not fit the cue,
whereas an ambiguous accusative object which is morphologically compatible
with nominative case partially fits the cue. As a consequence, a case ambiguous
object is more likely to be mistaken as the agreement controller. Nevertheless, I
have to admit that the lack of an ambiguity effect in plural sentences is problematic
for this line of argumentation.

6.5 General Discussion

6.5.1 Summary of Findings for Object Attraction

The chapter started with evidence for object attraction in sentence production by
summarizing prior studies. Experiments 7 established object attraction in sen-
tence comprehension. Objects are capable of interfering inthe agreement relation
between subject and verb. A number mismatch between subjectand object caused
mild processing difficulties visible in higher error rates and longer response times.
A priori, it is unclear whether this effect reflects indeed attraction or rather evi-
dences OS-readings suffering from an agreement violation—judgments ‘ungram-
matical’ would then be correct, enhanced response times might reflect reanalysis.
Yet, the assumption that the effect is due to OS-interpretations conflicts with the
overwhelming evidence for an SO-preference in sentence comprehension and in
particular for locally or globally ambiguous sentences (for German, see for in-
stance Bader and Bayer, 2006; Bornkessel and Schlesewsky, 2006, and references
therein). Two experiments tackled the objection directly:Experiment 10 shows
that attraction also occurs in sentences without subject–object ambiguity, though

17Hartsuiker et al. (2001) included only sentences with a singular subject.
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to a minor extent. Experiment 11 provides evidence for object attraction in Dutch
sentence comprehension despite the fact that Dutch disallows OS-order in embed-
ded clauses.

In summary, object attraction in sentence comprehension exhibits the follow-
ing properties: Singular and plural objects may both elicitattraction errors and to
the same degree. Consequently, object attraction lacks anysingular–plural asym-
metry. The second main property concerns the role of morphological case mark-
ing. Unambiguous case marking eliminates or at least reduces the incidence of
attraction. Finally, object attraction is sensitive to semantic properties of subject
and object. Inanimate objects fail to disrupt agreement checking if the verb re-
quires an animate subject.

6.5.1.1 Singular–Plural Asymmetry

The three experiments which included singular and plural subjects together with
singular and plural objects—Experiments 7 and 8, both conducted in German, and
Experiment 11, conducted in Dutch—show no asymmetry with regard to attrac-
tion: singular attraction and plural attraction occurred equally often. The evidence
is absolutely clear-cut for attraction rates; for responsetimes, the pattern is less
consistent. In Experiment 7, the occurrence of asymmetry seems to be dependent
on the position of the adverbial: When the adverbial separated subject and object,
singular attraction is stronger than plural attraction; when the adverbial separated
object and verb, plural attraction was slightly stronger than singular attraction.
The other two experiments (Experiment 8 and Experiment 11) cleary lack any
singular–plural asymmetry. I will come back to the difference between judgment
data and response time data later and concentrate on the judgment data at this
point.

The absence of an asymmetry is unexpected from the perspective of attraction
accounts assuming feature migration or feature reactivation. Both kinds of ac-
counts share the assumption that attraction happens duringthe processing of the
object. Moreover, both kinds of accounts predict an asymmetry although of dif-
ferent direction. For both, the asymmetry results from the markedness of plural.
Feature migration accounts predicts that in principle onlyplural distractors can
cause attraction since only plural is represented by a feature that can migrate—
either by percolation or by spreading activation. During the processing of a plural
object, the plural feature can occasionally be transferredto the subject and turn
it into a plural NP. When later the subject is retrieved for purposes of agreement
checking, the flawed subject representation leads to an agreement error. Since sin-
gular has no corresponding feature representation, singular distractors cannot have
the same disrupting effect. Thus, feature migration predicts that object attraction
is restricted to singular subjects, respectively plural objects.
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Feature reactivation also predicts an asymmetry, but in theother direction. Re-
member that feature reactivation attributes attraction tostabilization of the subject
representation rather than to impairment of the representation. A plural object
reactivates the plural activation of a plural subject whichotherwise occasionally
falls below the critical threshold because of decay. A singular object has no such
effect. As a result, agreement errors are more frequent in sentences with a plural
subject and a singular object than in sentences with plural subject and plural ob-
ject. For singular subjects, nothing similar can happen because singular NPs lack
corresponding singular feature activation. Thus, featurereactivation predicts that
object attraction is restricted to plural subjects.

In sum, both versions of attraction accounts relating attraction to a flawed sub-
ject representation make false predictions. They predict an asymmetry which did
not show up in the data. A checking account, on the other hand,is compatible with
the data because it does not predict any asymmetry between singular and plural
objects. Whenever an object is erroneously retrieved for agreement checking and
does not share the subject’s number specification, an error results.

6.5.1.2 Morphological Case Marking

The two accounts criticized above predict no effect of case marking. At least, it
is hard to see why the migration or reactivation of plural should not be sensitive
to the morphological expression of case. Both features are independent of each
other and therefore should not affect each other’s representation. In contrast, sub-
ject retrieval should be sensitive to case marking. Therefore, a checking account
attributing attraction to retrieval errors predicts case marking effects. Unambigu-
ous case marking should prevent or at least reduce the incidence of attraction.

For subject case marking, Experiment 9 shows that attraction in terms of error
rates is restricted to sentences with an ambiguous subject.Response times show
basically the same pattern but less strict. For object case marking, response time
patterns in Experiment 10 and Experiment 11 clearly indicate an effect of ambigu-
ity: Attraction penalties are restricted to sentences witha case ambiguous object.
The patterns in error rates are unfortunately less decisiveas one might wish. The
two experiments both show signs of attraction in sentences with an unambiguous
object though not consistently. Experiment 10 found attraction in sentences with
an unambiguous object only when the sentence contained an adverbial—and to a
lesser extent than in corresponding sentences with an ambiguous object. Remem-
ber, however, that the experiment had confounded the match-mismatch manipu-
lation with the number specification of the subject. This wasnecessary because
accusative objects in the plural are always morphologically case ambiguous. Ex-
periment 11 which was conducted in Dutch to escape this problem exhibits a clear
effect of ambiguity on attraction in response times but introduces a more complex
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pattern in error rates. Error rates show an effect of ambiguity only for singular
sentences. In plural sentences, attraction was independent of object ambiguity.
Despite these inconsistencies, it seems appropriate to conclude that case marking
has an effect on object attraction. It may prevent attraction not completely and not
always, but it definitively reduces the incidence of attraction. All in all, the case
marking effects found in the data argue against feature transmission accounts and
favor retrieval-based accounts like the checking account.
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We are to admit no more causes of natural things than
such as are both true and sufficient to explain their
appearances. Therefore, to the same natural effects
we must, so far as possible, assign the same causes.

(Sir Isaac Newton,Principia (first published 1687))

7
Toward an Overarching Model of

Attraction

The last two chapters presented a series of experiments thataimed to shed new
light on the phenomenon of attraction in language comprehension. The experi-
ments examined attraction in three constructions: possessive relative clauses with
the controller being either the relative-clause head noun (leftward attraction) or
the relative-clause subject (rightward attraction), and transitive sentences (object
attraction). In addition to these three constructions, chapter 4 reported an exper-
iment that investigated modifier attraction in the classical configuration with the
distractor being part of a subject modifier, in this case a genitive NP. There was
evidence for attraction in all four constructions, although the actual attraction pat-
terns differ from each other. The objective of the present chapter is to bring these
findings together and develop a model of how agreement checking is performed
during language comprehension and how attraction errors come about.

7.1 Main Findings

Overall, the experiments provide further evidence that attraction occurs in lan-
guage comprehension as well. In the same constellations in which speakers no-
ticeably often produce an agreement error, readers producea judgment error when
forced to give a grammaticality judgment under time pressure. Apparently, they
get the wrong impression of an agreement violation in grammatical sentences and

265
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fail to detect one in ungrammatical sentences.

The particular constructions investigated in the present study yielded different
attraction patterns. Table 7.1 summarizes the main properties of these patterns.
With respect to the error pattern, the crucial question is whether both singular
and plural distractors cause attraction, and if so, whetherthey do so to the same
degree. An asymmetry is characterized as ‘strict’ if attraction is restricted to plural
distractors (plural attraction); it is called ‘non-strict’ if attraction is more frequent
with plural distractors but occurs with singular distractors as well. For response
times, the crucial question is whether an attraction penalty is observed at all, and
if so, whether it matches the error pattern.

Table 7.1: Comparison of Attraction Patterns Across Constructions.

Attraction Errors: Response Times:

Singular–Plural Asymmetry Attraction Penalty

Modifier attraction with strict no
a genitive distractor

Leftward attraction out no no
of a relative clause

Rightward attraction no yes
into a relative clause (or non-strict) (but asymmetric)

Object attraction no yes

In all experiments, the controller was an animate NP. The distractor was mostly
an animate NP too. Experiment 4 and Experiment 8 tested whether inanimate NPs
are effective distractors as well. It turned out that they are not. Leftward attraction
out of a relative clause as well as object attraction was absent when the controller
was animate but the distractor was not.

In addition, object attraction has been shown to be determined by ambiguity
of case marking. Attraction was reduced when the object was unambiguously
marked for object case and it vanished completely when the subject was unam-
biguously marked for nominative case. Furthermore, attraction was reduced when
the object was either a dative object or a prepositional object. Taken together, ob-
ject attraction was more likely when the object superficially resembled a subject.
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7.2 Evaluation of Previous Attraction Accounts

Previous accounts of attraction can be distinguished alongseveral dimensions.
First, we can distinguish grammar-based versus processing-related accounts. The
former consider attraction phenomena not as processing errors but assume that the
resulting constructions are grammatical though not according to standard gram-
mar. Processing accounts, one the other hand, characterizeattraction as an indi-
cator of processing disruptions. They can be further classified by the mechanism
and the processing stage they make responsible for the emergence of the error.
The resulting classification of processing accounts is schematized in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Attraction accounts classified by subprocess ofagreement computation which
is made responsible for attraction errors

One family of accounts assumes that the error emerges duringstructure assembly.
The critical task during this processing stage is to computethe feature specifica-
tion of the subject NP correctly and keep track of it until theverb is encountered. I
therefore dub this family of accountsFEATURE TRACKING ACCOUNTS. Accord-
ing to feature tracking accounts, the integration of the distractor affects the repre-
sentation of the subject, more precisely its feature specification. The distractor’s
feature specification either overwrites the subject’s specification via some sort of
feature transfer, e.g., percolation (Nicol et al., 1997), or helps to maintain the sub-
ject’s specification via reactivation (Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003; Konieczny
et al., 2004). The other big family of accounts assumes the error to occur during
the checking phase. Accordingly, I dub this family asCHECKING ACCOUNTS.1

The error arises either from a failure to identify and retrieve the subject (Staub,
2009; Wagers et al., 2009) or from difficulties to determine the subject’s feature
specification correctly (Clifton et al., 1999). A retrievalerror may occur during
first pass parsing and/or during second pass parsing. In the following, I will eval-
uate each of the proposals separately.

1Note that I introduced this term for a particular instantiation—the checking account intro-
duced in chapter 4.
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7.2.1 Grammar-based Accounts

Throughout the thesis, attraction effects were consideredas processing errors. I
also mentioned, however, alternative accounts which treatattraction as a grammat-
ical phenomenon (Den Dikken, 2000, 2001; Kayne, 1989b, 1995, 1998; Kimball
and Aissen, 1971). Kayne and subsequently Den Dikken propose an explanation
based on LF-movement. For rightward attraction into a relative clause (people
who the manager think), they propose an analysis in terms of complementizer
agreement. For modifier attraction as inthe key to the cabinets are rusty, Den
Dikken posits covert raising of the distractor NP into a position where it takes
scope over the subject NP and enters a checking relation withthe finite verb. The
two analyses will be discussed and evaluated in turn. For thesake of fairness, it
must be noted that the analyses are not meant to cover all instances of attraction.
Den Dikken (2000) explicitly states that it is highly likelythat there are instances
of attraction that cannot be captured in any straightforward way from a syntactic
analysis and he refers to the plausibility effects reportedin Thornton and Mac-
Donald (2003) as an example.

7.2.1.1 The Raising Analysis

Den Dikken points to three observations made by Kayne (cf. Kayne, 1998).2 First,
attraction is not just a linear adjacency effect but can be triggered by a preceding
distractor as well. In addition to the examples discussed inthe present thesis,
Kayne mentions prenominal genitives (the participants’ identity are to remain a
secret). Second, pronouns do not trigger attraction.3 Finally, attraction has scope
effects. For illustration of the latter see the example below (from Den Dikken,
2000: 20).

(1) a. The key to all doors is missing. (narrow scope: one key)

b. The key to all doors are missing. (wide scope: many keys)

The crucial observation is that the use of a plural verb forces a wide scope reading,
i.e. a multiple token reading. This scope effect inspired Den Dikken to an analysis
in terms of LF movement.4 The standard analysis of wide scope effects as in

2Den Dikken refers also to a lecture held by in the same year.
3This statement is valid only for modifier attraction. Objectattraction, in contrast, has been

attested with pronominal distractors as well (Chanquoy andNegro, 1996; Fayol et al., 1994; Franck
et al., 2006; Hartsuiker et al., 2001).

4Apparently, Kayne suggested something similar in his lecture, but Den Dikken does not report
the details of Kayne’s analysis. In his contribution to the Chomsky Virtual Celebration (Kayne,
1998; reprinted in Kayne, 2000), Kayne tackles the issue of attraction only briefly by noting that
his analysis ofof-PPs yields a structure in which an NP likethe identity of the participantsdoes
not form a constituent and theof-PP is the closest c-commanding XP for the verb.
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(1b) involves movement of the quantified NP into a position where it can take
scope over the entire clause. This movement operation, which is traditionally
assumed to target an adjunction position to S, is called quantifier raising, QR for
short (May, 1985). Den Dikken argues that plural agreement may come about
as a side effect of quantifier raising because it brings the plural NP all doors
into a position local to the verb. Note that this analysis relies on checking in a
spec-head configuration or at least under c-command. Prima facie, it is hard to
see how it could work in an Agree-based framework. Furthermore, the status
of quantifier raising in minimalism is an issue of debate (cf.Fox, 2000, 2003;
Hornstein, 1994, 1995, 1999; Johnson, 2000; Kitahara, 1996). Two refinements of
the QR-account proposed in Den Dikken (2001) point toward a possible solution.
First, Den Dikken makes use of the idea of feature movement. Second he argues
for adjunction to D. Having theϕ-feature of the distractor NP attached to the
D-head enables them to c-command the entire subject NP.

(2) IPhhhhhhhh
((((((((

DP
aaaa

!!!!
D
ll,,

FFi D

the

NP
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key

PP
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NPiaaaa
!!!!

all the doors

I’
aaa

!!!
are missing

Note that the scope argument laid out above requires a definition of c-command
in terms of category dominance rather than segment dominance as proposed e.g.,
by Kayne (1994).5 In addition, it requires feature bundles to be treated like cat-
egories. Under these implicit assumptions, the formal features of the quantified
NP all the doorsc-command the NPkey to all the doorswhich gives rise to the
wide scope interpretation. Furthermore, the formal features and in particular the
plural feature become visible for agreement checking with Infl. It remains open,
however, why the distractor’s features should move to D in the first place; further-
more, it misses to explain under what circumstances formal feature can and cannot
move. In other words, the trigger for the movement and possible restrictions are
unclear.

5Kayne (1994), who makes heavy use of adjunction, gives the following definition:

(i) X c-commands Y iff X and Y are categories and X excludes Y
and every category that dominates X dominates Y.
(Kayne, 1994: 16)
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Even if we accept the existence of quantifier raising and the possibility that
the raised quantified NP enters an agreement checking relation with the verb, two
questions immediately arise. First, why does attraction occur with non-quantified
NPs as well? And second, why is attraction in this configuration restricted to
plural NPs? With regard to the first question, Den Dikken refers to Heim and
Kratzer (1998) and references there for evidence that QR canbe applied freely to
any NP type (generalized QR). The second question is trickier; the emergence of
a singular–plural asymmetry remains basically unexplained. Den Dikken (2001)
neglects this question at all; Den Dikken (2000) only stipulates that it has to do
with a markedness difference. Den Dikken reckons that overruling the default is
possible whereas the opposite is ruled out. Note that based on Kayne’s analysis of
-sas a number affix (Kayne, 1989b), Den Dikken assumes the plural verb to be the
default because it lacks the -s which characterizes the singular verb.6 Although
it is initially counter-intuitive—it was at least for me—itmakes sense under the
implicit assumption that overtly expressed agreement features, i.e. features asso-
ciated with a non-zero morpheme, must be legitimated beforespell-out. However,
many experiments on attraction in English involved a form ofbewhich has dis-
tinct forms for both the singular and the plural. Why shouldarebe the default that
can overruleis, though this is exactly what Kayne (1989b) suggests.

For the sake of completeness, it must be noted that the QR-account fits nicely
with the finding that a singular modifier can well trigger attraction when it is ex-
plicitly marked for singular, e.g., by means of a singular quantifier as inthe keys to
one cabinet(Eberhard, 1997). The QR-account of attraction captures also the two
other observations made by Kayne. The lack of attraction triggered by pronouns is
explained under the assumption that pronouns cannot undergo LF-movement (cf.
Den Dikken, 2001). Non-intervening attraction is possiblesince QR is in princi-
ple possible from any position (for qualifications in terms of extraction domains
see below).

Can the QR-account be applied to the four constructions examined in the re-
ported experiments? For modifier attraction in Experiment 1the answer is ob-
viously yes since this is exactly the configuration for whichthe QR-account is
proposed. Object attraction may also be reconciled with theQR account if we
assume QR of the object (whatever the trigger might be). Of course, it would
force us to assume agreement checking under c-command. In addition, object at-

6The assumption is based on Kayne’s analysis of -s as a number marker (cf. Kayne, 1989 and
subsequent work). Kayne argues that a bare verb likethinkcan in principle occur with any subject
while an inflected verb containing the suffix -s can only occur with a singular subject NP. The
inflected form, however, must be used when there is choice between the inflected form and the
bare form. Note that this assumption contra-factually predicts non-NP subjects to be compatible
with a plural verb, e.g.,To err is/*are human. To avoid this we would be forced to assume that the
infinitival is marked for singular.
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traction in terms of QR faces also empirical problems since it cannot explain the
effects of case marking observed in Experiments 9, 10 and 11.Treating modifier
attraction and object attraction likewise as instances of QR fails to account for the
deviating attraction patterns. It leaves unexplained why asingular–plural asym-
metry emerges in the case of modifier attraction but is absentin the case of object
attraction.

Consider next possessive relative clauses. Under the assumption of QR, left-
ward attraction out of a relative clause should not occur since relative clauses are
islands for extraction. The extraction constraint is exemplified in (3) below for
wh-movement.

(3) Whati do you know the man who said ti?

Rightward attraction into the relative clause should also be ruled out since it would
involve lowering which is considered problematic and is often banned altogether
(but see Bošković and Takahashi, 1998). However, QR resulting in adjunction
to D is not necessary to bring the distractor’s feature into aposition where they
c-command the subject NP. The relative pronoun is already there. Hence, part of
the QR-account applies without QR.

In summary, the QR account faces both empirical and conceptual problems.
Besides, the underlying assumption that attraction is in effect grammatical can be
doubted for the sentences used in the present experiments given that they were
accepted only from time to time. Of course, it is possible that the participants
gave inconsistent judgments because they based their judgment most of the time
according to Standard German and only occasionally according to their dialect.

7.2.1.2 Complementizer Agreement

For instances of rightward attraction as first described in Kimball and Aissen
(1971) (example repeated below for convenience), Kayne (1989b) and subse-
quently Den Dikken (2000) present a slightly different account.7

(4) Mark knows the people who Clark think are in the garden.

The non-standard agreement in (4) is again interpreted in terms of LF-movement
but this time it is not the distractor which is affected by movement. Kayne’s origi-
nal proposal involves raising of AgrS to C while Den Dikken adopts the basic idea

7Kayne (1995) offers yet a different account but maintains the idea of establishing a spec-
head relation between the distractor and the verb. In a nutshell, the analysis, which makes use
of a function head Num (cf. Picallo, 1991; Ritter, 1991; Shlonsky, 1989), amounts to a double
agreement configuration with the subject NP in SpecNumP and the distractor adjoined to NumP.
As a result, Num is not spelled out in Non-Standard English and the bare (plural) verb form occurs
as the default.
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but assumes feature movement from the verb to C. In any case, raising of AgrS
or the verb’s formal features yields a spec-head relation with the relative pronoun
wholocated in SpecCP. This analysis treats agreement of the verb with the relative
pronoun on par with complementizer agreement as it is found in West-Flemish and
many other dialects of Germanic languages (cf. Bayer, 1984;Bennis and Haege-
man, 1984; Carstens, 2003; Haegeman, 1992; Weiß, 2005; Zwart, 1993a,b, 1997).

Note that the analysis deviates from the QR account insofar as the distractor
enters a direct relation to the verb. In contrast to (2), the distractor does not only
c-command the controller NP but also AgrS and the verb.

(5) CP
aaaa

!!!!
DP

who

C’
QQ��

C
ll,,

AgrS C

. . .

The analysis exhibits the same weaknesses as the QR account described above—
the lack of a trigger for raising and an unsatisfactory account for singular–plural
asymmetry. For the latter, Den Dikken stipulates that a bareverb form can over-
ride a singular form but not vice versa (see discussion for QRabove). Kayne
(1989b) captures the asymmetry more directly but wrongly predicts that forms of
beare excluded from the non-standard agreement pattern in (4). Raising of AgrS
to C is only possible when AgrS does not dominate an overt affix. The presence
of the suffix -s triggers lowering to V which in turn blocks subsequent raising to
C. Given that Kayne’s argumentation is based on the number suffix -s, the analy-
sis predicts that examples like (4) should not be found with forms ofbe. Kayne
(1989b) makes this prediction even explicitly. He argues that auxiliaries obligato-
rily raise to AgrS, at least in Non-Standard English. As a consequence, raising of
AgrS to C is blocked because AgrS dominates overt material. Yet, Bock and Miller
(1991) report corresponding cases (e.g.,The politicians that the flag were . . .).8

Of the experiments reported here only the two experiments onrightward at-
traction are potential candidates for complementizer agreement. Yet, due to the
possessive construction, the relative pronoun does not occupy SpecCP, at least not
of its own. Instead, the relative pronoun is embedded in the subject NP. Hence,
even if the verb or a functional head associated with the verbraises covertly to C it
would only enter a spec-head relation with the subject NP as awhole and not with
the relative pronoun. In other words, it yields the same relation which was already

8It must be noted that Bock and Miller do not give examples for the actual responses. Though,
given that participants tended to use past tense forms in thepreceding experiments, the majority
of correct and error responses probably involved a form ofbe.
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established in TP: The subject NP containing the relative pronoun is located in
the specifier while the verb is part of the head. Complementizer agreement can
therefore not account for rightward attraction with a possessive relative pronoun.
This conclusion is in accordance with Kayne (1989b) who explicitly states that
the effect does not occur with possessive relative pronounssince after raising to
C, AgrS has the entirewh-phrase in its specifier not just the relative pronoun. Thus,
attraction into a possessive relative clause must have a different source.

7.2.2 Feature Transfer Accounts

Feature transfer accounts have figured prominently in the literature on attraction
during sentence production. The main assumption is that therepresentation of
the subject NP is flawed because the plural specification of the distractor is erro-
neously transferred to the subject NP. The most elaborated account along these
line is the Marking and Morphing Model proposed by Bock and colleagues (Bock
et al., 2001, 2004; Eberhard et al., 2005) (for an outline seesection 3.4.3 in 3).
The Marking and Morphing Model captures feature transfer interms of spread-
ing activation. An alternative mechanism is percolation which was first proposed
for production (Vigliocco and Nicol, 1998) and later applied to language compre-
hension as well (Nicol et al., 1997; Pearlmutter et al., 1999; Pearlmutter, 2000).9

Feature transfer from the distractor to the subject NP turnsa singular subject into
a plural subject when it contains a plural distractor. When later a singular verb is
encountered, it conflicts with the now plural subject while aplural verb apparently
agrees correctly. As a result a grammatical sentence is rejected due to the illusion-
ary agreement violation while an ungrammatical sentence isaccepted because the
real agreement violation is obscured.

A feature transfer account is hard to reconcile with object attraction. First of
all, the object is not part of the subject NP. Thus, a feature transfer would force
us to assume that features can in principle migrate freely through a syntactic rep-
resentation, an unwelcome consequence. Nevertheless, feature percolation has
been suggested for object attraction as well (Hartsuiker etal., 2001).10 Second,
the effects of case marking cast serious doubts on feature transfer. Of course, one
could assume that unambiguous case marking inhibits erroneous feature transfer.
But this would be merely just a descriptive statement lacking explanatory depth.
Why should the incidence of feature percolation depend on the case ambiguity of
the source (the distractor) or the target (the controller)?Though number and case
are morphologically expressed in a single morpheme in German they are logically

9Judging by the dates of publication one might think that the comprehension account was first,
but the paper by Vigliocco and Nicol published in 1998 was available in earlier version at least
since 1996.

10Meanwhile, at least the first author has given up this view (R.Hartsuiker, p.c.).
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independent from each other and should not affect each otheron the level of ab-
stract features. Third, the absence of any asymmetry between singular and plural
requires an additional explanation. Given that plural is the marked member of
the number opposition, whereas singular is the default (Corbett, 2000; Greenberg,
1963; for German see Eisenberg, 1998; Flämig, 1991 togetherwith the assumption
that only the marked value is explicitly represented, attraction should be restricted
to plural distractors or at least be stronger with a plural distractor in comparison to
a singular distractor. This is exactly the pattern found formodifier attraction, both
in language production (see references in chapter 3) and in language comprehen-
sion including Experiment 1. Object attraction in German sentence comprehen-
sion, however, lacks an asymmetry.11 Although it is in principle possible to derive
a symmetrical attraction pattern within a feature transferaccount, e.g., by simply
assuming that both singular and plural have an explicit representation which can
be transferred, any attempt in this direction conflicts withthe asymmetry found
for modifier attraction, e.g., in Experiment 1. Finally, theanimacy effect found
in Experiment 8 raises further concerns about a feature transfer mechanism for
object attraction.

Consider next leftward attraction out of a relative clause as attested in Ex-
periment 3 and Experiment 4. A priori, a feature transfer account seems to be
conceivable. The distractor is part of a modifier and occurs to the right of the
head noun. Erroneous feature transfer might be rare given the syntactic distance
between distractor and controller and given that it would have to cross a clausal
boundary, but it is at least conceivable. The experimental findings, however, argue
against a feature transfer account. They do so for two reasons: Feature transfer
predicts a singular–plural asymmetry, but Experiment 3 revealed equal attraction
rates for singular and plural distractors. Furthermore, feature transfer should oc-
cur with animate and inanimate distractors likewise; yet, Experiment 4 showed
that attraction is absent in sentences with an animate controller and an inanimate
distractor.

The final configuration to consider is rightward attraction into a relative clause.
For this configuration the feature transfer account faces two problems—the prece-
dence relation between distractor and controller and the observed non-strict asym-
metry. Since the distractor precedes the controller, feature transfer cannot apply
during the integration of the distractor into subject NP, atleast not in the same way
as in the modifier construction. The distractor in terms of the relative pronoun
marks the left edge of the subject NP and presumably initiates the construction of
that NP. Under the assumption that determiners are the head of what is tradition-
ally called an NP, the parser might establish a DP immediately on encountering a

11For different patterns in German language production see Hemforth and Konieczny, 2003 and
Pfau, 2009.
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determiner and compute the DP’s number specification on the basis of the deter-
miner’s number value, e.g., via feature transfer from the determiner to the max-
imal DP node. If now the possessive relative pronoun is treated like an ordinary
determiner, e.g., an article, the wrong number specification results when distrac-
tor and controller differ in number. If we accept this scenario we are still left with
the problem of the non-strict asymmetry. Under the assumption of an asymmet-
ric representation of number a singular subject head noun contributes nothing to
overwrite the erroneous plural specification derived from aplural relative pronoun.
In the reverse constellation—singular relative pronoun, plural noun—the subject
head noun provides the necessary explicit information; yetif this information is
occasionally neglected the entire DP remains unspecified and thus interpreted as
a singular DP. Note that this argument is rather stipulative. The hybrid model I
propose below offers an alternative and more elegant account for the non-strict
asymmetry.

Taken together, a feature transfer account can account for only part of the data,
namely modifier attraction and may be—with some qualifications—for rightward
attraction into a possessive relative clause. Object attraction and leftward attrac-
tion out of a relative clause, in contrast, are not compatible with a feature transfer
account of attraction.

7.2.3 The Reactivation Account

The reactivation account proposed by Hemforth and Konieczny (2003) is em-
bedded in an activation based framework for language processing (for an ACT-R
implementation see Konieczny et al., 2004). A plural NP is assumed to activate
a plural feature. The activation level decreases over time.The basic idea of the
reactivation account is that a plural object reactivates the plural activation of a
plural subject which otherwise may fall under a critical threshold. Hemforth and
Konieczny base their proposal on the observation that object attraction in their ex-
periments on German sentence production was restricted to sentences with a plu-
ral subject. This finding contrasts with the asymmetry foundin modifier attraction
which is restricted to sentences with a singular subject. The crucial difference—as
Hemforth and Konieczny argue—is that objects are argumentsof the verb while
modifiers are not. Under the additional assumption that onlyarguments are capa-
ble to reactivate feature specifications of other arguments, the absence of reactiva-
tion in the modifier construction follows. Consequently, modifier attraction must
have some other source. Reactivation has been suggested explicitly and exclu-
sively for object attraction; I therefore evaluate the reactivation hypothesis only
on th ebasis of the experiments on object attraction.

A first objection against reactivation comes from the absence of any singular–
plural asymmetry in Experiments 7, 8 and 11. The reactivation hypothesis predicts
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a limitation singular attraction; the experiments revealed singular attraction and
plural attraction of equal size. The finding of plural attraction is hardly compatible
with the reactivation account which relies on the markedness of plural associated
with a specific activation. Remember, a plural NP is assumed to be associated
with plural activation. For singular NPs no corresponding singular activation is
assumed. The plural activation decays over time and eventually may fall below a
given threshold by the time the corresponding verb is encountered. If so, an ap-
parent agreement violation results. A plural object NP prevents this error because
it reactivates the subject’s plural activation. Note that attraction does not result in
an error but rather prevents an error. In singular sentencesno such supporting ef-
fect is expected and in fact not needed since there is nothingto reactivate. Hence,
plural attraction comes as a surprise.

Second, the reactivation hypothesis is questioned by the observed effects of
case marking effects and animacy. There is no obvious reasonwhy a case ambigu-
ous object should be more effective in reactivating the subject’s plural activation
than an unambiguous object. In the same way, it is hard to see why an unambigu-
ous subject should resist reactivation. Furthermore, the reactivation hypothesis
offers no explanation why an inanimate object fails to reactivate plural. In addi-
tion, the reactivation account as stated above predicts distance effects. An object
that is separated from the subject by several items may be encountered too late to
reactivate the subject’s plural activation. The activation level may already be too
low. Experiment 7 found no effect of adverbial position. Whether the adverbial
separated subject and object or object and verb had no effecton the attraction rate.
Of course, the adverbial might have been simply too short to cause any substantial
effects. Furthermore, since the adverbial was always present it might have given
rise to comparable decay rates whether of the initial activation or the reactivated
activation. Put differently, the final decay rate may be the same no matter whether
the object or the verb comes late. The subsequent experiments compared sen-
tences with an adverbial and sentences without an adverbialand found no effect
of this factor. Taking all objections into consideration leads to the conclusion that
the reactivation hypothesis cannot account for object attraction during sentence
comprehension as attested in the series of experiment reported in chapter 6.

7.2.4 Shared Projection Paths

Attributing attraction to shared projection paths of distractor and controller as
suggested by Clifton et al. (1999) is specific for rightward attraction into a relative
clause. I therefore discuss only its application to the corresponding Experiments 5
and 6. To ease the discussion, I first repeat the example from Clifton et al. (1999)
and give the corresponding phrase structure representation for the relative clause.
The representation in (7) is taken from Clifton et al. (1999:26) but leaves out the
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details of the lower TP.

(6) Lucine dislikes thePEOPLEwhoi themanager think ti know the answers.

(7) CPXXXXX
�����

whoi PL TP
PPPP

����
NP
aaaa

!!!!
the manager

T’
aaaa

!!!!
T VP

PPPP
����

V

think

TPXXXXX
�����

ti know the answers

Clifton and colleagues argue that sentences like (6) are erroneously accepted from
time to time because agreement checking is hampered by the presence of the rel-
ative pronoun’s plural feature when agreement is checked between the subjectthe
managerand the plural verbthink. This argument is based on the assumption
that agreement is checked in a spec-head configuration as advocated in early min-
imalism (Chomsky, 1995). As indicated by the dashed line in (7) the path which
connects the relative pronounwhowith its trace (called ‘feature transmission path’
in Clifton et al., 1999) overlaps with the path along which spec-head agreement
is established in TP (the spec-head relation is indicated bythe dotted line). I rein-
terpret Clifton et al.’s claim as a difficulty to determine the number specification
of the subject NP correctly due to the presence of conflictinginformation in the
checking configuration.

Compare (7) to the possessive relative clause in (8) which isan English equiv-
alent of the sentence type investigated in Experiments 5 and6. The representation
in (9) follows the representation in Clifton et al. (1999) but ignores the VP-internal
base position of the subject and the functional head C. Due toits possessive nature
the relative pronoun is embedded in the subject NP in (9). As aconsequence, there
is no such thing as a feature transmission path partially shared by the projection
path of T. Hence, Clifton et al.’s account does not apply.

(8) Lucine dislikes theACTORS [WHOSE manager]i ti think . . .
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(9) CPXXXXXX
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7.2.5 Retrieval-Based Checking Accounts

Agreement checking in Clifton et al.’s (1999) account consults a partial syntactic
representation that comprises both the subject and the verb, more precisely that
part in which subject NP and verb form a spec-head configuration. As a result,
the distractor is present although it is not part of the subject NP. The distractor is
enabled to interfere via its projection path.

An alternative conception of agreement checking, in a way less syntactic, re-
lies on the notion of a content-addressable memory representation allowing for
direct access (McElree, 2000; McElree et al., 2003). Ratherthan consulting the
whole tree or a part of it, the subject NP is retrieved directly for the purpose of
agreement checking. If the retrieval fails and picks out thedistractor instead of
the subject NP, an attraction error results when subject anddistractor differ in
their agreement feature specifications. Otherwise the retrieval error remains with-
out consequences. Checking accounts of this sort can be further subdivided by
whether or not they restrict the incidence of retrieval errors to reanalysis. Since
all experiments reported here attested attraction effectsin grammatical sentences,
a retrieval-based checking account that confines itself to attraction in ungrammat-
ical sentences is at least not sufficient to account for the data and needs to be
accompanied by some further explanation.

Overall, the retrieval-based checking hypothesis explains a great portion of
the data reported here. In particular, it accounts straightforwardly for those effects
that were problematic for most other accounts. The animacy effect shown in Ex-
periment 4 for leftward attraction out of a relative clause and in Experiment 8 for
object attraction follows under the assumption that the retrieval process is guided
by semantic restrictions imposed by the verb on its arguments. The case marking
effects indicate that nominative case is a retrieval cue forsubject retrieval. Fi-
nally, the syntactic status and the relative position of thedistractor NP plays only
a minor role insofar as erroneous retrieval can affect modifiers and objects alike,
just as it can affect distractors that precede or follow the subject. On the other
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hand, the account faces the same problems as other accounts when it comes to
explain the attraction patterns with respect to the incidence of a singular–plural
asymmetry. A priori, retrieval errors may happen with singular and plural dis-
tractors likewise. Thus, without further assumptions, theretrieval-based checking
account predicts no asymmetry. This prediction is confirmedby the experiments
on object attraction as well as on leftward attraction out ofa relative clause. It
conflicts, however, with Experiment 1 (modifier attraction with a genitive distrac-
tor) and to some extent with Experiment 5 (rightward attraction into a relative
clause). Though it is in principle possible to come up with a modification that
is compatible with a singular–plural asymmetry, it seems hardly possible to ac-
count for all three observed patterns— strict asymmetry, non-strict asymmetry,
no asymmetry—simultaneously. If a retrieval error is more likely with a plural
distractor, it should be so throughout; if it is equally likely with singular distrac-
tors and plural distractor, an asymmetry should be absent inall constructions. To
conclude, the retrieval-based checking account captures the properties of object
attraction and leftward attraction out of a relative clausebut fails for modifier at-
traction. Whether or not it captures rightward attraction into a relative clause as
well depends on the weight we give to the observation of a non-strict asymmetry.
Statistical analyses of judgment data in Experiment 5 yielded non-significance for
the critical interaction; hence, we could conclude that there is no asymmetry. Yet,
the interaction just missed marginal significance giving rise to doubts about the
complete absence of an asymmetry.

7.3 A Hybrid Attraction Account

In the preceding section, I evaluated several attraction accounts. It turned out that
neither of them can account for all the data that were reported in this dissertation.
The most successful candidates were the percolation account (Nicol et al., 1997)
as an exponent of feature transfer accounts12 and the checking account introduced
in chapter 4. Closer inspection reveals that the two complement each other per-
fectly. Feature percolation directly accounts for the pattern found for modifier
attraction, in particular the strict singular–plural asymmetry, but has difficulties to
explain object attraction as well as leftward attraction out of a relative clause. At
the same time, the checking account easily captures exactlythese two instances
of attraction, including the observed effects of animacy and case marking, but is
difficult to reconcile with the strict asymmetry of modifier attraction. The findings
for rightward attraction into a relative clause are less conclusive to decide between
the two accounts. Under the assumption that rightward attraction indeed exhibits

12An adaptation of the Marking and Morphing Model (Bock et al.,2001, 2004; Eberhard et al.,
2005) to comprehension would do also well.
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a non-strict asymmetry, the pattern challenges both accounts. The complemen-
tary success and failure of the two accounts suggests that their combination might
be promising. And this is exactly what I propose. The model isgeneral insofar
as it covers all instances of attraction presented in this thesis. Yet, it does not
account for all instances in the same way; insofar, ‘unified account’ would be a
misnomer. Instead, I call it an hybrid account because it assumes that two sources
feed attraction—erroneous feature transfer and retrievalerrors.

In the following I will outline the model in more detail and point out its im-
plications for the theory of agreement computation. Furthermore, I will justify
the assumption of two independent sources of attraction anddiscuss under what
circumstances each source is likely and unlikely to disruptthe computation of
agreement during language production. This discussion includes the question
of whether retrieval errors and erroneous feature transfercan co-occur, i.e. is
within one construction. Note that if so, a non-strict asymmetry follows straight-
forwardly.

7.3.1 Outline of the Hybrid Attraction Account

In chapter 4, I distinguished two steps in the computation ofagreement during
language comprehension. In a first step, the number specification of the subject
NP has to be computed. When later the finite verb is encountered, agreement is
checked in a second step. This two-step model of agreement isin accordance
with a parsing model that distinguishes structure assembly, linking and checking
(Mitchell, 1994; Bader and Bayer, 2006). In a nutshell, the first step is challenged
by conflicting number information inside the subject NP while the second step is
challenged by the presence of an NP that is at least partiallycompatible with the
subject function. Accordingly, the HYBRID ATTRACTION ACCOUNT claims that
the two steps are both vulnerable to interference resultingin an attraction error.
During the assembly phase, the computation of the subject’snumber specification
is prone to interference from a plural distractor containedwithin the subject. The
distractor’s plural feature erroneously may percolate up to the maximal projection
of the subject and thereby flawing the subject representation. Since only an explic-
itly represented feature can percolate, attraction due to feature percolation results
in an asymmetric attraction pattern. On encountering the verb, a second chance
for interference arises. During the checking phase, a distractor can interfere if its
exhibits at least superficially some subject-related properties and therefore par-
tially matches the retrieval cues for subject retrieval. I contend that the checking
process, more precisely the retrieval process is susceptible to interference from
singular and plural distractors likewise. As a consequence, the resulting attraction
pattern exhibits no asymmetry.

The Hybrid Attraction Account has certain implications both for the theory
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of agreement checking and the computation of feature specifications of complex
phrases. With regard to the former, these implications are listed in (10).

(10) Implications for subject–verb agreement checking during language com-
prehension:

(i) Agreement checking is obligatory.

(ii) Agreement checking involves subject retrieval.

(iii) Subject retrieval makes use of a direct access mechanism.

(iv) The retrieval cues involve nominative case, phrasal category (NP/DP)
and semantic restrictions but not number.

On current data, I want to restrict these claims to German sentence comprehen-
sion. In particular, the retrieval cues might vary across languages (e.g., MacWhin-
ney et al., 1984). Beside possible cross-linguistic variation, (10iv) is controversial
for another reason—the exclusion of number from the retrieval cues. The first two
claims are also a matter of debate. Only (10iii) seems to be widely accepted (but
see Clifton et al., 1999). The claims in (10) are discussed inturn.

The first two claims—obligatoriness of agreement checking and necessity of
subject retrieval—have both been denied in the literature.According to some re-
searchers parsing does not necessarily involve agreement checking (e.g., Nicol
et al., 1997). Others agree with the assumption that checking is an obligatory
process but disagree with the assumption that it involves subject retrieval (Wagers
et al., 2009). Instead they assume that checking is a comparison of a predicted
number value based on the number specification of the subjectNP and the actual
number value the verb is specified for. Contrary to this hypothesis, it is my con-
tention that the present experiments provide ample evidence for the assumption of
subject-retrieval.

Two findings suggest that attraction stems from subject-identification prob-
lems. First, at least in certain configurations, attractionaffects singular and plural
subjects alike. Second, the incidence of attraction is stronger the more subject-like
the distractor NP is. This concerns formal properties of theNP as well as semantic
properties. A distractor NP has been shown to be more effective if it is morpholog-
ically compatible with nominative case and thus the subjectfunction. In addition,
an inanimate NP is an ineffective distractor in sentences with a verb requiring
an animate subject. These findings are best explained under the assumption that
attraction errors result from consulting the wrong NP, namely the distractor NP
for purposes of agreement checking. Erroneous retrieval ofthe distractor is more
likely when the distractor has properties making it in principle compatible with
the subject function. This conclusion entails that agreement checking involves
subject retrieval. Taking into account that object attraction is independent of the
distance between controller, distractor and verb and that apreceding distractor can
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cause attraction as well, I conclude further that subject retrieval does not include
a search through the representation whether linear or hierarchical. In agreement
with McElree (2000) and McElree et al. (2003), I conclude that subject retrieval
is performed by means of a direct access mechanism. A retrieval mechanism op-
erating on a content-addressable memory representation isprone to interference
by a distractor sharing some relevant properties with the actual target of retrieval.

This brings us to the issue of retrieval cues. While the actual retrieval cues
and their relative importance may vary from language to language (cf. MacWhin-
ney et al., 1984; Bates et al., 1982, 1984) it is reasonable toassume that they
include subject-defining properties. First of all, it is uncontroversial that nomina-
tive case is a subject-retrieval cue. This assumption is confirmed by the effect of
case marking observed in the experiments on object attraction. Second, there is
ample evidence that animacy—or more precisely the animacy requirements a verb
imposes on its argument(s)—is a retrieval cue. This is witnessed by the absence of
attraction effects in the two experiments that had an inanimate distractor together
with an animate controller and an agentive verb. Supportingevidence comes from
experiments showing that the difficulties usually associated with object-extracted
relatives clauses are strongly reduced when the relative-clause subject is an ani-
mate NP (Traxler et al., 2002; Mak et al., 2002, 2006). Furthermore, MacWhinney
et al. (1984) found significant effects of animacy in a subject-identification task.
The effect was particularly strong in German. In the absenceof case marking,
readers opted for the animate NP as the subject.

While it is intuitively convincing that nominative case andanimacy restric-
tions are among the retrieval cues it is a more controversialquestion whether or
not number qualifies as a retrieval cue. Given that number agreement often dis-
ambiguates local grammatical function ambiguities, it is tempting to assume that
number is among the retrieval cues for subject retrieval. And indeed, MacWhin-
ney et al. (1984) observed that German readers tend to choosethat NP as the sub-
ject which matches the verb in number. Notably, this finding has to be qualified
by some restrictions. First, the experiment was an explicitsubject identification
task yielding off-line data. Furthermore, the experiment employed material that
not necessarily formed grammatical sentences. Therefore,it may have induced
some strategies different from those applying during normal sentence comprehen-
sion. Besides, number (agreement) was only a minor cue compared to animacy.
And finally, the study involved only case ambiguous NPs whicheliminated nom-
inative case as a cue. MacWhinney et al. note a pilot study proving that case is
such a strong cue that it beats all other cues in German. This finding is in accor-
dance with studies examining subject–object ambiguities in German. Case is a
much more effective disambiguating cue whereas disambiguation by number re-
sults in strong garden-path effects (cf. Bader and Bayer, 2006; Meng and Bader,
2000a). OS sentences disambiguated by number are dramatically often rejected as
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ungrammatical when presented using speeded grammaticality judgments. Bader
and Meng (1999), for instance, report a rejection rate of 51%. A somewhat lower
but still very high rejection rate is reported in Meng and Bader (2000a). Ap-
parently, number is not a very effective cue for subject identification. Moreover,
number is not a subject-defining property. I therefore conclude that number is not
among the subject-retrieval cues during first-pass parsingthough it probably is
during second-pass parsing.

I want to conclude with a brief remark on the comparison process itself. In
face of non-nominal (e.g., sentential) subjects not markedfor number it is tempt-
ing to adopt the match, mismatch, no-mismatch logic proposed by Lahiri and
Marslen-Wilson (1991) which is an elegant way to deal with underspecification.
Unfortunately however, it provides the wrong results for agreement. Though it
would correctly signal ‘no-mismatch’ for the comparison ofsingular verb and
non-nominal subject it would do so also for a plural verb in combination with
a non-nominal subject. In combination with markedness of plural and an asym-
metric representation of number, it would even signal a no-mismatch for the co-
occurrence of singular verb plus plural subject as well as plural verb and singular
subject. In each case, the plural specification on one memberof the pair would not
conflict with the empty slot on the other member of the pair. What we need instead
is a comparison mechanism that requires a plural specification on one member of
the pair to be supported by a plural specification on the othermember of the pair.
The comparison mechanism needs to check for differences. Suppose we trans-
late the values of the number feature into numerical values—1 for plural and 0
for singular. This would give us a difference value greater than zero when one of
the members of subject–verb pair contributes a plural valuewhile the other does
not. All we need to add is the assumption that sentential subjects also contribute
a zero value. An agreement violation is signaled when the difference is greater
than zero.13 Technically, this does not solve the problem of non-nominalsub-
jects. Strictly speaking a non-nominal subject cannot contribute a number value
because it lacks the feature number altogether. Nevertheless, this is only a minor
problem. To put an undefined feature on a level with a zero value for that feature
seems to be convenient. The more serious problem is that the retrieval process as
proposed above would fail. Without wanting to go into computational details, I
suggest the instruction can be verbalized as ‘Try to retrieve a nominal NP and ex-
tract its number value; if you fail return the number value zero’. As a byproduct,
this would also solve the first problem since it explicitly defines a number value.
Of course, the if-clause has to be constrained by grammatical licensing conditions

13Note that this logic allows to implement the assumptions on number marking embodied in the
Marking and Morphing Model (Bock et al., 2001, 2004; Eberhard et al., 2005). This way it would
become possible to account for another complication, namely collective nouns.
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for non-nominal subjects and impersonal constructions.

7.3.2 Two Sources for Attraction

According to Ockham’s razor, a theory should be preferred that works with one
mechanism rather than two mechanisms to explain the same phenomenon. Hence,
the aim should be to reduce the two sources of attraction proposed above to one.
The discrepancies in attraction patterns across constructions (cf. Table 7.1), how-
ever, suggest that we are not dealing with a uniform phenomenon but rather dif-
ferent phenomena which only superficially resemble each other and therefore are
subsumed under the same label ‘attraction’. Based on the observation that singu-
lar NPs and plural NPs are under certain conditions equally effective as distractors
while under other conditions they are not, I conclude that atleast two mechanisms
of attraction are at work: One mechanism produces a strict singular–plural asym-
metry, another one affects singular and plural NPs likewise. As argued above,
attraction stemming from erroneous plural percolation produces in an asymmetric
attraction pattern. Erroneous retrieval, in contrast, is independent from number
and hence is equally probable for singular and plural distractors. Hence, attrac-
tion originating from interference during subject retrieval results in a symmetric
attraction pattern. This is the pattern we saw for leftward attraction out of a pos-
sessive relative clause and for object attraction. Attraction related to a flawed
subject representation, in contrast, exhibits a strict asymmetry. Given that plu-
ral is the marked value in the number opposition, only pluralcan be erroneously
transmitted to the highest subject NP node. This pattern is observed for modifier
attraction from a PP or a genitive NP. Finally, rightward attraction into a posses-
sive relative clause exhibited yet another pattern, namelya non-strict asymmetry.
Attraction occurred with singular distractors as well as with plural distractors but
more often with the latter. This pattern can be explained by assuming that the two
mechanisms of attraction can co-occur within one construction.

Note that a theory which assumes two sources for the emergence of attraction
errors is not necessarily less economical than a theory which assumes only source.
All we have to do to justify the assumption of two sources is toassume that every
process of some complexity can go wrong from time to time. Thetwo processes
hypothesized to be disrupted in the case of attraction—feature transmission and
retrieval processes—are not attraction specific but rathergenerally necessary for
sentence processing. Put differently, the two error prone processes do not have
to be postulated as specific mechanisms responsible for attraction errors but are
indispensable components of sentence processing.

Feature transmission is a necessary mechanism for computing the feature spec-
ification of phrases containing more than just the head. For number, the plural
specification of the head is transported to the phrase level,where it can check
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agreement. In case of attraction, the plural feature is simply transferred too far:
Instead of stopping at the phrase level of the modifier NP, thefeature transmis-
sion process erroneously continues to the phrase level of the NP embedding the
modifier.

Retrieval, on the other hand, is necessary since dependencies must often be
established between items which are separated by further sentence material. Cue-
based retrieval is subject to interference, a phenomenon often observed when an
item has to be retrieved from memory. Whenever there is a further item (a com-
petitor or distractor) having some relevant features in common with the actual
retrieval target and therefore matching at least some of theretrieval cues, retrieval
becomes more difficult. Interference effects of this sort have been reported for var-
ious memory tasks, e.g., for recalling lists of paired associatives (for an overview
see Keppel, 1968; for non-verbal memory see e.g., Walk and John, 1984; Williams
et al., 1969). Learning additional associations to a given stimulus decreases the
recall rate of previously learned associations with that stimulus. With regard to
parsing issues, memory interference has been postulated tocontribute to difficulty
in processing syntactically complex sentences (e.g., Gordon et al., 2001, 2004;
Lewis, 1996) as well as to difficulty in reanalysis (e.g., VanDyke, 2007; Van Dyke
and McElree, 2006). Whenever there is a further item (a competitor or distrac-
tor) sharing some relevant features with the actual retrieval target and therefore
matching at least some of the retrieval cues, successful retrieval becomes more
difficult. For checking subject–verb agreement, interference can be caused by an
item which exhibits certain subject-like properties and which could therefore in
principle be the controller for subject–verb agreement.

7.3.3 Two Attraction Processes within one Construction

If we accept the conclusion that both subject integration and agreement checking
can be disrupted, the next question is whether they can both be disrupted within
one construction. If so, attraction effects should occur for both singular and plu-
ral distractors, but more often for plural distractors. In other words, a non-strict
asymmetry is expected with plural attraction being stronger than singular attrac-
tion. Retrieval-based interference is responsible for thegeneral attraction effect,
while attraction errors occurring during the integration phase produce an asym-
metry on top of this. Experiment 5 (rightward attraction) seems to confirm this
pattern, as witnessed by the non-strict asymmetry between singular and plural.

Given that the two processes vulnerable to attraction can fail simultaneously,
the question arises why they do not always do so. In other words, what prevents
retrieval errors in the modifier configuration and what prevents percolation out of
a relative clause (leftward attraction) and from an object.The answer to the last
question is not far to seek: The object is not a constituent ofthe subject NP; hence,
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percolation from the object to the subject is unlikely. The ban of percolation out
of a relative clause needs some more explanation. Leftward attraction in this con-
figuration seems to be caused exclusively by retrieval-based interference. In the
corresponding experiments, no asymmetry between singularand plural was found
and thus no evidence for feature transmission flawing the subject representation.
In line with previous work (cf. Bock and Cutting, 1992; Bock and Miller, 1991), I
assume that the clausal boundary reduces percolation from the distractor inside the
relative clause to the controller which is the head of this relative clause. Note that
this claim does not conflict with the claim that rightward attraction into a relative
clause is in part due to percolation. Note that in the case of rightward attraction the
percolating plural feature does not have to cross the clausal boundary. It is already
present inside the relative clause since the relative pronoun which is co-indexed
with the relative-clause head noun is specified for plural aswell. As suggested by
Experiment 6, the relative pronoun seems to be the main source of the attraction
effect. In the reverse constellation, the distractor is notrepresented outside the rel-
ative clause and percolation, therefore, would have to cross the clausal boundary.
Thus it seems reasonable to blame this clausal boundary for the absence of feature
transmission in Experiment 3.

Modifier attraction in the context of a complex subject NP containing a non-
clausal modifier in which the distractor NP is embedded seemsto be the coun-
terpart. In this configuration, feature transmission seemsto be the only source of
attraction. Given the evidence that the ambiguity of case marking affects the like-
lihood of attraction I suppose that the genitive marking prevented retrieval errors
in Experiment 1. This explanation cannot be applied to modifier attraction with
PP modifiers reported in Nicol et al. (1997) and subsequent work on English. At
this point, I can only speculate about the reasons for the absence of retrieval-based
interference effects in the PP-modifier construction. First, the preposition might
block or at least reduce erroneous retrieval of the modifier,in a way similar to
explicit case marking which has been shown to reduce attraction errors in the case
of object attraction as noted above. A general similarity between prepositions
and morphological case marking has often been noticed in linguistic theory (see
Emonds, 1985; Grosu, 1994).

In German, for instance, dative case is subject to special licensing conditions,
it must be realized morphologically (Bayer et al., 2001; Bader and Bayer, 2006).
Non-inflecting indefinites suchetwas(‘something’) ornichts(‘nothing’) (cf. Gall-
mann, 1996, 1997) cannot serve as the object of a dative assigning verb, though
they can serve as the object of an accusative verb. A preposition, however, can
licence dative case in the absence of morphological markingon the nominal ele-
ment itself (cf. Gallmann, 1997).
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(11) a. Peter
P.

hat
has

allem/*nichts
everything/nothing

widersprochen.
disagreed

‘Peter disagreed to everything/nothing.’

b. Peter
P.

war
was

mit
with

allem/nichts
everything/nothing

einverstanden.
agreed

‘Peter agreed with everything/nothing.’

In addition, the retrieval-based interference might be simply too small to be ob-
served with the help of behavioral studies. One hint for retrieval-based interfer-
ence might be seen in the finding that, even with PP modifiers, attraction errors are
less likely with unambiguous case marking of the distractor, at least in production
(cf. Hartsuiker et al., 2003; Schriefers and van Kampen, 1993). Comparable data
for comprehension are pending. Based on production data from Slovak which also
show effects of case ambiguity, Badecker and Kuminiak (2007) explicitly argue
for retrieval-based interference in the modifier construction.

7.3.4 Grammaticality Effects

As mentioned earlier, retrieval-based checking accounts differ as to whether they
confine themselves to second-pass parsing or not. Wagers et al. (2009) argue that
subject retrieval only occurs in ungrammatical sentences when the parser encoun-
ters a verb that does not fit the subject processed earlier. Inthis situation, the parser
retrieves the subject to check whether there is indeed an agreement violation. This
checking process is occasionally misguided by interference of a distractor that
mismatches the subject in number but matches the incorrect verb. I dubbed this
the reanalysis account. In contrast to what is predicted by the reanalysis account,
there is ample evidence that attraction is not restricted toungrammatical sentences
(e.g., Nicol et al., 1997; Pearlmutter et al., 1999; Pearlmutter, 2000). The exper-
iments reported in the present thesis contribute to the evidence reported in the
literature. Throughout, attraction effects were visible in grammatical sentences;
as well as in ungrammatical sentences whether they were included.

Wagers and colleagues are aware of these findings. They suggest two expla-
nations: For attraction penalties in response times, they argue that part of the
attraction effect in grammatical sentences is actually a plural effect spilling over
from the plural distractor NP to the immediately following verb. Though this ar-
gument may be valid for reading time data it does not apply to judgment data. As
far as judgment data are concerned, Wagers and colleagues suppose that they are
due to some late effect, not directly related to checking. Inmy view, this claim
is hard to reconcile with the finding that ambiguity of case marking plays a major
role for the incidence of attraction. But if we assume that nominative case is part
of the cues for subject retrieval the observed case ambiguity effects fall neatly
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in step with the retrieval-based checking account. Taking into consideration that
the effect of case marking was observed in grammatical sentences, I conclude
that agreement checking including subject retrieval is an obligatory task already
during first-pass parsing.

Nevertheless, I have to admit that Wagers and colleagues have some point
in saying that attraction in grammatical sentences differsfrom attraction in un-
grammatical sentences. Experiments reported in the literature that included both
grammatical and ungrammatical sentences found a difference. Attraction was ei-
ther restricted to or at least stronger in ungrammatical sentences (Kaan, 2002;
Pearlmutter et al., 1999; Wagers et al., 2009). This patternis not replicated by the
present experiments.

Consider grammaticality effects in the present experiments in more detail. In
Experiment 1, attraction-induced judgment errors occurred only in grammatical
sentences while response times exhibited comparable attraction penalties. In the
relative clause construction, attraction was completely independent from gram-
maticality, though where a numerical difference occurred,attraction was slightly
stronger in ungrammatical sentences. The only exception isExperiment 3: Plural
attraction in terms of errors was equally common in grammatical and ungram-
matical sentences whereas in singular attraction occurredonly in grammatical
sentences. Though, as argued in the corresponding discussion section, the ap-
parent absence of singular attraction in ungrammatical sentences is most likely
due to the drop of accuracy in the match condition. The error rate in the mis-
match condition is almost identical to the error rate in corresponding grammatical
sentences. Overall, the present experiments show comparable attraction effects in
grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. This discrepancy between the present
experiments and those which are reported in the literature might be due to lan-
guage specific differences—Pearlmutter et al. (1999) and Wagers et al. (2009)
investigated English while Kaan (2002) looked at Dutch—or due to task-related
differences as also surmised by Wagers and colleagues. Supporting evidence for
this conjecture comes from two attempts to examine attraction in German sentence
comprehension by means of a self-paced reading procedure. The two experiments
employed comparable material as Experiments 2 and 5 but included only gram-
matical sentences. The two experiments both lacked signs ofattraction; yet they
failed to find any effect at all, including the plural effect described by Wagers et
al. On the other hand, attraction seems to be detectable by means of a magnitude
estimation procedure (Bard et al., 1996; Cowart, 1997). Themethod of magni-
tude estimation has recently become very popular since it allows judgments on a
continuous scale and is therefore capable of capturing fine grades of grammati-
cality (for arguments that a binary judgment procedure usedunder experimentally
controlled conditions is equally suitable for this task, see Bader and Häussler,
2010). In a study with unrelated experiments my colleagues and I included a
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typical attraction sentence as a filler sentence. To our surprise, this sentence re-
ceived slightly degraded scores compared to unmarked sentences. Note that the
magnitude estimation procedure is less demanding for the participants insofar as
it presents sentences as a whole and does not impose any time pressure for giv-
ing a judgment. Therefore, this procedure might be expectedto be less sensitive
to performance factors. Nevertheless, it cannot be completely immune to perfor-
mance effects since any grammaticality judgment is a mentaloperation that makes
use of the performance mechanisms and hence it cannot help but be sensitive to
performance factors. The only advantage of the magnitude estimation procedure
in this regard is that it minimizes task-specific factors related to the presentation
of stimuli. In the current context, it seems capable of revealing attraction effects.
Admittedly, this finding is not conclusive since it relies ona single sentence. It
must be left to future research whether attraction can indeed be observed with a
magnitude estimation procedure. It must also be left to future research to compare
directly attraction effects visible in on-line proceduressuch as self-paced reading
and off-line measures such as speeded-grammaticality judgments.

7.4 Final Remarks

The thesis presented a series of experiments investigatingnumber attraction in
sentence comprehension. Based on the results, I proposed a model of attraction
that assumes that the processes involved in the computationof agreement are vul-
nerable to interference resulting in an agreement error. The first process is respon-
sible for computing the feature specification of phrases based on their elements,
in particular based on the feature specification of the head.The second process
retrieves the subject. Each process has its own error pattern—erroneous feature
specification yields an asymmetric attraction pattern, retrieval errors yield a sym-
metric error pattern. If the two processes fail within one construction the resulting
error pattern exhibits a non-strict asymmetry. The model has certain not uncon-
troversial implications regarding how agreement is checked. In sum, I propose
that agreement checking is an obligatory process involvingsubject retrieval. For
subject retrieval in turn I assume a content-addressable memory representation
allowing for a direct access through retrieval cues. The cues include nominative
case, semantic restrictions such as animacy but not number.

In addition to these proposals, the thesis also leaves some open questions.
First, there is the issue of grammaticality effects. As noted earlier, some studies
found attraction only in ungrammatical sentences whereas the present thesis at-
tests attraction in both grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. This might be
due to methodological differences—probing attraction by means of a self-paced
reading procedure versus obtaining a grammaticality judgment; more research is
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necessary to solve this issue. In addition, cross-linguistic comparison is presum-
ably fruitful as it was for the investigation of attraction in language production.
Finally, it is my content that future work should take a critical eye on similari-
ties and discrepancies of language production and languagecomprehension in the
context of agreement computation.



A
Appendix: Experimental Stimuli

Stimuli Experiment 1

In the following, sentences in the condition ‘singular subject, mismatching distractor,
grammatical’ are given. For the derivation of the other conditions see section 4.3.5.1.

(1) Ich
I

war
was

erstaunt,
astonished

dass
that

der
the

Enkelsohn
grandson

der
the.GEN

Nachbarn
neighbors

so
so

schön
nicely

gejodelt
yodeled

hat.
has

‘I was astonished that the grandson of neighbors yodeled so nicely.’

(2) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

der
the

Patient
patient

der
the.GEN

Chefärzte
chief-physicians

heute
today

Nachmittag
afternoon

gemeutert
mutinied

hat.
has

‘I heard that the patient of the chief physicians mutinied this afternoon.’

(3) Ich
I

glaube,
think

dass
that

der
the

Azubi
trainee

der
the.GEN

Konditoren
pastry-cooks

schon
already

längst
long-ago

aufgegeben
given-up

hat.
has

‘I think that the trainee of the pastry cooks has already given up long ago.’

(4) Ich
I

habe
have

gesehen,
seen

dass
that

der
the

Freund
friend

der
the.GEN

Schüler
pupils

gelacht
laughed

hat.
has

‘I saw that the friend of the pupils laughed.’

(5) Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

der
the

Mentor
mentor

der
the.GEN

Lehrer
teachers

sehr
very

gut
good

aufgepasst
watched-out

hat.
has

‘I know that the mentor of the teachers watched out very well.’

(6) Ich
I

bin
am

mir
me

sicher,
sure

dass
that

der
the

Komplize
compliant

der
the.GEN

Räuber
robbers

heute
today

Morgen
morning

gelogen
lied

hat.
has

‘I am sure that the compliant of the robbers lied this morning.’

(7) Ich
I

vermute,
suspect

dass
that

der
the

Doktorand
PhD-student

der
the.GEN

Professoren
professors

letzte
last

Nacht
night

experimentiert
experimented

hat.
has

‘I suspect that PhD-student of the professors experimentedlast night.’

(8) Ich
I

weiß,
know

dass
that

der
the

Sohn
son

der
the.GEN

Wirte
landlords

gestern
yesterday

Abend
evening

kassiert
encashed

hat.
has

‘I know that son of the landlords encashed last night.’
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(9) Ich
I

glaube,
think

dass
that

die
the

Kandidatin
candidate

der
the.GEN

Professoren
professors

letztes
last

Mal
time

gewonnen
won

hat.
has

‘I think that the candidate of the professors won last time.’

(10) Ich
I

war
was

erstaunt
astonished

darüber,
about-it

dass
that

der
the

Freund
friend

der
the.GEN

Jongleure
jugglers

nur
only

zögerlich
hesistantly

geklatscht
applauded

hat
has

‘I was astonished that the friend of the jugglers applauded only hesistantly.’

(11) Ich
I

glaube,
think

dass
that

der
the

Gast
guest

der
the.GEN

Moderatoren
moderators

in
in

der
the

Tat
deed

geschmunzelt
smirked

hat.
has

‘I think that the guest of the moderators smiled indeed.’

(12) Ich
I

befürchte,
worry

dass
that

der
the

Praktikant
trainee

der
the.GEN

Ingenieure
engineers

gestern
yesterday

leider
sadly

versagt
failed

hat.
has

‘I worry that the trainee of the engineers unfortunately failed yesterday.’

(13) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

der
the

Zeuge
witness

der
the.GEN

Anwälte
lawyers

schon
once

wieder
again

gelogen
lied

hat.
has

‘I heard that the witness of the lawyers lied once again.’

(14) Ich
I

war
was

erstaunt
astonished

darüber,
about-it

dass
that

der
the

Komplize
compliance

der
the.GEN

Diebe
robbers

auch
also

heute
today

geschwiegen
silent

hat.
was

‘I was astonished that the compliance of the robbers was silent also today.’

(15) Ich
I

bin
am

mir
me

sicher,
sure

dass
that

der
the

Assistent
assistent

der
the.GEN

Direktoren
directors

vorhin
earlier

noch
still

telefoniert
called

hat.
has

‘I am sure that the assistent of the directors still talked onthe phone earlier.’

(16) Ich
I

war
was

erstaunt,
astonished

dass
that

der
the

Sohn
son

der
the.GEN

Gäste
guests

so
that

laut
loud

geschnarcht
snored

hat.
has

‘I was astonished that the son of the guests snored that loudly.’

(17) Ich
I

vermute,
suspect

dass
that

der
the

Praktikant
trainee

der
the.GEN

Redakteure
editors

mal
once

wieder
again

verschlafen
oversleept

hat.
has

‘I suspect that the trainee of the editors overslept once again.’

(18) Ich
I

vermute,
suspect

dass
that

der
the

Kollege
colleague

der
the.GEN

Pechvögel
unlucky-fellows

laut
loud

genug
enough

geschrien
cried

hat.
has

‘I suspect that the colleague of the unlucky fellows cried loudly enough.’

(19) Ich
I

war
was

überrascht
astonished

darüber,
about-it

dass
that

der
the

Referent
referee

der
the.GEN

Senatoren
senators

doch noch
finally

ausgesagt
testified

hat.
has

‘I was astonished that the referee of the senators finally testified.’

(20) Leider
Unfortunately

hat
has

sich
it

herausgestellt,
turned-out

dass
that

der
the

Gehilfe
assistant

der
the.GEN

Restauratoren
restorers

letzte
last

Woche
week

gepfuscht
botched

hat.
has

‘Unfortunately it turned out that the assistent of the restorers botched last week.’

(21) Es
It

war
was

doch
so

rührend,
moving

dass
that

der
the

Gast
guest

der
the.GEN

Moderatoren
showmasters

einfach
just

hemmungslos
unrestrained

geweint
cried

hat.
has

‘It was so moving that the guest of the showmasters just criedin an unrestrained way.’

(22) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

der
the

Assistent
assistent

der
the.GEN

Inspektoren
inspectors

auch
also

gründlich
exhaustivly

nachgefragt
inquired

hat.
has

‘I hope that the assistent of the inspectors inquired exhaustivly.’

(23) Ich
I

glaube,
believe

dass
that

der
the

Sekretär
secretary

der
the.GEN

Landräte
district-administrators

heute
today

Morgen
morning

angerufen
called

hat.
has

‘I believe that the secretary of the district administrators called this morning.’

(24) Ich
I

glaube,
believe

dass
that

der
the

Assistent
assistent

der
the.GEN

Kommissare
commisioner

ganz
totally

heimlich
secretly

spioniert
spied

hat.
has

‘I believe that the assistent of the commisioners spied in complete secret.’

(25) Ich
I

glaube,
believe

dass
that

der
the

Gehilfe
aid

der
the.GEN

Kameramänner
cinematographers

heute
today

früh
morning

verschlafen
overslept

hat.
has

‘I believe that the aid of the cinematographers overslept this morning.’
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(26) Es
It

war
was

so,
so

dass
that

der
the

Chef
boss

der
the.GEN

Wachmänner
security-men

vor
in

Wut
rage

getobt
ranted

hat.
has

‘It was such that the boss of the security men ranted in rage.’

(27) Ich
I

bin
am

mir
me

sicher,
sure

dass
that

der
the

Praktikant
trainee

der
the.GEN

Regisseure
directors

schon
already

mehrfach
multiply

nachgefragt
inquired

hat
has

‘I am sure that the trainee of the directors has inquired several times already.’

(28) Ich
I

habe
have

mir
me

schon
already

gedacht,
thought

dass
that

der
the

Tutor
tutor

der
the.GEN

Professoren
professors

wieder
once

einmal
again

versagt
failed

hat.
has

‘I have already thought that the tutor of the professors failed once again.’

(29) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

der
the

Opa
grandpa

der
the.GEN

Säuglinge
babies

ganz
very

leise
gently

gesungen
sung

hat.
has

‘I heard that the grandfather of the babies sang very gently.’

(30) Peter
Peter

hat
has

erzählt,
told

dass
that

der
the

Elefant
elephant

der
the.GEN

Dompteure
tamers

ganz
very

laut
loudly

trompetet
trumpeted

hat.
has

‘Peter said that the elephant of the tamers trumpeted very loudly.’

(31) Ich
I

glaube,
believe

dass
that

der
the

Geselle
assistent

der
the.GEN

Monteure
mechanics

gestern
yesterday

Abend
evening

geschlampt
botched

hat.
has

‘I believe that the assistent of the mechanics botched yesterday evening.’

(32) Ich
I

glaube,
believe

dass
that

der
the

Schulfreund
school-mate

der
the.GEN

Pensionäre
pensioners

noch
once

einmal
again

telegrafiert
telegraphed

hat.
has

‘I believe that the school mate of the pensioners telegraphed once again.’

(33) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

der
the

Sohn
son

der
the.GEN

Nachbarn
neighbors

schon
already

einmal
once

gestohlen
stolen

hat.
has

‘I heard that the son of the neighbors had stolen before.’

(34) Ich
I

war
was

fassungslos
stunned

darüber,
about

dass
that

der
the

Kollege
colleague

der
the.GEN

Müllmänner
binmen

heute
today

tatsächlich
indeed

gestreikt
on-strike

hat.
was

‘I was stunned that the colleague of the binmen indeed was on strike today.’

(35) Ich
I

glaube,
believe

dass
that

der
the

Lieblingskunde
favorite-customer

der
the.GEN

Spediteure
forwarders

schon
already

dreimal
three-times

angerufen
called

hat.
has

‘I believe that the favorite customer of the forwarders has called three times already.’

(36) Leider
Sadly

war
was

es
it

so,
so

dass
that

der
the

Mentor
mentor

der
the.GEN

Regisseure
directors

gestern
yesterday

Morgen
morning

abgesagt
called-off

hat.
has

‘Sadly it was such that the mentor of the directors called offyesterday morning.’

(37) Ich
I

habe
have

gesehen,
seen

dass
that

der
the

Patient
patient

der
the.GEN

Masseure
masseurs

stundenlang
for-hours

geduldig
patiently

gewartet
waited

hat.
has

‘I saw that the patient of the masseurs waited patiently for hours.’

(38) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

der
the

Sekretär
secretary

der
the.GEN

Prorektoren
prorectors

gestern
yesterday

Nachmittag
afternoon

aufgepasst
watched-out

hat.
has

‘I hope that the secretary of the prorectors was paying closeattention yesterday afternoon.’

(39) Es
It

hat
has

sich
itself

herausgestellt,
turned-out

dass
that

der
the

Informant
informant

der
the.GEN

Redakteure
journalists

immer
always

wieder
again

gelogen
lied

hat.
has

‘It turned out that the informant of the journalists lied again and again.’

(40) Ich
I

erinnere
remember

mich
me

daran,
at-it

dass
that

die
the

Oma
granny

der
the.GEN

Kinder
children

ziemlich
fairly

lautstark
loudly

geklatscht
applauded

hat.
has

‘I remember that the grandmother of the children applauded fairly loudly.’
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Stimuli Experiment 2

As before only sentences in the condition ‘singular subject, mismatching distractor, gram-
matical’ are given. For sentences with a proper name the corresponding plural NP is given
in parentheses.

(1) Du
You

hättest
had

mir
me

sagen
say

sollen,
should

dass
that

Martin,
Martin

dessen
whose

Eltern
parents

mir
me

oft
often

geholfen
helped

haben,
have

einen
a

schweren
serious

Verkehrsunfall
traffic-accident

hatte.
had

(unsere
(our

Nachbarn)
neighbors)

‘You should have said me that Martin, whose parents often helped me, had a serious traffic accident.’

(2) Ich
I

kann
can

mir
me

nicht
not

vorstellen,
imagine

dass
that

mein
my

Sohn,
son

dessen
whose

Klassenkameradinnen
classmates

ja
yes

wohl
arguably

schon
already

mehrfach
repeatedly

gelogen
lied

haben,
have

so
so

etwas
something

machen
do

würde.
would

‘I cannot imagine that my son, whose classmates already liedrepeatedly, would do something like that.’

(3) Wir
We

befürchten,
fear

dass
that

Felix,
Felix

dessen
whose

Kolleginnen
colleagues

auch
also

eine
a

Kündigung
dismissal

erhalten
get

haben,
have

wohl
arguably

nicht
not

so
so

schnell
fast

einen
a

neuen
new

Job
job

finden
find

wird.
will

(die
(the

Bibliothekare)
librarians)

‘We fear that Felix, whose colleagues also got a dismissal, arguably won’t find a new job so soon.’

(4) Inzwischen
Meanwhile

hat
has

sich
itself

herumgesprochen,
got-around

dass
that

Johannes,
Johannes

dessen
whose

Nachbarinnen
neighbours

sich
themselves

mehrfach
repeatedly

beschwert
complained

haben,
have

eine
a

neue
new

Wohnung
flat

gemietet
rented

hat.
has

(die
(the

Studenten)
students)

‘Meanwhile it got around that Johannes, whose neighbours complained repeatedly, rented a new flat.

(5) Ich
I

glaube
believe

kaum,
hardly

dass
that

der
the

Doktorand,
PhD-student

dessen
whose

Professoren
professors

international
international

bekannt
known

sind,
are

den
the

Vortrag
lecture

absagen
cancel

wird.
will

‘I hardly believe that the doctoral candidate, whose professors are internationally known, will cancel the lecture.’

(6) Marianne
Marianne

hat
has

erzählt,
said

dass
that

ihr
her

Nachbar,
neighbor

dessen
whose

Kinder
children

uns
us

oft
often

im
in

Garten
garden

besuchen,
visited

eine
a

Reise
journey

durch
across

Indien
India

unternehmen
make

will.
wants

‘Marianne said that her neighbor, whose children often visited us in the garden, wants to travel across India.’

(7) Meine
My

Mutter
mother

behauptet,
asserts

dass
that

mein
my

Neffe,
nephew

dessen
whose

Geschwister
siblings

schon
already

lange
long

ausgezogen
moved-out

sind,
are,

ein
a

Haus
house

bauen
build

will.
wants

‘My mother asserts that my nephew, whose siblings moved out already long ago, wants to build a house.’

(8) Gestern
Yesterday

habe
have

ich
I

gehört,
heard

dass
that

mein
my

Mitbewohner,
roommate

dessen
whose

Großeltern
grandpartents

viel
much

Geld
money

haben,
have

eine
a

Galerie
gallery

eröffnen
open

will.
wants

‘Yesterday I heard that my roommate, whose grandparents have a lot of money, wants to open a gallery.’

(9) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

Peter,
Peter

dessen
whose

Kommilitoninnen
fellow-students

bereits
already

eine
a

Arbeitsgruppe
work-group

gegründet
formed

haben,
have

das
the

Studium
studies

demnächst
soon

beenden
complete

wird.
will

(meine
(my

Mädchen)
girls)

‘I hope that Peter, whose fellow students have already formed a work group, will complete his studies soon.’

(10) Leider
Sadly

mussten
must

wir
we

erfahren,
find-out

dass
that

Willi,
Willi

dessen
whose

Freunde
friends

viel
much

älter
older

sind,
are

mal
once

wieder
again

Unfug
mischief

angestellt
made

hat.
has

(unsere
(our

Kinder)
children)

‘Sadly we had to find out that Willi, whose friends are much older, made mischief once again.’
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(11) Wir
We

sind
are

wirklich
really

stolz
proud

darauf,
on-it

dass
that

der
the

Schüler,
pupil

dessen
whose

Mentoren
mentors

gute
good

Arbeit
job

geleistet
did

haben,
have

in
in

der
the

Zeitung
newspaper

lobend
honorably

erwähnt
mentioned

wurde.
was

‘We are really proud that the pupil, whose mentors did a good job, was honorably mentioned in the newspaper.’

(12) Die
The

Krankenschwester
nurse

sagte,
said

dass
that

Erwin,
Erwin

dessen
whose

Ärzte
doctors

sehr
very

zuversichtlich
confident

sind,
are

um
for

einen
a

weiteren
further

Gesprächstermin
meeting

gebeten
asked

hat.
has

(die
(the

Patienten)
patients)

‘The nurse said that Erwin, whose doctors are very confident,asked for another meeting.’

(13) Ich
I

habe
have

auch
also

schon
yet

gehört,
heard

dass
that

Andre,
Andre

dessen
whose

Schulfreunde
schoolmates

neulich
recently

zu
at

Besuch
visit

waren,
were

ein
a

Klassentreffen
class-reunion

organisieren
organize

will.
wants

(unsere
(our

Söhne)
sons)

‘I also have heard yet that Andre, whose schoolmates were recently visiting, wants to organize a class reunion.’

(14) Ich
I

halte
consider

es
it

für
for

ziemlich
rather

unwahrscheinlich,
improbable

dass
that

Daniel,
Daniel

dessen
whose

Töchter
daughters

am
at

liebsten
best

im
in

Allgäu
Allgaeu

Urlaub
holidays

machen,
make

ein
a

Haus
house

an
at

der
the

Nordsee
North Sea

kaufen
buy

wird.
will

(unsere
(our

Bekannten)
acquaintances)

‘I consider it to be rather improbable that Daniel, whose daughters like best to spend their holidays in the Allgaeu,
is going to buy a house at the North Sea.’

(15) Ich
I

bezweifle,
doubt

dass
that

Jonas,
Jonas,

dessen
whose

Tagesmütter
childminders

ständig
constantly

wechseln,
change,

feste
close

Bindungen
relationships

eingehen
go-into

wird.
will

(deine Zwillinge)
(your twins)

‘I doubt that Jonas, whose childminders change constantly,will go into any close relationships.’

(16) Ich
I

denke,
think

dass
that

der
the

Spieler,
player

dessen
whose

Therapeuten
therapists

alle
all

Hände
hands

voll
full

zu
to

tun
do

hatten,
had

eine
a

Pause
break

verdient
deserved

hat.
has

‘I think that the player, whose therapists were very busy, deserves a break.’

(17) Es
It

ist
is

schon
yet

skandalös,
scandalous

dass
that

der
the

Herausgeber,
editor

dessen
whose

Feinde
enemies

vor
from

nichts
nothing

zurückschrecken,
shrink-back

die
the

Zeitung
newspaper

derart
such

in
in

Misskredit
discredit

gebracht
brought

hat.
has

‘It is actually scandalous that the editor, whose enemies donot shrink back at anything, discredited the newspapers
like that.’

(18) Im
In

Kollegenkreis
staff

wird
is

erzählt,
told

dass
that

der
the

Geschäftsführer,
general-manager

dessen
whose

Assistentinnen
assistants

das
the

teure
expensive

Gerät
machine

beschädigt
damaged

haben,
have

für
for

den
the

Schaden
damage

aufkommen
compensate

muss.
must

‘Among the colleagues it is told that the general manager, whose assistants damaged the expensive machine, has
to bear the damage.’

(19) Es
It

war
was

doch
quite

absehbar,
foreseeable

dass
that

der
the

Entführer,
kidnapper

dessen
whose

Komplizen
accomplices

vor
before

Gericht
court

ausgesagt
testified

haben,
have

zu
to

einer
a

längeren
longer

Haftstrafe
imprisonment

verurteilt
condemned

wird.
becomes

‘It was quite foreseeable that the kidnapper, whose accomplices testified in court, will be condemned to a longer
imprisonment.’

(20) Wir
We

alle
all

belächelten,
smiled

dass
that

Florian,
Florian

dessen
whose

Säuglinge
babies

die
the

ganze
whole

Zeit
time

geschrieen
cried

hatten,
had

nach
after

einer
one

Stunde
hour

eingeschlafen
asleep

war.
was

(die
(the

Eltern)
parents)

‘We all smiled at the fact that Florian, whose babies had cried the whole time, fell asleep within one hour.’
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(21) Es
It

ist
is

wirklich
really

schade,
pity

dass
that

unser
our

Partner,
partner

dessen
whose

Töchter
daughters

eine
a

eigene
own

Firma
company

gegründet
founded

haben,
have

nun
now

Insolvenz
insolvency

beantragen
file

muss.
must

‘It is really a pity that our partner, whose daughters founded their own company, has to file for insolvency.’

(22) Der
The

Höhepunkt
highlight

der
the.GEN

Party
party

war,
was

dass
that

Klaus-Peter,
Klaus-Peter

dessen
whose

Zwillinge
twins

alle
all

erheitert
amused

haben,
have

ein
a

Lied
song

von
of

Heino
Heino

anstimmte.
intoned

(die
(the

Schmidts)
Schmidts)

‘It was the highlight of the party that Klaus-Peter, whose twins amused everybody, intoned one of Heino’s songs.

(23) Im
In

Gemeinderat
council

wurde
became

laut,
loud

dass
that

Werner,
Werner

dessen
whose

Kreditoren
creditors

viel
much

Geld
money

investiert
invested

haben,
have

die
the

Hinhaltetaktik
delaying-tactics

der
the.GEN

Behörden
authorities

kritisiert
criticized

hat.
has

(die
(the

Betriebe)
companies)

‘In the council the subject came up that Werner, whose creditors invested a lot of money, criticized the delaying
tactics of the authorities.’

(24) Ich
I

gehe
go

davon
therefrom

aus,
out

dass
that

Ingolf,
Ingolf

dessen
whose

Schützlinge
protégés

einen
a

Achtungserfolg
decent-result

errungen
achieved

haben,
have

das
the

Programm
program

fortsetzen
continue

wird.
will

(die
(the

Trainer)
coaches)

‘I assume that Ingolf, whose protégés achieved a decent result, will continue the program.

(25) Es
It

ist
is

wohl
probably

leider
sadly

so,
so

dass
that

auch
also

unser
our

Chef,
boss

dessen
whose

Sekretärinnen
secretaries

die
the

Unterlagen
documents

rechtzeitig
in-time

eingereicht
submitted

haben,
have

von
of

den
the

anstehenden
upcoming

Maßnahmen
arrangements

nicht
not

verschont
spared

bleibt.
stay

‘Unfortunately it seems that our boss, whose secretaries submitted the documents in time, won’t be spared from
trouble by the upcoming arrangements.’

(26) Im
At

Grunde
bottom

ist
is

es
it

so,
so

dass
that

der
the

Kandidat,
candidate

dessen
whose

Sponsoren
sponsors

mehr
more

zahlen
pay

können,
can

die
the

besseren
better

Chancen
chances

hat.
has

‘Basically it is such that the candidate, whose sponsors canpay more, has a better chance.’

(27) Es
It

hat
has

doch
however

niemand
nobody

bestritten,
denied

dass
that

Torsten,
Torsten

dessen
whose

Eltern
parents

die
the

Mannschaft
team

stets
always

unterstützt
supported

haben,
have

einen
a

Preis
prize

verdient
deserved

hat.
has

(die
(the

Schmidt-Brüder)
Schmidt brothers)

‘However, nobody denied that Torsten, whose parents alwayssupported the team, deserves a prize.’

(28) Hinter
Behind

vorgehaltener
hold-out

Hand
hand

wird
is

erzählt,
reported

dass
that

der
the

Erzieher,
educator

dessen
whose

Zöglinge
pupils

den
the

Direktor
director

geärgert
angered

haben,
have

das
the

Internat
boarding-school

verlassen
leave

wird.
will

‘On the quiet it is told that the educator, whose pupils angered the director, is going to leave the boarding school.’

(29) Leider
Sadly

ist
is

es
it

schon
already

mehrfach
repeatedly

vorgekommen,
occurred

dass
that

der
the

Biologe,
biologist,

dessen
whose

Versuchstiere
laboratory-animals

betreut
cared-for

werden
become

müssen,
must,

einfach
simply

wochenlang
for-weeks

verreist
travelled

ist.
is

‘Unfortunately it repeatedly occurred that the biologist,whose laboratory animals must be cared for, simply made
a journey lasting for weeks.’

(30) Alle
All

waren
were

dankbar,
thankful

dass
that

der
the

Professor,
professor

dessen
whose

Tutorinnen
tutors

schon
already

vielen
many

Anfängern
beginners

geholfen
helped

haben,
have

ein
a

Übungsbuch
workbook

erstellt
prepared

hat.
has

‘Everybody was thankful that the professor, whose tutors helped a lot of beginners, prepared a workbook.’
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(31) Ich
I

finde
find

es
it

nicht
not

ausreichend,
sufficient

dass
that

der
the

Elektromeister,
senior-electrician,

dessen
whose

Installateure
installers

einen
a

Kurzschluss
short-circuit

verursacht
caused

haben,
have,

ein
a

Entschuldigungsschreiben
letter-of-apology

geschickt
sent

hat.
has

‘I don’t find it sufficient that the senior electrician, whoseinstallers short-circuited, sent a letter of apology.’

(33) Ich
I

war
was

überrascht,
surpried

dass
that

der
the

Verleger,
publisher

dessen
whose

Lektoren
correctors

schon
yet

so
so

manches
some

Talent
talent

entdeckt
discovered

haben,
have

diesen
this

jungen
young

Autor
author

nicht
not

unterstützt
supported

hat.
has

‘I was surprised that the publisher, whose correctors discovered yet some talents, didn’t support this young author.’

(33) Die
The

Kommission
committee

hat
has

beschlossen,
decided

dass
that

der
the

Dozent,
academic

dessen
whose

Studentinnen
students

die
the

besten
best

Ergebnisse
results

erzielt
achieved

haben,
have

mit
with

dem
the

Landeslehrpreis
provincial-teaching-prize

ausgezeichnet
awarded

werden
become

soll.
shall

‘The committee decided that the provincial teaching prize shall be awarded to the academic, whose students
achieved the best results.’

(34) Im
In

Dorf
village

wird
becomes

erzählt,
told

dass
that

der
the

Schankwirt,
innkeeper,

dessen
whose

Gäste
guests

stets
always

zufrieden
content

sind,
are,

das
the

Lokal
pub

aufgeben
give-up

wird.
will

‘It is told in the village that the innkeeper, whose guests are always content, will give up the pub.’

(35) Man
One

hat
has

mir
me

erzählt,
told

dass
that

der
the

Fleischermeister,
butcher

dessen
whose

Lehrlinge
apprentices

die
the

Leistungsschau
competition

gewonnen
won

haben,
have

am
at

Bundeswettbewerb
federal-competition

teilnehmen
participate

will.
wants

‘Someone told me that the master butcher, whose apprenticeswon the competition, wants to participate in the
federal competition.’

(36) Manche
Some

Kollegen
colleagues

argwöhnen,
suspect

dass
that

der
the

Lehrer,
teacher

dessen
whose

Schülerinnen
pupils

am
at

besten
best

abgeschnitten
performed

haben,
have

die
the

Ergebnisse
results

manipuliert
manipulated

hat.
has

‘Some colleagues suspect that the teacher, whose pupils performed best, has manipulated the results.’

(37) Es
It

gehen
go

Gerüchte
rumours

um,
around

dass
that

der
the

Kommissar,
commissioner

dessen
whose

Assistentinnen
assistents

alle
all

Indizien
evidence

akribisch
meticulously

untersucht
examined

haben,
have,

den
the

Mörder
murderer

bald
soon

fassen
catch

wird.
will

‘It is rumoured that the commissioner, whose assistents examined all evidence meticulously, will catch the murderer
soon.’

(38) Ich
I

habe
have

mich
me

gewundert,
wondered

dass
that

der
the

Marktleiter,
store-manager

dessen
whose

Verkäuferinnen
saleswomen

schon
already

jetzt
now

mehr
more

als
than

zehn
ten

Stunden
hours

pro
per

Tag
day

arbeiten,
work

den
the

neuen
new

Öffnungszeiten
opening-hours

zugestimmt
accepted

hat.
has

‘I was surprised that the store manager whose saleswomen already work more than ten hours per day at present,
accepted the new opening hours.’

(39) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

der
the

Vorsitzende,
chairman

dessen
whose

Stellvertreterinnen
agents

übrigens
by-the-way

gute
good

Arbeit
job

leisten,
do

auch
also

zur
for

nächsten
next

Wahl
election

antreten
stand

wird.
will

‘I have heard that the chairman, whose agents by the way do a good job, is going to stand for the next election as
well.’

(40) Heute
Today

morgen
morning

wurde
was

angekündigt,
announced

dass
that

der
the

Senator,
senator

dessen
whose

Praktikantinnen
interns

für
for

erhebliches
significant

Aufsehen
furore

gesorgt
caused

haben,
have

im
on

Fernsehen
television

auftreten
appear

wird.
will

‘This morning it was announced that the senator, whose interns made a great stir, will appear on television.’
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Stimuli Experiment 3

As before only sentences in the condition ‘singular subject, mismatching distractor, gram-
matical’ are given. For sentences with a proper name the corresponding plural NP is given
in parentheses.

(1) Du
You

hättest
had

mir
me

sagen
tell

sollen,
should

dass
that

Martin,
M.

dessen
whose

Söhne
sons

ich
I

oft
often

unterstützt
supported

habe,
have

einen
a

schweren
serious

Verkehrsunfall
road-accident

erlitten
suffered

hat.
has

(unsere
(our

Nachbarn)
neighbors)

‘You should have told me that Martin whose sons I have often supported suffered a serious road accident.’

(2) Ich
I

kann
can

mir
me

nicht
not

vorstellen,
imagine

dass
that

mein
my

Sohn,
son

dessen
whose

Klassenkameradinnen
classmates

ich
I

im
under

Verdacht
suspicion

habe,
have

tatsächlich
really

das
the

Geld
money

gestohlen
stolen

hat.
has

‘I cannot imagine that my sons whose classmates I suspect really has stolen the money.’

(3) Ich
I

bin
am

erleichtert,
relieved

dass
that

Felix,
F.

dessen
whose

Kolleginnen
colleagues

ich
I

gestern
yesterday

angerufen
called

habe,
have

so
so

schnell
quickly

einen
a

neuen
new

Job
job

gefunden
found

hat.
has

(die
(the

Männer)
men)

‘I am relieved that Felix whose colleagues I called yesterday found a new job so quickly.’

(4) Inzwischen
Meanwhile

hat
has

sich
itself

herumgesprochen,
round-spoken

dass
that

Johannes,
J.

dessen
whose

Nachbarinnen
neighbour(s)

ich
I

neulich
recently

getroffen
met

habe,
have

eine
a

Kündigung
dismissal

erhalten
got

hat.
has

(die
(die

Studenten)
students)

‘In the meantime, everybody heard that Johannes whose neighbour(s) I recently met have been dismissed.’

(5) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

der
the

Doktorand,
PhD-student

dessen
whose

Professoren
professors

ich
I

in
in

der
the

Mensa
cafeteria

getroffen
met

habe,
have

den
the

Vortrag
talk

abgesagt
canceled

hat.
has

‘I heard that the PhD student whose professors I met in the cafeteria canceled the talk.’

(6) Ich
I

bin
am

froh,
glad

dass
that

der
the

Nachbar,
neighbor

dessen
whose

Kinder
children

ich
I

damals
in-those-days

betreut
cared-for

habe,
have

die
the

Strapazen
exertions

unbeschadet
unharmed

überstanden
got-over

hat.
has

‘I am glad that the neighbor, whose children I cared for in those days, got over the exertions without harm.’

(7) Es
It

stimmt
makes

mich
me

bedenklich,
worry

dass
that

der
the

Direktor,
directors

dessen
whose

Stellvertreterinnen
representatives

ich
I

um
for

eine
an

Erklärung
explanation

gebeten
asked

habe,
have

für
for

den
the

Neubau
new-building

gestimmt
voted

hat.
has

‘It makes me worry that the director whose representatives Ihad asked for an explanation voted for the new
building.’

(8) Ich
I

habe
have

festgestellt,
found-out

dass
that

mein
my

Mitbewohner,
roommate

dessen
whose

Freunde
friends

ich
I

nicht
not

besonders
particularly

mag,
like

heimlich
secretly

eine
a

Party
party

veranstaltet
organized

haben.
has

‘I found out that my roommate whose friends I don’t like very much organized a party secretly.’

(9) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

Peter,
P.

dessen
whose

Kommilitoninnen
fellow-students

ich
I

ebenfalls
also

eingeladen
invited

habe,
have

die
the

Feier
celebration

nicht
not

vergessen
forgotten

hat.
has

(die
(the

Studenten)
students)

‘I hope that Peter whose fellow students I invited too hasn’tforgotten the celebration.’
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(10) Leider
Sadly

mussten
had

wir
we

erfahren,
find-out

dass
that

Willi,
W.

dessen
whose

Freunde
friends

ich
I

beim
at

Klauen
stealing

erwischt
caught

habe,
have

mal
once

wieder
again

Unfug
mischief

angestellt
done

hat.
has

(unsere
(our

Kinder)
children)

‘Sadly we had to find out that Willi whose friends I caught in the act of stealing got into mischief once again.’

(11) Wir
We

sind
are

wirklich
really

stolz
proud

darauf,
about

dass
that

der
the

Schüler,
pupil

dessen
whose

Mentoren
mentors

ich
I

bereits
already

gelobt
praised

habe,
have

einen
a

Preis
prize

gewonnen
won

hat.
has

‘We are really proud that the pupil whose mentors I have already praised won a prize.’

(12) Ich
I

glaube,
believe

dass
that

Erwin,
E.

dessen
whose

Ärzte
doctors

ich
I

um
for

ihre
their

Zuversicht
confidence

beneide,
envy

um
for

einen
a

weiteren
further

Gesprächstermin
talk-date

gebeten
asked

hat.
has

(die
(the

Patienten)
patients)

‘I believe that Erwin whose doctors I envy for their confidence asked for another talk.’

(13) Ich
I

fand
found

es
it

gut,
good

dass
that

Andre,
A.

dessen
whose

Schulfreunde
school-mates

ich
I

dadurch
that-way

kennengelernt
got-to-know

habe,
have

ein
a

Klassentreffen
class-reunion

organisiert
organized

hat.
has

(unsere
(our

Söhne)
sons)

‘It thought it was good that Andre whose school mates I got to know that way organized a class reunion.’

(14) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

Daniel,
D.

dessen
whose

Töchter
daughters

ich
I

übrigens
by-the-way

unterrichtet
taught

habe,
have

ein
a

Haus
house

an
at

der
the

Nordsee
North-Sea

gekauft
bought

hat.
has

(unsere
(our

Bekannten)
acquaintances)

‘I heard that Daniel whose daughters I taught, by the way, bought a house at the North Sea.’

(15) Ich
I

glaube
believe

nicht,
not

dass
that

Jonas,
J.

dessen
whose

Betreuerinnen
nannies

ich
I

auch
also

befragt
asked

habe,
have

die
the

Scheibe
pane

eingeschlagen
broken

hat.
has

(die Buben)
(the boys)

‘I don’t believe that Jonas whose nannies I also asked have broken the pane.’

(16) Man
One

merkt,
realizes

dass
that

der
the

Trainer,
coach

dessen
whose

Mannschaften
teams

ich
I

zum
to

Turnier
tournament

begleitet
accompanied

habe,
have

das
the

Trainingspensum
training-load

erhöht
raised

hat.
has

‘It is obvious that the coach whose teams I accompanied to thetournament raised the training load.’

(17) Es
It

ist
is

schon
indeed

skandalös,
scandalous

dass
that

der
the

Herausgeber,
publisher

dessen
whose

Anwälte
lawyers

ich
I

interviewt
interviewed

habe,
have

die
the

Zeitung
magazine

derart
so

in
into

Misskredit
discredit

gebracht
brought

hat.
has

‘It is scandalous that the publisher whose lawyers I interviewed brought so much discredit upon the magazine.’

(18) Im
In

Kollegenkreis
staff

wird
is

erzählt,
told

dass
that

der
the

Geschäftsführer,
manager

dessen
whose

Assistentinnen
assistants

ich
I

noch
still

nicht
not

gefragt
asked

habe,
have

den
the

Schaden
damage

privat
privately

bezahlt
paid

hat.
has

‘Among the colleagues they say that the manager whose assistants I haven’t asked yet paid for the damage privately.

(19) Der
The

Richter
judge

befand,
decided

dass
that

der
the

Entführer,
kidnapper

dessen
whose

Anwälte
lawyers

ich
I

übrigens
by-the-way

für
for

unfähig
incompetent

halte,
consider

die
the

Tat
deed

vorsätzlich
deliberately

begangen
committed

hat.
has

‘The judge decided that the kidnapper whose lawyers I consider to be incompetent, by the way, committed the deed
deliberately.’
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(20) Ich
I

glaube,
believe

dass
that

Florian,
F.

dessen
whose

Säuglinge
newbornes

ich
I

am
at

Nachmittag
afternoon

betreut
looked-after

habe,
have

den
the

Termin
date

einfach
simply

vergessen
forgotten

hat.
has

(die
(the

Eltern)
parents)

‘I believe that Florian whose newbornes I looked after in theafternoon simply forgot the date.’

(21) Es
It

ist
is

wirklich
really

schade,
bad

dass
that

der
the

Spediteur,
forwarding-agent

dessen
whose

Anwälte
lawyers

ich
I

noch
recently

beraten
counselled

habe,
have

nun
now

Insolvenz
insolvency

beantragt
filed

hat.
has

‘It is too bad that the forwarding agent whose lawyers I counselled recently now filed for insolvency.’

(22) Ich
I

war
was

ehrlich
really

überrascht,
surprised

dass
that

Klaus-Peter,
K.-P.

dessen
whose

Eltern
parents

ich
I

auf
on

der
the

Feier
celebration

kennengelernt
got-to-know

habe,
have

ein
a

Lied
song

von
of

Heino
Heino

angestimmt
intoned

hat.
has

(die
(the

Zwillinge)
twins)

‘I was really surprised that Klaus-Peter whose parents I gotto know at the celebration intoned a song by Heino.’

(23) Im
In

Gemeinderat
council

wurde
became

laut,
loud

dass
that

Werner,
W.

dessen
whose

Projekte
projects

ich
I

stets
always

unterstützt
supported

habe,
have

die
the

Hinhaltetaktik
delaying-tactics

der
the.GEN

Behörden
public-authorities

kritisiert
criticized

hat.
has

(die
(the

Jugendlichen)
youths)

‘In the council it was rumoured that Werner whose projects I have always supported criticized the delaying tactics
of the public authorities.’

(24) Ich
I

gehe
come

davon
therefrom

aus,
PRT

dass
that

Ingolf,
I.

dessen
whose

Schützlinge
protégés

ich
I

in
in

Berlin
Berlin

bewundert
admired

habe,
have

das
the

Programm
program

fortgesetzt
continued

hat.
has

(die
(the

Trainer)
coaches)

‘I assume that Ingolf whose protégé(s) I admired in Berlin continued the program.’

(25) Es
It

ist
is

leider
unfortunately

so,
so

dass
that

der
the

Abteilungsleiter,
division-manager

dessen
whose

Sekretärinnen
secretaries

ich
I

bereits
already

informiert
informed

habe,
have

eine
a

Klage
complaint

eingereicht
in-handed

hat.
has

‘Unfortunately it is the case that the division manager whose secretaries I already informed instituted proceedings.’

(26) Ich
I

glaube,
believe

dass
that

der
the

Junge,
boy

dessen
whose

Eltern
parents

ich
I

übrigens
by-the-way

im
in

Saal
hall

gesehen
seen

habe,
have

den
the

Wettbewerb
competition

gewonnen
won

hat.
has

‘I believe that the boy whose parents I saw in the hall by the way won the competition.’

(27) Ich
I

finde,
find

dass
that

Torsten,
T.

dessen
whose

Eltern
parents

ich
I

zur
to

Versammlung
gathering

eingeladen
invited

habe,
have

einen
a

Preis
prize

verdient
deserved

hat.
has

(die Zwillinge)
(the twins)

‘I think that Torsten whose parents I invited for the gathering deserve a prize.’

(28) Hinter
Behind

vorgehaltener
up-held

Hand
hand

wird
is

erzählt,
told

dass
that

der
the

Erzieher,
educator

dessen
whose

Gruppen
groups

ich
I

neulich
last

Nacht
night

erwischt
caught

habe,
have

den
the

Schaden
damage

bezahlt
paid

hat.
has

‘I heard it through the grapevine that the educator whose groups I caught last night paid for the damage.’

(29) Ich
I

bedaure
regret

sehr,
very

dass
that

der
the

Biologe,
biologist

dessen
whose

Versuchstiere
test-animals

ich
I

bislang
up-to-now

betreut
looked-after

habe,
have

das
the

Experiment
experiment

beendet
finished

hat.
has

‘I really regret that the biologist whose test animals I looked after up to now finished the experiment.’

(30) Alle
All

waren
were

dankbar,
grateful

dass
that

der
the

Professor,
professor

dessen
whose

Seminare
seminars

ich
I

gelegentlich
from-time-to-time

besucht
joined

habe,
have

ein
an

Übungsbuch
exercise-book

erstellt
compiled

hat.
has

‘Everybody was grateful that the professor whose seminars Ijoined from time to time compiled an exercise book.’
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(31) Ich
I

finde
find

es
it

nicht
not

ausreichend,
enough

dass
that

der
the

Elektromeister,
master-electrician

dessen
whose

Installateure
electricians

ich
I

übrigens
by-the-way

verklagt
sued

habe,
have

eine
an

Entschuldigung
apology

geschickt
sent

hat.
has

‘I don’t think it’s enough that the master electrician whoseelectricians I sued, by the way, sent an apology.’

(32) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

der
the

Vater,
father

dessen
whose

Söhne
sons

ich
I

auf
on

der
the

Buchmesse
book-fair

getroffen
met

habe,
have

diesmal
this-time

ein
a

Machtwort
might-word

gesprochen
spoken

hat.
has

‘I hope that the father whose sons I met at the book fair put hisfoot down this time.’

(33) Die
The

Kommission
committee

hat
has

herausgefunden,
found-out

dass
that

der
the

Kandidat,
candidate

dessen
whose

Mentoren
mentors

ich
I

bereits
already

informiert
informed

habe,
have

die
the

Arbeit
work

nicht
not

selbst
himself

verfasst
written

hat.
has

‘The committee found out that the candidate whose mentors I already informed didn’t write the paper himself.’

(34) Im
In

Dorf
village

wird
is

erzählt,
told

dass
that

der
the

Biobauer,
organic-farmer

dessen
whose

Melkmaschinen
milking-machines

ich
I

regelmäßig
regularly

überprüft
inspected

habe,
have

die
the

Fördergelder
aid-money

verschwendet
wasted

hat.
has

‘In the village they say that the organic farmer whose milking-machines I inspected regularly wasted the aid
money.’

(35) Man
One

hat
has

mir
me

erzählt,
told

dass
that

der
the

Kollege,
colleague

dessen
whose

Experimente
experiments

ich
I

kritisiert
criticized

habe,
have

eine
a

Beschwerde
complaint

eingereicht
filed

hat.
has

‘I was told that the colleague whose experiments I criticized filed a complaint.’

(36) Manche
Some

Kollegen
colleagues

argwöhnen,
suspect

dass
that

der
the

Physiker,
physicist

dessen
whose

Hilfskräfte
assistants

ich
I

zum
to

Gespräch
interview

geladen
invited

habe,
have

die
the

Ergebnisse
results

manipuliert
manipulated

hat.
has

‘Some colleagues grew suspicious that the physicist whose assistants I invited for an interview manipulated the
results.’

(37) Es
It

gehen
go

Gerüchte
rumours

um,
around

dass
that

der
the

Polizist,
officer

dessen
whose

Kolleginnen
colleagues

ich
I

um
for

Informationen
informations

gebeten
asked

habe,
have

den
the

Mörder
murderer

bereits
already

gefasst
caught

hat.
has

‘There are rumours that the officer whose colleagues I asked for information has already caught the murderer.’

(38) Ich
I

habe
have

mich
myself

gewundert,
wondered

dass
that

der
the

Steuerberater,
tax-adviser

dessen
whose

Assistentinnen
assistants

ich
I

gestern
yesterday

informiert
informed

habe,
have

den
the

Fehler
mistake

nicht
not

bemerkt
noticed

hat.
has

‘I was surprised that the tax adviser whose assistants I informed yesterday did not notice the mistake.’

(39) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

der
the

Lehrling,
apprentice

dessen
whose

Ausbilderinnen
instructors

ich
I

letztens
lately

gefragt
asked

habe,
have

für
for

den
the

Betriebsrat
works-council

kandidiert
ran

hat.
has

‘I heard that the apprentice whose instructors I have latelyasked ran for work council.’

(40) Heute
Today

wurde
became

bekannt,
known

dass
that

der
the

Senator,
senator

dessen
whose

Praktikantinnen
trainees

ich
I

interviewt
interviewed

habe,
have

vor
before

dem
the

Ausschuss
committee

ausgesagt
evidence-given

hat.
has

‘Today it was announced that the senator whose trainees I interviewed gave evidence before the committee.’
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Stimuli Experiment 4

For each sentence, the condition ‘singular subject, mismatching distractor’ is given.

(1) Ich
I

glaube,
think

dass
that

die
the

Studentin,
student

deren
whose

Referate
presentations

ich
I

leider
unfortunately

verpasst
missed

habe,
have

heute
today

morgen
morning

angerufen
called

hat.
has

‘I think that the student whose presentations I missed unfortunately called this morning.’

(2) Ich
I

bin
am

mir
me

sicher,
sure

dass
that

die
the

Schülerin,
pupil

deren
whose

Ausreden
excuses

ich
I

einfach
simply

nicht
not

glaube,
believe

wieder
again

einmal
once

geschwänzt
played-truant

hat.
has

‘I am sure that the pupil whose excuses I just don’t believe played truant once again.’

(3) Ich
I

bedaure,
regret

dass
that

die
the

Fotografin,
photographer

deren
whose

Ausstellungen
exhibitions

ich
I

mehrmals
multiply

besucht
visited

habe,
have

leider
unfortunaley

abgesagt
called-off

hat.
has

‘I regret that the photographer whose exhibitions I visitedseveral times unfortunateky called off’

(4) Ich
I

bin
am

enttäuscht
disappointed

darüber,
about-it

dass
that

die
the

Politikerin,
politician

deren
whose

Vorschläge
suggestions

ich
I

lange
long

unterstützt
supported

habe,
have

so
so

schnell
soon

aufgegeben
given-up

hat.
has

‘I am disappointed that the politician whose suggestions I supported for a long time gave up so early.’

(5) Es
It

hat
has

mich
me

ziemlich
rather

genervt,
annoyed

dass
that

die
the

Praktikantin,
trainee

deren
whose

Arbeiten
duties

ich
I

nun
now

auch
as

noch
well

übernommen
taken

habe,
have

schon
already

wieder
again

verschlafen
overslept

hat.
has

‘It rather annoyed me that the trainee whose duties I took nowas well overslept once again.’

(6) Ich
I

bin
am

etwas
a-bit

verärgert
annoyed

darüber,
about-it

dass
that

die
the

Organisatorin,
organizator

deren
whose

Veranstaltungen
events

ich
I

bislang
so-far

unterstützt
supported

habe,
have

so
that

kurzfristig
on-short-notoce

abgesagt
called-off

hat.
has

‘I am a bit annoyed that the organizator whsoe events I have supported so far called off on short notice.’

(7) Man
One

hat
has

mir
me

gesagt,
told

dass
that

die
the

Architektin,
architect

deren
whose

Entwürfe
drafts

ich
I

begutachtet
examined

habe,
have

überraschend
surprisingly

gekündigt
quit

hat.
has

‘I was told that the architect whose drafts I examined surprisingly quit all of a sudden.’

(8) Mir
Me

hat
has

gefallen,
pleased

dass
that

die
the

Rentnerin,
pensioner

deren
whose

Ausflüge
trips

ich
I

überaus
very

gern
gladly

begleitet
accompanied

habe,
have

viel
much

gesungen
sung

hat.
has

‘I was pleased that the pensioner whose trips I very gladly accompanied sang much.’

(9) Ich
I

fand
found

es
it

beruhigend,
comforting

dass
that

die
the

Reiseleiterin,
tour-guide

deren
whose

Wanderungen
walking-tours

ich
I

ziemlich
quite

anstrengend
exhausting

finde,
find

ebenfalls
also

mächtig
fairly

geschnauft
gasped

hat.
has

‘I found it comforting that the tour-guide whose walking-tours I find quite exhausting also gasped fairly.’

(10) Ich
I

fand
found

es
it

nicht
not

gut,
good

dass
that

die
the

Lehrerin,
teacher

deren
whose

Ansichten
views

ich
I

nicht
not

teile,
share

immer
always

nur
only

geschrien
shouted

hat.
has

‘I don’t find it good that the teacher whose views I don’t sharealways only shouted.’

(11) Besonders
Particularly

imponiert
impressed

mir,
me

dass
that

die
the

Sportlerin,
athlete

deren
whose

Pokale
cups

ich
I

in
in

der
the

Vitrine
cabinet

bewundert
admired

habe,
have

niemals
never

aufgegeben
given-up

hat.
has

‘I was particularly impressed that the athlete whose cups I admired in the cabinet never gave up.’

(12) Ich
I

finde
find

es
it

schade,
a-pity

dass
that

die
the

Kollegin,
colleague

deren
whose

Projekte
projects

ich
I

nun
now

übernommen
taken-over

habe,
have

einfach
just

gekündigt
quit

hat.
has

‘I find it a pity that the colleague whose projects I now took over just quit.’
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(13) Mir
Me

hat
has

gefallen,
pleased

dass
that

die
the

Weltenbummlerin,
globetrotter

deren
whose

Reisen
journeys

ich
I

ziemlich
fairly

beeindruckend
impressing

fand,
found

so
so

locker
casually

geplaudert
chated

hat.
has

‘I was pleased that the globetrotter whose journeys I found fairly impressing chated that casually.’

(14) Ich
I

musste
had-to

darüber
about-it

schmunzeln,
smile

dass
that

die
the

Oma,
granny

deren
whose

Bingoabende
bingo-nights

ich
I

regelmäßig
regularly

organisiere,
organize

heimlich
secretly

geschummelt
cheated

hat.
has

‘I had to smile when the granny whose bingo nights I organize regularly cheated secretly.’

(15) Ich
I

wundere
wonder

mich
me

darüber,
about-it

dass
that

die
the

Journalistin,
journalist

deren
whose

Reportagen
reports

ich
I

gelesen
read

habe,
have

nicht
not

geklagt
sued

hat.
has

‘I wonder that the journalist whose reports I read did not notsue.’

(16) Ich
I

freue
rejoice

mich
me

darüber,
about-it

dass
that

die
the

Kanutin,
canoeist

deren
whose

Wettkämpfe
competitions

ich
I

aufmerksam
attentively

verfolgt
watched

habe,
have

wieder
again

einmal
once

gewonnen
won

hat.
has

‘I am pleased that the canoeist whose competitions I watchedattentively won once again.’

(17) Ich
I

bin
am

etwas
a-bit

überrascht
surprised

zu
to

erfahren,
learn

dass
that

die
the

Moderatorin,
moderator

deren
whose

Sendungen
shows

ich
I

stets
always

aufmerksam
attentively

verfolgt
watched

habe,
have

offenbar
apparently

gekündigt
quit

hat.
has

‘I am a bit surprised to learn that the moderator whose shows Iwatched always attentively apparently quit.’

(18) Ich
I

wollte
wanted

Dir
you

noch
yet

sagen,
tell

dass
that

die
the

Klientin,
client

deren
whose

Akten
files

ich
I

leider
unfortunately

gerade
currently

verlegt
mislaid

habe,
have

vorhin
earlier

angerufen
called

hat.
has

‘I wanted to tell you the client whose files I unfortunately mislaid currently called earlier’

(19) Mir
Me

ist
is

aufgefallen,
struck

dass
that

die
the

Patientin,
patient

deren
whose

Befunde
results

ich
I

aus
by

Versehen
mistake

verbummelt
idled-away

habe,
always

ständig
coughed

gehustet
has

hat.

‘I noticed that the patient whose results I idled away by mistake coughed all the time’

(20) Ich
I

war
was

sehr
very

überrascht,
surprised

als
when

die
the

Sängerin,
singer

deren
whose

Lieder
songs

ich
I

übrigens
by-the-way

auswendig
by-heart

kenne,
know

plötzlich
suddenly

gejodelt
yodeled

hat.
has

‘I was very surprised when the singer whose songs I know by heart by the way suddenly yodeled’

(21) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

die
the

Musikerin,
musician

deren
whose

Alben
albums

ich
I

gekauft
bought

habe,
have

demnächst
soon

hier
here

auftreten
perform

wird.
will

‘I hope that the musician whose albums I bought will soon perform here’

(22) Ich
I

bin
am

mir
me

sicher,
sure

dass
that

die
the

Bildhauerin,
sculptor

deren
whose

Skulpturen
sculptures

ich
I

lange
long

betrachtet
looked-at

habe,
have

dieses
this

Mal
time

gewinnen
win

wird.
will

‘I am sure that the sculptor whose sculptures I long looked-at will win this time’

(23) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

die
the

Tänzerin,
dancer

deren
whose

Choreographien
choreographies

ich
I

wirklich
really

bewundert
admired

habe,
have

demnächst
soon

wieder
again

auftreten
perform

wird.
will

‘I hope that the dancer whose choreographies I really admired soon will perform again’

(24) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

die
the

Gewerkschafterin,
unionist

deren
whose

Forderungen
requests

ich
I

berechtigt
legitimate

finde,
consider

nicht
not

so
so

schnell
fast

aufgeben
give-up

wird.
will

‘I hope that the unionist whose requests I consider legitimate won’t give up too early’

(25) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

die
the

Referentin,
speaker

deren
whose

Zugverbindungen
train-connections

ich
I

leider
sadly

nicht
not

kenne,
know

noch
just

rechtzeitig
in-time

eintreffen
arrive

wird.
will

‘I hope that the speaker whose train connections I unfortunately don’t know will arrive just in time’
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(26) Ich
I

befürchte,
worry

dass
that

die
the

Schülerin,
pupil

deren
whose

Experimente
experiments

ich
I

betreut
supervised

habe,
have

wohl
probably

sitzenbleiben
stay-down

wird.
will

‘I worry that the pupil whose experiments I supervised probably will have to repeat class.’

(27) Ich
I

glaube
believe

kaum,
hardly

dass
that

die
the

Professorin,
professor

deren
whose

Lehrbücher
textbook

ich
I

kopiert
copied

habe,
have

tatsächlich
indedd

kündigen
quit

wird.
will

‘I hardly believe that the professor whose textbook I copiedwill indedd quit’

(28) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

die
the

Siegerin,
winner

deren
whose

Interviews
interviews

ich
I

übrigens
by-the-way

mitgeschnitten
recorded

habe,
have

nun
now

endgültig
definitly

aufhören
leave

wird.
will

‘I have heard that the winner whose interviews I recorded by the way will now definitly leave’

(29) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

die
the

Versuchsperson,
participant

deren
whose

Ergebnisse
results

ich
I

versehentlich
by-mistake

nicht
not

gespeichert
saved

habe,
have

noch
yet

einmal
once

wiederkommen
come-back

wird.
will

‘I hope that the participant whose results I did not save by mistake will come one more time’

(30) Ich
I

hoffe
hope

sehr,
very

dass
that

die
the

Professorin,
professor

deren
whose

Anmerkungen
comments

ich
I

kaum
hardly

verstanden
understood

habe,
have

nicht
not

weiter
more

nachbohren
probe

wird.
will

‘I really hope that the professor whose comments I hardly understood won’t probe in more detail.’

(31) Ich
I

glaube,
think

dass
that

die
the

Künstlerin,
artist

deren
whose

Ateliers
studios

ich
I

neulich
recently

besucht
visited

habe,
have

demnächst
soon

ausstellen
expose

wird.
will

‘I think that the artist whose studios I recently visited will soon expose.’

(32) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

die
the

Kritikerin,
reviewer

deren
whose

Empfehlungen
recommendations

ich
I

sicherlich
certainly

befolgen
follow

werde,
will

demnächst
soon

hierher
here

kommen
come

wird.
will

‘I have heard that the reviewer whose recommendations I certainly will follow will soon come here.’

(33) Ich
I

soll
shall

Dir
you

sagen,
tell

dass
that

die
the

Sachbearbeiterin,
clerk

deren
whose

Arbeitsbereiche
work-areas

ich
I

nicht
not

genau
exactly

durchschaue,
understand

später
later

noch
yet

einmal
once

anrufen
call

wird.
will

‘I shall tell you that the clerk whose work areas I don’t exactly understand will call later again.’

(34) Wir
We

unterhielten
talked

uns
REF

darüber,
about-it

dass
that

die
the

Produzentin,
producer

deren
whose

Filme
movies

ich
I

sehr
very

bewundere,
admire

wohl
probably

demnächst
soon

aufhören
finish

wird.
will

‘We talked about the news that the producer whose movies I very admire will probably finish soon.’

(35) Es
It

wird
is

gemunkelt,
rumored

dass
that

die
the

Trainerin,
coach

deren
whose

Trainingsmethoden
training-methods

ich
I

reichlich
fairly

seltsam
akward

finde,
find

auswandern
emigrate

wird.
will

‘There are rumors that coach whose training methods I find fairly akward will emigrate.’

(36) Ich
I

bin
am

recht
quite

zuversichtlich,
confident

dass
that

die
the

Mannschaft,
team

deren
whose

Erfolge
successes

ich
I

sehr
very

bewundere,
admire

auch
also

diesmal
this-time

gewinnen
win

wird.
will

‘I am quite confident that the team whose successes I very admire will win also this time.’

(37) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

die
the

Kundin,
customer

deren
whose

Wünsche
wishes

ich
I

natürlich
of-course

respektiert
respected

habe,
have

bald
soon

wieder
again

vorbeikommen
come-by

wird.
will

‘I hope that the customer whose wishes I of course respected will soon come by again.’

(38) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

die
the

Doktorandin,
Phd-student

deren
whose

Thesen
claims

ich
I

ziemlich
fairly

kühn
bold

finde,
find

demnächst
soon

abgeben
submit

wird.
will

‘I hope that the Phd-student whose claims I find fairly bold will submit soon.’
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(39) Wir
We

hoffen,
hope

dass
that

die
the

Expertin,
expert

deren
whose

Erläuterungen
explanations

ich
I

leider
unfortunately

nicht
not

ganz
completely

verstanden
understood

habe,
have

bald
soon

wieder
again

vortragen
talk-give

wird.
will

‘We hope that the expert whose explanations I unfortunatelydid not completely understand will soon give another
talk.’

(40) Ich
I

vermute,
suspect

dass
that

die
the

Mitarbeiterin,
colleague

deren
whose

Betrügereien
deceits

ich
I

aufgedeckt
uncovered

habe,
have

selbst
self

kündigen
resign

wird.
will

‘I suspect that the colleague whose deceits I uncovered willresign by herself.’

Stimuli Experiment 5

Each sentence is shown in the condition ‘singular subject, mismatching distractor, gram-
matical’.

(1) Das
The

Geschäft
company

führen
operate

unsere
our

Partner,
partners

deren
whose

Sohn
son

inzwischen
meanwhile

eine
an

eigene
own

Firma
company

gegründet
founded

hat.
has

‘The company is run by our partners whose son meanwhile founded his own company.’

(2) Zum
To

Gespräch
talk

kamen
came

auch
also

die
the

Verleger,
publishers,

deren
whose

Lektor
lector

schon
already

so
so

manches
some

Talent
talent

entdeckt
detected

hat.
has

‘The talk was also joined by the publishers, whose lector hasdetected many talents already.’

(3) Den
The

Landeslehrpreis
state-teach-prize

erhielten
got

die
the

Dozenten,
lecturers

deren
whose

Studentin
student

die
the

besten
best

Ergebnisse
results

erzielt
achieved

hat.
has

‘The lecturers whose student had achieved the best results got the Federal Teaching Award.’

(4) Den
The

entscheidenden
crucial

Einfall
idea

hatten
had

die
the

Kommissare,
commissioners

deren
whose

Assistentin
assistant

alle
all

Indizien
clues

akribisch
meticulously

untersucht
checked

hat.
has

‘The commissioners whose assistant had checked every clue meticulously had the crucial idea.’

(5) Den
The

Vortrag
presentation

hielten
held

zwei
two

Doktoranden,
PhD-students

deren
whose

Professor
professor

in
in

Fachkreisen
circles-of-experts

übrigens
by-the-way

sehr
very

bekannt
known

ist.
is

‘The presentation was given by two PhD students whose professor is well known among experts, by the way.’

(6) Genervt
Annoyed

waren
were

nur
only

die
the

Schmidts,
Schmidts

deren
whose

Tochter
daughter

alle
all

Gäste
guests

der
the.GEN

Feier
party

erheitert
amused

hat.
has

‘Only the Schmidts whose daughter amused all guests of the party were annoyed.’

(7) Den
The

Familiensitz
family-seat

übernehmen
take-over

die
the

Neffen,
nephews,

deren
whose

Schwester
sister

übrigens
by-the-way

schon
already

lange
long

ausgezogen
moved-out

ist.
is

‘The family seat is taken over by the nephews whose sister hasmoved already long ago, by the way.’

(8) Den
The

Wagen
car

kauften
bought

meine
my

Mitbewohner,
roommates

deren
whose

Vater
father

offensichtlich
apparently

zu
too

viel
much

Geld
money

hat.
has

‘The car was bought by my roommates whose father has too much money, apparently.’

(9) Zur
To

Beratung
counselling

kamen
came

die
the

Studenten,
students

deren
whose

Kommilitonin
fellow-student

bereits
already

eine
a

Arbeitsgruppe
study-group

gegründet
founded

hat.
has

‘The students whose fellow student has already founded a study group came for the counselling.’

(10) Den
The

Preis
prize

gewannen
won

ein
a

paar
couple

Schüler,
pupils

deren
whose

Mentor
mentor

gute
good

Arbeit
work

geleistet
achieved

hat.
has

‘The prize went to a couple of pupils whose mentors had done a good job.’

(11) Wir
We

machen
make

uns
us

Sorgen
sorrows

um
about

unsere
our

Kinder,
children

deren
whose

Freund
friend

schon
already

häufig
often

Unfug
mischief

angestellt
done

hat.
has

‘We worry about our children whose friend has got into mischief very often already.’

(12) Gestern
Yesterday

besuchten
visited

wir
we

die
the

Patienten,
patients

deren
whose

Arzt
doctor

schon
already

wieder
again

sehr
very

zuversichtlich
confident

ist.
is

‘Yesterday, we visited the patients whose doctor is very confident already.’
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(13) Ich
I

erinnere
remember

mich
myself

noch
still

an
about

unsere
our

Söhne,
sons

deren
whose

Schulfreund
schoolmate

neulich
recently

erst
just

zu
to

Besuch
visit

war.
was

‘I still remember our sons whose schoolmate came to see us just the other day.’

(14) In
In

München
Munich

trafen
met

wir
we

unsere
our

Bekannten,
acquaintances

deren
whose

Sohn
son

so
so

gern
gladly

im
in-the

Allgäu
Allgäu

Urlaub
vacation

gemacht
made

hat.
has

‘In Munich we met our acquaintances whose son enjyoed their vacations in Allgäu so much.’

(15) Der
The

Kinderarzt
paediatrician

untersuchte
examined

die
the

Zwillinge,
twins

deren
whose

Betreuerin
nanny

leider
unfortunately

viel
much

zu
too

oft
often

gewechselt
changed

hat.
have

‘The paediatrician examined the twins whose nannies have come and gone way too often unfortunately.’

(16) Der
The

Trainer
coach

lobte
praised

die
the

Spieler,
players

deren
whose

Therapeut
therapist

alle
all

Hände
hands

voll
full

zu
to

tun
do

hat.
has

‘The coach praised the players whose therapist has much to do.’

(17) Die
The

Kritik
critic

erschreckte
startled

die
the

Herausgeber,
publishers

deren
whose

Feind
enemy

eine
a

üble
nasty

Kampagne
campaign

losgetreten
off-kicked

hat.
has

‘The publishers whose enemy had kicked off a nasty campaignewere startled by the critic.’

(18) Die
The

Handballer
handball-players

wählten
elected

die
the

Schmidt-Brüder,
Schmidt-brothers

deren
whose

Vater
father

die
the

Mannschaft
team

stets
always

unterstützt
supported

hat.
has

‘The handball players elected the Schmidt-brothers whose father has always supported the team.’

(19) Noch
Yet

immer
still

sucht
searches

die
the

Polizei
police

die
the

Entführer,
kidnappers

deren
whose

Komplize
accomplice

schon
already

längst
long-ago

vor
before

Gericht
court

ausgesagt
evidence-given

hat.
has

‘The police still search for the kidnappers whose accomplice gave evidence before court already long ago.’

(20) Angela
A.

informierte
informed

die
the

Eltern,
parents

deren
whose

Säugling
newborn

die
the

ganze
whole

Zeit
time

geschrieen
cried

hat.
has

‘Angela informed the parents whose newborn was crying the whole time.’

(21) Schuld
Responsible

waren
were

die
the

Elektromeister,
electrician-masters

deren
whose

Installateur
electrician

dummerweise
unfortunately

einen
a

Kurzschluss
short-circuit

verursacht
caused

hat.
has

‘Who was to blame were the master electricians whose electrician unfortunately shorted.’

(22) Die
The

Blumen
flowers

brachten
brought

ein
a

paar
couple

Nachbarn,
neighbors

deren
whose

Kind
child

uns
us

oft
often

im
in

Garten
garden

besucht
visited

hat.
has

‘The flowers were brought by some neighbors whose child had often visited us in the garden.’

(23) Den
The

Zuschlag
award

erhielten
got

die
the

Anbieter,
tenderers

deren
whose

Bank
bank

bereits
already

viel
much

Geld
money

investiert
invested

hat.
has

‘The award was given to the tenderers whose bank has already invested much money.’

(24) Den
The

Preis
prize

erhielten
got

die
the

Judotrainer,
judo-coaches

deren
whose

Schützling
protégé

neulich
recently

einen
a

Achtungserfolg
remarkable-result

errungen
achieved

hat.
has

‘The judo coaches whose protégé had achieved a remarkable result got the prize.’

(25) Den
The

Zuschlag
award

erhielten
got

die
the

Spediteure,
forwarding-agents

deren
whose

Sekretärin
secretary

die
the

Unterlagen
documents

rechtzeitig
in-time

eingereicht
handed-in

hat.
has

‘The award went to the forwarding agents whose secretary hadhanded in the documents in time.’

(26) Das
The

Rennen
race

machten
made

die
the

Kandidaten,
candidates

deren
whose

Sponsor
sponsor

dem
the

Verein
club

mehr
more

Geld
money

angeboten
offered

hat.
has

‘The candidates whose sponsor had offered more money to the club won the race.’

(27) Die
The

Kosten
costs

tragen
carry

die
the

Geschäftsführer,
managers

deren
whose

Assistentin
assistant

das
the

teure
expensive

Gerät
instrument

beschädigt
damaged

hat.
has

‘The managers whose assistant has damaged the expensive instrument meet the costs.’

(28) Den
The

Schaden
disprofit

hatten
had

die
the

Erzieher,
educators

deren
whose

Zögling
pupil

gestern
yesterday

den
the

Direktor
director

geärgert
annoyed

hat.
has

‘The educators whose pupil annoyed the director yesterday are troubled.’
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(29) Den
The

Versuch
experiment

leiteten
run

die
the

Biologen,
biologists

deren
whose

Versuchstier
experimental-animal

dabei
thereby

das
the

Labor
lab

durcheinander
in-a-mess

gebracht
brought

hat.
has

‘The experiment was run by the biologists whose experimental animal jumbled up the lab at the same time.’

(30) Den
The

Kurs
course

betreuen
supervise

zwei
two

Professoren,
professors

deren
whose

Tutorin
tutor

schon
already

vielen
many

Anfängern
beginners

geholfen
helped

hat.
has

‘The course was looked after by two professors whose tutor has already helped many beginners.’

(31) Gestern
Yesterday

traf
met

ich
I

unsere
our

Nachbarn,
neighbors

deren
whose

Sohn
son

mir
me

schon
already

oft
often

geholfen
helped

hat.
has

‘Yesterday I met our neighbors whose son has already often helped me.’

(32) Der
The

Vater
father

verteidigte
defended

seine
his

Söhne,
sons

deren
whose

Klassenkamerad
classmate

ja
yes

wohl
probably

schon
already

mehrfach
multiply

gelogen
lied

hat.
has

‘The father defended his sons whose classmate has probably lied already repeatedly.’

(33) Michael
Michael

tröstete
comforted

die
the

Bibliothekare,
librarians

deren
whose

Kollegin
colleague

ebenfalls
also

eine
a

Kündigung
dismissal

erhalten
got

hat.
has

‘Michael comforted the librarians whose colleague had alsobeen dismissed.’

(34) Das
The

Fernsehteam
television-team

interviewte
interviewed

die
the

Schankwirte,
landlords

deren
whose

Publikum
public

seit
for

Jahren
years

stets
always

zufrieden
content

ist.
is

‘The television team interviewed the landlords whose guests have been always content for years.’

(35) Die
The

Handwerkskammer
chamber-of-handicrafts

lobte
praised

die
the

Fleischermeister,
butchers

deren
whose

Lehrling
apprentice

die
the

Leistungsschau
competition

gewonnen
won

hat.
has

‘The chamber of handicrafts praised the butchers whose apprentice won the competition.’

(36) Viele
Many

Kollegen
colleagues

beneiden
envy

die
the

Mathelehrer,
maths-teachers

deren
whose

Schülerin
pupil

wieder
once

einmal
again

hervorragend
excellent

abgeschnitten
come-off

hat.
has

‘Many colleagues envy the maths teachers whose pupil had come off in an excellent way once again.’

(37) Der
The

Vermieter
landlord

verklagte
sued

die
the

Studenten,
students

deren
whose

Nachbarin
neighbor

sich
herself

schon
already

mehrfach
multiply

beschwert
complained

hat.
has

‘The landlord sued the students whose neighbor has already complained many times.’

(38) Der
The

Inspektor
inspector

tadelte
blamed

die
the

Marktleiter,
market-managers

deren
whose

Verkäuferin
saleslady

tatsächlich
indeed

zehn
ten

Stunden
hours

pro
per

Tag
day

gearbeitet
worked

hat.
has

‘The inspector blamed the managers of the supermarket whosesaleslady really had been working ten hours a day.’

(39) Die
The

Delegierten
delegates

lobten
praised

die
the

Vorsitzenden,
chairmen

deren
whose

Stellvertreterin
representative

übrigens
by-the-way

ebenfalls
also

gute
good

Arbeit
work

geleistet
achieved

hat.
has

‘The delegates praised the chairmen whose representative did a good job too, by the way.’

(40) Der
The

Richter
judge

befragte
asked

die
the

Senatoren,
senators

deren
whose

Praktikantin
trainee

übrigens
by-the-way

für
for

erhebliches
considerable

Aufsehen
trouble

gesorgt
provided

hat.
has

‘The judge asked the senators whose trainee had provided considerable trouble, by the way.’

Stimuli Experiment 6

For each sentence the two grammatical mismatch conditions are given. In the condition
‘adjacent’, the matrix clause was as given in (a) with the relative clause head noun at its
right edge. In the condition ‘non-adjacent’, the matrix clause ended in a lexical verb as in
(b). The relative clause given in (c) occurred in the position indicated by the dots.

(1) a. Wir
We

trafen
met

einen
a

Schulfreund,
schoolmate

. . . b. Wir
We

haben
have

einen
a

Schulfreund
schoolmate

unterwegs
on-the-way

getroffen,
met

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Söhne
son

inzwischen
meanwhile

eine
an

eigene
own

Firma
business

gegründet
founded

haben.
have

‘(On the way,) we met a schoolmate whose sons meanwhile have founded their own business.’
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(2) a. Wir
We

präsentierten
presented

den
the

Autor,
author

. . . b. Wir
We

haben
have

den
the

Autor
author

dort
there

präsentiert,
presented

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Lektoren
lectors

schon
already

so
quite

manches
some

Talent
talent

entdeckt
detected

haben.
have

‘(There,) we presented the author whose lectors have already detected quite a few talents.’

(3) a. Wir
We

lobten
praised

den
the

Professor,
professor

. . . b. Wir
We

haben
have

den
the

Professor
professor

öffentlich
in-public

gelobt,
praised

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Studentinnen
students

sehr
very

gute
good

Ergebnisse
results

erzielt
achieved

haben.
have

‘We praised the professor (in public) whose students had achieved excellent results.’

(4) a. Wir
We

befragten
questioned

den
the

Kommissar,
commissioner

. . . b. Wir
We

haben
have

den
the

Kommissar
commissioner

neulich
recently

befragt,
questioned

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Assistentinnen
assistants

alle
all

Indizien
clues

akribisch
meticulously

untersucht
checked

haben.
have

‘(Recently,) we questioned the commissioner whose assistants checked every clue meticulously.’

(5) a. Wir
We

kritisierten
criticized

den
the

Anwalt,
lawyer

. . . b. Wir
We

haben
have

den
the

Anwalt
lawyer

heftig
vehemently

kritisiert,
criticized

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Mandantinnen
clients

kaum
hardly

mehr
more

eine
a

Chance
chance

haben.
have

‘We (vehemently) criticized the lawyer whose clients have hardly a chance anymore.’

(6) a. Wir
We

beruhigten
calmed-down

den
the

Vater,
father

. . . b. Wir
We

haben
have

den
the

Vater
father

einigermaßen
passably

beruhigt,
calmed-down

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Kinder
children

alle
all

Gäste
guests

der
of

Feier
the

erheitert
party

haben.
amused have

‘We (passably) calmed down the father whose children amusedall guests at the party.’

(7) a. Wir
We

überzeugten
convinced

den
the

Ingenieur,
engineer

. . . b. Wir
We

haben
have

den
hopefully

Ingenieur
the

hoffentlich
engineer

überzeugt,
convinced

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Mitarbeiterinnen
colleagues

übrigens
by-the-way

ebenfalls
also

zugestimmt
agreed

haben.
have

‘(Hopefully) we convinced the engineer whose colleagues also agreed.’

(8) a. Wir
We

wählten
elected

den
the

Torwart,
keeper

. . . b. Wir
We

haben
have

den
the

Torwart
keeper

einstimmig
unanimously

gewählt,
elected

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Eltern
parents

die
the

Mannschaft
team

stets
always

unterstützt
supported

haben.
have

‘We (unanimously) elected the keeper whose parents have always supported the team.’

(9) a. Wir
We

informierten
informed

den
the

Vater,
father

. . . b. Wir
We

haben
have

den
the

Vater
father

schnellstens
posthaste

informiert,
informed

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Söhne
sons

die
the

Fensterscheibe
window-pane

eingeworfen
thrown-in

haben.
have

‘(As fast as we could) we informed the father whose sons brokethe window.’

(10) a. Wir
We

informierten
informed

den
the

Vater,
father

. . . b. Wir
We

haben
have

den
the

Vater
father

sofort
immediately

informiert,
informed

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Säuglinge
babies

die
the

ganze
whole

Zeit
time

geschrien
cried

haben.
have

‘We (immediately) informed the father whose babies were crying the whole time.’

(11) a. Die
The

Kollegen
colleagues

verdächtigten
suspected

den
the

Pförtner,
porter

... b. Die
The

Kollegen
colleagues

haben
have

den
the

Pförtner
porter

eher
rather

verdächtigt,
suspected

...

c. dessen Freunde schon häufig Unfug angestellt haben.
whose friends already often mischief done have

‘The colleagues (rather) suspected the porter whose friends have got into mischief already often.’
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(12) a. Die
The

Juroren
judges

prämierten
awarded

den
the

Sieger,
winner

. . . b. Die
The

Juroren
judges

haben
have

den
the

Sieger
winner

offiziell
officially

prämiert,
awarded

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Mentoren
mentors

übrigens
by-the-way

wirklich
really

gute
good

Arbeit
work

geleistet
achieved

haben.
have

‘The judges (officially) awarded the winner whose mentors really did a good job, by the way.’

(13) a. Die
The

Mädchen
girls

besuchten
visited

den
the

Schulfreund,
schoolfriend

. . . b. Die
The

Mädchen
girls

haben
have

den
the

Schulfreund
schoolfriend

gestern
yesterday

besucht,
visited

...

c. dessen
whose

Kinder
children

uns
us

neulich
recently

angerufen
called

haben.
have

‘(Yesterday,) the girls visited a friend from school whose children called us recently.’

(14) a. Einige
Some

Studenten
students

trafen
met

den
the

Professor,
professor

. . . b. Einige
Some

Studenten
students

haben
have

den
the

Professor
professor

dort
there

getroffen,
met

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Doktoranden
Phd-students

auf
on

der
the

Tagung
conference

vorgetragen
lectured

haben.
have

‘(There,) some students met the professor whose PhD students lectured at the conference.’

(15) a. Die
The

Spezialisten
specialists

untersuchten
examined

den
the

Säugling,
baby

. . .

b. Die
The

Spezialisten
specialists

haben
have

den
the

Säugling
baby

gründlich
soundly

untersucht,
examined

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Ärzte
doctors

den
the

Herzfehler
cardiac-defect

leider
unfortunately

übersehen
overlooked

haben.
have

‘The specialists (soundly) examined the baby whose doctorsunfortunately had overlooked the cardiac defect.’

(16) a. Die
The

Trainer
trainers

lobten
praised

den
the

Spieler,
player

. . . b. Die
The

Trainer
trainers

haben
have

den
the

Spieler
player

anschließend
afterwards

gelobt,
praised

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Masseure
masseurs

dann
then

die
the

Muskeln
muscles

gelockert
relaxed

haben.
have

‘(Afterwards,) the trainers praised the player whose masseurs then relaxed his muscles.’

(17) a. Die
The

Angriffe
attacks

erschreckten
alarmed

den
the

Politiker,
politician

. . . b. Die
The

Angriffe
attacks

haben
have

den
the

Politiker
politician

ziemlich
quite

erschreckt,
alarmed

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Feinde
enemies

eine
a

üble
nasty

Kampagne
campaign

losgetreten
kicked-off

haben.
have

‘The attacks (quite alarmed) the politician whose enemies had mounted a nasty campaign.’

(18) a. Einige
Some

Nachbarn
neighbours

unterstützten
supported

den
the

Rentner,
pensioner

. . .

b. Einige
Some

Nachbarn
neighbours

haben
have

den
the

Rentner
pensioner

regelmäßig
regularly

unterstützt,
supported

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Kinder
children

leider
unfortunately

keine
no

Zeit
time

haben.
have

‘Some neighbours (regularly) supported the pensioner whose children are busy, unfortunately.’

(19) a. Einige
Some

Professoren
professors

berieten
advised

den
the

Tutor,
tutor

. . . b. Einige
Some

Professoren
professors

haben
have

den
the

Tutor
tutor

gestern
yesterday

beraten,
advised

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Studentinnen
students

bereits
already

eine
a

Arbeitsgruppe
study-group

gegründet
established

haben.
have

‘(Yesterday) some professors advised the tutor whose students have already established a study group.’

(20) a. Viele
Many

Kollegen
colleagues

beneiden
envy

den
the

Mathelehrer,
maths-teacher

. . .

b. Viele
Many

Kollegen
colleagues

haben
have

den
the

Mathelehrer
maths-teacher

heimlich
secretly

beneidet,
envied

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Schülerinnen
pupils

wieder
again

einmal
once

hervorragend
outstandingly

abgeschnitten
come-off

haben.
have

‘Many colleagues (secretly) envied the maths teacher whosepupils came off outstandingly well once again.’
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(21) a. Ich
I

verklagte
sued

den
the

Elektromeister,
electrician

. . . b. Ich
I

habe
have

den
the

Elektromeister
electrician

natürlich
of-course

verklagt,
sued

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Installateure
installers

dummerweise
stupidly

einen
a

Kurzschluss
short-circuit

verursacht
caused

haben.
have

‘(Of course) I sued the electrician whose employees had caused a short circuit stupidly.’

(22) a. Ich
I

traf
met

den
the

Arzt,
doctor

. . . b. Ich
I

habe
have

den
the

Arzt
doctor

zufällig
accidently

getroffen,
met

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Assistenten
assistants

mir
me

schon
already

oft
often

geholfen
helped

haben.
have

‘(Accidentally,) I met the doctor whose assistants have already helped me often.’

(23) a. Ich
I

bevorzuge
prefer

den
the

Anbieter,
provider

. . . b. Ich
I

habe
have

den
the

Anbieter
provider

eigentlich
actually

bevorzugt,
preferred

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Banken
banks

bereits
already

viel
much

Geld
money

investiert
invested

haben.
have

‘(Actually,) I preferred the provider whose banks have already invested much money.’

(24) a. Ich
I

beglückwünschte
congratulated

den
the

Trainer,
trainer

. . . b. Ich
I

habe
have

den
the

Trainer
trainer

natürlich
of-course

beglückwünscht,
congratulated

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Schützlinge
protégés

neulich
recently

einen
a

Achtungserfolg
remarkable-result

errungen
achieved

haben.
have

‘(Of course,) I congratulated the trainer whose protégés achieved a remarkable result recently.’

(25) a. Ich
I

kritisierte
criticized

den
the

Erzieher,
educator

. . . b. Ich
I

habe
have

den
the

Erzieher
educator

offen
openly

kritisiert,
criticized

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Zöglinge
pupils

gestern
yesterday

den
the

Direktor
director

geärgert
annoyed

haben.
have

‘I (openly) criticized the educator whose pupils annoyed the director yesterday.’

(26) a. Ich
I

kritisierte
criticized

den
the

Generalsekretär,
Sectretary-General

. . . b. Ich
I

habe
have

den
the

Generalsekretär
Secretary-General

heftig
vehemently

kritisiert,
criticized

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Stellvertreterinnen
representatives

übrigens
by-the-way

gute
good

Arbeit
work

geleistet
achieved

haben.
have

‘I (vehemently) criticized the Secretary-General whose representative did a good job, by the way.’

(27) a. Ich
I

befragte
asked

den
the

Senator,
senator

. . . b. Ich
I

habe
have

den
the

Senator
senator

detailliert
explicitly

befragt,
asked

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Praktikantinnen
trainees

übrigens
by-the-way

für
for

erhebliches
remarkable

Aufsehen
sensation

gesorgt
caused

haben.
have

‘I (explicitly) asked the senator whose trainee had caused aremarkable sensation, by the way.’

(28) a. Ich
I

rügte
admonished

den
the

Marktleiter,
store-manager

. . . b. Ich
I

habe
have

den
the

Marktleiter
store-manager

streng
severely

gerügt,
admonished

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Verkäuferinnen
salesladies

tatsächlich
ten

zehn
hours

Stunden
per

pro
day

Tag
worked

gearbeitet
have

haben.

‘I (severely) admonished the store manager whose salesladies actually worked ten hours per day.’

(29) a. Ich
I

rief
called

den
the

Professor,
professor

. . . b. Ich
I

habe
have

den
the

Professor
professor

sofort
immediately

gerufen,
called

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Versuchstiere
experimental-animals

das
the

ganze
whole

Labor
lab

durcheinander
jumbled

gebracht
brought

haben.
have

‘I (immediately) called the professor whose experimental animals jumbled up the whole lab.’

(30) a. Ich
I

lobte
praised

den
the

Tutor,
tutor

. . . b. Ich
I

habe
have

den
the

Tutor
tutor

mehrfach
multiply

gelobt,
praised

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Kurse
courses

schon
already

vielen
many

Anfängern
beginners

geholfen
helped

haben.
have

‘(Several times) I praised the tutor whose courses have already helped many beginners.’
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(31) a. Die
The

Polizei
police

sucht
searches

den
the

Entführer,
kidnapper

. . . b. Die
The

Polizei
police

hat
has

den
the

Entführer
kidnapper

monatelang
for-months

gesucht,
searched

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Komplizen
accomplices

schon
already

längst
long

vor
before

Gericht
court

ausgesagt
evidence-given

haben.
have

‘(For months) the police were searching for the kidnapper whose accomplices had given evidence in court
already long ago.’

(32) a. Der
The

Vater
father

verteidigte
defended

den
the

Sohn,
son

. . . b. Der
The

Vater
father

hat
has

den
the

Sohn
son

vehement
vehemently

verteidigt,
defended

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Klassenkameraden
classmates

wohl
probably

schon
already

mehrfach
many

gelogen
times

haben.
lied have

‘The father (vehemently) defended his son whose classmatesprobably have lied many times already.’

(33) a. Michael
M.

tröstete
comforted

den
the

Bibliothekar,
librarian

. . . b. Michael
M.

hat
has

den
the

Bibliothekar
librarian

rührend
kindly

getröstet,
comforted

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Kolleginnen
colleagues

ebenfalls
also

eine
a

Kündigung
dismissal

erhalten
got

haben.
have

‘Michael kindly comforted the librarian whose colleagues had been dismissed too.’

(34) a. Das
The

Fernsehteam
television-team

interviewte
interviewed

den
the

Schankwirt,
landlord

. . .

b. Das
The

Fernsehteam
television-team

hat
has

den
the

Schankwirt
landlord

kurz
briefly

interviewt,
interviewed

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Köche
cooks

einen
a

Wettbewerb
competition

gewonnen
won

haben.
have

‘The television team (briefly) interviewed the landlord whose cooks had won a competition.’

(35) a. Die
The

Handwerkskammer
chamber-of-handicrafts

prämierte
awarded

den
the

Friseur,
hair-dresser

. . .

b. Die
The

Handwerkskammer
chamber-of-handicraft

hat
has

den
the

Friseur
hair-dresser

gestern
yesterday

prämiert,
awarded

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Lehrlinge
apprentices

die
the

Leistungsschau
competition

gewonnen
won

haben.
have

‘(Yesterday,) the chamber of handicrafts awarded the hair dresser whose apprentices had won the competition.’

(36) a. Die
The

Enkelkinder
grandchildren

besuchten
visited

den
the

Opa,
grandpa

. . . b. Die
The

Enkelkinder
grandchildren

haben
have

den
the

Opa
grandpa

kurz
briefly

besucht,
visited

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Ärzte
doctors

übrigens
by-the-way

eine
a

Operation
surgery

empfohlen
recommended

haben.
have

‘The grandchildren (briefly) visited their grandpa whose doctors recommended a surgery, by the way.’

(37) a. Der
The

Vermieter
landlord

verklagte
sued

den
the

Mieter,
renter

. . . b. Der
The

Vermieter
landlord

hat
has

den
the

Mieter
renter

diesmal
this-time

verklagt,
sued

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Nachbarinnen
neighbours

sich
REFL

schon
already

mehrfach
multiply

beschwert
complained

haben.
have

‘(This time,) the landlord sued the renter whose neighbourshave complained many times already.’

(38) a. Der
The

Chef
boss

wählte
chose

den
the

Spediteur,
forwarding-agent

. . . b. Der
The

Chef
boss

hat
has

den
the

Spediteur
forwarding-agent

dann
then

gewählt,
chosen

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Sekretärinnen
secretaries

die
the

Unterlagen
documents

rechtzeitig
in-time

eingereicht
submitted

haben.
have

‘(Finally) the boss chose the forwarding agent whose secretary had handed in the documents in time.’

(39) a. Der
The

Vorstand
board

wählte
chose

den
the

Bewerber,
applicant

. . . b. Der
The

Vorstand
board

hat
has

den
the

Bewerber
applicant

schließlich
finally

gewählt,
chosen

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Sponsoren
sponsors

dem
the

Verein
club

mehr
more

Geld
money

angeboten
offered

haben.
have

‘The board (finally) chose the applicant whose sponsors had offered more money to the club’
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(40) a. Die
The

Geschäftsleitung
management

mahnte
admonished

den
the

Abteilungsleiter,
department-head

. . .

b. Die
The

Geschäftsleitung
management

hat
has

den
the

Abteilungsleiter
department-head

eindringlich
strongly

gemahnt,
admonished

. . .

c. dessen
whose

Assistentinnen
assistants

das
the

teure
expensive

Gerät
instrument

beschädigt
damaged

haben.
have

‘The management (strongly) admonished the head of department whose assistants had damaged the expensive
instrument.’

Stimuli Experiment 7

For each sentence the two singular mismatch conditions are given. The adverbial given in
the first line of each sentence occurred in one of the positionindicated by the brackets.

(1) Adverbial: wirklich nicht (‘really not’)

Ich
I

staune,
marvel

dass
that

die
the

Rentnerin
pensioner

(Adv) die
the

Schulfreundinnen
classmates

(Adv) erkannt
recognized

hat.
has

‘I am astonished that the pensioner really didn’t recognizethe classmates.’

(2) Adverbial: heute früh (‘this morning’)

Ich
I

vermute,
assume

dass
that

die
the

Lektorin
editor

(Adv) die
the

Autorinnen
authors

(Adv) beraten
advised

hat.
has

‘I assume that the editor advised the authors this morning.’

(3) Adverbial: gestern öffentlich (‘yesterday publicly’)

Mir
Me

kam
came

zu
to

Ohren,
ears

dass
that

die
the

Studentin
student

(Adv) die
the

Professorinnen
professors

(Adv) kritisiert
critcized

hat.
has

‘I have heard, that yesterday the student criticized the professors publicly.’

(4) Adverbial: zu Recht (‘justifiably’)

Ich
I

glaube,
believe

dass
that

die
the

Demonstrantin
marcher

(Adv) die
the

Polizistinnen
police-women

(Adv) angezeigt
charged

hat.
has

‘I think that the marcher charged the police women justifiably.’

(5) Adverbial: wohl tatsächlich (‘probably indeed’)

Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

die
the

Anwältin
lawyer

(Adv) die
the

Mandantinnen
clients

(Adv) betrogen
deceived

hat.
has

‘I heard, that the lawyer actually deceived the clients.’

(6) Adverbial: auch diesmal (‘also this time’)

Ich
I

habe
have

mich
me

darüber
about-it

gefreut,
pleased

dass
that

die
the

Oma
granny

(Adv) die
the

Schülerinnen
pupils

(Adv) unterstützt
supported

hat.
has

‘I was pleased about the fact that the granny supported the pupils also this time.’

(7) Adverbial: noch rechtzeitig (‘still in time’)

Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

die
the

Biologin
biologist

(Adv) die
the

Laborantinnen
lab-assistants

(Adv) informiert
informed

hat.
has

‘I hope that the biologist informed the lab assistants stillin time.’

(8) Adverbial: diesmal besonders (‘this time particularily’)

Ich
I

denke,
think

dass
that

die
the

Trainerin
coach

(Adv) die
the

Stürmerinnen
forwards

(Adv) gelobt
praised

hat.
has

‘I think that the coach this time particularly praised the forwards.’

(9) Adverbial: häufig abends (‘often in the evening’)

Ich
I

glaube,
think

dass
that

die
the

Pflegerin
nurse

(Adv) die
the

Rentnerinnen
pensioners

(Adv) versorgt
supplied

hat.
has

‘I think that the nurse often supplied the pensioners in the evening.’
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(10) Adverbial: auch öffentlich (‘also publicly’)

Ich
I

begrüße
appreciate

es,
it

dass
that

die
the

Professorin
professor

(Adv) die
the

Doktorandinnen
PhD-students

(Adv) verteidigt
defended

hat.
has

‘I appreciate that the professor defended the PhD-studentsalso publicly.’

(11) Adverbial: auch privat (‘also privately’)

Ich
I

finde
find

es
it

gut,
good

dass
that

die
the

Mentorin
mentor

(Adv) die
the

Studentinnen
students

(Adv) unterstützt
supported

hat.
has

‘I approve that the mentor supported the students also privately.’

(12) Adverbial: anschließend noch (‘afterwards yet’)

Mir
Me

hat
was

gefallen,
pleased

dass
that

die
the

Siegerin
victor

(Adv) die
the

Gegnerinnen
opponents

(Adv) eingeladen
invited

hat.
has

‘It pleased me that afterwards the victor yet invited the opponents.’

(13) Adverbial: einfach so (‘just so’)

Ich
I

war
was

keineswegs
noway

überrascht
surprised

darüber,
about-it

dass
that

die
the

Schülerin
pupil

(Adv) die
the

Freundinnen
friends

(Adv) beschuldigt
accused

hat.
has

‘I was not at all surprised over the fact that the pupil accused the friends with no deeper reason.’

(14) Adverbial: bereits mehrfach (‘already several times’)

Ich
I

habe
have

jetzt
now

erst
only

erfahren,
learned

dass
that

die
the

Professorin
professor

(Adv) die
the

Doktorandin
PhD-students

(Adv) ermahnt
admonished

hat.
has

‘I came to know only now that the professor admonished the PhD-students already several times.’

(15) Adverbial: noch rechtzeitig (‘still in time’)

Ich
I

bin
am

froh,
glad

dass
that

die
the

Ärztin
doctor

(Adv) die
the

Patientinnen
patients

(Adv) operiert
operated

hat.
has

‘I am glad that the doctor operated the patients still in time.’

(16) Adverbial: gestern Abend (‘yesterday evening’)

Mir
Me

kam
came

zu
to

Ohren,
ears

dass
that

die
the

Spielerin
player

(Adv) die
the

Trainerinnen
coaches

(Adv) beleidigt
insulted

hat.
has

‘I heard that the player insulted the coaches yesterday evening.’

(17) Adverbial: derart heftig (‘so violently’)

Amüsant
Amusing

fand
found

ich
I

es
it

nicht,
not

dass
that

die
the

Politikerin
politician

(Adv) die
the

Moderatorinnen
presenters

(Adv) beschimpft
insulted

hat.
has

‘I was not amused that the politician insulted the presenters so violently.’

(18) Adverbial: heute morgen (‘this morning’)

Ich
I

glaube
think

nicht,
not

dass
that

die
the

Rentnerin
pensioner

(Adv) die
the

Enkelinnen
granddaughters

(Adv) weggeschickt
sent-away

hat.
has

‘I do not think that the pensioner sent the granddaughters away this morning.’

(19) Adverbial: äußerst intensiv (‘most intensivley’)

Ich
I

bin
am

mir
me

sicher,
sure

dass
that

die
the

Journalistin
journalist

(Adv) die
the

Politikerinnen
politicians

(Adv) befragt
queried

hat.
has

‘I am sure that the journalist queried the politicians extremely intensively.’

(20) Adverbial: immer wieder (‘again and again’)

Ich
I

bin
am

froh,
glad

dass
that

die
the

Lehrerin
teacher

(Adv) die
the

Schülerinnen
pupils

(Adv) gefördert
promoted

hat.
has

‘I’m glad that the teacher promoted the pupils again and again.’

(21) Adverbial: immer geduldig (‘always patiently’)

Wir
We

sind
are

froh,
glad

dass
that

die
the

Erzieherin
educator

(Adv) die
the

Schülerinnen
pupils

(Adv) unterstützt
supported

hat.
has

‘We are glad that the educator supported the pupils always patiently.’
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(22) Adverbial: nicht auch (‘not also’)

Wir
We

sind
are

nicht
not

damit
with-it

einverstanden,
agreeable

dass
that

die
the

Ärztin
doctor

(Adv) die
the

Krankenschwestern
nurses

(Adv) eingeweiht
acquained

hat.
has

‘We do not agree with the fact, that the doctor did not also acquain the nurses.’

(23) Adverbial: einfach nicht (‘simply not’)

Wir
We

vermuten,
assume

dass
that

die
the

Chefin
boss

(Adv) die
the

Praktikantinnen
trainees

(Adv) informiert
informed

hat.
has

‘We assume that the boss just did not inform the trainees.’

(24) Adverbial: neulich wieder (‘recently again’)

Wir
We

bedauern,
regret

dass
that

die
the

Mieterin
tenant

(Adv) die
the

Nachbarinnen
neighbors

(Adv) belästigt
bothered

hat.
has

‘We regret that recently the tenant bothered the neighbors again.’

(25) Adverbial: gestern mehrfach (‘yesterday several times’)

Wir
We

haben
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

die
the

Zeugin
witness

(Adv) die
the

Entführerinnen
kidnappers

(Adv) belastet
incriminated

hat.
has

‘We have heard that yesterday the witness incriminated the kidnappers serveral times.’

(26) Adverbial: diesmal ernsthaft (‘this time seriously’)

Wir
We

befürchten,
are-afraid

dass
that

die
the

Dozentin
lecturer

(Adv) die
the

Studentinnen
students

(Adv) überfordert
overstrained

hat.
has

‘We are afraid that this time the lecturer seriously overstrained the students.’

(27) Adverbial: völlig grundlos (‘completely groundlessly’)

Wir
We

glauben
believe

kaum,
hardly

dass
that

die
the

Senatorin
senator

(Adv) die
the

Praktikantinnen
trainees

(Adv) rausgeworfen
threw-out

hat.
has

‘We hardly believe that the senator threw out the trainees with no reason at all.’

(28) Adverbial: völlig lustlos (‘completely halfheartedly’)

Wir
We

haben
have

gesehen,
seen

dass
that

die
the

Verkäuferin
salesclerk

(Adv) die
the

Kundinnen
customers

(Adv) beraten
advised

hat.
has

‘We have seen that the salesclerk advised the customers completely halfheartedly.’

(29) Adverbial: sehr detailliert (‘in great detail’)

Wir
We

fanden
found

es
it

gut,
good

dass
that

die
the

Moderatorin
moderator

(Adv) die
the

Sportlerinnen
athletes

(Adv) befragt
asked

hat.
has

‘We approved, that the moderator asked the athletes in greatdetail.’

(30) Adverbial: derart schnell (‘that fast’)

Wir
We

sind
are

erleichtert,
relieved

dass
that

die
the

Erzieherin
educator

(Adv) die
the

Ausreißerinnen
runaways

(Adv) gefunden
found

hat.
has

‘We are relieved that the educator found the runaways in sucha short time.’

(31) Adverbial: gestern sofort (‘yesterday immediately’)

Es
It

hat
has

uns
us

überrascht,
surprised

dass
that

die
the

Entführerin
kidnapper

(Adv) die
the

Komplizinnen
accomplices

(Adv) verraten
betrayed

hat.
has

‘It surprised us that yesterday the kidnapper betrayed the accomplices immediately.’

(32) Adverbial: schon wieder (‘once again’)

Wir
We

können
can

es
it

kaum
hardly

glauben,
believe

dass
that

die
the

Schülerin
pupil

(Adv) die
the

Klassenkameradinnen
classmates

(Adv) bestohlen
stolen

hat.
has

‘We can hardly believe that the pupil once again stole from the classmates.’

(33) Adverbial: noch nie (‘not ever’)

Natürlich
Of-course

glauben
believe

wir
we

nicht,
not

dass
that

die
the

Chefin
boss

(Adv) die
the

Kolleginnen
colleagues

(Adv) eingeweiht
acquainted

hat.
has

‘Of course, we do not believe that the boss didn’t acquain thecolleagues ever.’
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(34) Adverbial: einfach fristlos (‘just summarily’)

Mit
With

Bedauern
regret

nehmen
take

wir
we

zur
to

Kenntnis,
note

dass
hat

die
the

Wirtin
innkeeper

(Adv) die
the

Köchinnen
cooks

(Adv) entlassen
dismissed

hat.
has

‘We notice with regret that the innkeeper dismissed the cooks summarily.’

(35) Adverbial: heute morgen (‘this morning’)

Uns
Us

kam
came

zu
to

Ohren,
ears

dass
that

die
the

Bewerberin
candidate

(Adv) die
the

Prüferinnen
examiners

(Adv) begeistert
fascinated

hat.
has

‘We have heard that the candidate fascinated the examiners this morning.’

(36) Adverbial: auch diesmal (‘also this time’)

Wir
We

glauben
believe

nicht,
not

dass
that

die
the

Kandidatin
candidate

(Adv) die
the

Tanten
aunts

(Adv) überzeugt
convinced

hat.
has

‘We don’t believe that the candidate convinced the aunts also this time.’

(37) Adverbial: kurz danach (‘shortly thereafter’)

Leider
Unfortunately

mussten
had.to

wir
we

erfahren,
experience

dass
that

die
the

Touristin
tourist

(Adv) die
the

Reiseleiterinnen
tour-guides

(Adv) verklagt
sued

hat.
has

‘Unfortunately we had to experience that the tourist sued the tour guides shortly thereafter.’

(38) Adverbial: noch rechtzeitig (‘just betimes’)

Wir
We

sind
are

froh,
glad

dass
that

die
the

Radfahrerin
bicyclist

(Adv) die
the

Fußgängerinnen
pedestrians

(Adv) gesehen
seen

hat.
has

‘We are glad that the bicyclist saw the pedestrians just betimes.’

(39) Adverbial: derart massiv (‘so massively’)

Es
It

war
was

wirklich
really

nicht
not

fair,
fair

dass
that

die
the

Prüferin
examiner

(Adv) die
the

Studentinnen
students

(Adv) eingeschüchtert
intimidated

hat.
has

‘It was really not fair that the examiner intimidated the students in such a substantial manner.’

(40) Adverbial: dermaßen häufig (‘insomuch frequently’)

Es
It

hat
has

uns
us

ziemlich
rather

geärgert,
annoyed

dass
that

die
the

Kollegin
colleague

(Adv) die
the

Praktikantinnen
trainees

(Adv) ausgenutzt
took-advantage

hat.
has

‘It rather annoyed us that the colleague took advantage of the trainees that frequently.’

Stimuli Experiment 8

For each sentence, the two mismatch conditions with a singular subject are given.

(1) Ich
I

glaube,
think

dass
that

die
the

Rentnerin
pensioner

die
the

Reiseleiterin/
tour-guide

die
the

Rundreise
round-trip

in
in

höchsten
highest

Tönen
tones

gelobt
praised

hat.
has

‘I think that the pensioner spoke in highest terms of the tourguide/the round trip.’

(2) Ich
I

bin
am

froh,
glad

dass
that

die
the

Lehrerin
teacher

die
the

Schülerin/
pupil

das
the

Exponat
exhibit

gestern
yesterday

so
so

sehr
much

gelobt
praised

hat.
has

‘I am glad the teacher praised the pupil/the exhibit so much yesterday.’

(3) Ich
I

glaube,
reckon

dass
that

die
the

Kollegin
colleague

die
the

Praktikantin/
trainee

die
the

Projektidee
project-proposal

nach
after

der
the

Sitzung
meeting

gelobt
praised

hat.
has

‘I reckon that the colleague praised the trainee/ the project propsal after the meeting.’

(4) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

die
the

Tutorin
tutor

die
the

Studentin/
student

die
the

Antwort
answer

gestern
yesterday

Abend
evening

sehr
very

gelobt
praised

hat.
has

‘I have heard that the tutor praised the student/ the answer alot last night.’

(5) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

die
the

Professorin
professor

die
the

Studentin/
student

die
the

Hausarbeit
coursework

gestern
yesterday

ziemlich
quite

scharf
harshly

kritisiert
criticized

hat.
has

‘I have heard that the professor criticized the student/ thecoursework quite harshly yesterday.’
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(6) Mir
Me

ist
is

aufgefallen,
striked

dass
that

die
the

Politikerin
politician

die
the

Reporterin/
reporter

die
the

Zeitung
newspaper

doch
rather

sehr
very

entschieden
resolutely

kritisiert
criticized

hat.
has

‘I noticed that the politician actually criticized the reporter/ the newspaper very resolutely.’

(7) Ich
I

vermute,
assume

dass
that

die
the

Patientin
patient

die
the

Ärztin/
doctor

die
the

Mahlzeit
meal

nicht
not

nur
only

einmal
once

kritisiert
criticized

hat.
has

‘I assume that the patient criticized the doctor/ the meal not only once.’

(8) Ich
I

glaube
believe

kaum,
hardly

dass
that

die
the

Referentin
lecturer

die
the

Teilnehmerin/
participant

die
the

Hypothese
hypothesis

wirklich
really

so
so

massiv
massively

kritisiert
criticized

hat.
has

I hardly believe that the lecturer really so massively criticized the participant/ the hypothesis.’

(9) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

die
the

Entwicklerin
developer

die
the

Programmiererin/
programmer

das
the

Programm
program

schon
already

heute
today

Morgen
morning

vorgestellt
introduced

hat.
has

‘I have heard that the developer introduced the programmer/the program already this morning.’

(10) Ich
I

vermute,
assume

dass
that

die
the

Moderatorin
presenter

die
the

Gesprächspartnerin/
interlocutor

die
the

Streitfrage
issue

schon
alreay

zu
at

Beginn
outset

vorgestellt
introduced

hat.
has

‘I assume that the presenter introduced the interlocutor/ the issue alreay at the outset.’

(11) Ich
I

erinnere
remember

mich,
myself

dass
that

die
the

Herausgeberin
editor

die
the

Journalistin/
journalist

die
the

Zeitschrift
journal

auf
at

der
the

Veranstaltung
event

vorgestellt
presented

hat.
has

‘I remember that the editor presented the journalist/ the journal at the event.’

(12) Ich
I

glaube,
reckon

dass
that

die
the

Lektorin
editor

die
the

Autorin/
author

das
the

Buch
book

auf
at

der
the

Messe
fair

vorgestellt
presented

hat.
has

‘I reckon that the editor presented the author/ the book at the fair.’

(13) Ich
I

vermute,
assume

dass
that

die
the

Biologin
biologist

die
the

Kollegin/
colleague

das
the

Labor
laboratory

in
in

dem
the

Gang
hallway

gesucht
searched

hat.
has

‘I assume that the biologist searched for the colleague/ thelaboratory in the hallway.’

(14) Ich
I

glaube,
reckon

dass
that

die
the

Sportlerin
athlete

die
the

Trainerin/
coach

die
the

Toilette
restroom

wohl
probably

ziemlich
quite

lange
long

gesucht
searched

hat.
has

‘I reckon that the athlete searched for the coach/ the restroom probably for quite long time.’

(15) Ich
I

vermute,
reckon

dass
that

die
the

Reporterin
reporter

die
the

Siegerin/
winner

das
the

Pressezelt
press-tent

nach
after

dem
the

Spiel
match

gesucht
searched

hat.
has

‘I reckon that the reporter searched for the winner/ press center (located in a tent) after the match.’

(16) Ich
I

glaube
believe

nicht,
not

dass
that

die
the

Gaststudentin
exchange-student

die
the

Mentorin/
mentor

das
the

Wohnheim
dormitory

wirklich
really

so
so

lange
long

gesucht
searched

hat.
has

‘I don’t believe that the exchange student really searched for the mentor/ the dormitory for such a long time.’

(17) Mir
Me

ist
is

aufgefallen,
striked

dass
that

die
the

Wanderin
hiker

die
the

Reiterin/
rider

die
the

Brücke
bridge

gestern
yesterday

immer
always

wieder
again

fotografiert
photographed

hat.
has

‘I noticed that the hiker photographed the rider/ the bridgeagain and again yesterday.’

(18) Ich
I

glaube,
reckon

dass
that

die
the

Fotografin
photographer

die
the

Artistin/
artist

das
the

Fachwerkhaus
timber-frame-house

aus
from

verschiedenen
different

Perspektiven
angles

fotografiert
photographed

hat.
has

‘I reckon that the photographer photographed the artist/the timber frame house from different angles.’

(19) Ich
I

glaube,
reckon

dass
that

die
the

Besucherin
visitor

die
the

Rentnerin/
pensioner

die
the

Statue
statue

zu
at

verschiedenen
different

Tageszeiten
day-times

fotografiert
photographed

hat.
has

‘I reckon that the visitor photographed the pensioner/ the statue at different times of the day.’

(20) In
In

der
the

Zeitung
newspaper

stand,
stood

dass
that

die
the

Agentin
agent

die
the

Politikerin/
politician

die
the

Skizze
sketch

mit
with

einer
a

Spezialkamera
special-camera

fotografiert
photographed

hat.
has

‘The newspaper said that the agent photographed the politician/ the sketch with a special camera.’

(21) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

die
the

Detektivin
detective

die
the

Betrügerin/
deceiver

das
the

Beweisstück
evidence-piece

schon
already

nach
after

Kurzem
short

gefunden
found

hat.
has

‘I have heard that the detective shortly found the deceiver/the piece of evidence.’
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(22) Zum
At

Glück
fortune

war
was

es
is

so,
such

dass
that

die
the

Erzieherin
educator

die
the

Ausreißerin/
runaway

das
the

Versteck
hideout

doch
actually

ziemlich
quite

schnell
fast

gefunden
found

hat.
has

‘Fortunately it was such that the educator actually found the runaway/ the hideout quite fast.’

(23) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

die
the

Anwältin
lawyer

die
the

Zeugin/
witness

die
the

Prozessakte
case-file

gerade
just

noch
still

rechtzeitig
in-time

gefunden
found

hat.
has

‘I hope that the lawyer found the witness the case file just in time.’

(24) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

die
the

Ingenieurin
engineer

die
the

Bauleiterin/
site-manager

die
the

Schwachstelle
flaw

gestern
yesterday

Nachmittag
afternoon

noch
still

gefunden
found

hat.
has

‘I hope that the engineer still found the site manager/ the flaw yesterday afternoon.’

(25) Ich
I

glaube,
think

dass
that

die
the

Schülerin
pupil

die
the

Lehrerin/
teacher

das
the

Notizbuch
notebook

zunächst
initially

gar
at-all

nicht
not

gesehen
seen

hat.
has

‘I think that the pupil initially hasn’t seen the teacher/ the notebook at all.’

(26) Ich
I

vermute,
assume

dass
that

die
the

Radfahrerin
cyclist

die
the

Fußgängerin/
pedestrian

das
the

Auto
car

erst
only

sehr
very

spät
late

gesehen
seen

hat.
has

‘I assume that the cyclist saw the pedestrian/ the car only very late.’

(27) Max
Max

glaubt,
believes

dass
that

die
the

Nachbarin
neighbor

die
the

Einbrecherin/
burglar

das
the

Fahrrad
bike

trotz
despite

der
the

Dunkelheit
darkness

gesehen
seen

hat.
has

‘Max believes that the neighbor saw the burglar/ the bike despite the darkness.’

(28) Ich
I

vermute,
assume

dass
that

die
the

Studentin
student

die
the

Sängerin/
singer

die
the

Plastik
sculpture

sicher
certainly

schon
already

einmal
once

gesehen
seen

hat.
has

‘I assume that the student certainly has already seen the singer/ the sculpture once.’

(29) Ich
I

glaube,
reckon

dass
that

die
the

Kundin
customer

die
the

Verkäuferin/
saleswoman

das
the

Preisschild
tag

aus
by

Versehen
mistake

leider
unfortunately

übersehen
overlooked

hat.
has

‘I reckon that the customer unfortunately overlooked the saleswoman/ the tag by mistake.’

(30) Ich
I

fürchte,
suspect

dass
that

die
the

Radfahrerin
cyclist

das
the

Kind/
child

das
the

Schild
sign

vorhin
earlier

wohl
probably

einfach
just

übersehen
overlooked

hat.
has

‘I suspect that the cyclist probably just overlooked the child/ the sign earlier.’

(31) Ich
I

glaube
believe

kaum,
hardly

dass
that

die
the

Doktorandin
PhD-student

die
the

Freundin/
friend

die
the

Absperrung
barrier

in
in

dem
the

Gedränge
crowd

übersehen
overlooked

hat.
has

‘I hardly believe that the Ph.D. student overlooked the friend/ the barrier in the crowd.’

(32) Leider
Unfortunately

war
was

es
it

so,
such

dass
that

die
the

Artistin
artist

die
the

Kollegin/
colleague

das
the

Podest
pedestal

bei
at

der
the

Show
show

übersehen
overlooked

hat.
has

‘Unfortunately it was such that the artist overlooked the colleague/ the pedestal at the show.’

(33) Ich
I

glaube
believe

schon,
well

dass
that

die
the

Nachwuchsathletin
junior-athlete

die
the

Olympiasiegerin/
olympic-champion

die
the

Kampftechnik
combat-technique

von
from

ganzem
all

Herzen
heart

bewundert
admired

hat.
has

‘I well believe that the junior athlete wholeheartedly admired the olympic champion/ the combat technique.’

(34) Ich
I

bin
am

mir
me

sicher,
sure

dass
that

die
the

Enkelin
granddaughter

die
the

Oma/
granny

das
the

Bild
picture

all
all

die
the

Jahre
years

bewundert
admired

hat.
has

‘I am sure that the granddaughter admired the granny/ the picture over all the years.’

(35) Ich
I

glaube,
think

dass
that

die
the

Studentin
student

die
the

Musikerin/
musician

das
the

Album
album

über
over

alle
all

Maßen
measures

bewundert
admired

hat.
has

‘I think that the student overly admired the musician/ the album.’

(36) Ich
I

finde,
consider

dass
that

die
the

Praktikantin
trainee

die
the

Entwicklerin/
developer

das
the

Programm
program

schon
well

zu
at

Recht
right

bewundert
admired

hat.
has

‘I consider that the trainee deservedly admired the developer/ the program.’

(37) Ich
I

glaube,
reckon

dass
that

die
the

Sängerin
singer

die
the

Cellistin/
cellist

das
the

Lied
song

aus
for

irgendeinem
some

Grund
reason

gehasst
hated

hat.
has

‘I reckon that the singer hated the cellist/the song for somereason.’
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(38) Ich
I

kann
can

mir
me

gut
well

vorstellen,
imagine

dass
that

die
the

Schwimmerin
swimmer

die
the

Trainerin/
coach

die
the

Kraftübung
power-drill

nach
after

einer
a

Weile
while

gehasst
hated

hat.
has

‘I can well imagine that the swimmer hated the coach/ the power drill after a while.’

(39) Ich
I

vermute,
assume

dass
that

die
the

Tänzerin
dancer

die
the

Choreographin/
choreographer

die
the

Choreographie
choreography

von
from

Anfang
outset

an
on

gehasst
hated

hat.
has

‘I assume that the dancer hated the choreographer/ the choreography from outset.’

(40) Ich
I

glaube,
think

dass
that

die
the

Schauspielerin
actress

die
the

Kritikerin/
critic

die
the

Nacktszene
nude-scene

ein
a

kleines
little

bißchen
bit

gehasst
hated

hat.
has

‘I think that the actress hated the critic/ the nude scene a little bit.’

Stimuli Experiment 9

For each sentence the singular mismatch conditions are given. In each pair the first line
represents the unambiguous conditions while the second line represents the ambiguous
conditions. Half of the conditions contained the adverbialgiven in parentheses.

(1) Ich staune, dass der Rentner (wirklich nicht) die Schulfreundinnen erkannt hat.
Ich staune, dass die Rentnerin (wirklich nicht) die Schulfreundinnen erkannt hat.
I marvel that the pensioner (really not) the schoolmates recognized has
‘I am astonished that the pensioner (really did not) recognized the schoolmates.’

(2) Ich vermute, dass der Lektor (heute früh) die Autorinnenberaten hat.
Ich vermute, dass die Lektorin (heute früh) die Autorinnen beraten hat.
I assume that the lector (today morning) the authors advisedhas
‘I assume that the lector advised the authors (this morning).’

(3) Mir kam zu Ohren, dass der Student (gestern öffentlich) die Professorinnen kritisiert hat.
Mir kam zu Ohren, dass die Studentin (gestern öffentlich) die Professorinnen kritisiert hat.
Me came to ears that the student (yesterday publicly) the professors criticized has
‘I’ve heard that the student criticized the professor (yesterday in public).’

(4) Ich glaube, dass der Demonstrant (zu Recht) die Polizistinnen angezeigt hat.
Ich glaube, dass die Demonstrantin (zu Recht) die Polizistinnen angezeigt hat.
I believe that the marcher (at justification) the police-women charged has
‘I believe that the marcher charged the police women (with justification).’

(5) Ich habe gehört, dass der Anwalt (wohl tatsächlich) die Mandantinnen betrogen hat.
Ich habe gehört, dass die Anwältin (wohl tatsächlich) die Mandantinnen betrogen hat.
I have heard that the lawyer (probably indeed) the clients deceived has
‘I believe that the lawyer (probably indeed) deceived the clients.’

(6) Ich habe mich darüber gefreut, dass der Opa (auch diesmal) die Schülerinnen unterstützt hat.
Ich habe mich darüber gefreut, dass die Oma (auch diesmal) die Schülerinnen unterstützt hat.
I have me about-it pleased that the grandpa/granny (also this-time) the pupils supported has
‘I was pleased that the grandpa/granny supported the pupils(also this time).’

(7) Ich hoffe, dass der Biologe (noch rechtzeitig) die Laborantinnen informiert hat.
Ich hoffe, dass die Biologin (noch rechtzeitig) die Laborantinnen informiert hat.
I hope that the biologist (yet in-time) the lab-assistants informed has
‘I hope that the biologist informed the lab assistants (justin time).’

(8) Ich denke, dass der Trainer (diesmal besonders) die Stürmerinnen gelobt hat.
Ich denke, dass die Trainerin (diesmal besonders) die Stürmerinnen gelobt hat.
I think that the coach (this-time particularly) the forwards praised has
‘I think that the coach praised (particularly) the forwards(this time).’
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(9) Ich glaube, dass der Pfleger (häufig abends) die Rentnerinnen versorgt hat.
Ich glaube, dass die Pflegerin (häufig abends) die Rentnerinnen versorgt hat.
I think that the nurse (often in-the-evening) the pensioners supplied has
‘I think that the nurse supplied the pensiners (often in the evening).’

(10) Ich begrüße es, dass der Professor (auch öffentlich) die Doktorandinnen verteidigt hat.
Ich begrüße es, dass die Professorin (auch öffentlich) die Doktorandinnen verteidigt hat.
I appreciate it that the professor (also in-public) the PhD-students defended has
‘I appreciate that the professor defended the PhD students (in public as well).’

(11) Ich finde es gut, dass der Mentor (auch privat) die Studentinnen unterstützt hat.
Ich finde es gut, dass die Mentorin (auch privat) die Studentinnen unterstützt hat.
I find it good that the mentor (also privately) the students supported has
‘I aprove that the mentor supported the students (also privately).’

(12) Mir hat gefallen, dass der Sieger (anschließend noch) die Gegenspielerinnen eingeladen hat.
Mir hat gefallen, dass die Siegerin (anschließend noch) dieGegenspielerinnen eingeladen hat.
Me has pleased that the winner (afterwards yet) the opponents invited has
‘It pleased me that the winner invited the opponents (afterwards).’

(13) Ich war keineswegs überrascht darüber, dass der Schüler (einfach so) die Freundinnen beschuldigt hat.
Ich war keineswegs überrascht darüber, dass die Schülerin (einfach so) die Freundinnen beschuldigt hat.
I was not-at-all surprised about-it that the pupil (just such) the friends accused has
‘I was not at all surprised that the pupil accused the friends(with no deeper reason).’

(14) Ich habe erst jetzt erfahren, dass der Professor (bereits mehrfach) die Doktorandinnen ermahnt hat.
Ich habe erst jetzt erfahren, dass die Professorin (bereitsmehrfach) die Doktorandinnen ermahnt hat.
I have only now learnt that the professor (already multiply)the PhD-students admonished has
‘I came to know only now that the professor admonished the PhDstudents (already several times).’

(15) Ich bin froh, dass der Arzt (noch rechtzeitig) die Patientinnen operiert hat.
Ich bin froh, dass die Ärztin (noch rechtzeitig) die Patientinnen operiert hat.
I am glad that the doctor (yet in-time) the patients operatedhas
‘I am glad that the doctor operated the patients (just in time).’

(16) Mir kam zu Ohren, dass der Spieler (gestern Abend) die Trainerinnen beleidigt hat.
Mir kam zu Ohren, dass die Spielerin (gestern Abend) die Trainerinnen beleidigt hat.
Me came to ears that the player (yesterday evening) the coaches insulted has
‘I’ve heard that the player insulted the coaches (last night).’

(17) Amüsant fand ich es nicht, dass der Politiker (derart heftig) die Moderatorinnen beschuldigt hat.
Amüsant fand ich es nicht, dass die Politikerin (derart heftig) die Moderatorinnen beschuldigt hat.
Amusing found I it not that the politician (so violently) thepresenters insulted has
‘I was not amused that the politician insulted the presenters (so violently).’

(18) Ich glaube nicht, dass der Rentner (heute morgen) die Enkelinnen weggeschickt hat.
Ich glaube nicht, dass die Rentnerin (heute morgen) die Enkelinnen weggeschickt hat.
I believe not that the pensioner (today morning) the granddaughters sent-away has
‘I do not believe that the pensioner sent the granddaughtersaway (this morning).’

(19) Ich bin mir sicher, dass der Journalist (äußerst intensiv) die Politikerinnen befragt hat.
Ich bin mir sicher, dass die Journalistin (äußerst intensiv) die Politikerinnen befragt hat.
I am me sure that the journalist (most intensively) the politicians queried has
‘I am sure that the journalist queried the politicians (mostintensively).’

(20) Ich bin froh, dass der Lehrer (immer wieder) die Schülerinnen gefördert hat.
Ich bin froh, dass die Lehrerin (immer wieder) die Schülerinnen gefördert hat.
I am glad that the teacher (always again) the pupils promotedhas
‘I am glad that the teacher promoted the pupils (again and again).’

(21) Wir sind froh, dass der Erzieher (immer geduldig) die Schülerinnen unterstützt hat.
Wir sind froh, dass die Erzieherin (immer geduldig) die Schülerinnen unterstützt hat.
We are glad that the educator (always patiently) the pupils supported has
‘We are glad that the educator (always patiently) supportedthe pupils .’

(22) Wir sind nicht damit einverstanden, dass der Arzt (nicht auch) die Krankenschwestern eingeweiht hat.
Wir sind nicht damit einverstanden, dass die Ärztin (nicht auch) die Krankenschwestern eingeweiht hat.
We are not with-it agreeable that the doctor (not also) the nurses acquained has
‘We disagree with it that the doctor (did not) acquain(ed) the nurses (as well).’
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(23) Wir vermuten, dass der Chef (einfach nicht) die Praktikantinnen informiert hat.
Wir vermuten, dass die Chefin (einfach nicht) die Praktikantinnen informiert hat.
We assume that the boss (just not) the trainees informed has
‘We assume that the boss (just did not) inform(ed) the trainees.’

(24) Wir bedauern, dass der Mieter (neulich wieder) die Nachbarinnen belästigt hat.
Wir bedauern, dass die Mieterin (neulich wieder) die Nachbarinnen belästigt hat.
We regret that the tenant (recently again) the neighbors bothered has
‘We regret that the tenant bothered the neighbors (recentlyagain).’

(25) Wir haben gehört, dass der Zeuge (gestern mehrfach) dieEntführerinnen belastet hat.
Wir haben gehört, dass die Zeugin (gestern mehrfach) die Entführerinnen belastet hat.
We are glad that the educator (always patiently) the pupils supported has
‘We have heard that the witness incriminated the kidnappers(yesterday several times).’

(26) Wir befürchten, dass der Dozent (diesmal ernsthaft) die Studentinnen überfordert hat.
Wir befürchten, dass der Dozent (diesmal ernsthaft) die Studentinnen überfordert hat.
We apprehend that the lecturer (this-time seriously) the students overstrained has
‘We are afraid that the lecturer seriously overstrained thestudents (this time seriously).’

(27) Wir glauben kaum, dass der Senator (völlig grundlos) die Praktikantinnen rausgeworfen hat.
Wir glauben kaum, dass die Senatorin (völlig grundlos) die Praktikantinnen rausgeworfen hat.
We believe hardly that the senator (completely causelessly) the trainees discharged has
‘We hardly believe that the senator discharged the trainees(without cause).’

(28) Wir haben gesehen, dass der Verkäufer (völlig lustlos)die Kundinnen beraten hat.
Wir haben gesehen, dass die Verkäuferin (völlig lustlos) die Kundinnen beraten hat.
We have seen that the salesclerk (completely listlessly) the clients advised has
‘We have seen that that the salesclerk advised the customers(completely listlessly).’

(29) Wir fanden es gut, dass der Moderator (sehr detailliert) die Sporterinnen befragt hat.
Wir fanden es gut, dass die Moderatorin (sehr detailliert) die Sporterinnen befragt hat.
We found it good that the presenter (very detailed) the athletes queried has
‘We approved that the presenter queried the athletes (in great detail).’

(30) Wir sind erleichtert, dass der Erzieher (derart schnell) die Ausreißerinnen gefunden hat.
Wir sind erleichtert, dass die Erzieherin (derart schnell)die Ausreißerinnen gefunden hat.
We are relieved that the educator (that fast) the runaways found has
‘We are relieved that the educator found the runaways (in such a short time).’

(31) Es hat uns überrascht, dass der Entführer (gestern sofort) die Komplizinnen verraten hat.
Es hat uns überrascht, dass die Entführerin (gestern sofort) die Komplizinnen verraten hat.
It has us surprised that the kidnapper (yesterday immediately) the accomplices betrayed has
‘It surprised us that the kidnapper betrayed the accomplices (yesterday immediately).’

(32) Wir können es kaum glauben, dass der Schüler (schon wieder) die Klassenkameradinnen bestohlen hat.
Wir können es kaum glauben, dass die Schülerin (schon wieder) die Klassenkameradinnen bestohlen hat.
We can it hardly believe that the pupil (already again) the classmates stolen-from has
‘We can hardly believe that the pupil stole from the classmates (once again).’

(33) Natürlich glauben wir nicht, dass der Chef (noch nie) die Kolleginnen eingeweiht hat.
Natürlich glauben wir nicht, dass die Chefin (noch nie) die Kolleginnen eingeweiht hat.
Of-course believe we not that the boss (yet never) the colleagues acquained has
‘Of course, we do not believe that the boss (never ever) acquained the colleagues.’

(34) Mit Bedauern nehmen wir zur Kenntnis, dass der Wirt (einfach fristlos) die Köchinnen entlassen hat.
Mit Bedauern nehmen wir zur Kenntnis, dass die Wirtin (einfach fristlos) die Köchinnen entlassen hat.
With regret take we at notice that the innkeeper (just summarily) the cooks discharged has
‘We notice with regret that the innkeeper dismissed the cooks (just summarily).’

(35) Uns kam zu Ohren, dass der Bewerber (heute morgen) die Prüferinnen begeistert hat.
Uns kam zu Ohren, dass die Bewerberin (heute morgen) die Prüferinnen begeistert hat.
Us came to ears that the candidate (today morning) the examiners fascinated has
‘We have heard that the candidate fascinated the examiners (this morning).’

(36) Wir glauben nicht, dass der Kandidat (auch diesmal) dieTanten überzeugt hat.
Wir glauben nicht, dass die Kandidatin (auch diesmal) die Tanten überzeugt hat.
We believe not that the candidate (also this-time) the auntsconvinded has
‘We do not believe that the candidate convinced the aunts (this time again).’
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(37) Lieder mussten wir erfahren, dass der Tourist (kurz danach) die Reiseleiterinnen verklagt hat.
Lieder mussten wir erfahren, dass die Touristin (kurz danach) die Reiseleiterinnen verklagt hat.
Unfortunately must we experienced that the tourist (shortly thereafter) the tour-guides sued has
‘Unfortunately we had to experience that the tourist sued the tour guides (shortly thereafter).’

(38) Wir sind froh, dass der Radfahrer (noch rechtzeitig) die Fußgängerinnen gesehen hat.
Wir sind froh, dass der Radfahrer (noch rechtzeitig) die Fußgängerinnen gesehen hat.
We are glad that the cyclist (yet in-time) the pedestrians seen has
‘We are glad that the cyclist saw the pedestrians (just in time).’

(39) Es war wirklich nicht fair, dass der Prüfer (derart massiv) die Studentinnen eingeschüchtert hat.
Es war wirklich nicht fair, dass die Prüferin (derart massiv) die Studentinnen eingeschüchtert hat.
It was really not fair that the examiner (such severly) the students intimidated has
‘It was really not fair that the examiner intimidated the students (such severly).’

(40) Es hat uns ziemlich geärgert, dass der Kollege (dermaßen häufig) die Praktikantinnen ausgenutzt hat.
Es hat uns ziemlich geärgert, dass die Kollegin (dermaßen häufig) die Praktikantinnen ausgenutzt hat.
It has us rather annoyed that the colleague (insomuch often)the trainees taken-advantage has
‘It rather annoyed us that the colleague took advantage of the trainees (so often).’

Stimuli Experiment 10

For each sentence set the conditions ‘singular, match’ are given. The left (feminine) object
NP represents the ambiguous conditions while the object NP to the right of the slash is
the masculine unambiguous counterpart. The adverbials given in parentheses was present
in half of the conditions.

(1) Ich
I

staune,
marvel

dass
that

die
the

Rentnerin
pensioner

die
the

Schulfreundin/
schoolmate

den
the

Schulfreund
schoolmate

(wirklich
really

nicht)
not

erkannt
recognized

hat.
has

‘I’m astonished that the pensioner (really did not) recognize the schoolmate.’

(2) Ich
I

vermute,
assume

dass
that

die
the

Lektorin
lector

die
the

Autorin/
authoress

den
the

Autor
author

heute
today

früh
early

beraten
advised

hat.
has

‘I assume that the lector advised the author(ess) (this morning).’

(3) Mir
Me

kam
came

zu
to

Ohren,
ears

dass
that

die
the

Studentin
student

die
the

Professorin/
professor

den
the

Professor
professor

(gestern
yesterday

öffentlich)
publically

kritisiert
criticized

hat.
has

‘I’ve heard that the student criticized the professor (yesterday in public).’

(4) Ich
I

glaube,
believe

dass
that

die
the

Verkäuferin
saleswoman

die
the

Diebin/
thief

den
the

Dieb
thief

(zu
at

Recht)
right

angezeigt
denounced

hat.
has

‘I believe that the saleswoman justifiably denounced the thief.’

(5) Ich
I

habe
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

die
the

Anwältin
advocate

die
the

Richterin/
judge

den
the

Richter
judge

(wohl
well

tatsächlich)
indeed

belogen
lied-to

hat.
has

‘I’ve heard that the advocate (indeed) lied to the judge.’

(6) Ich
I

habe
have

mich
me

darüber
about

gefreut,
plaesed

dass
that

die
the

Oma
granny

die
the

Schülerin/
pupil

den
the

Schüler
pupil

(auch
also

diesmal)
this-time

unterstützt
supported

hat.
has

‘I was pleased that the granny supported the pupil (also thistime).’

(7) Ich
I

hoffe,
hope

dass
that

die
the

Biologin
biologist

die
the

Mitarbeiterin/
coworker

den
the

Mitarbeiter
coworker

noch
still

rechtzeitig
in-time

informiert
informed

hat.
has

‘I hope that the biologist informed the coworker still in time.’

(8) Ich
I

denke,
think

dass
that

die
the

Trainerin
coach

die
the

Stürmerin/
forward

den
the

Stürmer
forward

diesmal
this-time

besonders
especially

gelobt
praised

hat.
has

‘I think that this time the coach especially praised the forward.’

(9) Ich
I

glaube,
believe

dass
that

die
the

Pflegerin
nurse

die
the

Rentnerin/den
pensioner

Rentner
the

häufig
pensioner

abends
often

versorgt
evening

hat.
supplied has

‘I believe that the nurse supplied the pensioner often in theevening.’
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(10) Ich
I

begrüße
appreciate

es,
it

dass
that

die
the

Professorin
professor

die
the

Sekretärin/
secretary

den
the

Sekretär
secretary

auch
also

öffentlich
publically

verteidigt
defended

hat.
has

‘I appreciate that the professor defended the secretary also in public.’

(11) Ich
I

finde
find

es
it

gut,
good

dass
that

die
the

Mentorin
mentor

die
the

Schülerin/
pupil

den
the

Schüler
pupil

auch
also

privat
privately

unterstützt
supported

hat.
has

‘I’m glad that the mentor supported the pupil also privately.’

(12) Mir
Me

hat
has

gefallen,
pleased

dass
that

die
the

Siegerin
winner

die
the

Gegnerin/
opponent

den
the

Gegner
opponent

anschließend
afterwards

noch
yet

eingeladen
invited

hat.
has

‘It pleased me that the winner invited the opponent afterwards.’

(13) Ich
I

war
was

keineswegs
noway

überrascht
surprised

darüber,
over

dass
that

die
the

Schülerin
pupil

die
the

Freundin/
friend

den
the

Freund
friend

einfach
just

so
so

beschuldigt
charged

hat.
has

‘I was not at all surprised that the pupil charged the friend for no reason.’

(14) Ich
I

habe
have

jetzt
now

erst
only

erfahren,
learnt

dass
that

die
the

Professorin
professor

die
the

Technikerin/
technician

den
the

Techniker
technician

(bereits
already

mehrfach)
multiply

ermahnt
admonished

hat.
has

‘I just now learnt that the professor admonished the technician already (several times).’

(15) Ich
I

bin
am

froh,
glad

dass
that

die
the

Ärztin
doctor

die
the

Asthmatikerin/
asthmatic

den
the

Asthmatiker
asthmatic

(noch
yet

rechtzeitig)
in-time

behandelt
treated

hat.
has

I’m glad that the lady doctor treated the asthmatic (yet in time).

(16) Mir
Me

kam
came

zu
to

Ohren,
ears

dass
that

die
the

Spielerin
player

die
the

Trainerin/
coach

den
the

Trainer
coach

(gestern
yesterday

abend)
evening

beleidigt
insulted

hat.
has

‘I’ve heard that the player insulted the coach (last night).’

(17) Amüsant
Amusing

fand
found

ich
I

es
it

nicht,
not

dass
that

die
the

Politikerin
politician

die
the

Moderatorin/
moderator

den
the

Moderator
moderator

(derart
so

heftig)
heavily

beschimpft
insulted

hat.
has

‘I didn’t find it amusing that the politician insulted the moderator (so heavily).’

(18) Ich
I

glaube
believe

nicht,
not

dass
that

die
the

Rentnerin
pensioner

die
the

Enkelin/
granddaughter

den
the

Enkel
grandson

(heute
today

morgen)
moning

weggeschickt
sent-away

hat.
has

‘I didn´t believe that the pensioner away-sent the granddaughter/grandson (this morning).’

(19) Ich
I

bin
am

mir
me

sicher,
sure

dass
that

die
the

Journalistin
journalist

die
the

Politikerin/
politician

den
the

Politiker
politician

(äußerst
most

intensiv)
intensively

befragt
interrogated

hat.
has

‘I’m sure that the journalist interrogated the politician (most intensively).’

(20) Ich
I

bin
am

froh,
glad

dass
that

die
the

Lehrerin
teacher

die
the

Schülerin/
pupil

den
the

Schüler
pupil

(immer
always

wieder)
again

gefördert
promoted

hat.
has

‘I’m glad that the teacher promoted the pupil (again and again).’

(21) Wir
We

sind
are

froh,
glad

dass
that

die
the

Erzieherin
educator

die
the

Schülerin/
pupil

den
the

Schüler
pupil

(immer
always

geduldig)
patiently

unterstützt
supported

hat.
has

‘We are glad that the educator supported the pupil (always patiently).’

(22) Wir
We

sind
are

nicht
not

damit
with-it

einverstanden,
agreeable

dass
that

die
the

Ärztin
doctor

die
the

Krankenschwester/
nurse

den
the

Krankenpfleger
male-nurse

(nicht
not

auch)
also

eingeweiht
inaugurated

hat.
has

‘We do not agree with the fact that the doctor (did not also) inaugurated the nurse.’

(23) Wir
We

vermuten,
assume

dass
that

die
the

Chefin
boss

die
the

Fahrerin/
driver

den
the

Fahrer
driver

(einfach
just

nicht)
not

informiert
informed

hat.
has

‘ We assume that the boss (just) has (not) informed the driver.’

(24) Wir
We

wissen,
know

dass
that

die
the

Mieterin
tenant

die
the

Vermieterin/
landlady

den
the

Vermieter
landlord

(neulich
recently

wieder)
again

angerufen
called

hat.
has

‘We know that the tenant called the landlady/the landlord (recently again).’
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(25) Wir
We

haben
have

gehört,
heard

dass
that

die
the

Zeugin
witness

die
the

Entführerin/
kidnapper

den
the

Entführer
kidnapper

(gestern
yesterday

mehrfach)
multiply

belastet
incriminated

hat.
has

‘We’ve heard that the witness incriminated the kidnapper (yesterday several times).’

(26) Wir
We

befürchten,
fear

dass
that

die
the

Trainerin
coach

die
the

Sportlerin/
athlete

den
the

Sportler
athlete

(diesmal
this-time

ernsthaft)
seriously

überfordert
overextended

hat.
has

‘We fear that the coach overextended the athlete (this time seriously).’

(27) Wir
We

glauben
believe

kaum,
hardly

dass
that

die
the

Senatorin
senator

die
the

Sekretärin/
secretary

den
the

Sekretär
secretary

(völlig
completely

grundlos)
groundlessly

rausgeworfen
thrown-out

hat.
has

‘We hardly believe that the senator threw out the secretary (for no reason).’

(28) Wir
We

haben
have

gesehen,
seen

dass
that

die
the

Verkäuferin
saleslady

die
the

Frau/
woman

den
the

Mann
man

(völlig
completely

lustlos)
listlessly

beraten
advised

hat.
has

‘We saw that the saleslady advised the woman/the man (completely listlessly).’

(29) Wir
We

fanden
found

es
it

gut,
good

dass
that

die
the

Moderatorin
moderator

die
the

Sportlerin/
athlete

den
the

Sportler
athlete

(sehr
very

detailliert)
detailed

befragt
interrogated

hat.
has

‘We are glad that the moderator interrogated the athlete (inextenso).’

(30) Wir
We

sind
are

erleichtert,
relieved

dass
that

die
the

Erzieherin
educator

die
the

Ausreißerin/
runaway

den
the

Ausreißer
runaway

(derart
so

schnell)
fast

gefunden
found

hat.
has

‘We are relieved that the educator found the runaway (so fast).’

(31) Es
It

hat
has

uns
us

überrascht,
surprised

dass
that

die
the

Entführerin
kidnapper

die
the

Chefin/
boss

den
the

Chef
boss

(gestern
yesterday

sofort)
immediately

verraten
betrayed

hat.
has

‘It suprised us that the kidnapper betrayed the boss (yesterday immediately).’

(32) Wir
We

können
can

es
it

kaum
hardly

glauben,
believe

dass
that

die
the

Schülerin
pupil

die
the

Lehrerin/
teacher

den
the

Lehrer
teacher

schon
yet

wieder
again

bestohlen
stole-from

hat.
has

‘We can hardly believe that the pupil stole from the teacher (once again).’

(33) Natürlich
Naturally

glauben
believe

wir
we

nicht,
not

dass
that

die
the

Chefin
boss

die
the

Mitarbeiterin/
coworker

den
the

Mitarbeiter
coworker

noch
still

nie
never

eingeweiht
inaugurated

hat.
has

‘Naturally, we don’t believe that the boss inaugurated the coworker (never ever).’

(34) Mit
With

Bedauern
regret

nehmen
take

wir
we

zur
to

Kenntnis,
notice

dass
that

die
the

Wirtin
innkeeper

die
the

Köchin/
cook

den
the

Koch
cook

(einfach
just

fristlos)
summarily

entlassen
dismissed

hat.
has

‘With regret we note that the innkeeper dismissed the cook (without notice).’

(35) Uns
Us

kam
came

zu
to

Ohren,
ears

dass
that

die
the

Bewerberin
candidate

die
the

Prüferin/
examiner

den
the

Prüfer
examiner

(heute
today

morgen)
morning

bestochen
bribed

hat.
has

‘We’ve heard that the candidate bribed the examiner (this morning).’

(36) Wir
We

glauben
believe

nicht,
not

dass
that

die
the

Kandidatin
candidate

die
the

Tante/
aunt

den
the

Onkel
uncle

(auch
also

diesmal)
this-time

überzeugt
convinced

hat.
has

‘We don’t believe that the candidate convinced the aunt/uncle (also this time).’

(37) Leider
Unfortunately

mussten
must

wir
we

erfahren,
learn

dass
that

die
the

Touristin
tourist

die
the

Reiseleiterin/
tour-guide

den
the

Reiseleiter
tour-guide

(kurz
shortly

danach)
therefater

verklagt
sued

hat.
has

‘Unfortunately, we had to experience that the tourist sued the the tour guide (shortly thereafter).

(38) Wir
We

sind
are

froh,
glad

dass
that

die
the

Radfahrerin
bicyclist

die
the

Fußgängerin/
pedestrian

den
the

Fußgänger
pedestrian

(noch
yet

rechtzeitig)
in-time

gesehen
seen

hat.
has

‘We are glad that the bicyclist saw the pedestrian /yet in time).’

(39) Es
It

war
was

wirklich
really

nicht
not

fair,
fair

dass
that

die
the

Prüferin
examiner

die
the

Schülerin/
pupil

den
the

Schüler
pupil

(derart
so

massiv)
heavily

eingeschüchtert
intimidated

hat.
has

‘It wasn’t fair that the examiner intimidated the pupil (so heavily).
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(40) Es
It

hat
has

uns
us

ziemlich
quite

geärgert,
annoyed

dass
that

die
the

Kollegin
colleague

die
the

Hausmeisterin/
caretaker

den
the

Hausmeister
caretaker

(dermaßen
so

häufig)
often

ausgenutzt
put-upon

hat.
has

‘It annoyed us that the colleague took advantage of the caretaker (so frequently).’

Stimuli Experiment 11

Stimuli Experiment 11 was run in Dutch. Below, for each sentence set the condition ‘sin-
gular, mismatch, ambiguous’ is given. Unambiguous sentences contained a pronominal
object (hem‘him’ and hen‘them’).1

(1) Ik
I

heb
have

gehoord
heard

dat
that

de
the

student
student

de
the

professoren
professors

bekritiseerde.
criticized

‘I have heard that the student criticized the professors.’

(2) Ik
I

denk
think

dat
that

de
the

winkelier
shopkeeper

de
the

dieven
thiefs

aangaf.
charged

‘I think that the shopkeeper filed charges against the thiefs.’

(3) Ik
I

hoop
hope

dat
that

de
the

bioloog
biologist

de
the

laboranten
lab-assistants

informeerde
informed

‘I hope that the biologist informed the lab assistants.’

(4) Ik
I

heb
have

vernomen
learnt

dat
that

de
the

journalist
journalist

de
the

terroristen
assassins

kende.
recognized

‘I have learnt that the journalist recognized the assassins.’

(5) Ik
I

vind
find

het
it

goed
good

dat
that

de
the

mentor
mentor

de
the

studenten
students

ondersteunde.
supported

‘I appreciate that the mentor supported the students.’

(6) Ik
I

vind
find

het
it

goed
good

dat
that

de
the

overwinnaar
winner

de
the

tegenstanders
opponents

uitnodigde.
invited

‘I appreciate that the winner invited the opponents.’

(7) Ik
I

ben
am

verbaasd
surprised

dat
that

de
the

scholier
pupil

de
the

vrienden
friends

beschuldigde.
accused

‘I am surprised that the pupil accused the friends.’

(8) Ik
I

denk
think

dat
that

de
the

boer
farmer

de
the

wandelaars
hikers

waarschuwde.
warned

‘I think that the farmer warned the hikers.’

(9) Ik
I

heb
have

gehoord
heard

dat
that

de
the

speler
player

de
the

trainers
coaches

beledigde.
insulted

‘I have heard that the player insulted the coaches.’

(10) Ik
I

ben
am

verbaasd
surprised

dat
that

de
the

minister
secretary

de
the

journalisten
journalists

beschimpte.
abused

‘I am surprised that the secretary abused the journalists.’

(11) Ik
I

denk
think

niet
not

dat
that

de
the

gepensioneerde
pensioner

de
the

kleinzonen
grandsons

wegstuurde.
sent-away

‘I don’t think that the pensioner sent the grandsons away.’

(12) Ik
I

denk
think

dat
that

de
the

journalist
journalist

de
the

sporters
athletes

interviewde.
interviewed

‘I think that the journalist interviewed the athletes.’

1I thank Robert Hartsuiker for his help in creating the materials.
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(13) Ik
I

weet
know

dat
that

de
the

leraar
teacher

de
the

scholieren
pupils

bevorderde.
promoted

‘I know that the teacher promoted the pupils.’

(14) Ik
I

hoop
hope

dat
that

de
the

leraar
teacher

de
the

boosdoeners
culprits

bestrafte.
punished

‘I hope that the teacher punished the culprits.’

(15) Ik
I

vermoed
assume

dat
the

de
tenant

huurder
the

de
landlords

verhuurders
called

opbelde.

‘I assume the tenant called the landlords.’

(16) Ik
I

heb
have

gehoord
heard

dat
that

de
the

getuige
witness

de
the

ontvoerders
hijackers

herkende.
recognized

‘I have heard that the witness recognized the hijackers.’

(17) Ik
I

ben
am

opgelucht
relieved

dat
that

de
the

opvoeder
supervisor

de
the

weglopers
runaways

vond.
found

‘I am relieved that the supervisor found the runaways.’

(18) Ik
I

heb
have

gehoord
heard

dat
that

de
the

ontvoerder
kidnapper

de
the

medeplichtigers
accomplices

verraadde.
betrayed

‘I have heard that the kidnapper betrayed the accomplices.’2

(19) Ik
I

heb
have

gehoord
heard

dat
that

de
the

politieagent
police-officier

de
the

rovers
robbers

inrekende.
arrested

‘I have heard that the police officier arrested the robbers.’

(20) Ik
I

heb
have

gehoord
heard

dat
that

de
the

caféhouder
innkeeper

de
the

koks
cooks

ontsloeg.
discarded

‘I have heard that the innkeeper discarded the cooks.’

(21) Ik
I

heb
have

gezien
seen

dat
that

de
the

aanvaller
attacker

de
the

verdedigers
defenders

verschalkte.
outflanked

‘I have seen that the attacker outflanked the defenders.’

(22) Ik
I

denk
think

niet
not

dat
that

de
the

kandidaat
canidate

de
the

examinators
examiners

overtuigde.
convinced

‘I don’t think that the canidate convinced the examiners.’

(23) Ik
I

heb
have

vernomen
learnt

dat
that

de
the

tourist
tourist

de
the

reisleiders
tour-guides

aanklaagde.
charged

‘I have learnt that the tourist charged the tour guides.’

(24) Ik
I

vermoed
assume

dat
that

de
the

wielrenner
biker

de
the

voetgangers
pedestrians

overzag.
overlooked

‘I assume that the biker overlooked the pedestrians.’

(25) Ik
I

vind
find

het
it

unfair
unfair

dat
that

de
the

examinator
examiner

de
the

studenten
students

intimideerde.
intimidated

‘I find it unfair that the examiner intimidated the students.’

(26) Ik
I

vind
find

dat
that

de
the

architect
architect

de
the

stagairs
trainees

uitbuitte.
took-advantage-of

‘I find that the architect took advantage of the trainees.’

(27) Ik
I

heb
have

gehoord
heard

dat
that

de
the

officier
officier

de
the

rekruten
recruits

drilde.
drilled-hard

‘I have heard that the officier drilled the recruits hardly.’

(28) Ik
I

heb
have

vernomen
learnt

dat
that

de
the

schrijfster
author

de
the

uitgevers
editors

bekritiseerde.
criticized

‘I have learnt that the author criticized the editors.’

2Medeplichtiger(s)should bemedeplichtige(n).
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(29) Ik
I

weet
know

dat
that

de
the

reisleider
tour-guide

de
the

laatkomers
latecomers

vermaande.
reproved

‘I know that the tour guide reproved the latecomers.’

(30) Ik
I

heb
have

gezien
seen

dat
that

de
the

politieagent
police-officer

de
the

demonstranten
protesters

afranselde.
beat

‘I have seen that the police officer beat the protesters.’

(31) Ik
I

vind
find

het
it

niet
not

goed
good

dat
that

de
the

trainer
coach

de
the

spelers
players

ontzag.
spared

‘I find it not good that the coach spared the players.’

(32) Ik
I

vind
find

het
it

goed
good

dat
that

de
the

cabaretspeler
comedian

de
the

laatkomers
latecomers

verwelkomde.
welcomed

‘I find it good that the comedian welcomed the latecomers.’

(33) Ik
I

weet
know

dat
that

de
the

schilder
painter

de
the

leerlingen
apprentices

instrueerde.
instructed

‘I know that the painter instructed the apprentices.’

(34) Ik
I

denk
think

dat
that

de
the

docent
lecturer

de
the

studenten
students

corrigeerde.
corrected

‘I think that the lecturer corrected the students.’

(35) Ik
I

vind
find

het
it

goed
good

dat
that

de
the

gastheer
host

de
the

gasten
guests

verwende.
pampered

‘I find it good that the host pampered the guests.’

(36) Ik
I

denk
think

dat
that

de
the

reporter
reporter

de
the

toneelspelers
actors

fotografeerde.
photographed

‘I think that the reporter photographed the actors.’

(37) Ik
I

denk
think

niet
not

dat
that

de
the

politieagent
police-officer

de
the

tuiniers
gardeners

verhoorde.
interrogated

‘I think not that the police officer interrogated the gardeners.’

(38) Ik
I

hoop
hope

dat
that

de
the

verpleger
nurse

de
the

dokters
doctors

riep.
called

‘I hope that the nurse called the doctors.’

(39) Ik
I

denk
think

dat
that

de
the

advocaat
lawyer

de
the

getuigen
witnesses

ondervraagde.
questioned

‘I think that the lawyer questioned the witnesses.’

(40) Ik
I

vermoed
assume

dat
that

de
the

adviseur
consultant

de
the

klanten
clients

bedroog.
betrayed

‘I assume that the consultant betrayed the clients.’

(41) Ik
I

denk
think

dat
that

de
the

glazenwasser
window-cleaner

de
the

inbrekers
burglars

zag.
saw

‘I think that the window cleaner saw the burglars.’

(42) Ik
I

denk
think

dat
that

de
the

kelner
waiter

de
the

gasten
guests

bedroog.
betrayed

‘I think that the waiter betrayed the guests.’

(43) Ik
I

zag
saw

dat
that

de
the

verdediger
defender

de
the

aanvallers
attackers

vasthield.
held

‘I saw that the defender held the attackers.’

(44) Ik
I

heb
have

gehoord
heard

dat
that

de
the

rover
robber

de
the

verkopers
clerks

verwondde.
wounded

‘I have heard that the robber wounded the clerks.’

(45) Ik
I

weet
know

dat
that

de
the

fotograaf
photographer

de
the

ministers
secretaries

begeleidde.
accompanied

‘I know that the photographer accompanied the secretaries.’
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(46) Ik
I

denk
think

dat
that

de
the

figurant
extra

de
the

toneelspelers
actors

kende.
knew

‘I think that the extra knew the actors.’

(47) Ik
I

denk
think

niet
not

dat
that

de
the

producent
producer

de
the

cameramannen
cameramen

uitzocht.
chose

‘I think not that the producer chose the cameramen.’

(48) Ik
I

ben
am

blij
glad

dat
the

de
fireman

brandweerman
the

de
residents

bewoners
rescued

redde.

‘I am glad the fireman rescued the residents.’
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